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corpus-based studies in contrastive
linguistics at the university of oslo
SIGNE OKSEFJELL EBELING, ATLE GRØNN, KJETIL RÅ HAUGE,
DIANA SANTOS
University of Oslo
In the Department of Literature, Area Studies and European Languages (ILOS),
University of Oslo, there is a long-standing tradition of corpus-based contrastive
studies, dating back to the early 1990s when the English-Norwegian Parallel Corpus project was initiated by Stig Johansson (of the former Department of British
and American Studies). Since then, other projects have followed, notably Språk i
kontrast (directed by Cathrine Fabricius-Hansen and Stig Johansson), the RussianNorwegian (RuN) corpus project (directed by Atle Grønn), and the Information
Structure and Word Order Change in Germanic and Romance Languages (ISWOC)
project (directed by Kristin Bech and Kristine Eide), and the Portuguese multicorpus project AC/DC (directed by Diana Santos), which since 2011 has been associated with ILOS. Further initiatives have also contributed to a growing interest
in contrastive studies, extending into more and more languages.
Fruits of these efforts were in evidence at the departmental seminar that took
place on the 15th of May 2013, focusing in its entirety on corpus-based contrastive
studies. With 14 papers (18 presenters) and close to 50 participants altogether,
the event clearly demonstrated the standing this area of research has come to occupy within the department. Moreover, the papers revealed what a multifaceted
field this is, through the diversity of topics covered, the number of languages
compared, the types of corpora used, and the different methodological and theoretical frameworks applied.
In the first paper, atle grønn explores the temporal organization of counterfactual conditionals with focus on the perfect auxiliary ha (= ‘have’) in Norwegian.
Data from the Oslo Multilingual Corpus show that languages like English, German
and French are much more well-behaved at the syntax-semantics interface when
it comes to the use of the past perfect in counterfactuals. In Scandinavian (and
Dutch) the temporal auxiliary is often semantically redundant both in the antecedent and consequent of counterfactual conditionals.
silje susanne alvestad presents an analysis of aspect in Slavic imperatives
based on her PhD thesis defended at ILOS in 2013. Her comparative study involves twelve different Slavic languages with examples taken from the ParaSol
corpus. The different distribution of imperfective and perfective aspect in Slavic
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imperatives – with more imperfective forms found in the east Slavic languages –
is accounted for by an aspect neutralization parameter which says that “fake” imperfective morphology can be used when the aspectual meaning is semantically
definite.
It is not unusual to add words in translation between languages, but when
these words take the form of a pragmatic particle, e.g. well and like, it becomes
all the more interesting to scrutinise the context of the source language to find
out what triggers its use in translation. kjetil rå hauge demonstrates how translational data between Bulgarian and a number of source languages can be put to
use when analysing the function of such pragmatic particles.
elizaveta khachaturyan investigates the use of the Russian particles deskat’
and mol, used to convey shades of reported speech, and their translations into Italian, a language with a completely different way of expressing reported speech,
and which often uses expressions involving the verb dire ’to say’ to explain e.g.
a subjective impression conveyed with a specific utterance. The investigation
draws on comparable Russian and Italian data from the Uppsala-Tübingen Russian Corpus and the Italian CORIS/CODIS corpus.
On the basis of the Oslo Multilingual Corpus, hilde hasselgård explores the
semantic field of additive conjunction by studying the Norwegian connector dessuten and its correspondences in English and French. The three languages are
found to differ in their realization of additive connectives, as attested by the wide
range of correspondences found in both English and French. The findings suggest
that dessuten is stylistically neutral and vague in the additive relation it expresses.
In his study of clausal modifiers in noun phrases, johan elsness investigates a
random sample culled from the English-Norwegian Parallel Corpus. The analysis
confirms the generally held view that non-finite modifiers are more common in
English, whereas finite relative clauses are more commonly used in Norwegian,
attesting to a higher degree of explicitness in Norwegian. It is also established,
particularly on the basis of data from the Multiple-Translation Corpus, that individual translators’ preferences play an important role in the translation of clausal
modifiers.
hildegunn dirdal examines the individual style of translators on the basis of
their use of clause building and clause reduction in translations from English into
Norwegian. The source of data is the A.S. Byatt text of the English-Norwegian
Multiple-Translation Corpus and its translations into Norwegian by ten different
translators. Dirdal concludes that translators’ styles depend on both “the degree
to which they introduce syntactic changes and the types of structures they prefer”.
Based on a comparable corpus comprising social science texts, bergljot behrens focuses on event nominals in English and Norwegian and establishes that English has a significantly higher proportion of these in original texts than NorweOSLa volume 6(1), 2014
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gian has. To find out what happens to event nominals in translation between
the two languages, Behrens uses the Multiple-Translation Corpus and finds that
translators in general tend to be influenced by the source language norms, but to
different degrees.
signe oksefjell ebeling addresses the concept of semantic prosody in three
small-scale case studies based on the English-Norwegian Parallel Corpus+. It is
shown that units containing commit and signs of have good Norwegian matches
with regard to semantic prosody. Units with utterly, however, show less stability
across the two languages, and no “perfect” matches are identified in Norwegian
in terms of semantic prosody.
kristine eide discusses word order in Old Portuguese and Old Spanish on the
basis of data drawn from a 13th and 14th century parallel corpus, concluding that
the different position of subjects and objects attested in the two languages stems
from their different information structural properties, namely the fact that Old
Spanish, unlike Old Portuguese, allows new information in the left periphery.
christine meklenborg salvesen & kristin bech compare V2 word order in a
corpus of Old English and Old French texts and find, along with considerable similarities, marked differences. The placement of the subject in Old English, for example, is largely governed by information structure (i.e. whether the subject conveys new information or old, given information), while the subject in Old French
is generally placed according to syntactic rules.
hans petter helland & anneliese pitz present a syntactic account of present
and past participles in German and French. The analysis is couched in a minimalist generative framework, based on data from the Oslo Multilingual Corpus. It is
shown that even though German and French have similar constructions available,
the two languages prefer different ways of expressing the same semantic content.
The authors argue that their novel treatment of Asp-phrases in the syntax of participles enables them to account for idiosyncratic facts about German and French
with far-reaching cross-linguistic implications.
liljana šarić & ivelina tchizmarova show how new insights can be gained
even from relatively small parallel corpora. Comparing six novels with their translations, they find differences between the verbs corresponding to come in BosnianCroatian-Serbian (BCS) and Bulgarian. The BCS verb tends be used as a general
verb of movement, while its Bulgarian counterpart expresses movement towards
the speaker or the hearer, and in some cases also towards neither of these, but
towards a location that is the focal point of the utterance.
In the final paper, diana santos studies some frequent verbs in Portuguese
and Norwegian (corresponding roughly to be and have), using a corpus of multiple (student) translations in both directions of translation. After illustrating the
quantitative regularities of the verbs, she outlines a fine-grained semantic annotation scheme for the Portuguese verbs.
OSLa volume 6(1), 2014
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We believe that the papers in this volume attest to the great potential of corpusbased contrastive research, as formulated by Johansson (1998, 3-4):
Language comparison is of great interest in a theoretical as well as an
applied perspective. It reveals what is general and what is languagespecific and is therefore important both for the understanding of language in general and for the study of the individual languages compared.
Finally, we wish to extend our thanks to the authors for their contributions
both to the seminar and to this issue of OSLa. Thanks are also due to the participants at the seminar and not least to the many external reviewers who carefully
assessed the contributions. We are also grateful to the department for funding
lunch and Portuguese refreshments!
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en meningsløs norsk perfektum i
kontrafaktiske kondisjonalsetninger
ATLE GRØNN
Universitetet i Oslo

abstract
The paper explores the temporal organization of counterfactual conditionals with focus on the perfect auxiliary ha (= have) in Norwegian. Data from
the Oslo Multilingual Corpus suggest that languages like English, German
and French are more well-behaved at the syntax-semantics interface when
it comes to the use of the (past) perfect in counterfactuals. Indeed, in all
Indo-European languages have-/be- in the antecedent of past counterfactuals will typically be semantically empty. However, in Scandinavian the perfect is ambiguous all over the place in counterfactual conditionals. In fact,
the temporal auxiliary can optionally be absent in the overt syntax, or it
may be overtly expressed but interpreted as identity in the semantics or it
can have its expected meaning as a backward shifter. In the latter case, the
backward shift can outscope the bare conditional (genuine past counterfactuals) or take local scope inside the antecedent or consequent.
[1] i n n l e d n i n g t i l d e t m e n i n g s l ø s e

Data fra parallellkorpora viser tydelig at skandinavisk/norsk og nederlandsk har
et avvikende overforbruk av perfektum i kontrafaktiske kondisjonalsetninger sammenliknet med standardkonstruksjonene i germanske og romanske språk.
Disse problematiske dataene fortjener en liten artikkel eller to selv om jeg
er usikker på om det finnes noen fullgod prinsipiell forklaring på denne ‘‘misbruken” av perfektum. Om jeg tar feil, utfordrer jeg leseren til å skrive en større
og mer prinsipiell artikkel om disse dataene. Slik jeg ser det, er vi nødt til, i et
formelt komposisjonelt system, å stipulere en ambiguitet for perfektum, en ambiguitet som for så vidt også er kjent fra antesedenten i språk som engelsk og
tysk, eller fransk og italiensk, men som i norsk opptrer temmelig usystematisk
over hele linja.
Datagrunnlaget for artikkelen baserer seg utelukkende på Oslo Multilingual
Corpus (OMC). Dataene vil ikke bli telt, så min artikkel vil ikke bidra til utbredelsen av ren empirisme, den lingvistiske vekkelsen som har hjemsøkt vårt forskningsfelt de siste årene. Det viktige her er hvilke implikasjoner de autentiske
eksemplene har for forholdet mellom form og mening, altså syntaks-semantikkgrensesnittet.
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Kort fortalt må man for norsk stipulere en usystematisk ambiguitet mellom et
semantisk reelt og et semantisk tomt hjelpeverb i perfektum-konstruksjonen. Interessant nok kan hjelpeverbet også forbli ikke-uttrykt i syntaksen (Julien 2002),
en mulighet som knapt eksisterer utenfor skandinavisk.
Her er noen karakteristiske data der norsk skiller seg ut tilsynelatende uten
mål og mening:1
(1)

(N) Hvis du nå hadde hatt valget mellom Vera og Laura, hvem ville du ha
valgt da? – Du mener livet ut?
(E) If you could choose between Vera and Laura now, who would you pick?
(T) Wenn du die Wahl hättest zwischen Vera und Laura, für welche würdest
du dich dann entscheiden?
(F) Si tu avais le choix entre Véra et Laura, laquelle choisirais-tu?

Alle indoeuropeiske språk bruker fortidsmorfologi i kontrafaktiske/irreelle kondisjonalsetninger. Dette reiser en rekke interessante lingvistiske spørsmål. Men
hvorfor norsk i eksempelet ovenfor bruker pluskvamperfektum i antesedenten og
såkalt annen kondisjonalis (ville ha valgt) i konsekventen, er et mer idiosynkratisk
spørsmål som naturlig nok ikke er viet særlig oppmerksomhet i litteraturen.
Et tilsvarende avvik mellom norsk på den ene siden og de andre språkene på
den andre finner vi også i neste eksempel:
(2)

(N) I tillegg til mer enn hundre fortryllede menneskeskikkelser har da også
kunstneren plassert nesten like mange andre virveldyr i bildet. Hadde jeg
deltatt i en assosiasjonslek og stikkordet hadde vært “fantasi”, ville jeg
uten å nøle ha sagt Bosch. Hvis stikkordet hadde vært “Bosch”, ville jeg
like umiddelbart ha sagt “Lystens hage”.
(E) If I was playing at word associations and was given the word “fantasy”,
I would say Bosch straight away. If the word was “Bosch”, I would say “The
Garden of Earthly Delights”.
(T) Wenn ich bei einem Assoziationsspiel mitmachte und das Stichwort
“Fantasie” fiele, dann würde ich sofort “Bosch” sagen. Wäre “Bosch” das
Stichwort würde ich den “Garten der Lüste” nennen.
(F) Dans un jeu d’associations d’idées, pour “imagination” je répondrais Le
Jardin des délices. A Jardin des délices, j’associerais le mot “misérable”.

[2] t e m p o r a l t p e r s p e k t i v i n åt i da

I de to eksemplene ovenfor er det temporale perspektivet til taleren i nåtida. Det
ser vi blant annet av tidsadverbialet nå i (1) og presensmorfologien har i venstrekonteksten til (2). I en kontrafaktisk hypotese om nåtida er den forventede
[1]
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konstruksjonen for norsk – som for andre indo-europeiske språk – den vi møter i
(3):
(3)

(N) En forutsetningsløs iakttaker fra en annen klode ville ikke spå noe langt
liv for menneskeslekten hvis han så oss slik vi står her i dag.
(E) An unprejudiced observer from another planet, looking upon man as
he is today, […] would not prophesy long life for the species.
(T) Sähe man als voraussetzungsloser Beobachter den Menschen, wie er
heute dasteht, [...] man würde ihm kein langes Leben voraussagen!

Her har vi konsekvent ett lag med fortidsmorfologi i antesedenten A (så i norsk
eller sähe i tysk) og fortidsformen av det modale hjelpeverbet ville/would/würde
i konsekventen K. Kondisjonalsetninga er likevel temporalt lokalisert i nåtida (i
dag/today/heute). Vi antar derfor at en semantisk presens har skop over den nakne
kondisjonalen i den semantiske strukturen (logisk form, LF) nedenfor:
(4)

pres [[ville [hvis A]] K]
Alle A-verdener nåi er K-verdener nåi .

I en prototypisk kontrafaktisk kondisjonal er A-verdenene, der premisset for hypotesen introduseres, mirakelverdener (Lewis 1979). Vår verden (indikativ) er
selvsagt ikke blant disse. En vanlig indikativ kondisjonalsetning vil for øvrig ha
de samme sannhetsbetingelsene som i parafrasen ovenfor (“Alle A-verdener er
K-verdener”). Den eneste, men vesentlige, forskjellen er at indikative kondisjonalsetninger ikke legger noen restriksjoner på hvorvidt vår verden er en A-verden
eller ikke.2
Fortidsmorfologien i A og K er blitt kalt fake i kontrafaktiske kondisjonaler;
den er ikke til å stole på og får ikke den forventede temporale fortidsbetydningen
på LF. Iatridou (2000) argumenterer for at fortidsmorfologien bidrar med trekket
eksklusjon, altså distanse fra talesituasjonen (Julien 2003). En semantisk operator i tidsdomenet vil gi en tolkning av trekket som preteritum, mens en semantisk operator i verdensdomenet vil gi en irrealis-tolkning. Denne “enten-eller”analysen av fortidsmorfologi er også kjent fra Langacker-inspirerte tempusanalyser i kognitiv grammatikk. Problemet er hvordan man da kan analysere ekte
fortidsreferanse i en modal kontekst (“både-og”). Julien (2002) er tydeligvis klar
[2]

En fagfelle er ikke helt overbevist om at slike konstruksjoner som i (3) virkelig er kontrafaktiske og ikke
bare “hypotetiske”. Det refereres her til et tredje nivå på en skala der ekte kontrafaktiske og indikative
kondisjonaler er ytterpunktene; hypotetiske kondisjonaler befinner seg midt i mellom og signaliserer at
taleren ikke tror at vår verden er med i mengden A-verdener. Uansett hvor reelt dette skillet mellom ekte
kontrafaktiske og hypotetiske kondisjonaler måtte være, vil jeg mene at (3) må kunne klassifiseres som
en kontrafaktisk konstruksjon. Selv om besøk fra verdensrommet (“fra en annen klode”) ikke helt kan
utelukkes i framtida, har vi ikke erfart noe slikt besøk her og nå (“slik vi står her i dag”). Følgelig har
antesedenten en kontrafaktisk tolkning med referanse kun til mirakelverdener. Men se (5) nedenfor for
et eksempel som gir en mer “hypotetisk” tolkning.
OSLa volume 6(1), 2014
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over denne tredje muligheten når hun skriver: “skulle can represent only past
tense, only counterfactuality (in which case the tense is formally unmarked), or
both past tense and counterfactuality.”
Jeg har imidlertid ikke sett noen semantiske analyser av denne tredje muligheten, som prinsipielt sett er den eneste gangbare i kontrafaktiske kondisjonaler siden en modal operator alltid må forankres i tid: det som er nødvendig eller
mulig på ett tidspunkt, trenger ikke være nødvendig eller mulig på et annet tidspunkt.
Selv om vi befinner oss i mirakelverdener, har derfor proposisjonene i hvissetninga og hovedsetninga like fullt en temporal tolkning. Det ser vi blant annet
gjennom bruken av tidsadverbialer som uttrykker referansetida. Vanligvis vil vi
også ha samtidighet og en temporal avhengighet mellom de to proposisjonene.
Det er derfor viktig at vi har en syntaktisk organisering på LF som gir oss temporal kontroll: nåtidsperspektivet – som kommer eksplisitt til uttrykk gjennom
adverbialet i dag i (3) – må inn i både antesedenten og konsekventen. I semantikken oppnås dette gjennom (lambda-)abstraksjon over den øvre referansetida i
A og K.
Betydningen til den modale operatoren, i norsk ofte (men ikke alltid) realisert som ville, er nødvendighet, som i en klassisk Lewis-semantikk (Lewis 1979)
for kontrafaktiske kondisjonaler: K er nødvendig (gitt A). Et viktig nytt element
i LF-skjelettet i (4) sammenliknet med tradisjonelle analyser er den temporale
dimensjonen (Grønn & von Stechow 2011).
Som nevnt en passent ovenfor, er kondisjonaler med enkel fortidsmorfologi
ikke rent kontrafaktiske når hypotesen ligger i framtida. Ved teliske predikater
må vi anta en kovert framtidsoperator fut siden hendelsen neppe kan være samtidig med taletidspunktet:
(5)

(N) [De] står med ryggen til skrenten og hun forsøker å glemme den, den
er som et sug i nakken på henne, hver gang må hun se ned i de dype gatene
og bli svimmel. Hvis hun falt ned den skrenten ville hun dø.
(E) If she fell down that precipice she would die.
(T) Wenn sie den Abhang hinabfallen würde, dann müßte sie sterben.

Verbfraser som å falle ned skrenten og å dø er inkompatible med snever nåtidsreferanse og underordnes derfor en kovert operator som skifter referansetida
framover. Ved å bruke kontrafaktisk morfologi, altså fortidsmorfologi, i en presenskontekst (står, forsøker, er, må i venstrekonteksten til (5)) signaliserer taleren
at hun ikke regner hendelsen i antesedenten for sannsynlig, men siden kondisjonalen er lokalisert i framtida, kan taleren strengt tatt ikke vite hva som vil skje.
Dette ser vi klart i eksempel (6), der taleren eksplisitt åpner for at vår verden kan
bli en A-verden (som inkluderer oppfinnelsen av en elektrisk kaptein):
OSLa volume 6(1), 2014
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(N) “Hvis man nå bare kunne oppfinne en elektrisk kaptein også, så ville
meget være vunnet,” sa Spot, andektig. “Ja De har sannelig rett, De har
sannelig rett!” hvinte den gamle, “men tror De det er mulig? En elektrisk
kaptein?” “Javisst.”
(E) “It would be a great improvement if only they could now invent an electric captain,” said Spot solemnly. “Yes, you’re right, you’re quite right,”
said the old man. “But do you think that’s possible? An electric captain?”
“Of course.”
(T) “Wenn sie jetzt auch noch einen elektrischen Kapitän erfinden, dann
wäre viel gewonnen”, sagte Spot feierlich. “Ja, Sie haben recht, Sie haben
recht”, sagte der alte Mann, “aber glauben Sie, daß das möglich ist? Ein
elektrischer Kapitän?” “Ja , natürlich.”

For Eide (2005) vil dette være eksempler på hypotetiske kondisjonaler.
[3] u t e n ‘ h a ’

I det neste eksempelet – med ateliske predikater – har vi en irrealis hypotese om
nåtida, her uttrykt i norsk gjennom en partisipp-for-infinitiv-konstruksjon (ville
vært):
(7)

(N) Ville hverdagen vært et scoop hvis den til stadighet gikk rundt og gjorde
rede for seg?
(E) Would everyday life be a miracle if it went round constantly explaining
itself?
(T) Wäre der Alltag eine Sensation, wenn er ununterbrochen Rechenschaft
über sich ablegen würde?
(F) Le quotidien serait-il un scoop s’il passait son temps à rendre compte
de lui-même?

Fra et indo-europeisk komparativt perspektiv er det overraskende, men fra et
semantisk perspektiv gir det en viss mening å utelate det meningsløse hjelpeverbet ha i (7). I de fleste andre germanske språk – inkludert nederlandsk –
er dette en grammatisk umulighet, men i skandinaviske språk er partisipp-forinfinitiv svært vanlig under modale hjelpeverb (Julien 2002, 2003) og (Eide 2005,
2011). Spørsmålet er hva supinumen vært kan bety når den opptrer naken uten
perfektum-hjelpeverbet.
Mens det er lite litteratur om “misbruken” av perfektum med overt ha i kontrafaktiske kondisjonaler med nåtidsreferanse, er spørsmålet om det manglende
hjelpeverbet ha som i ville vært mye diskutert, både i tradisjonelle framstillinger
og blant nordiske syntaktikere innenfor et generativt rammeverk. Julien (2002,
2003) og Eide (2005, 2011) forsøker å gi disse konstruksjonene en systematisk og
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prinsipiell analyse og tolker den nakne supinum-formen som uttrykk for konjunktivisk irrealis.
De to forfatterne har flere observasjoner som støtter opp om ideen om at det
finnes en fornuft bak fraværet av hjelpeverbet ha. Såkalt dobbelsupinum kan ikke
alltid erstattes av en konstruksjon med ha innfelt mellom de to supinumformene.
(8)

Eg hadde ikkje vilja (*ha) gjort det. (Julien 2003, 148)

Julien avviser derfor å postulere et ikke-uttalt ha i slike eksempler. Den alternative konstruksjonen med infinitiv gjera etter modalverbet er heller ikke god ifølge
Juliens informanter (9a). Hun diskuterer imidlertid ikke de mest naturlige alternativene og konkurrentene til (8), nemlig (9b-d):
(9)

a. ?? Eg hadde ikkje vilja gjera det. (Julien 2003, 148)
b. Eg ville ikkje ha gjort det.
c. Eg ville ikkje gjort det.
d. Eg hadde ikkje gjort det.

Norsk, i motsetning til engelsk, har partisippformer av modale hjelpeverb (nynorsk:
vilja under hadde i (8)), men for meg er det uklart om denne konstruksjonen kan
uttrykke noe annet enn standardvariantene i (9b-d). Som vi vil se senere i del
[5], vil hjelpeverbet og fortidsskifteren ha (overt eller kovert) vanligvis ta vidt
skop over den modale operatoren på LF, den samme flyttinga som er gjort overt i
syntaksen gjennom hadde vilja i Juliens eksempel. En mulig forklaring på hvorfor
noen av Juliens informanter ikke har dobbelsupinum i talemålet sitt, kan være at
disse ikke ser noen grunn til å bruke den markerte konstruksjonen i (8) ettersom
(8) og (9b) har identiske sannhetsbetingelser.
Det finnes også eksempler fra norske dialekter der supinumen opptrer som et
selvstendig (“finitt”) verb med irrealis-tolkning, jf. (10a):
(10)

a. Fått n se kji kvæmmfølk, så døytt n.
(Eide 2011, 10; data fra Hallingdal (Venås 1977))
b. Hadde’n ikke fått seg kvinnfolk, så hadde’n dødd.
(Oslo-dialekt, konstruert).

Dialektdata viser angivelig at supinumen brukt som “finitt” verb ikke kan ha en
kontrafaktisk fortidslesning og dermed står i konkurranse med pluskvamperfektumformen: “The pluperfect is used about the past; in this case, the supine form
is non-finite and occurs to the right of negation, as the auxiliary is the finite verb
[(10b)]. The construction in [(10a)], however, is used to talk about the present and
future, and the supine form behaves like a finite verb syntactically, occurring in
V1 and V2 positions and to the left of negation” (Eide 2011, 10).
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På bakgrunn av argumentasjonen og observasjonene til Julien og Eide knyttet
til dobbelsupinum og supinum som “finitt” verb, vil jeg anta at disse forskerne
vil ønske å forklare korpusdataene i denne artikkelen utfra en distribusjon og
korrespondanse mellom form og mening som i tabell 1.
tabell 1: Forsøk på en prinsipiell form-mening-korrespondanse i kondisjonaler.
potensiell nåtid/framtid
hypotetisk nåtid/framtid
kontrafaktisk nåtid/framtid
kontrafaktisk fortid

norsk
vil være
ville være
ville vært
ville ha vært

engelsk
will be

fransk
sera

would be

serait

would have been

aurait été

Ifølge systemet som er tentativt lagt fram i tabell 1, har vi i norsk muligheten
til å uttrykke fire ulike kondisjonalsetninger med fire ulike former. I språk som
engelsk og fransk vil man derimot ikke skille morfo-syntaktisk mellom hypotetiske
og kontrafaktiske betydninger i nåtid/framtid. Jeg vil komme tilbake til denne
hypotesen i del [6] og i konklusjonen.
[4] l a g av t e m p o r a l e p e r s p e k t i v e r

Når vi studerer temporalitet i autentiske data fra parallellkorpora med hovedsakelig litterære tekster, må vi ofte ta hensyn til fortellerens perspektivtid, som
typisk ligger i fortida (før forfatterens tale-/skrivetidspunkt). Dette betyr at en
formelt sett dobbel fortidskonstruksjon med (pluskvam)perfektum semantisk sett
kan tilsvare en enkel fortidskonstruksjon. I en kontrafaktisk kontekst med falsk
fortidsmorfologi, kan vi så stå igjen med en ren presenstolkning (= samtidighet
med fortellerens perspektivtid):
(11)

(N) Men nå hadde han så vondt at han neppe ville ha reagert hvis noen
hadde ropt “Brann! Brann!” engang.
(E) But just now he was in such pain that he would have found it difficult
to respond even if someone had burst in and shouted “Fire!”

Tidsadverbialet nå/now gir referansetida som her er et punkt i fortida. I tillegg
ser vi at den engelske oversetteren også benytter (pluskvam)perfektum til tross
for at referansetida er samtidig med fortellerens perspektiv. Siden hele historien
er lagt til fortida, har det ene fortidslaget her sin vanlige temporale betydning.
I språk som norsk og engelsk med fraværende eller fattig konjunktivmorfologi, kan det som på overflaten ser ut som en kontrafaktisk kondisjonalsetning,
faktisk være en indikativ presens kondisjonalsetning i en fortidskontekst (fortid
fra forfatterens skrivetidspunkt, men samtidighet til fortellerens perspektiv):
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(12)

(N) Denne tanken slo ham nå for aller første gang, men han ville aldri
kunne få noe svar på spørsmålet. Hvis han gikk hjem nå, ville faren komme
ut fra laboratoriet i sin hvite kittel og spørre: “Tilbake allerede?”
(E) If he went home now, his father would come out of his lab in a white
smock, possibly holding a plaster cast, and he would ask: “Home so soon?”
(T) Wenn er jetzt nach Hause ging, würde der Vater in seinem weißen Kittel aus dem Labor kommen, vielleicht mit einem Gipsgebiß in der Hand,
und würde fragen [...]

Eksempel (12) vil i direkte tale/tanke rett og slett være en presens indikativ “hvis
han går hjem nå, vil faren komme ut ...”.
Mye temporal ambiguitet på dette området skyldes begrensninger i det morfologiske inventaret. Indo-europeiske språk kan vanskelig eksplisitt uttrykke tre
lag med fortid, for eksempel et reelt kontrafaktisk fortidsskift i en fortellende fortidskontekst. Man må nøye seg med to lag fortid gjennom (pluskvam)perfektum:
(13)

(N) Alt var Wenches feil. Hvis hun ikke hadde gått fra ham, ville livet hans
ha artet seg helt annerledes.
(E) If she hadn’t deserted him for that creep, things would have been far
different.

Dette bringer oss til neste punkt.
[5] f o r t i d s p e r s p e k t i v
Det kan tenkes at du må lese dette
kapitlet både to og tre ganger før
du forstår alt sammen.
Jostein Gaarder – eksempel (26)

I enkle kontekster der vi kan se bort ifra komplikasjoner knyttet til forfatterens eller fortellerens perspektivtid – for eksempel i direkte tale – vil kontrafaktiske hypoteser kunne legges med transparente midler til et fortidig tidspunkt før
taletida. Germanske og romanske språk må da bruke (pluskvam)perfektum i kombinasjon med det modale hjelpeverbet og eventuelt kondisjonalis/ konjunktivmorfologi. Vi antar at perfektum (i norsk ha) i hovedsetninga – altså K – uttrykker
et fortidsskift som tar skop over kondisjonalen:
(14)

pres ha [[ville [hvis hadde A]] K]
Det finnes en tid i før nå slik at alle A-verdener dai er K-verdener dai .

Tidspunktet i fortida kan være ubestemt som i parafrasen ovenfor – ha er da en
vanlig eksistenskvantor over fortidige tidsintervaller – eller kontekstuelt forankret
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til en bestemt tid. Den bestemte tidsforankringen vil ofte forekomme i kontekster av typen “istedenfor det som faktisk skjedde på et gitt tidspunkt t, la oss
tenke oss at A skjedde på dette tidspunktet t ...”, jf. (Ogihara 2000) og hans instead-operator. Som i nåtidskontekstene tidligere beskrevet, kan vi selvsagt ha
en temporal forankring uttrykt gjennom eksplisitte temporale adverbialer, for
eksempel kadettdagene for 25 år siden og det anaforiske den gang:
(15)

(N) Et øyeblikk minnes jeg treningen i formasjonsseiling med jagerne i
kadettdagene for 25 år siden. Hvis noen den gang hadde fortalt meg at
jeg skulle forsøke noe liknende, men ombord på en fullrigger om et kvart
hundre år og på New York havn, ja da ville han blitt diagnostisert som
mindre tilregnelig.
(E) If anyone had told me at that time that I would be trying something
similar but on board a square-rigger, twenty-five years from then, and in
New York Harbor I would have said he was completely crazy.

Som i (7), inneholder eksempel (15) partisipp-for-infinitiv-varianten ville blitt diagnostisert. Denne gangen er det imidlertid klart at vi trenger en reell perfektum,
altså annen kondisjonalis ville ha blitt diagnostisert, i hovedsetninga (jf. would have
said i den engelske oversettelsen). Dette underminerer ideen bak tabell 1, der ville
blitt skulle tilsvare en kontrafaktisk hypotese om nåtida/framtida.
La oss se litt nærmere på syntaks-semantikk-grensesnittet for eksempel (16),
som illustrerer to semantisk ekvivalente men syntaktisk ulike konstruksjoner på
norsk. Nøkkeldataene er gjentatt i (17).
(16)

(N) – Vi ba Dem gjøre rede for Deres forhold til fedrelandet. – Javisst, jeg
hørte det, men det er et spørsmål som ikke er lett å utrede. Jeg har grublet
over det i mange år, og det har satt meg en god del grå hår i hodet. Men
hør nå her: Hvis De hadde spurt meg om min nasjonalitet, da hadde saken
vært klar, og jeg ville ikke ha nølt med å svare at jeg er norsk.
(E) But listen: if you had asked me about my nationality the matter would
have been dear, and I wouldn’t have hesitated to answer that I’m Norwegian.
(T) Aber wissen Sie: Sie mich nach meiner Nationalität gefragt hätten,
dann wäre der Fall einfach gewesen, ich hätte ohne zu zögern geantwortet, daß ich Norweger bin.
(F) Alors, écoutez-moi bien: si vous vous étiez enquis de ma nationalité,
je n’aurais pas eu l’ombre d’une hésitation et vous aurais tout de suite
répondu que j’étais norvégien.

(17)

Hvis De hadde spurt ... da hadde saken vært klar (= da ville saken (ha)
vært klar / *da saken vært klar).
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(Hvis De hadde spurt) ... ville jeg ikke ha nølt (= ville jeg ikke nølt / hadde
jeg ikke nølt)
I én og samme fortidskontekst kan man i norsk ikke bare velge om man vil ha med
hjelpeverbet ha, men man kan også fritt veksle mellom en overt ville-operator
og en kovert ville-operator. Tilstedeværelsen på LF av en kovert kontrafaktisk
nødvendighetsoperator er karakteristisk for mange språk, som for eksempel tysk
og russisk.3 Legg merke til at når man utelater ville, kan man ikke i standard
norsk bokmål eller nynorsk sløyfe ha-hjelpeverbet fra hovedsetninga siden hadde
opptrer i en finitt form.
Nedenfor følger vår morfo-syntaktiske og semantiske analyse av de to konstruksjonene i (17). Vi starter med den første konstruksjonen der vi har en overt
kontrafaktisk modal ville.4
n λ0 irr(t0 ) λ1 ha(t1 ) λ2 ville(t2 ) [λ3 hvis hadde(t3 ) λ4 spurt(t4 )][λ5 ikke nølt(t5 )]
in ip,is un
up,us
up,us
up,us
figur 1: Kontrafaktisk fortidskonstruksjon med overt ville.
Hvorfor trenger vi en abstrakt irrealis-operator irr i figur 1, kunne ikke operatoren ville sjekke verbmorfologien til de andre verbene i sitt semantiske domene?
Svaret på det siste spørsmålet er nei, og det er minst to grunner til dette. For
det første, hvis ville/would var irrealis/konjunktiv-operatoren i setninga, kunne
vi ikke forklare hvorfor ville/would ikke kan opptre isolert i matrisesetninger:
(18)

Mens det regnet klokka 3, sa Ola: “Sola vil skinne klokka 5.” Men Ola tok
feil. Det regnet fremdeles klokka 5.
⇒ Ola sa klokka 3 at sola ville skinne klokka 5.

(19)

Klokka 3 regnet det. (#) Sola ville skinne klokka 5. Det regnet fremdeles
klokka 5.

Vi ser at det modale hjelpeverbet ville/would kan brukes under et proposisjonalt ytringsverb (eller eventuelt i fri indirekte tale), men det skyldes nettopp at
slike verb (her: sa) skaper en intensjonal kontekst, og dermed kan kombineres
med konjunktiv i for eksempel tysk (det samme gjelder fri indirekte tale). Konklusjonen er at ville/would krever en høyerestående intensjonal operator, som for
[3]

[4]
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Det er problematisk å analysere modalverbet würde i tysk som et direkte motstykke til den overte formen
ville/would siden würde ofte opptrer både i A og K. Det samme gjelder konjunktivpartikkelen by i russisk.
Vi antar derfor at tysk og russisk har en kovert nødvendighetsoperator i kondisjonalsetninga.
Jeg opererer her med et forenklet system der verb og temporale/modale operatorer har et temporalt
argument. n er taltetidspunktet (“nå”), mens lambdaene brukes til å abstrahere over det temporale
argumentet. I lisensieringen av morfo-syntaksen står prefikset i for et tolkbart trekk (“interpretable”),
mens u er et ikke-tolkbart trekk; n er “now”, p er “past”, mens s er ”subjunctive”.
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eksempel en abstrakt irr. I språk som tysk eller italiensk med mye konjunktivmorfologi i kontrafaktiske kondisjonaler vil irr sjekke/lisensiere denne morfologien i sitt semantiske domene. Det samme gjelder for lisensieringen av verbformen were i engelsk (if I were ...).
Den andre grunnen til at vi trenger en abstrakt irr, vil vi se når vi går gjennom
analysen av neste eksempel. Men la oss først gå tilbake til figuren ovenfor.
Alle verb og tidssensitive operatorer har et temporalt argument. Når det temporal argumentet abstraheres over (λ-abstraksjon), får vi muligheten til å kontrollere argumentet gjennom semantisk binding fra en høyerestående operator. I
den første konstruksjonen har vi en semantisk fortidsoperator, nemlig hjelpeverbet (tilbakeskifteren) ha som gir den temporale tolkningen til A og K.5 Operatoren
irr er semantisk tom – den modale nødvendigheten uttrykkes leksikalsk gjennom
ville – men kommer med to tolkbare trekk: ip (“interpretable past”) og is (“interpretable subjunctive”). Videre ser vi at irr er forankret til nåtida n (talerens
ytringstid). Prinsippene for lambdakalkyle og en standard tidsrelasjonell semantikk for ha vil i sin tur føre til at n blir det eksterne temporale argumentet for ha
(det finnes en tid t1 før n). Dette fortidsintervallet t1 vil videre bindes inn som
argument for nødvendighetsoperatoren ville. Nødvendighetsrelasjonen mellom
antesedenten og konsekventen er altså lokalisert i fortida, på intervallet t1 . Siden
setninga ikke inneholder flere temporale operatorer, vil både spørre-hendelsen i
antesedenten og den negerte nølingen i konsekventen finne sted på t1 .
For å oppnå den korrekte temporale konfigurasjonen må altså ha fra hovedsetninga ha skop over ville. Men hvordan kan vi forklare de morfo-syntaktiske
trekkene? Her spiller irr en avgjørende rolle. De temporale variablene i domenet
til irr vil under semantisk binding arve de ikke-tolkbare trekkene up (“uninterpretable past”) og us (“uninterpretable subjunctive”). For infinitte verbformer –
infinitiven ha og de to partisippene spurt og vært – vil de ikke-tolkbare trekkene
kunne ignoreres da supinumformene ikke har morfologisk tempus6 . For modalverbet ville har vi derimot en lisensiering fra irr. I norsk, som mangler konjunktivmorfologi, vil trekk-kombinasjonen up og us realiseres som ren fortidsmorfologi
(men ikke med fortidsbetydning!). Fortidsbetydningen kommer ene og alene fra
hjelpeverbet ha i hovedsetninga. Men dette betyr at hadde i antesedenten ikke
spiller noen rolle som tidsoperator. Semantisk sett er hadde tom, men morfolo[5]

[6]

For konstruksjonen uten et overt ha – det vil si varianten ville jeg ikke nølt – måtte vi her ha stipulert
en kovert tilbakeskifter past/ha med samme semantikk som ha. Jeg antar derfor at ville jeg ikke nølt i
dette tilfellet nødvendigvis oppstår gjennom ha-stryking, en observasjon som ble gjort allerede av Aasen
(1864).
I motsetning til Julien (2002, 2003) og Eide (2005, 2011) regner jeg ikke supinumformen som bærer av
morfologisk tempus eller konjunktiv i norsk, men det formelle systemet åpner for denne muligheten.
Supinumformene befinner seg i det semantiske domenet til irr og kan derfor arve trekket us (“uninterpretable subjunctive”) om ønskelig. Supinum vil også alltid befinne seg i domenet til en høyere tidsoperator.
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gisk gjør hjelpeverbet ingen skade siden trekkene up,us (arvet fra irr gjennom
semantisk binding) korrekt realiseres som morfologisk fortid: -dde.
En fullstendig analyse av disse konstruksjonene krever en mulige-verdenersemantikk (samt aspekt- og eventsemantikk), noe som ikke er utbokstavert her.
Sannhetsbetingelsene for vår første eksempelsetning i (17) kan da parafraseres
noe forenklet:
(20)

Alle alternative situasjoner den gang dai før nå, slik at De spør meg dai ,
er situasjoner der jeg ikke nøler dai .

La oss nå se på den viktige alternative konstruksjonen som vi også finner i (17):
n λ0 irr(t0 ) λ1 hadde(t1 ) λ2 ville(t2 ) [λ3 hvis hadde(t3 ) λ4 spurt(t4 )][λ5 vært klar(t5 )]
in ip,is un
up,us
up,us
up,us
figur 2: Kontrafaktisk fortidskonstruksjon med kovert ville.
Forskjellen mellom de to setningene i (17) er at ville i siste setning er kovert,
mens den temporale tilbakeskifteren ha denne gang har morfologiske trekk: hadde.
Siden hadde må ha skop over ville, ser vi hvorfor lisensieringen av morfologiske
trekk krever en abstrakt operator irr. Uten irr ville vi ikke kunne forklare den
falske (konjunktiviske) fortidsmorfologien til hadde. Hele kondisjonalen inneholder to finitte verb – to forekomster av hadde – som begge får sin morfologi
sjekket i en kongruensrelasjon med irr. Som ovenfor må vi stipulere at hadde i A
er semantisk tomt.
Med denne analysen kan vi forklare morfo-syntaksen i de to konstruksjonene
samtidig som vi ender opp med en korrekt semantikk som forteller oss at sannhetsbetingelsene er identiske for variantene med og uten en overt ville.
Det er verdt å nevne at hvis ikke er en meningsbærende operator, men semantisk tom i vår analyse. Slik har det vært i den semantiske litteraturen siden
Kratzers innflytelsesrike arbeider fra slutten av 1970-tallet, oppsummert i (Kratzer
2012). Antesedenten er for øvrig strengt tatt ikke et argument til ville, men kommer inn via en egen komposisjonsregel for modal modifisering (Grønn & von Stechow 2011). I eksempel (17) ovenfor er antesedenten elliptisk i den andre kondisjonalen. I eksemplene nedenfor er subjunksjonen hvis/if/wenn/esli utelatt i norsk,
engelsk, tysk og russisk men uttrykt i fransk (si) uten at tolkningen påvirkes:
(21)
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(N) Hadde ikke Jacob vært så vakker, ville han nok ha vakt avsky både hos
hjemmefolk og fremmede.
(E) People both at home and abroad would surely have found Jacob disgusting had he not been such a handsome man.
(T) Hätte Jacob nicht so gut ausgesehen, dann hätte er wohl zu Hause und
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bei Fremden Abscheu erregt.
(R) Ne bud’ Iakov tak krasiv, on vyzyval by k sebe otvrashchenie i u domashnikh, i u postoronnikh.
(F) Si Jacob n’avait pas été aussi beau, il aurait probablement éveillé le
dégoût chez tout le monde.
[6] e n m e n i n g s f u l l p e r f e k t u m

Kompleksiteten i dataene fra parallellkorpora kan gi interessante utslag i oversettelsene. I (22) inneholder den norske originalsetninga på ny en partisipp-forinfinitiv – ville stirret – som den engelske oversetteren tolker som would stare. Her
er det imidlertid mye som tyder på at would have stared er påkrevd:
(22)

(N) ARVID: Min morfar ville sikkert stirret uforstående på meg hvis jeg
hadde fortalt ham om det viktigste som skjer i norske fiskerier i dag, om
det som kalles aquakultur, fiskekultur eller fjord-farming.
(E) ARVID: My grandfather would undoubtedly stare at me in bewilderment if I had told him that the most important happenings in the Norwegian fishing industry today were aquaculture, fish-culture or fjordfarming.

Bruken av pluskvamperfektum i A hvis jeg hadde fortalt gir en første pekepinn om
at ville stirret i denne konteksten er en variant av ville ha stirret, altså en kontrafaktisk konstruksjon forankret i fortida. I dette konkrete tilfellet blir forskjellen på
originalteksten og oversettelsen ganske stor, et spørsmål om liv og død.
Den engelske oversettelsen plasserer hypotesen i nåtida med et lokalt tilbakeskift i A (tell_him ≺ stare_at_me), men det forutsetter at morfaren, som det snakkes
om, er i live i de alternative verdenene til vår verden her og nå. Hvis fortelleren
Arvid derimot snakker om sin døde morfar, er han nødt til å plassere hele irrealishypotesen i fortida. Hvis ikke, får vi et brudd på presupposisjonsbetingelsene for
kontrafaktiske kondisjonaler, jf. (Ippolito 2003). Hvis vi følger standardanalysen
i (Lewis 1979), kan vi si at de alternative mirakelverdenene skal være maksimalt
like vår verden, men i vår verden er morfar død, og Arvid kan derfor ikke fortelle
ham noe, og morfar kan heller ikke stirre på Arvid.
Et annet eksempel på forvirring har vi i (23), der den norske originalen – som
er fullt akseptabel – kan by på utfordringer for oversetterne:
(23)

(N) Hun [...] hører ungeskrålet fra de åpne nedtråkkede gressbakkene
mellom blokkene, ser bilene som står parkert, klesvasken på stativene,
sandkassene og syklene og vinduer som blinker hvitt i ettermiddagssolen.
Hvis de bodde i rekkehus eller enebolig ville kanskje mye vært anderledes.
(E) If they lived in a terraced house or a detached house, then perhaps
many things would have been different.
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(T) Wenn sie in einem Reihenhaus oder Einfamilienhaus wohnen würden,
wäre vielleicht vieles anders.
Den engelske og tyske oversetteren har valgt to ulike løsninger. Den engelske
oversetteren har her tolket partisipp-for-infinitiv-konstruksjonen ville mye vært
anderledes som annen kondisjonalis: ville mye ha vært anderledes. Siden antesedenten har enkel fortid, betyr dette muligens at oversetteren til engelsk har intendert
en lokal tilbakeskifter i konsekventen (ikke med skop over hele kondisjonalen).7
Jeg vil tro at dette ikke er den intenderte meningen på norsk. I denne konteksten er det mer naturlig å tolke ville mye vært anderledes som et kontrafaktisk
utsagn knyttet til nåtida. Dette har den tyske oversetteren forstått. Forfatteren
(Bjørg Vik) er nok på linje med de fleste norsktalende når hun bruker partisippfor-infinitiv framfor alternativet ville mye være anderledes.8
I det neste eksempelet (24), derimot, er det logisk med et lokalt temporalt
tilbakeskift i konsekventen (både i engelsk og norsk):
(24)

(E) For if species identification was the function of the stripes they would
have diverged much more in the three cases. If it was important for an individual animal to be able to distinguish between other zebras, evolution
would have led the three patterns away from one another to a greater
degree.
(N) For hvis hensikten med stripene var artsidentifikasjon, ville de ha
vært mye mer forskjellige hos de tre artene. Hvis det var viktig for et
enkelt dyr å kunne skjelne mellom artene, ville evolusjonen ha sørget for
at forskjellen mellom de tre mønstrene var blitt større.

Hvis det nå var viktig å kunne skjelne artene, ville evolusjonen tidligere – altså
før nå – ha sørget for at forskjellene var blitt større. En LF vil dermed se slik ut,
noe som viser at dette er en presenskondisjonal med en temporal tilbaketrekning
i K:
[7]

[8]
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Teknisk sett er det mulig at den engelske konstruksjonen er forankret i fortida og at have i konsekventen
har vid rekkevidde. Dette skyldes at den manglende had i antesedenten uansett måtte ha blitt strøket
på LF om den hadde blitt uttrykt i syntaksen. Imidlertid er det ikke vanlig i germanske og romanske
språk å ha enkel fortidsmorfologi i A ved kontrafaktiske fortidskondisjonaler med perfektum i matriks
K. Hvorfor denne økonomiske og komposisjonelt velfungerende kombinasjonen ikke forekommer oftere,
er en gåte.
For Eide (2005, 2011) og Julien (2002, 2003) er ville vært og ville være ikke helt ekvivalente, jf. hypotesen
i tabell 1. Mine informanter godtar begge variantene uten noen klar betydningsforskjell, men sier at de
selv ville ha valgt enten ville vært eller ville ha vært i muntlig språk. I andre eksempler forankret i nåtida,
som (3) med ville spå eller (7) med ville vært, synes infinitiven eller partisipp-for-infinitiv å kunne brukes
om hverandre, men sistnevnte forekommer nok hyppigst i moderne talespråk i konkurranse med ville
ha + partisipp.

perfektum i kontrafaktiske kondisjonaler
(25)

[21]

pres irr [[ville [hvis A]] ha K]
Alle A-verdener nåi er K-verdener nåi med en K-hendelse på et tidspunkt
i′ før nåi .

Et lokalt skifte av referansetida bakover vil nok oftere skje i antesedenten, som i
den norske originalen og tyske oversettelsen nedenfor:
(26)

(N) Det kan tenkes at du må lese dette kapitlet både to og tre ganger før
du forstår alt sammen. Men forståelse må koste litt egeninnsats. Du ville
neppe beundre en venninne som forstod seg på både det ene og det andre
hvis det ikke hadde kostet henne noe.
(E) You probably wouldn’t admire a friend who was good at everything if
it cost her no effort.
(T) Du würdest eine Freundin, die alles mögliche kann, wohl kaum bewundern, wenn diese Fähigkeiten sie nicht etwas gekostet hätten.

(27)

pres irr [[ville [hvis hadde A]] K]
Alle A-verdener nåi der det ikke finnes en tid i′ før nåi slik at din venninne har gjort seg flid på i′ , er K-verdener nåi der du neppe beundrer
venninnen nåi .

I det neste eksempelet er den norske originalen igjen en smule forvirrende, men
her har oversetterne gjort en god jobb. Både den engelske og tyske oversettelsen
viser at vi har en lokal tilbakeskifter i A, mens hele kondisjonalen er underlagt
pres:
(28)

(N) Sofie ble gående omkring i den store hagen. Hun prøvde å glemme alt
hun hadde lært på skolen. Spesielt viktig var det å glemme det hun hadde
lest i naturfagbøkene. Hvis hun hadde vokst opp i denne hagen uten å vite
noe som helst om naturen, hvordan ville hun opplevd våren da?
(E) If she had grown up in this garden without knowing anything at all
about nature, how would she feel about the spring?
(T) Wenn sie in diesem Garten aufgewachsen wäre, ohne sonst irgend etwas über die Natur zu wissen, wie würde sie dann den Frühling erleben?

Det samme mønsteret, der partisipp-for-infinitiv ville ikke visst i K tilsvarer ville
ikke vite med en lokal hadde i A, finner vi i (29):
(29)

(N) Hvis ikke Platon hadde skrevet, ville vi ikke visst stort om Sokrates.
Hvis han ikke hadde skrevet om Sokrates, ville vi ikke visst noe om Platon.
(E) If Plato had not written, we would not know much of Socrates. If he
had not written of Socrates, we would not know of Plato.
(T) Wenn Platon nichts geschrieben hätte, wüßten wir wenig von Sokrates.
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Wenn er nicht über Sokrates geschrieben hätte, wüßten wir nichts über
Platon.
(Ne) Als Plato niet had geschreven zouden wij niet veel over Socrates
hebben geweten. Als hij niet over Socrates had geschreven zouden wij
niets over Plato hebben geweten.
Igjen har den engelske og tyske oversetteren klart å sette skapet på plass, mens
den nederlandske oversetteren gjør tolkningen lite transparent med pluskvamperfektum både i A og K. Nederlandsk, i motsetning til norsk, har ikke mulighet
til å sløyfe det tomme (eller ikke-tomme) hjelpeverbet i K.
La oss ta med et par eksempler som viser noen begrensninger også i språk som
engelsk og tysk. Morfologien i overflatesyntaksen gir oss her en kontrafaktisk
kondisjonal forankret i fortida. Tolkningen krever imidlertid ytterligere en lokal
fortidsskifter i antesedenten:
(30)

(E) Rawlings knew it would have been easier for all if a route for the Glen
suite had been set up before the robbery.
(N) Rawlings visste det ville vært lettere for alle parter hvis det hadde
vært lagt en rute for Glen-settet før tyveriet.
(T) Rawlings wußte, daß es für alle Beteiligten leichter wäre, wenn man
schon vor dem Diebstahl einen Absatzweg für die Glen-Diamanten ausfindig gemacht hätte.

Vi kan løse dette problemet ved å anta at vi i (30) unntaksvis ikke har en semantisk
tom perf i A. Vi har altså to semantiske perfektum-operatorer i disse setningene.
Hovedsetningas perf gir oss den fortidige forankringen for hele kondisjonalen,
mens bisetningas perf har en lokal tolkning.
I det neste eksempelet ønsker den norske oversetteren å tvinge fram en lokal
tolkning av hadde i A. Dette gjøres ved å legge inn tilbakeskift-partikkelen allerede.
Løsningen er interessant, men ikke nødvendigvis riktig da sannhetsbetingelsene
ikke lenger er identiske med den engelske originalsetninga, som har en tvetydig
perfektum i A (datoangivelsen i A kan referere til hendelsen eller en referansetid
etter hendelsen):
(31)
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(E) Although the inability of the Canadians to fulfil Montgomery’s proclaimed intention was an embarrassment to him, there is every reason to
suppose that if the Allies had blocked the eastward escape of the German
army with a north-south cordon around 15 August, the Germans would
have smashed through it.
(N) Selv om Montgomery var ille berørt av kanadiernes manglende evne
til å gjennomføre det opplegget han hadde tenkt seg, er det all grunn til å
anta at hvis de allerede hadde blokkert den tyske hærens østlige fluktrute
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med en nord-sør-linje omkring den 15. august, ville tyskerne ha slått seg
gjennom den.
La oss et øyeblikk vende tilbake til diskusjonen i del [3] om utelatelsen av hjelpeverbet ha. Vi har nå sett eksempler som (15) og (22), der vi har syntaktisk hastryking i en kontrafaktisk fortidskontekst, jf. (Aasen 1864). Denne konstruksjonen virker helt kurant i norsk skrift og tale, men strider mot hypotesen i tabell 1.
Samtidig kan den spesielle skandinaviske partisipp-for-infinitiv-konstruksjonen
også brukes i kontrafaktiske hypoteser i nåtida/framtida. De to ulike tidsforankringene for partisipp-for-infinitiv gjør det dessverre vanskelig å gi en komposisjonelt tilfredsstillende, eller i det minste prinsipiell, analyse av mine korpusdata slik Julien (2002, 2003) og Eide (2011) tar til orde for i andre supinum-konstruksjoner uten ha. Det ser ikke ut til å være noen elegant systematikk i utelatelsen av ha i kontrafaktiske kondisjonalsetninger. Fraværet i syntaksen forekommer ikke systematisk og kan derfor ikke tillegges noen spesiell semantisk motivasjon. I (15) og (22) må ha-strykingen dessuten reverseres på LF gjennom å sette
inn en kovert operator ha.
[7] p a s t p e r f e c t f u t u r e t e n s e

I en av de inderligste tempusanalyser som er gjort av noen nordmann, lanserte Aha-musikeren Magne Furuholmen konstruksjonen Past Perfect Future Tense i selve
tittelen på sitt første soloalbum fra 2004 på plateselskapet Passionfruit. I den
mer semantisk skolerte litteraturen ble denne kombinasjonen tatt på alvor ett år
tidligere av Ippolito (2003). Men Ippolito-setningene var oppkonstruerte og derfor ikke alltid helt overbevisende for alle lesere. Her kommer parallellkorpuset
oss til unnsetning:
(32)

(T) Wenn ich heute den großen Büffel getötet hätte – und mein Pfeil lag
schon auf der Sehne, als man mich rief –, dann wäre ich morgen ein Jäger
gewesen.
(N) Hadde jeg drept den store bøffelen i dag – ja, pila mi lå allerede mot
buestrengen, da de ropte på meg – så hadde jeg vært jeger i morgen.
(E) If I had killed the big buffalo today – and my arrow was already fitted
to my bowstring – I’d have been a hunter tomorrow.

Dette er en virkelig lekkerbisken med eksplisitte temporale adverbialer som angir
referansetida både i A (tidligere) i dag og K i morgen. Det er altså ingen tvil om den
temporale konfigurasjonen. Morfologien tvinger oss til å bruke pluskvamperfektum over hele linja i alle språkene, også i mer forutsigbare språk som engelsk og
tysk, men semantisk sett har vi et temporalt framoverskift lokalt i hovedsetninga.
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(33)

pres irr hadde [[ville [hadde A]] fut K]
Det finnes en tid i tidligere i dag før nå slik at alle verdener der jeg dreper
bøffelen på i er verdener som utvikler seg slik at jeg er jeger på en tid i′
dagen etter i/nå.

Av den skisserte analysen ovenfor ser vi at rammeverket vårt er fleksibelt nok til
å fange opp semantikken til denne konstruksjonen. Morfologien blir lisensiert på
vanlig måte siden den lokale fut-operatoren er kovert og kommer uten tolkbare
trekk.
[8] e n m e n i n g s l ø s k o n k l u s j o n

Vi har tatt den temporale organiseringen i norske kontrafaktiske kondisjonaler
på alvor. Samtidig har vi skissert en analyse som gjelder mer generelt for disse
konstruksjonene i indo-europeiske språk, her med innslag av parallelle data fra
engelsk, tysk, fransk, nederlandsk og russisk.
Dataene og analysen viser at den leksikalsk uttrykte ha-operatoren i norsk
kan være både meningsløs og meningsbærende. I en komposisjonell teori er det
enklest å si at en meningsløs operator uttrykker identitet (input og output er det
samme). Vi får da følgende ambiguitet for perfektum-hjelpeverbet, her eksemplifisert med den koverte ha, den trekkløse (infinitivs-)operatoren ha og fortidsformen hadde:
(34)

Jha1 (kovert) / ha1 (infinitiv)K = λtλP.(∃t′ ≺ t)P (t′ )

(35)

Jha2 K = λtλP.P (t)

(36)

Jhadde1 K = λtλP.(∃t′ ≺ t)P (t′ )
(morfologiske trekk: up eller kombinasjonen up,us)

(37)

Jhadde2 K = λtλP.P (t)
(morfologiske trekk: up eller kombinasjonen up,us)

Variant 1 er den ekte temporale tilbakeskifteren, her behandlet som en ubestemt
eksistenskvantor. Vi kan også ha referensiell/bestemt tempus med tilhørende
modifisering av variant 1. Variant 2 er den meningsløse identitetsbetydningen,
som selvsagt alltid er knyttet til en overt operator (ha/hadde), da kovert meningsløshet vil være en smule unødvendig.
For språk som engelsk, tysk og fransk kan vi nøye oss med følgende stipulering:
(38)
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LF-stryking av hjelpeverbet i indo-europeiske språk:
Det temporale hjelpeverbet med trekk-kombinasjonen up,us kan fakultativt strykes på LF (tolkes som identitet) i antesedenten til kontrafaktiske
kondisjonaler.
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For norsk (og nederlandsk) har vi sett at regelen i (38), som i seg selv er ganske
ad hoc, ikke er tilstrekkelig. Her må det sterkere lut til:
(39)

Generell LF-stryking av hjelpeverbet i norsk:
Det temporale hjelpeverbet kan fakultativt strykes på LF (tolkes som identitet) i kontrafaktiske kondisjonaler.

Hvis slike regler som i (39) var gjennomgående i syntaks-semantikk-grensesnittet,
ville det bety slutten for komposisjonalitet og syntaks og semantikk som en teoretisk stringent disiplin. Da ville vi være tilbake til utgangspunktet og kunne kalle
inn tellekorpset: lingvistikk kunne reduseres til ren empirisme.
Noen lesere er kanskje fristet av et annet alternativ: Siden vi uansett må anta
en abstrakt irr-operator på LF, kunne man tenke seg et system der den abstrakte
irr-operatoren med skop over hele kondisjonalen sjekker ut selve hjelpeverbet i
antesedenten og konsekventen. Det som gjør dette problematisk, er at ha/hadde er
leksikalsk uttrykte operatorer, mens sjekking/lisensiering skjer fra en operator
til morfologiske trekk ved for eksempel hadde. Den leksikalske betydningen til
ha/hadde forsvinner ikke av seg selv.
Vi kan selvsagt si at bruken av (pluskvam)perfektum i kontrafaktiske kondisjonaler er et stilistisk fenomen uten prinsipielle implikasjoner for syntaks og
semantikk. Men vi blir ikke stort klokere av slikt, særlig fordi vi som morsmålsbrukere ikke føler at (pluskvam)perfektumkonstruksjonen i nåtidskontekster er
stilistisk markert. Det samme gjelder fravær av hjelpeverbet ha – i moderne norsk
kan ikke dette sies å være en stilistisk markert konstruksjon.
Når det gjelder distribusjonen i korpusdataene, står vi igjen med mønsteret i
tabell 2.9
tabell 2: Faktisk bruk i kontrafaktiske matrisesetninger.

framtid

nåtid
fortid

[9]

norsk
ville bli
ville blitt
ville ha blitt
ville være
ville vært
ville ha vært
ville vært
ville ha vært

engelsk

fransk

would become

deviendrait

would be

serait

would have been

aurait été

For framtidsbetydningen i tabell 2 har jeg eksemplifisert med et telisk verb siden vi da får en kovert
fut-operator.
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I mine data er ikke forskjellen på hypotetiske og kontrafaktiske tolkninger
særlig tydelig. I hvert fall er det ingen klar korrespondanse mellom disse to tolkningene og henholdsvis formene ville + infinitiv og ville + partisipp, slik hypotesen
i tabell 1 la opp til. Forskjellen mellom “hypotetisk” og “kontrafaktisk” nåtids-/
framtidsreferanse, kan i denne artikkelen reduseres til en forskjell mellom teliske
og ateliske predikater i kontrafaktiske kontekster uten fortidsforankring. Ved
teliske predikater må vi sette inn en kovert fut på LF – man må gjerne kalle disse
konstruksjonene for “hypotetiske”, eller “future less vivid” (Iatridou 2000), men
terminologien endrer ingenting prinsipielt ved analysen.
Jeg vil avslutte med et par generaliseringer som vanskelig lar seg formalisere.
Selv om det ikke er en komposisjonelt motivert strategi, virker det som vi kan få
et hint til riktig analyse ved å kaste et blikk på antesedenten. Hvis A uttrykkes
gjennom enkel preteritum, vil ville vært tilsvare ett lag med fortidsmorfologi og
vil i prinsippet kunne byttes ut med formen ville være. I hvert fall vil den engelske
oversettelsen typisk være would be, den tyske wäre og den franske serait. Hvis derimot A inneholder to lag fortid gjennom pluskvamperfektum, er det naturlig å
analysere ville vært som en variant av ville ha vært – altså annen kondisjonalis med
stryking av ha. Det må innrømmes at det er helt uklart hvorfor vi har denne temporale parallelliteten mellom A og K; men ikke desto mindre finner vi et regelmessig samsvar i indo-europeiske språk mellom morfo-syntaksen i antesedenten og
konsekventen.
Vi ender altså opp med å måtte erkjenne at norsk ha-perfektum er tvetydig
i kontrafaktiske kondisjonaler: hjelpeverbet kan signalisere relativ fortid (tradisjonell perfektum-betydning) eller det kan være semantisk tomt. Begge tolkningene er dessuten tilgjengelige i konstruksjoner uten overt ha, nemlig ved partisippfor-infinitiv.10
Heldigvis har denne studien vist at bruken av perfektum er unntaket. De
andre morfo-syntaktiske elementene i kontrafaktiske kondisjonaler er komposisjonelle både i norsk og de andre språkene.

ta k k
Jeg takker Marit Julien og fagfellene for meget gode innspill som har gjort artikkelen bedre enn jeg hadde planlagt. Videre må jeg takke Arnim von Stechow,
som ikke direkte har vært involvert i dette arbeidet, men som har gitt meg en litt
dypere forståelse av temporalitet i kontrafaktiske kondisjonaler. Hvis jeg ikke
kom dypt nok ned i materien denne gang, noe den negative konklusjonen tyder
på, er det fullt og helt min egen skyld.
[10]
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Et klassisk spørsmål i perfektum-litteraturen som ikke er problematisert i denne artikkelen, er knyttet til
lokaliseringen av perf: er den semantiske operatoren i AuxP eller PartP? Jeg har her antatt at perfektumbetydningen kommer med hjelpeverbet i AuxP.
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fake imperfective imperatives in slavic
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abstract
The starting point of this article is a comparative corpus-based study of how
verbal aspect is used in the imperative in 12 different Slavic languages –
namely, Russian (Ru), Belarusian (By), Ukrainian (Uk), Bulgarian (Bg), Polish (Pl), Serbian (Sr), Croatian (Hr), Macedonian (Mk), Upper Sorbian (US),
Slovak (Sk), Czech (Cz), and Slovene (Sn). The findings corroborate the results of previous studies of aspect use in the indicative (Dickey (2000), for
example), as well as recent studies of aspect use in the imperative by Benacchio (2010) and von Waldenfels (2012): the imperfective aspect (IPF) is
significantly more widespread in the East Slavic languages – Ru, By, and Uk
– than in the West Slavic ones – Cz, Sk, and Sn, while Bg, Pl, Sr, Hr, Mk, and
US make up a middle continuum of languages stretching from more to less
IPF-oriented. However, contrary to Dickey (2000), who takes the meanings
of the aspects to vary across the Slavic languages, the author of this article takes the meaning of the perfective (PF) aspect to be the same in all the
Slavic languages.
The question addressed in the article is why, in particularly the East Slavic
languages, IPF is so widespread. It is shown that in many of the cases in
question, IPF refers to a single, complete event. It is argued that what we
see in these cases is simply the same phenomenon that is referred to as the
general-factual IPF when it occurs in the indicative, with the exception that
the presuppositional type of the general-factual IPF in the imperative typically involves identification at the level of event type, not token, as in the
indicative. Since imperatives are not about facts, the general-factual IPF is
instead referred to as the fake IPF.
On this analysis, what some researchers consider to be aspectual meanings
specific to the imperative come out neatly as epiphenomena of aspect use.
[1] i n t r o d u c t i o n

In comparative Slavic aspectology imperatives have, just until recently, been largely ignored. In Russian aspectology imperatives have, to some extent, been taken
into consideration, but puzzles still remain. A case in point is (1) below. Specifically, given that we typically use imperatives when we want the addressee to
change the world in some way, we would expect the aspect most widely used to
be the perfective (PF). However, the results of my own comparative corpus study,
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which are supported by Benacchio (2010) and von Waldenfels (2012), show that
this expectation is borne out only for a minority of the Slavic languages, as illustrated in (1).1 2
(1)

a. Ru: Я знаю, почему он не стонал и вообще не стонет. На мой вопрос
он ответил: – “ЧитайтеIPF роман “Овод”, тогда узнаете.”
(ParaSol. Ostrovskij: Kak zakaljalas’ stal’)
I know now why he never groans. I asked him, and he replied: “Read the
novel “The Gadfly” and you’ll know.”
b. By: – “ЧытайцеIPF раман “Авадзень”, тады будзеце ведаць.”
c. Uk: – “ЧитайтеIPF роман “Овід”, тоді знатимете.”
d. Bg: – “ЧететеIPF романа “Стършел”, тогава ще разберете.”
e. Sr: – “ČitajteIPF roman “Obad”, tada ćete saznati.”
f. Hr: – “ČitajteIPF roman “Obad”, tada ćete saznati.”
g. US: – “ČitajćeIPF roman “Spinadło” a budźeće wědźeć!”
h. Sn: – “BeriteIPF roman “Obad”, pa boste vedeli.”
i. Pl: – “PrzeczytajciePF powieść “Szerszeń”, to się dowiecie.”
j. Mk: – “ПрочитајтеPF го романот “Штркел”, тогаш ќе разберете.”
k. Sk: – “PrečítajtePF si román “Ovad”, dozviete sa.”
l. Cz: – “PřečtětePF si román “Střeček” a dovíte se to!”

As we can see, PF is used in only Pl, Mk, Sk and Cz. The other Slavic languages
under consideration, Ru, By, Uk, Bg, Sr, Hr, US and Sn, use the imperfective aspect
(IPF), despite the fact that the verb phrase (VP) describes a single, complete event.
The question I will address in this paper is this: In particularly the East-Slavic
languages, why is IPF so widespread? In the existing literature, the prevalent view
is that the semantics of the aspects is different in the imperative than in the indicative. Three proposals are made. First, Padučeva (1996, 68, 70), among others,
argues that in the imperative, IPF in Russian focuses on the initial phase of the
event and includes the semantic component nemedlenno ‘immediately’. Second,
Lehmann (1989, 78) argues that, “[i]n the context of the imperative each aspect
correlates with a different set of speech acts”, where IPF is typically associated
with permissions. Finally, Benacchio (2010, 13) argues that in the imperative, the
aspects take on “completely different, secondary meanings (…) associated with
the category of politeness”. IPF is taken to be used when the speaker wants to be
particularly polite or particularly rude. None of these proposals can explain the
[1]

[2]
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For the languages under consideration I will use the following abbreviations: Ru = Russian, By = Belarusian, Uk = Ukrainian, Bg = Bulgarian, Pl = Polish, Sr = Serbian, Hr = Croatian, Mk = Macedonian, US = Upper
Sorbian, Sk = Slovak, Cz = Czech, and Sn = Slovene.
The example is from the ParaSol corpus, “(…) a parallel aligned corpus of translated and original belletristic texts in Slavic and some other languages” (http://parasol.unibe.ch/) and the English translation
is from Prokofeva (1959).
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use of IPF in examples such as (1), however. The interpretation in (1) is neither
one of commencement nor of immediacy, and the imperative is neither particularly polite nor particularly rude, and finally, it is not a permission.
I will argue that what we see in examples such as (1) is simply the same phenomenon that is referred to as the general-factual IPF when it occurs in the indicative. It follows that the links drawn between IPF in the imperative and i) focus on
the initial phase of the event (Padučeva 1996), ii) speech acts such as permissions
(Lehmann 1989), and iii) a particularly high or low degree of politeness (Benacchio
2010) are indirect and must be considered epiphenomena of aspect use.
[2] b a c k g r o u n d

In the most comprehensive account to date of aspect use in Slavic languages,
(Dickey 2000), seven different types of contexts of aspect use are considered, but
one important verb form is not accounted for: the imperative. In 2010, Benacchio’s monograph appeared, and in 2012 and 2013 two comparative corpus-based
accounts of aspect use in Slavic imperatives emerged – von Waldenfels (2012) and
my own dissertation, Alvestad (2013).3
In Alvestad (2013) I made use of the ParaSol corpus and, taking Nikolaj Ostrovskij’s 1936 novel Kak zakaljalas’ stal’ (KZS) – How the steel was tempered – as my point
of departure, I isolated all non-negated imperatives in the source language – Russian – referring to any one of Vendler’s (1957) situation types. This constituted
234 Russian forms in total. I subsequently isolated their non-negated imperative
counterparts in the 11 target languages and subjected the data to statistical analysis, and the results are as follows: whereas Sk, Cz and Sn use IPF in just about
30% of the cases, the percentage for Ru, By and Uk is 60%. The rest of the languages constitute a middle continuum where the percentage of IPF imperatives
varies between, roughly, 40 and 50%.
As far as the cross-Slavic divide in aspect use is concerned, Dickey’s (2000),
Benacchio’s (2010), and von Waldenfels’ (2012) accounts correspond to my own:
IPF is significantly more widespread in the East-Slavic languages – Ru, By and Uk
– than in the West-Slavic Sk and Cz, and Sn. Our accounts diverge, however, when
it comes to how we analyze these results.
Dickey (2000) argues that the semantics of the aspects in East-Slavic is distinct
from the semantics of the aspects in West-Slavic. Although he is not explicit on
this point, von Waldenfels (2012) tacitly adopts Dickey’s analysis. Benacchio’s
(2010) analysis is referred to in Section [1].
In my analysis, the meaning of PF is taken to be identical across the Slavic
languages while IPF is semantically underspecified. Following Klein (1995), I take
the meaning of PF to be the inclusion of the event time in the reference time, e ⊂
[3]

See also Fortuin & Pluimgraaff (forthcoming), a corpus-based study of aspect use in imperatives in Ru
and Sn.
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t, and the meaning of IPF to be the temporal overlap between the event time and
the reference time, e ◦ t. It follows from this analysis that the cross-Slavic variation in aspect use is due to the fact that the languages resolve cases of aspectual
competition in different ways.4
[3] a s p e c t u a l c o m p e t i t i o n a n d t h e g e n e r a l - fa c t u a l / fa k e i p f

Aspectual competition arises in contexts where both aspects can be used without changing the meaning significantly. When IPF “wins” this competition, it
receives a so-called general-factual interpretation (see, e.g., Padučeva (1996)). In
such cases IPF has a perfective meaning: it refers to a single, complete event. In
other words, the meaning of the general-factual IPF is e ⊂ t.
Grønn (2004) identifies two types of the general-factual IPF: the existential
type and the presuppositional type. When the IPF VP is used to simply assert the
existence of a particular event, typically in the past, the interpretation is existential. A classic example from the literature is Ja čitala “Vojnu i mir” ‘I have read War
and Peace’. The time at which the speaker read the novel, is not important, just
the fact that she did. When the IPF VP is used to refer to an event that has already been introduced in the context, the interpretation is presuppositional. An
example is IPF pisal ‘wrote’ in (2).
(2)

Ru: В этой поpтерной я написалPF первое любовное письмо к Вере.
ПисалIPF карандашом.5 (Grønn 2004, 192), from (Forsyth 1970, 86)
In this tavern, I wrote my first love letter to Vera. I wrote [it] in pencil.

Since we are concerned with imperatives and imperatives are not associated with
facts, if we find this interpretation in the imperative, then we need a different
term. Following Iatridou (2000, 2009) on the past tense and subsequently Grønn
(2013) on aspect in counterfactuals, I will refer to IPF in such cases as ‘fake’. It is
devoid of its standard meaning and, hence, without semantic impact.
As mentioned, imperatives are not about facts, and since they are, furthermore, directed towards the future, it is not obvious that the fake IPF occurs in the
imperative. My findings, however, suggest that it does. I will argue that we are in
fact dealing with the same phenomenon, that is, the phenomenon that is referred
to as the general-factual IPF when it occurs in declaratives and interrogatives.
As regards the presuppositional type fake IPF, I set out with the strong hypothesis that event token identification, as seen in (2), occurs in the imperative
too. It will become evident, however, that this hypothesis needs to be modified.
[4]
[5]
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Establishing, for each language, the exact rules, pragmatic or other, that govern the use of aspect in such
cases is beyond the scope of this paper, however.
‘Pisal’ is underlined to show that the event referred to is presupposed.
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[4] t h e e x i s t e n t i a l t y p e fa k e i p f

In (3) below, William and Adso find themselves in a labyrinth. William gives a
detailed account of how they can get out and Adso is impressed.
(3)

a. Ru: – “Как вы все это помните? Вы изучалиPF лабиринты?” – “Нет. Я
вспомнил старинный текст, который однажды читалIPF .”
(ParaSol. Eco: Il nome della rosa)
“How do you know all that? Are you an expert on labyrinths?” “No, I am
citing an ancient text I once read.”6
b. Uk: – “Ні, я цитую з однієї давньої книги, яку колись читавIPF .”
c. Bg: – “Не, цитирам ти един древен текст, който четохIPF доста отдавна.”
d. Pl: – “Nie, recytuję tylko stary tekst, który kiedyś czytałemIPF .”
e. Hr: – “Nisam, izgovaram dio starog spisa koji sam jednom čitaoIPF .”
f. Sk: – “Nie, to len citujem jeden starý text, ktorý som kedysi čítalIPF .”
g. Sr: – “Не, наводим из једног старог текста који сам некада прочитаоPF .”
h. Mk: – “Не, само цитирам еден антички текст што одамна го имам
прочитаноPF .”
i. Cz: – “Kdepak, cituji starý text, který jsem si kdysi přečetlPF .”
j. Sn: – “Ne, navajam iz starega spisa, ki sem ga nekoč prebralPF .”

If we concentrate on the event of William’s reading the ancient text, the important
information is not the exact time at which he read the text or that he finished
reading the text. What is important is merely the fact that he read the text. In
other words: at some time in the extended now past, there existed an event of
William reading a particular ancient text. (3) is thus a clear case of the existential
type fake IPF. Of the languages where a translation is available, an existential type
fake IPF is used in Uk, Bg, Pl, Hr and Sk in addition to Ru. In Sr, Mk, Cz and Sn a
PF VP is used.
Now recall the imperative clause in (1). A nurse is impressed by one of her
patients, Korčagin, who does not complain even though he is severely injured.
The nurse writes in her diary that now she understands why he does not groan.
She has asked him, and he replied: Read the novel “The Gadfly”, then you’ll know.
Korčagin’s message to the nurse is not that she must finish the reading of the
novel and/or that she must do it immediately. What is important is simply that she
reads it, at some time in the future. The parallel between the imperative clause
in (1) and the declarative clause in (3) is evident.
Examples such as (1a-h) strongly suggest that we find the existential type fake
IPF in imperatives too. In both (1) and (3) the event time is included in a wide
reference time (cf. Klein (1995)). The difference is just that in (3), the reference
time is the extended past whereas in (1) it is the extended now future.
[6]

The English translation is also from ParaSol.
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Thus, in (1) an existential type fake IPF is used in Ru, By, Uk, Bg, Sr, Hr, US and
Sn. A PF VP is used in Pl, Mk, Sk and Cz.
[5]

[5.1]

t h e p r e s u p p o s i t i o n a l t y p e fa k e i p f
Introduction

In declaratives and interrogatives in the past tense, the most widespread type of
the fake IPF is the existential type. In imperatives, however, the presuppositional
type is, by far, the most frequent type. Recall (2) and consider (4) below, where
the priest suspects four boys of having tobacco in their pockets.
(4)

a. Ru: – “ВывернитеPF карманы! Ну, живо! Что я вам говорю? ВыворачивайтеIPF !” (ParaSol. Ostrovskij: KZS)
“Turn out your pockets! Come on, hurry up! Do you hear me? Turn [them]
out!”7
b. By: – “ВыверніцеPF кішэні! … ВыварачвайцеIPF !”
c. Uk: – “ВивернітьPF кишені! … ВивертайтеIPF !”
d. Pl: – “WywróćciePF kieszenie! … WywracajcieIPF !”
e. Bg: – “ОбърнетеPF джобовете си! … ОбръщайтеIPF !”
f. Hr: – “IzvrnitePF džepove! … IzvrćiteIPF , kad vam govorim!”8

In the declarative clauses in (2), an event of writing a love letter to Vera is
referred to first by a PF VP and then again by an IPF VP. The writing event is
old information – it is presupposed, anaphoric – in the second sentence. In the
imperative clauses in (4), a turning-out-the-pockets event is described first by a
PF VP. Then a turning-out-the-pockets event is referred to again, this time by an
IPF VP. The similarities between (2) and (4) are obvious. However, whereas we
can argue that PF napisal and IPF pisal in (2) do refer to one and the same event we
cannot straightforwardly say the same about PF Vyvernite and IPF Vyvoračivajte in
(4). For one, whereas napisal and pisal refer to a writing-event that did take place
in the past, imperatives describe events that may or may not take place in the
future. We do not know whether or not the events described will ever exist.
Before we can conclude that we do find the presuppositional type fake IPF
in the imperative, two main problems must be resolved. First, there is the focus
problem and second, the inaccessibility problem. I will discuss each of them briefly
below.9
[7]
[8]

[9]
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The English translation of this example is due to Forsyth (1970, 208).
The other translators resolve this case in different ways. In Cz, for example, one PF infinitive is used
twice, and in Sr one IPF imperative is used twice. In US a PF imperative is followed by an imperative of
an IPF distributive Aktionsart verb.
For an extensive discussion, see Alvestad (2013).
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[5.2] The focus problem
In the relevant declarative sequence in (2), there is a clear partition into presupposition – pisal – and focus – karandašom. Pisal karandašom brings new information
into the context: the fact that the letter was written in pencil. In (4), on the other
hand, there is no such clear partition. The imperative clause in question consists
of only one word, the verb, so there is no other constituent to which the phonological focus can be shifted.
[5.3] The inaccessibility problem
In formal semantics, imperatives are often considered to be modal operators.
This, according to widely held assumptions about the accessibility of antecedents
– in Discourse Representation Theory (DRT) (Kamp & Reyle 1993), for example –
makes the eventive discourse referent of PF Vyvernite inaccessible to the eventive
discourse referent of IPF Vyvoračivajte.
Furthermore, modal operators are analyzed in terms of quantification over
possible worlds.10 Since imperatives describe events in possible worlds, then if
(4) were a direct parallel to (2), the two imperatives in (4) would have to refer to
the exact same event(s) in the exact same world(s). Granted, in (4) the speaker is
one and the same in both imperatives so we could perhaps argue that he has one
and the same event token in mind. Often, however, the sentence containing the
antecedent and the sentence containing the anaphor are uttered by two distinct
speakers, as in (5) below.
(5)

Ru: A: – VyključiPF svet! B: – VyključajIPF sam!
A: – Turn off the light! B: – Turn it off yourself!

The strong hypothesis of event identification, according to which the turn-off
event(s) in A’s wish worlds is/are identical to the turn-off event(s) in B’s wish
worlds, cannot be upheld.

[5.4] Resolving the focus problem
The information structural focus problem does in fact not only occur in the case
of presuppositional type fake IPFs in imperative clauses. Consider B’s reply in (6)
below, from Mueller-Reichau (2011, ex. (1)).
(6)

[10]

Ru: A: Konja poilIPF ? (horseACC waterIPF, PAST, M.SG. )
Did you water the horse?
B: PoilIPF . (waterIPF, PAST, M.SG. )
Yes, I did [water [it]].
Following Kaufmann (2012), I take imperatives to be necessity modals and, thus, analyze them in terms
of universal quantification over possible worlds.
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B’s utterance is a declarative sentence. IPF Poil ‘watered’ in this sentence is presuppositional. It refers to the event introduced in the context by IPF poil ‘watered’
in A’s question.11
The phonological focus in B’s sentence cannot be on any constituent other
than the verb, yet the semantic content of the verb is known. However, B does
bring some new information into the context: the fact that the proposition is true.
What is focused in B’s sentence is the truth of the proposition. Höhle (1992) refers
to this type of focus as Verum focus.
When the phenomenon corresponding to Verum focus occurs in clause types
other than declaratives, Höhle (1992) refers to it as the Illocution Type interpretation of Verum (op. cit.: 117). He argues that Verum is “(not a truth predicate
but rather) […] a variable over” illocution type operators (ibid.). When the lexical
content of the verb is backgrounded, the illocution type operator becomes foregrounded. The effect is that the lexical content of the verb is, as it were, “presupposed to be known” (ibid.). What is focused in the imperative clause Vyvoračivajte
is the mere speech act, which in this case is a speech act of ordering, or demanding.
The Macedonian translation of Ru IPF Vyvoračivajte serves to illustrate this
point. Specifically, instead of using a presuppositional type fake IPF the Macedonian translator introduces a new PF imperative: Pobrzajte ‘hurry up’.
(7)

Mk: – “ПревртетеPF ги џебовите! […] ПобрзаjтеPF !”
(ParaSol. Ostrovskij: KZS)
“Turn out your pockets! […] Hurry up!”

Thus, in the Macedonian translation it is spelled out: at the time of the utterance
of PF Pobrzajte ‘Hurry up’ (for Ru IPF Vyvoračivajte), the lexical content of PF Prevrtete (for Ru PF Vyvernite ‘Turn out’) is indeed “presupposed to be known”, in the
words of Höhle (1992, 117).
Summing up, the phonological focus on the verb allows for an intriguing partition after all: it permits both a presupposition – Vyvoračivajte – and an information
structural focus – Vyvoračivajte.12

[11]

[12]
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Without further context, IPF poil ‘watered’ in A’s question may also be a presuppositional type fake IPF
but with a covert antecedent. The VP then refers to a water-event which the interlocutors, at the time of
A’s utterance, have already discussed. In this case, A’s question for B in (6) can be paraphrased as follows:
Did you bring about the water-event (that we talked about)? (For a detailed discussion of covert antecedents
in the case of imperatives, including how we can capture the phenomenon in a theoretical framework,
see Alvestad (2013).)
In my theoretical analysis, Speech Act focus is represented as a condition on event types. See Alvestad
(2013, 244ff) for details.
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[5.5] Resolving the inaccessibility problem
We have seen that it may be hard to argue for event anaphora in the case of imperatives. A case in which event token identification is impossible is (8), where the
two events of selling the chest are included in distinct reference times. Skavronov
suggests that he and Klaša sell the chest while Roman is away, whereas Klaša suggests that Skavronov sell the chest when she is dead.
(8)

Ru: – Давай, пока Романа нет, комод продадимPF … – Нет, сказала Клаша
Скавронову. – Нет и нет. Как помру, продавайтеIPF (*продайтеPF ). А пока
жива, не дам (С. Антонов). (Khrakovskij 1988, 282, ex. (45))
“Come on, let’s sell the chest while Roman’s not here…” “No”, Klaša said to
Skavronov. “No, no, no. As soon as/When I’m dead, sell it. But while I’m
alive, I won’t give it away.” (S. Antonov)

The inaccessibility problem can be solved, however, if we analyze such cases
in terms of event type presuppositions. In DRT, discourse referents for event types
can be freely declared at any level of a DRS (Discourse Representation Structure),
particularly, “at a level where they are accessible for a presupposed event type
referent coming from a presuppositional type fake IPF” (Alvestad 2013, 310).13
Event type identification does perhaps not tie the IPF imperative as tightly
together with the discourse as event token identification does. It does, however,
account for the strong intuition that the IPF is used because “the course of action described in the imperative has already been put under consideration in the
discourse” (ibid.).
[6] e x a m p l e s a n a l y s e d i n t e r m s o f e v e n t t y p e p r e s u p p o s i t i o n

The analysis in terms of event type identification captures the use of an IPF imperative VP in cases as diverse as (4), (5), and (8)-(15), and perhaps more. The
discourse may be a monologue or a dialogue; the antecedent may be modal or
non-modal; the sentence contributing the antecedent may be a declarative, an
interrogative or an imperative clause; the subject of the imperative VP may be
identical to the subject of the antecedent VP, or a subset thereof (as in (8) and
(10)); the two events described may be included in distinct reference times; and
the two VPs may belong to distinct aspectual pairs (as in (10) and (13)).
(9)

non-modal antecedent in declarative. dialogue
Ru: – Вы грубиян! – закричал Толстый. Вас гнать надо! Я на вас докладную подамPF ! – Ну и подавайтеIPF , мрачно сказал Корнеев. – Займитесь
любимым делом. (А. и Б. Стругацкие). (Khrakovskij 1988, 286, ex. (68))

[13]

In DRT, predicates can be treated as constants of the form “P = …” on a par with propositions, represented
as “K = …” (cf. Asher (1993, 225ff). See Alvestad (2013, 240ff) for details.
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“You boor!” Tolstyj shouted. “I’ll have to drive you away! I’m going to report
you!” “Go on. Report me!” Korneev said gloomily. “Do as you wish.” (A. and
B. Strugackij)
(10)

non-modal antecedent in declarative. monologue
Ru: Теперь мы запишемPF это предложение. ПишитеIPF !
(Schlegel 1972, 91)
Now we’ll write this sentence. Write (it)!

(11)

necessity modal antecedent in declarative. monologue
Ru: – Алеша, ты забыл? Тебе нужно позвонитьPF ! ЗвониIPF скорее!
(Rassudova 1982, 133)
“Aleša, have you forgotten? You have to call! Call immediately!”

(12)

modal antecedent want in declarative. dialogue
Pl: A: – Chciałbym pooglądać PF program telewizyjny.
B: – A oglądajIPF (sobie). Mnie jest wszystko jedno.
A: – I would like to watch a program on the TV.
B: – Well, watch it. I don’t care. (Bogusławski 2011, 147, ex. (29)).

(13)

modal antecedent want in declarative. monologue
Ru: …И говорит: “Это, наверно, сазан. На, говорит, держи удочку, я хочу,
чтобы ты вытащилPF .” Я как взял, насилу удержал. А папа говорит: “Ты
сильно не дeргай, оборвeш лeску, а дай ему поводить, он устанет, тогда
ты его и вытягивайIPF !” (Fedin: Sazany).
… And he said ‘That must be a carp. Here, you hold the rod, I want you to
land it.’ When I took the rod I could scarcely hold it, but Dad said ‘Don’t
tug hard or you’ll break the line. Let it play about a bit. It will get tired,
and then you can pull it out.’ (Forsyth 1970, 199)

(14)

possibility modal antecedent in interrogative. dialogue
Ru: A: – Можно войтиPF ?
A: – May I come in?
B: – BходитеIPF ! (Šatunovskij 2009, 263)
B: – Come in!

(15)

modal antecedent want in interrogative
Uk: – “Тоню, хочеш, я розповімPF тобі про Христинку?” – “РозповідайIPF ,” – жваво сказала Тоня. (ParaSol. Ostrovskij: KZS)
”Tonja, do you want me to tell you about Khrystynka?” “Tell me,” Tonja
urged him.

[7] c o n c l u d i n g r e m a r k s a n d f u r t h e r o u t l o o k

This paper is based on a comparative study of aspect use in Slavic imperatives.
The study corroborates the observation made by, inter alia, Dickey (2000), BenacOSLa volume 6(1), 2014
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chio (2010), and von Waldenfels (2012) of a cross-Slavic variation in aspect use,
specifically, that in West-Slavic, PF is most frequent, whereas in East-Slavic, IPF
is most frequent. The study also corroborates the observation made by Benacchio
(2010) and von Waldenfels (2012) that in the imperative, IPF is remarkably widely
used, particularly in the East-Slavic languages, to refer to single, complete events.
Contrary to aspectologists who argue that the aspects take on distinct meanings in the imperative – such as Padučeva (1996) and others, according to whom
IPF in the imperative includes the semantic component ‘immediately’ and focuses
the attention on the initial phase of the event; Lehmann (1989), who argues that
the aspects are associated with distinct sets of speech act types, where IPF is associated with, inter alia, permissions; and Benacchio (2010), who argues that IPF
designates a particularly high or particularly low degree of politeness – I proposed
a simpler solution. Specifically, I argued that what we see when IPF is used to refer to complete events in the imperative is in fact the same phenomenon that is
called the general-factual IPF when it occurs in the indicative. On this analysis,
any connection between a given aspect, on the one hand, and which part of the
event is in focus, a certain speech act type, or degree of politeness, on the other,
is indirect and an epiphenomenon of aspect use.
Since the term ‘general-factual’ is inappropriate in imperatives, I used the
term ‘fake’ IPF instead. Grønn (2004) identifies two types of the fake IPF in declaratives and interrogatives: the existential type and the presuppositional type. Based
on examples from the ParaSol corpus and the aspect literature I have shown that
we find both types in imperatives too, the presuppositional being the most frequent.
As regards the presuppositional type, I set out with a strong hypothesis of
event token identification. It became evident, however, that some IPF imperatives are not amenable to such an analysis. I then proposed an analysis in terms
of event type presupposition. Event type identification may not tie the IPF imperative as tightly together with the discourse as event token identification does,
but it does capture the intuition that an IPF imperative is used because the course
of action described has already been introduced in the context.
Consequently, there might be reason to revisit the hypothesis of Grønn (2004)
that the presuppositional type fake IPF invariably involves event token anaphora.
A question that was not raised in this paper was why the individual Slavic languages resolve cases of aspectual competition differently. To establish the exact
rules, pragmatic or other, that govern the use of fake IPF versus PF in such cases,
further research is needed.
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abstract
On the basis of literary translations, this study provides examples of how the
function of discourse markers in a given language, in this case Bulgarian,
can be better understood by examining cases where there is no discourse
marker in the original, but one has been added by the translator. Clues to
its function and validation of earlier analyses may then be found in the text
and context of the original.
[1] d i s c o u r s e m a r k e r s

Discourse markers (hereafter DMs), also called pragmatic markers and modal markers (or, for those of them that are indeclinable particles: pragmatic particles and
modal particles), are words similar to the English well, kinda, oh, but and the Bulgarian be, abe, ami, ama, de, etc. Typical properties of DMs are that while they have
no semantic content (“meaning”), they do have functions, they do not affect the
truth value of the utterance, they cannot constitute an utterance by themselves
(as opposed to interjections). They are often derived from (or even homophonous
with) words with semantic content (oh and ami are also interjections) or grammatical function (but and ami are also interjections). For a more detailed description
based on German particles see Winters (2013, esp. pp. 429–434). Functions of DMs
include indication of change of topic, of turn-taking in conversation, increase or
attenuation of the perlocutionary effect of the utterance, and signalling aspects
of the informational status of the utterance.
Inventories of DMs differ from language to language: language A may have no
equivalent to a given DM in language B but will express the same function through
lexical means. For instance, there is no direct equivalent in English for German
and Nordic markers indicating shared knowledge. In English, they are sometimes
translated by a tag question:
(1)

a. Ich habe es ja dir gesagt! [German]
b. Jeg har jo fortalt deg det! [Norwegian]
c. I told you, didn’t I?
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Even when two languages have cognate DMs, their functions may differ. For instance, Hasselgård (2004) showed a high degree of non-correspondence between
the English DM now and its Norwegian cognate nå.
As the study of discourse markers dates back only to the last decades of the
twentieth century, it has not been sufficiently incorporated into lexicography,
and many dictionaries are unreliable when it comes to explaining DMs. Dictionary
definitions often strive to assign “meaning” to DMs, and this leads to the context
being reinterpreted as meaning, and often to contradictory meanings for one and
the same marker (e.g., ‘discontent’ and ‘satisfaction’), as in the following example
from the standard one-volume dictionary of Russian (Ožegov & Švedova 2006):
(2)

Nu da (razg.) — upotr. dlja vyraženija: 1) podčerknutogo podtverždenija,
soglasija. [...] 2) nedoverija, nesoglasija, somnenija.
‘Nu da (coll.) — used to express: 1) emphatic confirmation, agreement. [...]
2) disbelief, disagreement, doubt’
[my translation, as all translations hence, except where noted].

Analyzing the functions of DMs is not an easy task, even for native speakers, and
analyzing DMs in a foreign language even harder. The non-native linguist has
to rely on acquired intuitions and check them against native intuitions. Fischer
(1998) has proposed to use diagnostic contexts (“test-frames”) for testing the validity of analyses, and Spenader (2004, 9) has shown how “[t]he multiple functions
of some markers can potentially be illuminated by examining how they are rendered in translation” using a large parallel corpus. The strategy we are going
to use here is the opposite of Spenader’s: we shall examine how DMs occur in
translations when there is no DM in the original. Post (2010, 424-427) has shown
how insights about the functions of discourse markers can be attained in such
cases, but here we shall concentrate on demonstrating how these cases can be
used for validating previous analyses. The sources are translations into Bulgarian
of dialogue-rich literary works: children’s books, plays, science fiction, detective
and adventure novels. Translations and originals were harvested from Internet
sources and to some extent paper-based originals were used where electronic versions are not available.
In principle, there are four ways a DM in a translation can relate to the original. To illustrate them, we shall use a string of classic typographer’s dummy text
to represent the original, and a sequence of the Bulgarian equivalent of “blah
blah, yadda yadda” to represent the translation, with “DM” standing in for any
discourse marker and the zero item “∅” standing for omitted text in the translation:
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type 1. dm in translation and original
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, DM consectetur adipiscing elit.
Ala bala drăn drăn alabala drăn drăn, DM bala drăn drăn alabala.

These cases will either confirm the translations given in existing bilingual lexicographic works or, if deviations from them are sufficiently numerous, indicate a
neccessity for revision.
(4)

type 2. lexical material in original triggers dm and is retained
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit.
Ala bala drăn drăn alabala drăn drăn, DM bala drăn drăn alabala.

These cases may provide validation as long as the lexical material in question fits
in with the analysis under scrutiny.
(5)

type 3. dm triggered by general context of original
.. hendrerit neque. Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit.
Mauris bibendum ...
... . drăn. Ala bala drăn drăn alabala drăn drăn, DM bala drăn drăn alabala.
Ala...

(6)

type 4. lexical material in original triggers dm and is not retained
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit.
Ala bala drăn drăn alabala, ∅ DM bala drăn drăn alabala.

Type 2, 3, and 4 can all be assumed to represent cases where the translator has
considered that the text needs a DM in Bulgarian, in spite of there being none
in the original. Under type 4, the translator may have considered the triggering
lexical material to have become superfluous after the addition of the DM, and we
thus get a precise indication of what the triggering element is.
Our hypothesis is then that translations may provide validation of analyses if
a DM in a translation into language A does not correspond to a DM in the original language B, but is either expressed by lexical means, or definitely implicated
by the context. To put it another way, we are looking for translations into Bulgarian where the translator has felt that his translation calls for the use of a DM,
regardless of the fact that there is none in the original. We have to assume that
translators are competent and translate in an adequate way, but we keep an eye
open for literal translations.
For the marker če it was claimed in Hauge 2007b that it is used by the speaker
in statements and rhetorical questions to indicate that the hearer in a previous utterance has failed to take into account information that according to the speaker
should be available to him, in other words, has asked a “stupid question”.
The following example is from an original Bulgarian text:
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(7)

“Dimo ne si li e došăl?” “Če kak šte si dojde, nali e vojnik?” izpravi se Dimovica.
‘“Hasn’t Dimo come?” “ČE how could he come, he’s serving in the military,
right?” said Dimo’s wife, getting up.’ [KP79]

In this example, the discourse marker nali indicates that the speaker assumes that
the propositional content of the utterance is known to the conversation partner,
much in the same way as German ja, Swedish ju and Norwegian and Danish jo. The
marker če further gives indication that the speaker considers that the interlocutor
has not taken that information into consideration in a recent utterance. Examples
with motivating text (shown in italics) in the original:1
(8)

a. “Nu a kto že? Kto?” laskovo sprosil Igor´ Petrovič. “Otkuda mne znat´?
Ėto vy dolžny znat´ — kto!”
b. “Dobre, a koj? Koj?” laskavo popita Igor Petrovič. “Če otkăde da znam?
Vie trjabva da znaete koj!” [SS79]
‘“Then who did? Who?” Zykov asked gently. “How should I know? You
should know who!”’2

(9)

a. “So sagen Sie mich wenigstens, wie wir die Knochens fortbringen wollen?”
“Wie soll ich das wissen? Ich möchte mich da auf deinen Scharfsinn verlassen.”
b. “Kažete mi pone kak šte prenesem kostite.” “Če otkăde da znam? Šte
razčitam na tvojata săobrazitelnost.” [KM82]
‘“Then, at least tell me: how are we to transport the bones?” “How should
I know? I shall rely on your cunning in this case.”’3

(10)

a. “Detritus, why the hell did you put them in the cells?” said Vimes
wearily. “What else we got, sir? Dey’re not locked in and dey got clean
blankets.”
b. “Detritus, zašto, po djavolite, si gi zatvoril v kiliite?” otpadnalo popita
Vajms. “Če kăde da gi nastanja, săr? Ne sa zaključeni i im dadoch čisti
odeala.” [PT00]

(11)

a. “Et nos armes, lui demandai-je, nos fusils?” “Des fusils! à quoi bon? Vos
montagnards n’attaquent-ils pas l’ours un poignard à la main, et l’acier n’est-il
pas plus sûr que le plomb?”
b. “A orăžieto,” rekoch az, “puškite ni!” “Puškite li? Če za kakvo vi sa?
Migar planincite po vašite mesta ne napadat mečkite samo s nož v răka i
stomanata ne e li po-sigurna ot kuršuma?” [ŽV77]
‘“And our arms?” asked I; “our guns?” “Guns! What for? Do not moun-

[1]
[2]
[3]
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taineers attack the bear with a dagger in their hand, and is not steel surer
than lead?”’4
A similar function is described for German doch by (Karagjosova 2004, ch. 5):
“Maria kommt mit.” “Sie ist doch verreist” (‘“Maria will join us.” “But she has
gone away.”’).
Examples with lexical material in original, omitted in favour of DM:
(12)

a. “Know a model named Sondra Lee?” I said. “Sonny? Of course, any
photographer would know Sonny. She’s the top model on the coast.”
b. “Poznavaš li Sondra Lij? Tja e fotomodel.” “Soni li? Če ∅ koj fotograf
ne ja poznava? Tja e model nomer edno na Zapadnoto krajbrežie.” [RČ91]

(13)

a. “Small Hunters? Ah, feine Erbschaft! Einige Millionen! Ich war Verweser. […] Habe sie leider aufgeben müssen. Wollte, die Angelegenheit
wäre nicht so schnell zu Ende gegangen.” “Zu Ende? Ihr wollt doch nicht
etwa damit sagen, daß die Sache erledigt ist?” “Was sonst? Natürlich habe
ich das damit sagen wollen.” “Erledigt?” fragte ich erschrocken.
b. “Smol Chăntăr? A-a, chubavo nasledstvo! Njakolko miliona! Az bjach
negov upravitel. […] Za săžalenie trjabvaše da ja prekratja. Šteše mi se
vsičko da ne beše svăršilo tolkova bărzo.” “Svăršilo li e? Da ne bi da iskate
da kažete, če slučajat e priključen?” “Če kakvo drugo? ∅” “Priključen?”
popitach izplašeno. [KM96]
‘“Small Hunter? Ah, a fine inheritance! Several millons! I was the executor. [...] Had to give it up, unfortunately. Had hoped the matter would
not come to an end so soon.” “Ended? But you don’t mean to say that the
case is closed?” “What else? Of course I meant to say that.” “Closed?” I
asked, terrified.’

As pointed out in Hauge 2007a, če in exclamations and in non-rhetorical, information-seeking questions indicates that the exclamation or question arises from
an unexpected and sudden revision of the speaker’s knowledge, i.e., what in everyday parlance is termed a surprise, as in this original Bulgarian example:
(14)

“O-o! Bor´o!” izvika gospožata. “Če kakvo praviš tuk samičăk?” [KK40]
‘“Oh! Borjo!” the lady called out. “ČE what are you doing here all alone?”’

We find that translators exploit this function as well:
(15)

[4]

“Has he come?” “No,” says her husband. “Good-NESS gracious!” she says,
“what in the warld [sic, MT’s imitation of Afro-American pronunciation]
20,000 Leagues under the Sea, trans. by Lewis Mercier, 1872. http://www.gutenberg.org/ebooks/164,
accessed 15 June, 2014.
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can have become of him?”
“Dojde li?” “Ne,” reče toj. “Gooos-podi!” vikna tja. “Če kakvo li mu se e
slučilo?” [MT65]
(16)

“So where’d you get the picture, Sailor?” Garcia said. [...] “Lola Faithful
had it and stashed it in Union Station. I found the receipt in her house.”
“How come the cops didn’t find it?” Garcia said.
“Ta otkăde, kaza, če ja imaš tazi snimka? [...]” “Lola Fejtful ja beše skrila
na Juniăn Stejšăn. Otkrich razpiskata v doma j.” “Če policaite kak taka sa
ja propusnali?” [RČ91]

(17)

“Who’re all these people?” “Watchmen, sir. You appointed them.” “Did
I? I haven’t even met some of them!” “You signed the paperwork, sir. And
you sign the wage bill every month.”
“Kakvi sa vsičkite tija chora?” “Policai, săr. Vie ste gi naznačaval.” “Taka
li săm napravil? Če az dori ne săm viždal njakoi ot tjach!” “Vie parafirachte
dokumentite im, săr. I vseki mesec podpisvate vedomostta za zaplatite
im.” [PT00]

The marker abe, often spelled a be, according to Tiševa & Hauge (2004), is used
when there is a clash of interest between the participants of the speech situation
for the continued development of events in the real world. Specifically, it is used
by speaker A when A knows that speaker B has a different agenda from speaker A.
It can be illustrated by the following silly joke from a Bulgarian Internet portal:
(18)

Dva drakona razgovarjat. Po edno vreme edinijat kazva: “Abe - ja mlăkni
malko, če mi stana gorešto.”
‘Two dragons are having a conversation. Then one of them says: “Shut
up for a while, won’t you, I think it’s getting hot in here.”’

It is usually not hard to spot the agenda conflict in the cases where we find abe
in the translation. The speaker who uses this DM in the first example below has
been aggressively challenged by his interlocutor to confirm his trust in him and
instead of answering a direct question resorts to explaining away things:
(19)

“Señor?” His voice was soft, but icy. “You doubt my word?” “You guys are
always talking about honor. Honor is the cloak of thieves — sometimes.”
“Sen´or?” Glasăt mu prozvuča meko, no ledeno-studeno. “Nima postavjate dumite mi pod sămnenie?” “Abe vie, latinoamerikancite, samo za čest
govorite. A čestta e prikritie za mošenicite — ponjakoga.” [RČ54]

(20)

“[...] It’s the system. Maybe it’s the best we can get, but it still ain’t any
Ivory Soap deal.” “You sound like a Red,” I said, just to needle him.
“[...] Takava ni e sistemata. Može da e naj-dobrata, kojato zaslužavame,
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no ot nikoe položenie ne e idealna.” “Abe ti govoriš kato njakoj červen,”
kazach az, kolkoto da go klăvna. [RČ54]
(21)

“Are you gonna show your ass every day at lunch?” asked Frank Herrera, a
retired colonel from somewhere up North.
“Abe, ti vseki den li šte ni se perčiš po objad?” zapita Frank Cherera, severnjak i polkovnik ot zapasa. [GD82]

Tiševa & Hauge (2004, 263–264) also describe a function where the clash of agendas is on the meta-level and consists in the question of whether a conversation is
to be entered into or not; specifically, when speaker A wants to engage in communication with person B, but assumes that person B is not interested in engaging in
communication. Other languages may use lexical or morphological means for the
same purpose. In the Czech example below, the speaker calls for the prospective
interlocutor’s attention by using his surname in the vocative case prepended by
the second person singular personal pronoun; a mechanism that is not available
to the Bulgarian translator.
(22)

“[...] Šak váš nebožtik muž, Prouzko, dej mu Pámbu věčnou slávu, von byl
teda jako duchař a spirita, a já mu jednou poudám z legrace: ‘Ty, Prouzo,
zavolej mně nazpátek toho zlýho ducha, co mně vyklouz,’ a von se na to
dožere a až do svý smrti na mě nepromluvil. [...]”
“To i tvoja pokojnija măž, Prouzice, leka mu prăst, toj nali beše spiritist i vikaše duchovete, vikam mu az edin păt na majtap: A be, Prouza,
ja mi izvikaj nazad dušata, deto si ja izpusnach, a toj vze, če se dokači i do
smărtta si ne mi progovori.” [KČ81]
‘“Your dead husband though, Mrs. Prouza, may he rest in peace, he was
always a thoughtful and spiritual man, and I said to him one day, just as
a joke like, ‘Here, Prouza, call back that evil spirit of mine, it’s escaped
again!’ And he took it seriously and from that day on he never spoke another word to me.”’5

In the following example, one of the speakers in a telephone conversation has
indicated that the exchange is concluded on his behalf, and the other one seems
have followed suit, but suddenly finds it necessary to reopen the conversation:
(23)

[5]

“Vodka u tebja est´?” “Vrode byla. Dve butylki.” “Možeš´ smelo vypit´.
S ėtoj mantroj očen´ chorošo. Čerez čas vse projdet. Zavtra pozvonju.”
“Spasibo. Slušaj, a kto ėto tam plačet?” “Syn,” otvetil Gireev.
“Vodka imaš li?” “Maj imam. Dve butilki.” “Možeš da si pijneš. S tazi
mantra vliza mnogo dobre. Sled čas šte ti mine. Utre šte ti se obadja.”
The Absolute at Large, trans. by David Wyllie, 2010, at http://www.finitesite.com/dandelion/
webtrans.html, accessed 15 June, 2014.
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“Mnogo ti blagodarja. A be, koj plače tam pri tebe?” “Sinăt mi,” otgovori
Gireev. [PV02]
‘“Have you got any vodka?” “I think I had two bottles.” “You can drink
them both. It goes well with this mantra. In an hour it’ll be all over. I’ll
call you tomorrow.” “Thanks. Listen, who’s that crying there?” “My son”,
Gireiev answered.’6
[2] c o n c l u s i o n

There are certainly discourse markers to be found in translations, and some of
them unsupported by equivalent markers in the originals. The few examples we
have shown here have served to validate existing analyses, but as shown by Post
(2010) we can also gain new insights by studying these cases.
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reported speech in russian and italian:
verbs of speech and particles
ELIZAVETA KHACHATURYAN
University of Oslo

abstract
The present paper describes a well-known phenomenon: languages without
a special grammatical category to transmit reported speech often do so by
lexical means. The analysis focuses on the Russian particles mol and deskat’
– formed from the Old Russian verbs of speech – and their Italian correspondences. Using the semantico-contextual approach, the description offered
here helps to formulate the semantics of the two particles and to find their
contextual correspondences in Italian.
[1] i n t r o d u c t i o n

In different languages there are various means of transmitting the words of others without assuming responsibility for what is said (Guentcheva 1996, 2011). The
analysis of this phenomenon is based on different theorethical approaches: in
particular, the notion of evidentiality is often used in this case (e.g. papers of
CHRONOS conferences1 held every two years, (Coltier et al. 2009) where different
terminology and approaches are discussed). Some languages have special grammatical categories for this; others use lexical means (Dendale & Coltier 2011).
This article focuses on Italian and Russian, neither of which has a special mood
for this purpose. Grammars (in particular, Salvi & Vanelli (2004)) point out that in
Italian the conditional mood can be used with a reportative function. This is called
the “journalistic” use, and it is widespread in the language of the mass media (see
(1) below). This conditional often appears together with some expressions showing the disengagement of the speaker – i.e., secondo lui (in his opinion, according
to someone (examples (2)-(3)). But it can be also used in the spoken language in
the repetition of the other’s words and it will be interpreted as disagreement (4).
(1)

Caduto l’aereo in Nuova Arizona. Il pilota sarebbe sopravissuto.
‘A plane went down in New Arizona. The pilot [conditional mood, past
tense] survived.’

[1]

CHRONOS is a series of conferences devoted to current research on the morphology, syntax, semantics,
and pragmatics of markers of tense, aspect, modality and evidentiality (TAME).
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(2)

Secondo una corrente teologica Maria si sarebbe addormentata.
‘According to one theological school Maria fell [conditional mood, past
tense] asleep.’

(3)

Secondo il New York Times, sarebbe ormai guerra aperta tra USA ed Europa.
‘According to The New York Times, there is [conditional mood, past tense]
an open war between the USA and Europe.’

(4)

– Cretino! – Io sarei il cretino?! (a real example taken from a movie)
‘– Stupid! – I am [conditional mood, present tense] stupid?!’

In Russian there are two particles – mol and deskat’ – that serve what could be defined as a reportative function. Dictionaries identify mol and deskat’ as the textual
markers of another speaker’s words.
If the conditional mood in Italian and the Russian particles mol and deskat’
have both the same (reportative) function, one can suppose that to translate the
Russian particles one could use the conditional and vice versa. But in reality mol
and deskat’ never correspond to the Italian conditional.
The aim of the present analysis will be to discover the real role of mol and
deskat’ and to find the real correspondences of these two particles in Italian.
[2] r u s s i a n p a r t i c l e s : s o m e m e t h o d o l o g i c a l r e m a r k s

The methodology of this analysis is the semantico-contextual approach to the description of discourse markers elaborated by French and Russian linguists and
based on Antoine Culioli’s theory of enunciation (Culioli 1990). Within the framework of this approach the particles are considered as part of a larger group of
discourse markers (DMs) and are described, like all linguistic units, across several regular formal properties that help to formulate their semantics. Among
these regular properties there are the features of the scope, the position of the
discourse marker, and the prosodic characteristics (Paillard 1999). In the present
article we will analyze the features of the scope based upon which we can draw
distinctions between two particles.
The semantico-contextual approach is especially helpful for a contrastive analysis of DMs because it gives the same formal criteria for a description of different languages. To explain the advantages of this approach we have to introduce
briefly the class of DMs.
It is well known, that DMs are difficult to categorize. On the one hand, each
language has a group of words and expressions that can be defined as DMs; on
the other hand, approaches and definitions vary even for one language (Aijmer
& Simon-Vandenbergen 2006; Fischer 2006). There is no well-determined inventory for any of the languages accepted by all the linguists (even for well-studied
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languages, such as English, German or French). Another reason that prevents (or
complicates) the generalization is the formal heterogeneity of DMs even in one
and the same language. Words and expressions that belong to DMs often have
also another grammatical status and a wide range of functions in the language.
For example, bien and malheureusment (Fr.) are also adverbs; tiens and disons (Fr.)
and guarda and diciamo (It.) are verbal forms; you know (Eng.) and tu vois (Fr.) are
combinations of a pronoun and a verb; pravda (Rus.) is also a noun; quoi (Fr.) is an
indefinite / interrogative pronoun.
Moreover, DMs are nearly untranslatable.2 For example, déjà (Fr.) and schon
(Germ.), which have close aspecto-temporal values, have highly divergent discursive uses (Mettrich et al. 1994-1998).
One of the difficulties concerning the class of particles is very well described
in the following observation of Waltereit (2001, 1391):
Modal particles are abundant in German, but rather rare in many
other languages, e.g., Romance languages. While it is evident that
some have more modal particles than others, it seems difficult to conceive of the function of modal particles as being restricted to particular languages. The intuition underlying this article is that if, e.g., the
Romance languages have fewer modal particles than German, they
should have other means of expressing the same function.
Russian is traditionally considered as a language rich in particles. But the Russian
particles are often omitted in the translations because it is difficult to find an appropriate correspondence in another language (Khachaturyan 1998). Nevertheless another language can have “other means of expressing the same function”,
and the aim of the contrastive analysis should be to discover these other means
and may be also to propose them to the translator.
The semantico-contextual approach based on the description of the formal
properties of use helps to find the correspondences of DMs and of particles in
different languages. In this case the comparison of translations can be used at
the last stage of the analysis, as confirmation but not as a main tool of the study.
The present analysis will offer a comparison of contexts of use of Russian particles mol and deskat’, and the contrastive description of Russian particles and
their semantico-contextual counterpart(s) in Italian. For this reason, the paper
is divided in two parts: the first part is dedicated to the analysis of the Russian
particles mol and deskat’; in the second part, the Italian examples are analyzed.
We will use two different corpora in this paper. In the first part, the UppsalaTübingen Russian Corpus3 created in the Slavic Departments of the universities
[2]
[3]

See e.g., (Mettrich et al. 1994-1998), with the comparison of German and French.
The Uppsala-Tübingen Russian Corpus contains 1 million words. It was often used by the researchers
before the Russian National Corpus (incorporating over 300 million words) was constructed. I use it here
because the material for the present analysis was collected several years ago.
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of Uppsala and of Tübingen) will be used. Since the present analysis describes the
modern state of the language we used two parts of it: the Contemporary Corpus
which includes literary and press contents and the Corpus based on 20th century literature. In the second part, will be used the data from the Italian corpus
(CORIS/CODIS) created at the University of Bologne which includes the texts of
different genres of 20th century literature4 . To our knowledge there is no big
parallel Russian-Italian corpora. We have checked the RuN corpus where a small
Russian-Italian part is present5 , but there were no examples of Russian particles
mol and deskat’ in this part.
[3] r u s s i a n p a r t i c l e s : ‘ m o l ’ a n d ‘ d e s k at ”

[3.1] Dictionary definitions
Dictionaries usually define mol and deskat’ as completely synonymous particles
whose role is to transmit the discourse of another in the text or to mark words
in the text as those of another speaker (e.g. monolingual dictionaries of Russian:
Ušakov (2000); Evgenjeva (1999)).
But in spite of this similarity, a closer look reveals that the two particles are
not interchangeable in all contexts. In general, it is easier to replace deskat’ with
mol than vice versa. (One reason for this could be the form itself of mol: it has
properties of a clitic and is easier to connect with other words. However, we will
see below that the other reason is the semantics of mol.) The use of mol is more
widespread than that of deskat’6 , which is often considered by native speakers
to be antiquated and inadequate for use in the modern language. An analysis of
written journalistic language found a more frequent use of mol than deskat. At
the same time in the corpus that we used (which includes literary texts) a large
amount of occurrences of deskat’ was found. In (5) and (6) below, the particle
deskat’ is used, but it can not be replaced by mol.
(5)

[4]

[5]
[6]
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“My predložili, – pišut oni, – real’no perevesti masterskuju na polnyj xozrassčet (poka on u nas bumažnyj, no podderžki tak i ne polučili. Vydvigaetsja
somnitel’nyj argument : deskat’ my k etomu ešče ne gotovy”.
‘We proposed, – they write, – to put the enterprise on a self-supporting basis. But we didn’t get any support. A doubtful argument is adduced: deskat’,
we are not ready for it.’
CORIS is a corpus of written Italian which contains 80 million running words. It consists of a collection
of authentic texts in electronic form “chosen by virtue of their representativeness of modern Italian”
(http://corpora.dslo.unibo.it/coris_eng.html).
It contains only four texts and approximately 1 million words.
In the Russian National Corpus, in the fiction subcorpus, I have found 2,061 occurences with mol vs. 1,012
occurrences with deskat’; in the non-fiction subcorpus: 2,562 occurrences with mol vs. 1,124 occurrences
with deskat’.
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Vosem’desjat pjat’ funtov. Tanja otdelila dva samyx zamyzgannyx pjatifuntovika, vložila obratno, usmexnulas’–deskat’, čto vy, nikakogo maroderstva ne imelo mesta.
‘Eighty-five pounds. Tanja peeled off the two most bedraggled bills, put
them back in the wallet, and grinned: deskat’, what are you talking about?
There wasn’t any looting.’

The difference between the two particles can be explained by their semantics,
which can be formulated based upon formal features, and especially on the description of the scope, i.e., the part of the enunciation that changes its discourse
status under the influence of a discourse marker or a particle.
For the present description it will be useful to distinguish between two positions: that of the first speaker (who describes the situation – we will call him
the narrator)7 – and that of the second speaker (who constructs the enunciation
in a described situation–we will call him the speaker). The narrator can also be
speaker if s/he transmits his/her own words that were said in the described situation.

[3.2] Analysis of the scope
The scope of both particles has the form of a proposition P that can be an independent phrase or a part of a complex phrase (subordinated or juxtaposed). In
both cases P as a scope of the particle (mol or deskat’) has the status of words that
don’t belong to the speaker: these are words of the other. In (7) and (8) the scope
of both particles has the form of an independent phrase.
(7)

… a novaja žena, Marta, samoljubivaja ženščina, Galočku znat’ ne želaet i
ee, Evdokiju Nilovnu videt’ ne xočet, nikogda sjuda ne priedet , pis’ma ne
prišlet i Nikolaju Demjanoviču priezžat’ zapreščaet. Den’gi, mol, posylaj, a
bol’še ničego.
‘... and the new wife, Marta, a proud woman, doesn’t want to know anything about Galočka, and doesn’t want to see her, Evdokija Nilovna. She’ll
never come here or send a letter, and she forbids Nikolaj Demjanovič to
come. Send, mol, the money, and nothing else.’

(8)

Teper’ Mana svobodna ot splava. I ožila malost’ rečenka. Xariusy objavilis’.
No skol’ko ja iz-za togo vragov nažil! Ot raboty, deskat’, odnosel’čan uvel.
Rabota xorošim rukam zavsegda syščetsja. I čto za rabota, esli vsem vo
vred?!
‘Now the river Mana breaks free from the float and livens up a bit. The
umbers turned back. But how many enemies I’ve made! You’ve caused,

[7]

Often there is also the real narrator – the voice of the author, as in (7), for example. But for this description of particles, his/her position is not important.
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deskat’, the men from your village to lose their jobs. Those with good hands
will always find work. And what is the sense of a job that’s done at everyone
else’s expense?’
In (7), mol P is inserted in a narrative that reports the account of Evdokija Nilovna:
it is not a first person account from Evdokija Nilovna’s perspective (cf. the use of
the pronoun ee –her –to refer to Evdokija Nilovna); rather, P reproduces the words
of the new wife (the speaker) transmitted by the narrator (Evdokija Nilovna).
In (8), deskat’ introduces the words of the enemies of the narrator. The enemies constitute the speaker, and P is an argument against the actions of the narrator.
If P is part of a complex phrase, it has the form of a subordinate phrase, (13)
and (14), or of a juxtaposed phrase (9)-(12). Formally it can be considered indirect
speech. In this case the particle and its scope can be preceded not only by verbs
of speech (verba dicendi) (9) or by nouns describing the act of the communication
or the process of thinking (razgovory, ideja, mysl’, argument – conversation, idea,
thought, argument, etc.) (12), but also by verbs of emotion or verbs describing
gesture (10) and action (11).
(9)

Večerom volk i medved’ prišli k izbuške lisy i sxoronilis’. /…/ Vdrug vidjat
bežit zajats. Pozvali oni ego i govorjat: Ty, zajats, na nogu skor, sbegaj k
lise, skaži, mol, medved’ i volk uže prišli.
‘In the evening the wolf and the bear came to the fox’s house and hid themselves. Suddenly, they saw a hare running past. They summoned him and
said: You, hare, run as fast as you can to the fox and tell him, mol, the bear
and the wolf have already arrived.’

(10)

– Vidiš’ li, ja očen’ staryj, – skazal Enen, ševelja vekoj. (Devočka kivnula:
mol, vižu.)
‘You see, I am very old,– said Ehnen moving an eyelid. The girl nodded
her head: mol, I see.’

(11)

A supruga ego, očen’ počtennaja dama, prosto daže prirevnovala pirata k
Korovjevu i daže ložečkoj postučala ... i čto ž eto, deskat’, nas zaderživajut
... Pora i moroženoe podavat’!
‘And his wife, a very respectable lady, was even jealous of Koroviev on
account of the pirate and even banged a teaspoon... so what’s the big
idea, deskat’, what’s holding us up? It’s high time they served us our ice
cream!’

(12)

“My predložili, – pišut oni, – real’no perevesti masterskuju na polnyj xozrasčet (poka on u nas bumažnyj), no podderžki tak i ne polučili. Vydvigaetsja
somnitel’nyj argument: deskat’ my k etomu ešče ne gotovy”.
‘We proposed, – they write, – transferring the enterprise to a self-supporting
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basis. But we didn’t get any support. A questionable argument is adduced:
deskat’, we are not ready for it.’
In spite of the formal status of the indirect speech, the syntax (word order, syntactical constructions) and the vocabulary of the scope P are typical of the spoken
language. From this point of view P can be characterized as direct speech.
(13)

Vjalo pjaljus’ na nego, on prinimaet moju len’ za šok i krajne emotsional’no,
sotrjasaja moi pleči, načinaet objasnjat’, čto on, deskat’, ne možet vylovit’
menja vtoroj den’.
‘I stare at him inertly, he takes my inertia for shock and very emotionally,
shaking my shoulders, starts to explain to me, that he, deskat’, has been
unable to fish me out for two days.’

(14)

V svoe vremja bylo nemalo razgovorov po povodu togo, čto vot, mol, u
amerikantsev est’ “čelnoki”, a u Sovetskogo Sojuza net. Značit, delalsja
vyvod, amerikantsy vperedi v kosmičeskoj gonke.
‘Once there were many conversations to the effect that, mol, the Americans have space shuttles and the Soviet Union does not. In other words,
it was inferred that the Americans are leading in the space race.’

In (13), a spoken, emotionally colored verb (vylovit’ – to fish out) is used; in (14),
the whole construction (vot u amerikantsev – now in the case of the Americans,
lit. there are the Americans) is typical of the spoken language: the demonstrative
pronoun vot (there are) situates the phrase in the coordinate system of ‘hic et
nunc,’ in spite of the past tense of the principal phrase.
In particular, the deictic elements used in the scope P represent a distinct
point of view. In (10), the verb vižu (I see) has the form of the first person singular
that corresponds to the subject of the phrase (devočka – a girl). The same thing
can be observed in (11) and (12): the person presented in the scope – first person
plural nas (us) in (11), and my (we) in (12) – indicates the subject of the phrase
introduced before by a pronoun of the third person.

[3.3] Semantic properties of mol and deskat’
Based on the properties of the use of the deictic elements, we can formulate the
differences between mol and deskat’.
Mol introduces the words of the speaker (or of the presumed speaker). In (9),
the narrator (the bear and the wolf) are addressing the hare, and the phrase introduced by mol corresponds to the words that will be said by the hare. In (10),
the narrator who describes the whole situation interprets the gesture of the girl
nodding her head; vižu (I see) is the girl’s reply. In the two examples below, we
can see the same phenomenon: in (15), on (he) becomes ja (I) in the proposition
introduced by mol; in (16), firmy SŠA (US firms) correspond to my (we).
OSLa volume 6(1), 2014
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(15)

I vot teper’ v pis’me, po forme – objasnitel’noj zapiske na imja pervogo
sekretarja obkoma, on sglažival ugly: voobšče, mol, etu istoriju s Safronovym
ja ploxo znaju.
‘And now, in his letter, styled as an accusatory letter addressed to the first
secretary of the regional committee, he was trying to tone things down:
actually, mol, I don’t know much about what’s happened with Safronov.’

(16)

Firmy SŠA pytalis’ v oblasti biotexnologii nekij čut’ li ne diktat ustanovit’:
mol, my pervye vse otkryli /.../
‘The US biotech firms were trying to pretty much take over: mol, we were
the first to discover everything.’

The scope of deskat’ does not always correspond to the words pronounced by the
speaker. This is evident if we examine the use of pronouns more closely. In (12),
a questionable argument is adduced by somebody else (the speaker is referred
to in the passive voice), but in the proposition itself introduced by deskat’, the
first person plural is used which corresponds to the person of the narrator (my
predložili – we proposed): otherwise, vy (pronoun second person plural) would be
used here. In (13), we find the same principle: on (he – third person masculine
singular) indicates the speaker (on in the previous context: he starts to explain to
me), while menja (me – first person singular) indicates the narrator. In (17), we
can see the same phenomenon: the pronoun mne (to me – first person singular)
in the scope of deskat’ indicates the narrator who tells the story:
(17)

... polučiv neprivyčnyj otpor, vosplamenilsja, oral, est’, deskat’, v Permskoj
oblasti kolxoz-millioner, tam by izbu mne dali besplatno ...
‘... after he had received an unexpected rebuff, he started to howl, there
is, deskat’, in the region of Perm’, a kolkhoz-millionaire, there they would
give me a house for free ...’

A hypothesis concerning the semantics of both particles was proposed by Denis
Paillard based on these properties of the use of deictic elements, pronouns in particular (Paillard 2011). The present analysis confirms it: mol and deskat’ introduce
the other’s speech from two different perspectives. Mol shows that P is an almost
exact reproduction of what was said by the speaker (Sx – in the terminology of
Paillard). Deskat’ shows that P is an interpretation-translation proposed by the
narrator of what was said by the speaker. In this case, there is no guarantee that
what is said coincides with the original message: P corresponds to the narrator’s
perspective.
This description could explain the stylistic differences between both particles.
Mol is used in journalistic discourse; it often accompanies a quotation and is used
with set expressions often introduced as a quotation. Deskat’ marks a stronger
link with the context: its scope is incorporated in the context (constructed by the
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narrator) and is presented as an argument within the development of the context.
In (18), the scope of deskat’ corresponds to the eventual words of the parents (the
speaker) introduced by the narrator to clarify what has been said before: ... told
me, that they had spent a lot during holiday and that there would be little left for
a birthday party for me.
(18)

V kontse avgusta my vozvraščalis’ s juga, i roditeli každyj raz čestno predupreždali, čto potratilis’ na otdyxe i na prazdnovanie deneg počti ne ostalos’.
Deskat’, osobyx raznosolov, Dima, ne budet.
‘At the end of August we would usually return from the sea, and my parents would tell me that they had spent a lot during the holidays and that
there would be little left for a birthday party for me. Deskat’, there won’t
be any delicacies, Dima’.

These semantic differences can be explained by the semantics of the verbs that
are the origin of both particles. Mol derives from the verb molvit’ (to pronounce),
and deskat’ is the combination of two verbs: deet’ ((дҍeть) – the old equivalent of
the modern govorit’ – (to say) + skazati (скъзати) ) (to say, to talk) (Vasmer 1998).
These three verbs are the verbs of speech in the semantics of which the three
components of the communication are included: the participants of the communication (speaker // hearer) that are trying to transmit their own representation
of the world using the words.8
Govorit’ (in Old Russian deet’) and molvit’ describe the situation from the point
of view of the speaker. The verb molvit’ designs the speaking activity: a speaker
uses words to present his own representation of the world. Govorit’ describes the
process of the addressed speech: the speaker exteriorizes his own representation
of the world and transmits it to the hearer.
The semantics of skazat’ is concentrated on the opposite side of this communication schema: on the hearer’s possible interpretation based on the words pronounced by the speaker. Skažu tebe neprijatnuju novost’ (I’ll tell you the unpleasant
news) – the news is called unpleasant from the point of view of the hearer (i.e., the
news is unpleasant for the hearer). Another example: the expression Skaži pravdu
(Tell me the truth) is often used during an interrogation where the speaker (who
will become the hearer) is the person who knows the truth and is waiting for the
[8]

The basis of this description is the vision of communication proposed by Culioli (2002), in which, in
contrast to pragmatic theories, the speaker does not have the decisive position in the communication.
In the construction of the enunciation three elements collaborate: words - world - speaker. There is no
direct link between an object of the world and the words. That is why there are different ways to say
the same thing and the same word can be interpreted in different ways. The world is accessible through
the words, but they transmit only the representation of the world that belongs to the speaker. The
following schema represents the process of the communication: So (R’) – words – S1 (R). So corresponds
to the speaker and his/her representation (R’) of the world which s/he tries to transmit by the words.
S1 – the hearer – interprets the words and gets a representation (R) of the world which does not always
correspond to the representation of the speaker.
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confession. Otherwise the verb govorit’ is used (Govori pravdu. – You have to say
the truth).9
The semantics of both Russian particles reproduces the schema of the communication but involves different parts of it (speaker vs. hearer), depending upon
the semantics of the particular verb that forms the particle. A case in point is the
above example illustrating an essential difference between skazat’ and govorit’.

[3.4]

Italian correspondences

To create the collection of Italian examples for the present analysis, first of all the
Russian words and expressions that generally precede the Russian particles mol
and deskat’ were distinguished. All the constructions were classified in two different semantic groups: 1) verbs of speech (e.g., skazat’, rasskazyvat’ – to say, to talk,
to narrate) and nouns (e.g., razgovor, reč’, rasskaz – conversation, discourse, account) describing communication in general; 2) words and expressions describing
the emotional state of the speaker (e.g., ulybat’sja, smejat’sja – to smile, to laugh) or
describing gestures and mimics (e.g., pokazyvat’, kivat’ –to indicate, to nod). The
common feature of both groups is the presence of two participants (at least) in
the situation that is described. But if in the first group a communicative act is
described, that means that some words actually have been pronounced, in the
second group, a verbal message is not obligatory, the scope P introduced by mol
or deskat’ can be a possible narrator’s interpretation of the gesture or of the behavior.
In the created collection of Italian examples the elements following the words
and expressions of these two groups were analyzed. Two main strategies have
been distinguished: the use of punctuation marks that are usually used to indicate
the direct speech (dashes, inverted commas, colon), like in (19), (20), and the use
of different expressions with the verb dire (to say) (21)-(23).
(19)

Paola non risponde; poi nota il mio stupore e sorride – Certo che no! Che
domande!
‘Paola didn’t respond, then she noticed my surprise and smiled – Of course
not! What a question!’

(20)

Davvero? Tutti appassionati archeologi?! – Leila ride – Non lo so. Di sicuro, sono tipi un po’ strani.
‘Really? All of them have a passion for archeology?! – Leila laughed – I
don’t know. But surely, they are strange people.’

(21)

Operatori finanziari hanno telefonato alla Banca d’Italia per dire: “Avevate ragione voi e torto la Bundesbank.”

[9]
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‘Financial operators called the Bank of Italy to say: “You were right and
the Bundesbank was wrong.”’
(22)

Ti fanno sentire un perdente e poi ti umiliano appena possono, quasi come
per dire: dovete vivere la vostra adolescenza in modo brutale come noi.
‘They make you feel like a loser and then they humiliate as soon as they
can, as if to say: you have to live your adolescence in a brutal way, as we
did.’

(23)

Per proteggerti. – Indicando Eric con un cenno della testa, come per dire:
per proteggerti da lui.
‘To protect you. – He indicated Eric with a nod, as if to say: to protect you
from him.’

The expressions with the verb dire have different forms and are used in different
contexts. In (21), the expression per dire ([in order] to say) introduces the direct
speech (that is marked by inverted commas and the colon) and is used with the
verb telefonare (to call) which presupposes a communicative act10 . In (22) and
in (23) come per dire (as if to say) seems to introduce also the direct speech, it is
also marked by the colon and the use of the pronouns. But in the examples (22)
and (23) the previous verbs do not describe any communicative act: umiliare (to
humiliate) describes a behaviour and indicare con un cenno (to indicate with a nod)
– a gesture.
These two strategies (punctuation marks and expressions with dire) can be
used with any verb or expression: as we have seen it can be a verb of communication (like telefonare in (21)), but also verbs describing behavior or gesture. At
the same time a third strategy (that we have distinguished in our collection of
examples) is used with a limited group of verbs. It consists to introduce a verb in
infinitive (an implicit (non-finite) subordinate clause) and is frequent with verbs
describing gestures and mimics (in particular, with the construction fare cenno to make a sign, to nod).
(24)

... gli fece cenno di uscire.
(lit. he made him a sign to go out)

(25)

... fece cenno al suo collega di avvicinarsi.
(lit. he made a sign to his colleague to come closer)

We have checked then how the Russian verb kivat’ (to nod) is used. It can not introduce a non-finite subordinate clause, but it is often followed by the direct speech
with the particle mol (like in (10)): in the Russian national corpus 15 occurrences
only of the combination kivnul mol (nodded – Past, masc. sing. - mol) have been
[10]

According to Govorukho (2006) with Italian verbs of speech the use of the verb dire is almost obligatory.
His observation is based on the contrastive analysis of Russian texts and their Italian translations.
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found. This observation can bring us to ask new questions on the syntactic and
semantic properties of the verbs of speech and emotion, that will conduct us to a
new study.
[4] d i s c u s s i o n a n d c o n c l u s i o n

In the present paper we have analyzed the contexts of the use of two Russian particles mol and deskat’ and we have described the differences in their semantics. Mol
marks the introduced words like the speaker’s words, while deskat’ marks that it is
a subjective interpretation of the narrator. We have distinguished then with what
kind of verbs and expressions these two particles are used mostly often. We have
analyzed the Italian verbs and expressions with the same meaning trying to find
out the Italian correspondences of the Russian particles. We have distinguished,
as two main strategies, the use of the direct speech and of the expression with the
verb dire: come per dire.
The literary translations that we have found can confirm this observation.
Passages were chosen in which mol or deskat’ appeared in the original Russian
text. The Italian translation of all of these examples includes the verb dire (say):
come a dire / quasi a dire.
(26)

Berlioz totčas soobrazil, čto sleduet delat’. Otkinuvšis’ na spinku skamji,
on za spinoju professora zamigal Bezdomnomu ne protivoreč’, mol, emu,
no rasterjavšijsja poet etix signalov ne ponjal.
‘Berlioz understood immediately what was the best thing to do. Leaning
back on the bench, behind the back of the professor he began winking
at Bezdomnyj: don’t contradict him, mol, but the poet was confused and
didn’t understand him.’
Berlioz capì subito quello che conveniva fare. Addossandosi allo schienale della panchina, ammiccò a Bezdomnyj dietro le spalle del professore,
come a dire: non contraddirlo; ma il poeta, smarrito, non capì quei segnali.
italian translation: come a dire (as if to say).

(27)

Publika volnovalas’, no idti na stsenu poka nikto ne rešalsja. No nakonets
kakaja-to brjunetka vyšla iz desjatogo rjada partera i, ulybajas’ tak, čto
ej, mol, rešitel’no vse ravno i v obščem naplevat’, prošla i po bokovomu
trapu podnjalas’ na stsenu.
‘The public was excited, but nobody dared to go out onto the stage. But
finally a dark-haired woman emerged from the tenth row of the stalls and
smiled: mol, it was really all the same to her and, in fact, she couldn’t care
less. Then she took the side stairs onto the stage.’
Il pubblico era emozionato, ma nessuno ancora si decideva a salire sul
palcoscenico. Finalmente una brunetta uscì dalla decima fila di platea e,
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sorridendo, quasi a dire che a lei non importava niente e se ne fregava,
avanzò e salì sul proscenio per la scaletta laterale.
italian translation: quasi a dire (as if to say).
(28)

A supruga ego, očen’ počtennaja dama, prosto daže prirevnovala pirata k
Korovjevu i daže ložečkoj postučala ... i čto ž eto, deskat’, nas zaderživajut
... Pora i moroženoe podavat’!
‘And his wife, a very respectable lady, was even jealous of Koroviev on account of the pirate and banged a teaspoon... so what’s the big idea, deskat’,
what’s holding us up...? It’s high time they served us our ice cream!’
La sua consorte, una signora rispettabilissima, divenne addirittura gelosa
delle premure che il pirata dimostrava per Koroviev, e picchiettò perfino
col cucchiaino, come a dire: perché ci fanno aspettare?... Sarebbe ora di
servire il gelato.
italian translation: come a dire (as if to say).

In (26), the particle mol introduces the interpretation of the speaker’s gesture (a
wink); in (27), the emotional verb to smile is followed by the particle mol and its
scope; in (28), an action (banging a teaspoon) is interpreted by a speech act. There
is no distinction between the particles mol and deskat’ in the translations. We do
not have enough examples to discuss this fact more in details. But we believe that
in Russian the whole context determines which particle (mol or deskat’) should be
used, while the Italian construction does not have any kind of restrictions.
There are also other correspondences of the Russian particles that should be
investigated further. We have seen that some Italian verbs (e.g. fare cenno) can
introduce a subordinate clause with an infinitive form, while the Russian verbs
with the same meaning are often used with the particle mol. At the same time
some Italian verbs (e.g. verbs of communication, like telefonare) need an expression with the verb dire (per dire) that will support the direct speech introduced
later (see (21)).11 It is difficult to say by the moment how grammaticalized the
expression per dire is. We believe that these more formal solutions can be considered as possible correspondences of two Russian particles used in some restricted
contexts (depending on the verb).
The starting point of this research was the well-known fact that the conditional mood in Italian can be used with a reportative function but in a quiet limited type of contexts. We have seen now that also the particles mol (and deskat’,
more rare) can be used with a reportative function, but in a limited type of contexts with particular words or expressions.
[11]

This property of some Italian verbs has been mentioned in Govorukho (2006), but a more detailed analysis
should be done.
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abstract
The present study investigates the Norwegian additive connective dessuten
and its correspondences in English and French. The investigation is based on
material from parallel corpora with the language pairs Norwegian-English
and Norwegian-French. Since neither English nor French has any clearly
favoured counterpart to dessuten, the wide range of correspondences lends
itself to a study of the semantic field of additive conjunction. The individual
correspondences of dessuten differ as regards the degree of emphasis given
to the conjunction and as to the relative weighting of the conjoined segments. The position of dessuten is found to have an impact on the choice of
overt vs. zero correspondence and also on the choice of lexical correspondence. By means of the semantic mirror method a semantic map of additive
conjunction, as seen from the perspective of dessuten, is outlined.
[1] i n t r o d u c t i o n

Connectives and the expression of conjunctive relations are known to vary across
languages, and therefore constitute a fruitful area of cross-linguistic study. The
type of cohesive tie known as conjunction (Halliday & Hasan 1976, 226ff.) can be
realized by conjunctions and adverbials as well as clausal expressions such as what
is more. As pointed out by Bondi (2012), “complete equivalence […] is not the rule”
when connectives are investigated across languages. The conjunctive relation of
addition (Halliday & Hasan 1976, 244ff.) has been described as one of the most basic forms of cohesion, for example because it is acquired early by children (Knott
& Sanders 1998; Spooren & Sanders 2008). Addition, prototypically expressed by
the conjunction and, realizes a weak semantic connection between two discourse
segments, providing a conjunctional, but no implicational, relation between two
segments (Spooren & Sanders 2008, 2006). An additive relation between adjacent
segments need not be marked by an explicit connector, but can be inferred if the
segments contain referents that are “related in the world of experience [...], at
the very least by simultaneity or succession” (Halliday & Matthiessen 2004, 406).
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The starting point of the present investigation was the observation that the
Norwegian additive connector dessuten is significantly more frequent in Norwegian original texts than in translations from English, while its frequency varies
markedly between fiction and non-fiction in translations from French. Moreover,
dessuten does not have any obvious English or French counterpart, but is translated from and into a range of expressions. The translation paradigms of dessuten
should thus be a productive starting point for studying the expression of additive
conjunction across the three languages Norwegian, English and French.
The investigation is based on the Oslo Multilingual Corpus (OMC), especially
the English-Norwegian Parallel Corpus (ENPC) and the French-Norwegian Parallel Corpus (FNPC). In addition the multilingual translation corpus of Norwegian
texts with translations into English, French and German (No-En-Fr-Ge) has been
used to supplement the FNPC. The ENPC and the FNPC are bidirectional translation corpora; i.e. they contain both originals and translations in both languages.
Both are divided into a fiction and a non-fiction part. The No-En-Fr-Ge translation corpus, however, contains only fiction, and is unidirectional, with Norwegian
originals.1
Searches in these corpora reveal numerous translation correspondences of
dessuten, for example besides, also, what is more, moreover and in addition / en outre, de
plus, aussi and d’ailleurs, but none of them occurs above 25% of the time. Examples
(1) and (2) give a brief impression of the variation.2
(1)

a. Dessuten måtte jo et klaviatur stå i stuen. (HW2)
b. Moreover, a piano would need to be in the parlor. (HW2TE)
c. Et puis, un piano devait nécessairement rester au salon. (HW2TF)

(2)

a. — Det dreier seg dessuten om et mesterverk. (JG3)
b. “And there’s a masterpiece involved here, too.” (JG3TE)
c. — Il s’agit d’ailleurs d’une œuvre d’art. (JG3TF)

The present investigation includes a consideration of the contexts in which the
different options are used. For example, the various correspondences of dessuten
may be associated with different style levels, as indicated by the comparison of
fictional and non-fictional texts. Furthermore, the various correspondences may
differ slightly in meaning. Such meaning differences become clearer if we look at
the translations into Norwegian of the most frequent English and French correspondences of dessuten. Finally, potential translation effects may be detected by
comparing originals to translations in the same language. On the basis of corre[1]
[2]
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spondences in the OMC, I will attempt to draw up a semantic map of the additive
relation across Norwegian, English and French.

[2]

a c l o s e r l o o k at a d d i t i v e c o n j u n c t i o n a n d i t s e x p r e s s i o n s

conjunction, as defined by Halliday & Hasan (1976), refers to the type of cohesive
tie that is realized by conjunctions and adverbials. Conjunction gives “a specification of the way in which what is to follow is systematically connected to what
has gone before” (ibid., 227). In this framework, there are four main types of conjunction:
• Additive: the ‘and’ relation; adding (and), subtracting (nor), giving alternatives (or)
• Adversative: the ‘but’ relation, ‘contrary to expectation’
• Causal: the ‘because’ relation (cause, means, purpose, condition)
• Temporal: successive, simultaneous
An additive relation can be set up between real-world events or between “arguments in an exposition” (Martin & Rose 2007, 133). These uses have been described as external and internal addition, respectively (see Halliday & Hasan (1976,
242) and Martin & Rose (2007, 115ff)). Relatively unambiguous illustrations are
provided in (3) and (4): in (3), two propositions are juxtaposed and linked referentially by simultaneity and linguistically by the conjunctions og/and/et plus
dessuten in the Norwegian original. In (4), the clause with dessuten provides an
additional argument against the addressee’s choice of a name.
(3)

a. Nye skatter tynget bondefamiliene, og dessuten gav uår barkebrødstider.
(ILOS1)
b. New taxes were levied on peasant families and bad harvests reduced
many to eating bark bread. (ILOS1TE)
c. Les impôts écrasèrent les paysans, et les mauvaises récoltes ouvrirent le
temps du pain d’écorce. (ILOS1TF)

(4)

a. Det er vel rimelig at De velger et navn fra Deres egen avkrok av verden,
men av den grunn sier det meg ingen ting. Dessuten har det ingen poesi,
ingen atmosfære, ingen farve. (FC1)
b. Well, it’s reasonable for you to choose a name from your own little corner of the world, I suppose, but for that reason it says nothing to me. Besides
it has no poetry, no atmosphere, no colour. (FC1TE)
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The distinction between external and internal conjunction might be useful for describing certain translation choices, particularly as certain English markers of addition (e.g. furthermore) are listed as typically internal in Halliday & Hasan (1976,
242). In practice, however, the distinction is hard to use systematically; individual
instances often encode both, as the juxtaposition of real-world events may well
contribute to constructing an argument.
It may be noted that Martin & Rose (2007) list sidetracking as a subtype of (internal) addition, typically marked by connectives such as anyway or incidentally.
This meaning may be inherent in dessuten, as indicated by the overview of dictionary definitions, including synonyms and translations, given in Table 1. Bokmålsordboka and Nynorskordboka simply list some synonyms of dessuten (in addition to
the etymology ‘uten det’ = ‘without that’), while Norsk Ordbok and Norsk Riksmålsordbok give some (very similar) definitions as well, roughly saying “in addition to
what has just been mentioned; used when presenting something that serves as
further explanation or justification; connecting to a statement that delimits or
contradicts what has just been said”.3
table 1: Definitions, synonyms and translations of dessuten in a selection of dictionaries (excerpts).
Bokmålsordboka
Nynorskordboka
Norsk ordbok
Norsk riksmålsordbok

Engelsk stor ordbok
Fransk blå ordbok

(av II dess, eg ’uten det’) i tillegg til det, ellers
i tillegg (til det), attåt, elles
forutan, i tillegg til det (som nett er nemnt) / knyter til ei nærare forklåring el.
grunngjeving; / knyter til ei utsegn som avgrensar el motseier noko som nett er sagt.
for uten, i tillegg til det som nettopp (like foran) er nevnt; dertil, tillike. – brukt når
man fremfører noget som tjener til yderligere forklaring el begrunnelse; - brukt når
man meddeler noget som et innskrenkende el opphevende tillegg til det foregående
(jvf. forresten)
in addition, moreover, besides
en outre, en plus, et puis

Dessuten denotes the type of additive relation that is termed “positive polarity” by Knott & Sanders (1998); their negative polarity addition corresponds
broadly to Halliday & Hasan’s (1976) “adversative”. The additive relation can also
include “alternative” in most accounts, e.g. Martin & Rose (2007, 124). For the
sake of precision, let me emphasize that the present study is concerned with positive polarity addition, not including the “alternative” subtype (the ‘or’-relation).

[3]
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Glosses of the Norwegian synonyms of dessuten (in alphabetical order): attåt (‘besides’), dertil (‘thereto’,
‘in addition’), elles/ellers (‘otherwise’), forresten (‘incidentally’), for uten (‘without’), i tillegg til det (‘in addition to that’), tillike (‘similarly’).
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[3] c l a s s i f y i n g c o r r e s p o n d e n c e s

Following Johansson (2007, 23) the term correspondence is used to refer to sources
as well as translations of a given word/phrase. Correspondences can be of three
types:
• congruent, in which case the two items compared have the same syntactic
form, as in (1a) and (1b) above, where the adverb dessuten is translated by
the adverb moreover;
• divergent, in which case the two items compared belong to different word
classes, as in (2a) and (2b), where the adverb is translated by the conjunction
and, or in (2a) and (2c) where the adverb is translated by a prepositional
phrase (albeit lexicalized and functioning as an adverbial);
• zero, in which case there is no overt expression of the word/phrase in the
translation (as in (5)) or in the source text (as in (6)).
(5)

a. Melk ble dessuten brukt i mat og til mat, … (AAS1)
Lit: ‘milk was dessuten used in food and with food’
b. Nous avons utilisé le lait comme aliment, … (AAS1TF)
Lit: ‘we have used the milk as foodstuff’

(6)

a. Dr. P.s tinningslapper var øyensynlig helt intakte. Dessuten hadde han
en vidunderlig musikalsk cortex. (OS1TN)
b. Dr. P.’s temporal lobes were obviously intact: he had a wonderful musical cortex. (OS1)

A correspondence such as that shown in (7) has also been counted as zero, as the
additive relation expressed by dessuten is not present in the French original, which
instead has a temporal adverb (désormais).
(7)

a. Men de har feilet, de gikk for langt, de driver oss til en siste kamp.
Dessuten har vi ikke mer å miste. (KM1TN)
Lit: ‘dessuten have we no more to lose’
b. Mais ils ont tort, ils vont trop loin, ils nous contraignent à la lutte ultime: [Ø] désormais nous n’avons plus rien à perdre. (KM1)
Lit: ‘from now on we have no more to lose’

[4]

c o r p u s i n v e s t i gat i o n : ‘ d e s s u t e n ’ a n d i t s c o r r e s p o n d e n c e s i n
the omc

Table 2 gives the frequencies of dessuten in the corpora used for this investigation.
The different frequencies of translations and sources in both corpora indicate that
OSLa volume 6(1), 2014
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the expression of the relation coded in Norwegian by dessuten varies across languages; in fact the differences between original and translation is significant for
both the ENPC and the FNPC.4 The general trend is one of underuse in the translations, except that FNPC fiction shows the reverse trend. The difference between
fiction and non-fiction, however, is significant only in the FNPC; in the ENPC it is
not.
table 2: Frequencies of dessuten in the ENPC and the FNPC.

n. original
ENPC fiction
ENPC non-fiction
FNPC fiction
FNPC non-fiction
No-En-Fr-Ge

raw figures
107
55
3
32
181

per 100,000 words
26.5
25.0
2.7
23.4
44.3

n. translation
raw figures
56
38
37
13
-

per 100,000 words
14.1
15.6
58.5
9.7
-

diff. (ll)
p < 0.0001
p < 0.05
p < 0.0001
p < 0.001
-

As Table 2 shows, there are very few examples of dessuten in the original fiction part of the FNPC. In order to get a broader range of French translation correspondences, 100 random examples of dessuten with French translations were
added from the No-En-Fr-Ge translation corpus. Table 2 shows the total number
of occurrences of dessuten in the No-En-Fr-Ge, a frequency which is much higher
than in FNPC fiction. This oddity must be due to the small size of FNPC fiction
(see Table B, Appendix) as well as the much longer text extracts in No-En-Fr-Ge,
including a “rogue text”,5 Jostein Gaarder’s Maya, which is responsible for 145 out
of the 181 dessuten (and 75 out of the random 100).

[4.1] Correspondence types
The types of correspondence of dessuten are shown in Tables 3 on the facing page
and 4 on the next page. Comparing these tables we find that the two language
pairs differ as regards the most frequent correspondence type: congruent correspondences are most frequent between English and Norwegian, while non-congruent correspondences are most frequent between French and Norwegian. Between Norwegian and English, the frequency of non-congruent correspondences
is greater in fiction than in non-fiction. Between Norwegian and French the frequency of congruent correspondences is higher in Norwegian translations from
French in both fiction and non-fiction, while the rate of zero correspondence is
higher when Norwegian is the source language.
Zero correspondence is about twice as frequent among the French correspondences. The French zero correspondences are much more frequent going from
[4]
[5]
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Significance was tested using Log likelihood, i.e. a measure of word frequency in relation to corpus size.
The tool used was Paul Rayson’s calculator at http://ucrel.lancs.ac.uk/llwizard.html.
Rogue texts are defined as texts “which stand out as radically different from the others” (Sinclair 2005,
13).
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table 3: Correspondence types of dessuten in English.

enpc fiction
congruent
non-congruent
zero

NO⇒ET
57 (55%)
35 (34%)
12 (12%)
104

NT⇐EO
28 (50%)
19 (34%)
9 (16%)
56

enpc non-fiction
NO⇒ET
30 (55%)
10 (18%)
15 (27%)
55

NT⇐EO
25 (66%)
9 (24%)
4 (11%)
38

table 4: Correspondence types of dessuten in French.

fnpc fiction
congruent
non-congruent
zero

NO⇒FT
0
3
0
3

NT⇐FO
11 (30%)
22 (59%)
4 (11%)
37

no-fr fiction
(random sample)
NO⇒FT
13 (13%)
52 (52%)
35 (35%)
100

fnpc non-fiction
NT⇒FO
4 (13%)
17 (53%)
11 (34%)
32

NT⇐FO
3 (23%)
8 (62%)
2 (15%)
13

Norwegian to French than the other way round – i.e. the French translators omit
the connector much more often than the Norwegian translators add it. The English zero correspondences are most frequent in non-fiction with Norwegian original, and second-most frequent in fiction with Norwegian translations. There is
thus not a very clear register difference, nor is there any easily explainable pattern as to the direction of translation: fiction and non-fiction show opposite tendencies. The difference in the proportions of zero correspondences is greater in
non-fiction than in fiction, though. The relatively high frequency of zero correspondences may be due to the fact mentioned in the introduction, that the additive relation is often inferable if both of the conjoined segments contain referents
that are related “in the world of experience” (Halliday & Matthiessen 2004, 406).
A special kind of zero correspondence is where dessuten is accompanied by og
(‘and’) and the English or French correspondence only has and or et. There are
21 such examples in the material, 14 from English and seven from French. An
example is given in (8); (3) and (6) above are of the same type.
(8)

a. Hun var ett år yngre, og dessuten var hun jente. (TTH1)
b. She was one year younger, and she was just a girl. (TTH1TE)

(9)

a. Som åstedsgransker var Archbold i ferd med å ta mål og notere, og det
var dessuten kommet to rettskjemiske teknikere. (RR1TN)
Lit: ‘...and there were dessuten arrived two forensic technicians’
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b. Archbold as Scene-of-Crimes officer was measuring, making notes, and
two technicians had arrived from forensics. (RR1)
For the Norwegian-English pair this type of zero correspondence turned out to
be more frequent in translation from English into Norwegian than the other way
round – it thus frequently represents explicitation of the additive relation, as in
(9a). This might be because of the vagueness and multifunctionality of and/og
as a marker of cohesive relations; and/og can for example also mark temporal
sequence (e.g. Knott & Sanders (1998)). The addition of dessuten in translation
may thus represent a resolution of any ambiguity of the cohesive relation. Note
that the relation between the two conjoined clauses in (8) could not be temporal
or causal in any case, so that the reduction of explicitness does not affect the type
of cohesive relation.6 To check whether this is an effect of translation, I searched
in English originals in ENPC fiction for examples of and besides. Interestingly, the
Norwegian translations tend to include an adverbial expression, but occasionally
have zero correspondence of the conjunction, as in (10).
(10)

a. Of course, he might have been lying, I suppose, but that would have
been an imaginative step for him to take. And besides, I have other evidence. (JB1)
b. Det er selvsagt mulig han løy, men det er mildt sagt vanskelig å forestille
seg. Dessuten har jeg andre bevis. (JB1TN)

It seems that most of the examples of og dessuten and and besides mark internal
addition (i.e. the discourse-organizing type). It may thus be an interesting avenue
of further study to investigate whether og may be too weak a marker of this type
of relation on its own.

[4.2] Lexical correspondences
As mentioned above, congruent correspondences of dessuten (i.e. adverbs) are the
most frequent option in translations between Norwegian and English, while noncongruent correspondences are more frequent between Norwegian and French
(the most frequent correspondences being PPs). Table 5 presents the correspondences that occur five times or more in the ENPC or four times or more in the
French/Norwegian material (the lower threshold is due to the smaller size of the
material).
Table 5 on the facing page shows that the spread of correspondences of dessuten
is considerable in both English and French. The two most frequent English corre[6]
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table 5: Recurrent correspondences of dessuten in English and French.

enpc (n=256)
besides
also
moreover
and
in addition
what BE more
as well
furthermore
and + adv
anyway
too
others (below5 hits)
Ø

fnpc (n=85), no-fr-en-ge (n=100)
N
51
41
18
15
13
12
7
7
5
5
5
39
37

%
19%
16%
7%
6%
5%
5%
3%
3%
2%
2%
2%
15%
14%

aussi (‘also’)
d’ailleurs (‘of other’)
en outre (‘among other’)
de plus (‘of more’)
en plus (‘among more’)
et puis (‘and then’)
de toute façon (‘of all manner’)
du reste (‘of the rest’)
et (‘and’)
sans compter (‘without counting’)
others (below 4 hits)
Ø

N
19
15
13
9
9
7
5
5
4
4
45
50

%
10%
8%
7%
5%
5%
4%
3%
3%
2%
2%
24%
27%

spondences, however, account for a much greater proportion of the correspondences than the two most frequent French ones. At the other end of the frequency
range, French has a greater proportion of correspondences below the frequency
threshold level (i.e. the ones grouped as ‘others’).
It is clear from Table 5 that the bilingual dictionaries quoted in Table 1 do not
adequately reflect frequency data from the translations in the OMC. In particular,
the following correspondences are missing: also, furthermore and aussi, d’ailleurs,
de plus.
The overt correspondences of dessuten listed in Table 5 seem to suggest that
the relationship between the conjoined propositions may vary, i.e. that dessuten
may imply different ways of adding things. In other words, the correspondences
seem to differ as to whether the added item is equal to the one mentioned first
(also, too, aussi); emphasized (moreover, what is more, en outre, sans compter/oublier);
an “optional extra” (in addition, d’ailleurs, en plus); or incidental / de-emphasized
(anyway, de toute façon).
In examples (8) - (10) above, the conjoined clauses seem to be of equal importance, while in examples (11) and (12) the final clause is given extra emphasis by
the presence of the additive connective.7 In (13), the second clause seems to be

[7]

For example, according to the Macmillan Dictionary moreover is “used for introducing an additional and
important fact that supports or emphasizes what you have just said”.
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added as some kind of afterthought,8 while in (14) it seems to mark an aside (cf.
Martin & Rose’s (2007) ‘sidetracking’ as a subtype of addition).
(11)

a. Hun var ikke vant til at det hendte noe uventet, dessuten hadde hun
alltid overlatt til andre å ta viktige avgjørelser. (BV1)
b. She was not used to anything unexpected happening, and what was
more, she had always left it up to others to make important decisions.
(BV1TE)

(12)

a. En halv time seinere hadde jeg lært to ting. Oslos husmødre må ha et
sterkt behov for plutselige telefonsamtaler når ektemennene er på jobb.
Dessuten eier de ikke kødisiplin. (LSC2)
b. A half hour later I had learned two things. Oslo’s housewives have
an urgent need for telephone conversations when their husbands are at
work. Moreover, they don’t like to wait their turn. (LSC2TE)

(13)

a. “Han ler av meg,” tenker Selma. Men hun kan vel ikke bebreide ham
at han er for høflig nå? Dessuten vil hun ikke fornærme ham. (KM1TN)
b. “Il se moque de moi”, pense Selma. Mais peut-elle maintenant lui reprocher de se montrer trop poli...? D’ailleurs, elle ne veut pas le fâcher:
elle a trop envie d’entendre son histoire. (KM1)

(14)

a. Men vi hadde sett mulighetene i gamla — og hadde dessuten ikke råd
til annen farkost — så vi gikk på med tørre nevene, friskt mot, acetylenbrenner og sveiseapparat. (JM1)
b. But we saw possibilities in the old lady — anyway we couldn’t afford any
other vessel — so we started out with bare knuckles, high spirits, acetylene burner and welding apparatus. (JM1TE)

Table 5 reflects the fact that no single correspondence can be said to be the main
counterpart of dessuten in either English or French. There is good reason to suspect that the same will be true in the reverse direction, i.e. that dessuten is not the
only counterpart of any French or English connective. Altenberg’s (1999) concept
of mutual correspondence is a measure of this: it gives the frequency with which
different (grammatical, semantic and lexical) expressions are translated into each
other, and is calculated and expressed as a percentage by means of the following
formula:
(15)
[8]
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(At + Bt ) × 100
As + Bs
This is supported by the definition of d’ailleurs given in Larousse Dictionnaire de français: “D’ailleurs
s’emploie comme adverbe de liaison pour indiquer une considération incidente” (‘…is used as a linking
adverb to indicate an incidental relationship’).
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“At and Bt are the compared categories or items in the translations, and As
and Bs are the compared categories in the source texts. The value will range from
0% (no correspondence) to 100% (full correspondence)” (Altenberg 1999, 254). For
example, 28 out of 107 dessuten in ENPC fiction are translated into besides, while
15 out of 24 besides are translated into dessuten. The MC of dessuten and besides
is thus (28 + 15) × 100/(107 + 24) = 32.8%. The same technique was used for
dessuten and its five most frequent English and French correspondences.9 The
results, calculated separately for fiction and non-fiction, are given in Table 6.
table 6: Mutual correspondence of dessuten and its most frequent correspondences in English and French.
besides
also
moreover
in addition
what’s more
aussi
d’ailleurs
en outre
de plus
en plus

fiction
32.8%
6.8%
6.5%
6.4%
10.6%
4.4%
9.4%
3.8%
3.4%
7.4%

non-fiction
12.3%
6.9%
16.9%
9.5%
1.7%
2.5%
5.8%
23.5%
16.7%
5.9%

The degree of mutual correspondence is low for most of the items; i.e. most of
the English and French correspondences of dessuten are often translated into different Norwegian expressions, such as forresten, attpåtil, også (see further below).
Interestingly, fiction and non-fiction differ as to their preferred correspondences
of dessuten. The data thus indicate that while dessuten seems to be stylistically
neutral (cf. Table 2), some of the English and French correspondences are not.
This may be a factor in the choice of correspondence.The strongest mutual correspondences of dessuten are with besides for English fiction (32.8%) and en outre for
French non-fiction (23.5%). Both MCs are asymmetrical; en outre and besides are
translated into dessuten more often than the other way round. The MC of dessuten
and what’s more is also asymmetrical; in fiction, dessuten is translated into what’s
more in nine out of 107 cases, but what’s more is translated into dessuten in three
[9]

And is the fourth most frequent correspondence of dessuten in Table 5. However, because of its overwhelming frequency both as a connective and as a coordinator of phrases (and occurs 12,171 times in
the original texts of ENPC fiction alone), it was not possible to investigate the mutual correspondence of
dessuten and and with any degree of reliability. But as and seems to correspond to og over 90% of the time,
the MC value for this pair will be extremely low. Number 6 in Table 5, what’s more, has been included
instead.
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out of six cases (50%), which shows that low numbers may underlie a deceptively
high percentage.
Although also and aussi are frequent correspondences of dessuten (Table 5),
the degree of mutual correspondence is low because these items most frequently
correspond to something other than dessuten (typically også; see below). However, translations of dessuten into and/et and also/aussi can be regarded as a kind
of ‘normalization’ (Baker 1996, 176), as it represents the choice of a more neutral/general term in the target language. Conversely, the use of dessuten as a
translation of and/et and also/aussi may be said to represent explicitation (ibid.),
in the sense that more emphasis is given to the additive relation.
To check if the most frequent correspondences of dessuten simply reflect the
general frequencies of these words, I searched in the original English and French
texts for these items.10 The results are given in Figure 1 below and Figure 2 on
the facing page.

figure 1: Frequencies of English correspondences of dessuten compared to general
frequencies of the same items.
Figure 1 shows the most frequent English correspondences of dessuten in the
top bar. The bottom bar shows the distribution of the same expressions in original English text, regardless of correspondence. As expected also is a much more
frequent word than any of the others, and what’s more is the least frequent option.
This lends support to the suggestion made above, that the choice of også as a correspondence represents a kind of ‘normalization’; a reduction of the markedness
of the additive relation. Conversely, the choice of dessuten as a translation of også
represents explicitation.
Figure 2 gives corresponding information for the FNPC. Note that de plus and
en plus often have other functions than that of connective, e.g. in the phrase de
plus en plus (‘more and more’). Here, only the connective uses have been included.
The same goes for aussi. The most common French correspondences have much
more similar frequencies than the English ones do. We also see that the general
frequency of aussi (in the bottom bar) is less dominant than also in Figure 1. The
[10]
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general frequencies of the alternatives to also are relatively similar, while d’ailleurs
is much more frequent than en outre, de plus and en plus.

figure 2: Frequencies of French correspondences of dessuten compared to general
frequencies of the same items.

[4.3] The importance of position
Dessuten can occur in either clause-initial or clause-medial position in Norwegian.
In addition, it can connect non-clausal segments. A survey of the positions of
dessuten shows that initial position is the most common one in all the Norwegianlanguage texts in the corpora, with the exception of Jostein Gaarder’s novels Maya
(in No-En-Fr-Ge) and Sophie’s World (in ENPC fiction) where medial position is used
more extensively. If Gaarder’s texts are disregarded, the use of initial position is
just over twice as frequent as that of medial position. End position is not used at
all.
It may be of interest to point out that the rate of zero correspondence is much
higher for the medial dessuten than for the initial ones: for the ENPC the percentage of zero correspondence is 23 for medial position and 12 for initial, and for the
Norwegian-French material the difference is even greater. The difference is statistically significant in both cases.11 This may have several causes: the most plausible one is that initial position comes with thematic prominence (Matthiessen
1995, 27); (Martin & Rose 2007, 192), so that whatever is part of the clause theme
will be preserved in translation if possible. Medial position, however, is not associated with any particular prominence (Hasselgård 2010, 294) so that clausemedial elements may be lost (or may be added inconspicuously) in translation.
The position of dessuten affects not only its correspondence types, but also
the realization of the overt correspondences. The tendencies are illustrated in
Table 8, which shows the recurrent translations of initial and medial dessuten into
English and French, listed in descending order of frequency.
[11]

p < 0.05 for English correspondences and p < 0.01 for French correspondences (Fisher’s exact test, see
http://graphpad.com/quickcalcs/contingency1.cfm).
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table 7: Recurrent translations of dessuten according to syntactic position.

english translations

initial
medial

french translations

besides (28), also (9), moreover (8),
what BE more (8), in addition (5),
and (4), as well (3), further (2),
furthermore (2), nor (2), Ø (10)

en plus (5), de plus (4), du reste (4),
en outre (4), et du reste (3),
et puis (4), aussi (3),
à quoi s’ajoute (2), puis (2), Ø (7)

also (13), moreover (5), and (3),
as well (3), besides (3), furthermore (2),
in addition (3), Ø (15)

aussi (9), d’ailleurs (5), en outre (5),
de plus (3), de toute façon (3), en plus (3),
et (3), sans compter (3), même (2), Ø (34)

total = 101
total = 55

total = 45

total = 81

Interestingly, translators into both languages prefer different renderings of
dessuten in initial than in medial position. Thus, while besides is by far the most
frequent translation of initial dessuten (28%), it accounts for only five per cent of
the translations of medial dessuten. In each of these translations, besides occurs in
initial position. Conversely, also is the most popular translation of medial dessuten
(24%), but accounts for only nine percent of the initial ones. The frequent use of
also as a correspondence of medial dessuten might be due to the ease with which
this connector fits into English medial position, since other English conjunct adverbials generally prefer initial position (Biber et al. 1999, 772).
The pattern is somewhat less clear as regards the French overt translations,
but like also, aussi is more popular as a rendering of medial than of initial dessuten.
The strongest tendency in the French material is thus the high frequency of zero
translations of medial dessuten noted above, but we may also note that d’ailleurs
and de toute façon are recurrent only as translations of medial dessuten.
[5] g e t t i n g f r o m a s i n g l e c o n n e c t o r t o a s e m a n t i c m a p o f a d d i -

tive conjunction
To widen the perspective on additive conjunction we can take advantage of the
parallel corpus to make the translation paradigms bidirectional. A method for doing this has been suggested by Dyvik (1998, 2004); i.e. the semantic mirror method
illustrated in Figure 3. The method presupposes a bidirectional parallel corpus
such as the ENPC/FNPC (thus No-En-Fr-Ge could not be used for this part of the
study). In our case, it involves the following steps:
(i) search in Norwegian texts for English and French correspondences of an
item. The resulting translation paradigm is called the ‘t-image’.
(ii) use the English and French correspondences to search for their Norwegian translations and sources. The resulting paradigms are the ‘inverse timages’.
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(iii) The procedure can be repeated, using the items in the first inverse t-image
to produce a second, etc.

The idea is that t-images will produce groups of correspondences with similar meanings, thus providing a powerful tool in contrastive lexical semantics. In
Figure 3, the starting point is the Norwegian polysemous word tak (which has all
the meanings shown in the first t-image to the right); the further exploration of
correspondences of the items in the t-image produces the groups of translations
in the inverse t-image to the left.

figure 3: The first and inverse t-images of tak (Dyvik 2004, 316).
A slightly simplified semantic mirror method was used to create a semantic
network of the additive relation from the point of view of dessuten (for a similar
approach, see Simon-Vandenbergen & Aijmer (2007). The first t-image of dessuten
was provided in Table 5. Only the most frequent French and English correspondences of dessuten (with the exception of and; see explanation in note 10) were
used as search terms in the original English and French texts in the ENPC and the
FNPC to produce an inverse t-image. Predictably, dessuten turned up as one of the
correspondences, but not always as the most frequent one. The results are shown
in Table 8, where correspondences of each search term are given in order of descending frequency. If no frequency is given for a word, it means that it occurs
only once. Zero correspondences have not been included. It may be noted, however, that both also and aussi have high percentages of zero correspondences (19%
for aussi; 14% for also), which indicates that they are often perceived by translators as redundant. Table 8 gives the results for fiction and non-fiction separately
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for the ENPC, but not for the FNPC, which is much smaller than the ENPC and not
as well balanced.12
table 8: The first and inverse t-images of dessuten.

first t-image
besides

also
what be more
in addition
moreover
aussi
d’ailleurs
en outre
de plus
en plus

fiction

inverse t-image
non-fiction

dessuten (15), forresten (3), også
også (129), og (9), dessuten (6),
heller ikke (5), så (3), og så (3),
other (5)
attpåtil (3), dessuten (3)
i tillegg (2)
til og med

dessuten (4), i tillegg til (2), ved siden av (2)
også (227), dessuten (14), heller ikke (5),
og (3), samtidig (3), videre (3),
både – og (2), i tillegg (til) (2), other (20)
hva mer er, dessuten
i tillegg (til) (9), dessuten (4), dertil,
også, uavhengig av, utenfor
dessuten (4), videre (2), også, og

også (93), dessuten (5), og (2), i tillegg (2), other (7)
for øvrig (16), forresten (11), dessuten (9), men (2), egentlig, faktisk, heller ikke
dessuten (4), i tillegg, også
dessuten (2), i tillegg (3), enn videre, også
i tillegg (4), attpåtil, dessuten, til og med, ved siden av

The inverse t-images of dessuten bring out the polysemy of this word even
more clearly than the translation paradigms shown in Table 5. There are few differences between fiction and non-fiction in the ENPC, but some expressions occur
only in fiction (forresten, attpåtil), and others, with a more formal flavour, occur
only in non-fiction (videre, dertil). Furthermore, i tillegg (til) is more frequent in
non-fiction. Perhaps the most important meaning difference emerging from Table 8 is that between adding an element with (at least) equal importance to the
first and adding an element which is incidental to the first. The former shows
up in the correspondences of what be more, moreover, en outre, de plus and en plus,
and the latter in the correspondences of in addition and d’ailleurs. Besides seems to
imply some of the same vagueness on this account as dessuten, as forresten (‘incidentally’) turns up as one of its recurrent correspondences.
The investigations into the translation paradigms and t-images of dessuten
have provided a set of words and phrases that can be said to constitute the semantic field of (positive) addition. Figure 4 visualizes this, starting from dessuten as the
node word. The rows immediately above and below it represent its most frequent
correspondences in English and French, respectively (i.e. the first t-images), while
the top and bottom rows represent the inverse t-images emerging from both in[12]
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Glosses for the Norwegian correspondences other than dessuten (in alphabetical order): attpåtil (‘on top
of that’), både – og (‘both – and’), dertil, (‘added to that’), egentlig, (‘actually’), enn videre, (‘furthermore’),
faktisk, (‘in fact’), for øvrig (‘in addition’), forresten (‘incidentally’), heller ikke (‘nor’), hva mer er (‘what is
more’), i tillegg (til) (‘in addition (to)’), men (‘but’), og (‘and’), og så (‘and then’), også (‘also’), samtidig (‘at
the same time’), så (‘then’), til og med (‘even’), uavhengig av (‘independent of’), utenfor (‘outside’), ved siden
av (‘on the side of’), videre (‘further’).
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vestigations. And has been added to the first t-image row for English due to its
frequency in Table 5, and og has similarly been added to the inverse t-images of
both French and English correspondences on the assumption that it corresponds
to (at least) and, also and aussi. The expressions to the left are words that can be
considered relatively neutral in terms of their high frequency and rather general marking of addition, while those to the right indicate that the two conjoined
items differ in importance. A slightly enlarged font indicates high-frequency correspondences.

figure 4: A semantic map of additive relations emerging from dessuten.
[6] c o n c l u d i n g r e m a r k s

The present study has explored the semantic field of additive conjunction, taking
the Norwegian adverb dessuten as its starting point, and looking for translation
correspondences in both English and French. The three languages differ in their
realization of additive connectives: English appears to be more similar to Norwegian in that most of the correspondences of dessuten were congruent, while French
had more non-congruent correspondences. There was also a more sizeable proportion of zero correspondences in French than in English.
Dessuten can be characterized as a more emphatic marker of additive conjunction than the simple og/and/et (see also Halliday & Hasan (1976, 246)). The degree
of emphasis implied seems to correlate with the position of dessuten; it appears
more emphatic in initial than in non-initial position, as indicated by the ratio of
zero correspondence of medial dessuten. It also turns out that also/aussi show up
as frequent correspondences of dessuten, and it was suggested that this type of
correspondence, because of the general frequencies of also/aussi as well as the
lower degree of emphasis carried by these connectives, represents normalization
if used as translations and explicitation when they occur as sources of dessuten.
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No single item presents itself as the correspondence of dessuten in either language: both English and French offer a wide range of correspondences, none
of which occurs above 25% of the time. While dessuten seems to be stylistically
neutral across fiction and non-fiction, some of its English and French correspondences vary across these text types, in frequency as well as their degree of mutual
correspondence with dessuten – and are thus not stylistically neutral. This is also
brought out by the inverse t-image of Norwegian correspondences shown in Table
8.
The patterns of correspondences, as shown by explorations in two parallel
corpora of two language pairs, bring out a vagueness in the additive relation
marked by dessuten. This pertains particularly to the relative importance of the
conjoined segments; i.e. the fact that adverbs as different as anyway and moreover both occur as acceptable correspondences must mean that dessuten is either
vague or neutral as regards the relative importance of the two conjoined items.
Since ‘correspondences’ are both translations and sources, both groups of correspondence indicate that translators may decide to emphasize or de-emphasize
the importance of one of the conjoined segments compared to the original.
The present study has not answered all questions that can be asked about
cross-linguistic paradigms of additive conjunction. In particular, it would be interesting to explore more additive connectives in a similar fashion, to arrive at a
more complete map of this relation than the one outlined here. Such an extension
might make it possible to take more account of the difference between external
and internal conjunction, i.e. the difference between conjoining events and conjoining pieces of discourse, as a factor in choosing translation correspondences.
Furthermore, it was suggested above that it might interesting to investigate combinations of additive adverbial expressions and og/and/et and their correspondences to find out about the strength (or degree of emphasis) of different types
of expression. These issues will, however, have to await further study.
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appendix
Appendix table A
table 9: Size and composition of the English-Norwegian Parallel Corpus.
English original
Norwegian translation
Norwegian original
English translation

enpc/fiction
402,500 words
398,000 words
403,500 words
423,000 words

enpc/non-fiction
252,000 words
244,000 words
220,100 words
252,700 words

Appendix table B
table 10: B: Size and composition of the French-Norwegian Parallel Corpus and
the Norwegian-French translation corpus used to supplement it.
French original
Norwegian translation
Norwegian original
French translation
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fnpc/fiction
55,800 words
63,300 words
111,200 words
109,300 words

fnpc/non-fiction
117,500 words
134,000 words
136,500 words
137,000 words

no-fr-en-ge

408,558 words
439,687 words
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clausal modifiers in noun phrases: a
comparison of english and norwegian
based on the oslo multilingual corpus
JOHAN ELSNESS
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abstract
The structure of the noun phrase has many common features in English and
Norwegian. One feature shared by the two languages is that noun phrases
often contain clausal postmodifiers. However, there are marked differences
in the types of clauses occurring: Postmodifying clauses in Norwegian tend
to be finite relative clauses, while in English there is much more variation,
connected with the general fact that -ing clauses and past-participle clauses
are common non-finite alternatives in that language, in addition to infinitive clauses. These all tend to be less explicit modifiers than relative clauses,
in terms of both their semantic content and their syntactic structure. The
study reported in this article confirms that Norwegian noun phrases are often characterised by a higher degree of explicitness than corresponding English ones. A major finding is a tendency for information which is expressed
by clausal noun-phrase modifiers in English to be expressed by other means
in Norwegian, sometimes outside the same noun phrase, which can often
be seen as the extreme case of explicitness. The study is based on an investigation of corresponding noun phrases in the English-Norwegian Parallel
Corpus (ENPC), part of the Oslo Multilingual Corpus. In an attempt to offset
the impact of individual translators’ preferences, the Multiple-translation
Corpus, consisting of ten different Norwegian translations of each of two
English Original texts, is also examined.
[1] i n t r o d u c t i o n

Although English and Norwegian are closely related languages both genetically
and typologically, there are some notable differences in the structure of the noun
phrase between the two languages. In this article the focus will be on some of the
clausal modifiers which occur in the noun phrases of the two languages, where
some striking differences have been noted, one of them being that non-finite
clauses acting as modifiers of nouns seem to be distinctly more common in English than in Norwegian. One reason for that is that -ing clauses, a common modifier type in English, have no straightforward equivalent in Norwegian. In many
cases they will be matched by finite relative clauses in Norwegian: -a lady driving
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a red car vs. en dame som kjører en rød bil.1 Another type of non-finite modifier
usually held to be quite common in English is past-participle clauses, as in a topic
discussed before. The equivalent construction in Norwegian, et emne diskutert før,
is more marginal. English also has a non-finite relative clause type with no direct
parallel in Norwegian, the relative pronoun acting as a prepositional complement
and the verb appearing in the infinitive: a good place in which to grow up, a suitable
point from which to start. No parallel construction exists in Norwegian, although
an infinitive clause without any relative may serve a similar function, with or
without preposition: et godt sted å vokse opp (på), et passende punkt å starte fra.2 See
further Table 1.
table 1: Some noun-phrase structures in English and Norwegian. Modifiers in
bold, examples of constructions unique to one language in italics.
modifier

english

norwegian

Postmodifying infinitive cl.
Postmodifying pres. pcl. cl.
Postmodifying past pcl. cl.
Finite relative clause
Infinitival relative clause
Apposition

a man to trust
a lady driving a red car
a topic discussed before
a lady who wants to go
a good place in which to grow up
the fact that he left
Alex, her first husband

en mann å stole på
et emne diskutert før
en dame som vil gå
det faktum at han dro
Alex, hennes første mann

Noun-phrase structures in English are treated in some detail by Quirk et al.
(1985, 1350ff.), who present frequencies in a sample of some 17,000 noun phrases
from the Survey of English Usage, putting the main emphasis on the variation
recorded according to text category. In their count are included noun phrases
headed by pronouns and names as well as those with regular common nouns as
heads. Those pronouns and names constitute nearly half their sample. They find
that overall less than one-third of the noun phrases in their material are complex
in the sense of containing more than just a single pronoun or noun (common or
proper, with or without determiner). The highest proportion of complexity is
recorded in Scientific writing, which is further characterised by a high degree of
complexity even in subject noun phrases, a function where simple noun phrases
predominate in the other text categories distinguished.
Biber et al. (1999) report the results of a more finely grained analysis of nounphrase structures. Like Quirk et al. (1985) they find that complex noun phrases,
especially those with both premodifiers and postmodifiers, are most common
in Academic writing and least common in Conversation (Biber et al. 1999, 578).
Within their group of postmodifiers prepositional phrases are by far the most
common construction type, making up 65 – 80 per cent of all postmodifiers in
[1]
[2]
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all their four text categories (‘registers’) (Biber et al. 1999, 606), a result which
agrees well with the 3-POS-grams set out in Table 2 below. On the whole, they find
postmodification to be most common in News and Academic prose and least common in Conversation. After prepositional phrases relative clauses constitute the
most frequent postmodifier type, especially in Fiction, followed by past-participle
clauses and -ing clauses. Appositional clauses are fairly common in News and
Academic prose, while they record a comparatively low proportion of infinitive
clauses in all text categories (Biber et al. 1999, 606).
As regards comparison with Norwegian, Johansson & Lysvåg (1987, 72, 87)
make the point that English -ing and past-participle clauses are generally matched
by full relative clauses in Norwegian, although they add that in formal style Norwegian may have the past participle in more complex premodifying structures.
Hasselgård et al. (2012, 352) note that even Norwegian may have postmodifying
past-participle clauses as an alternative to relative clauses. One of their examples
is:
(1)

Helions monumentale abstraksjon (som var) laget av glatte, metalliske
‘ikke-objekter’ …
‘Helion’s monumental abstraction (which was) made of smooth, metallic
‘non-objects’ …’

In their comprehensive survey of Norwegian grammar, Faarlund et al. (1997, 472)
present a few examples of the present participle acting as a postmodifier in Norwegian noun phrases, one of them being:
(2)

De kristne overleveringene, omfattende mer enn 2/3 av alle verdens kristne
…
‘The Christian remnants, comprising more than two-thirds of all the world’s
Christians …’

This construction seems distinctly marginal in present-day Norwegian.
In this article we shall try to gain an impression of how common the various types of clausal modifiers are in English vs. Norwegian noun phrases, and
of correspondences between the two languages. We shall do so by first looking
at some POS-grams based on the British National Corpus (BNC), which will give
an idea of the frequencies of some of the English modifier types at the focus of
our attention, in comparison with other modifiers (Section [2]). Then, in Section
[3], we shall discuss modifier types in terms of their degree of explicitness and
formulate our main research questions. Section [4] will present the material investigated for this study, viz. the English-Norwegian Parallel Corpus (ENPC) and
the Multiple-translation Corpus, both part of the Oslo Multilingual Corpus. The
modifier types analysed in the ENPC will be set out in Section [5], followed by a
OSLa volume 6(1), 2014
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more detailed discussion of the recorded English-Norwegian correspondences in
Section [6]. Results from the Multiple-translation Corpus will be set out in Section
[7], before our Conclusion is presented in Section [8].
[2] i n f o r m at i o n f r o m p o s - g r a m s

The frequencies of different phrase structures can now be studied by means of
POS-grams, which are sequences of items from particular parts of speech, or word
classes. Table 2 on the facing page gives the figures for the most frequent 3-POSgrams in the British National Corpus consisting of any determiner in the first slot
and any noun in the second slot, and with the third slot open. The figures are
taken from the website ‘Phrases in English’.3 The tags which are of the most interest to us are:4
• AT0: the articles (the, a, an and also no)
• CJC: co-ordinating conjunction (and, or, but)
• CJT: the subordinating conjunction that (whether acting as a relative pronoun or a conjunction in nominal clauses)
• DPS: possessive determiner
• NN1: singular common noun
• NN2: plural common noun
• NN0: common noun, neutral for number (committee, data)
• PRF: the preposition of
• PRP: any other preposition
• TO0: the infinitive marker to
• VBG: the -ing form of the verb BE
• VBN: the past participle of the verb BE
• VHG: the -ing form of the verb HAVE
• VHN: the past participle of the verb HAVE
• VVG: the -ing form of lexical verbs
• VVN: the past participle of lexical verbs
The high frequency of the tag for the infinitive marker to (in Table 2) can be
taken to mean that nouns taking infinitive clauses as postmodifiers make up a
[3]
[4]
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table 2: 3-POS-grams in the BNC with any determiner + any noun + open slot. In
order of decreasing frequencies of tokens.
3-POS-grams
AT0 NN1 PRF
AT0 NN1 PRP
AT0 NN1 NN1
AT0 NN1 CJC
AT0 NN2 PRF
AT0 NN1 VBZ
AT0 NN1 POS
AT0 NN1 TO0
AT0 NN1 CJT
DPS NN1 PRP
AT0 NN1 VBD
AT0 NN1 VM0
AT0 NN2 PRP

Types
11,969
30,247
29,597
11,079
2,969
5,268
2,561
3,457
2,920
7,445
4,375
6,783
5,258

Tokens
1,027,715
452,935
280,948
180,735
133,245
100,159
93,597
90,022
80,465
76,598
76,068
62,606
52,829

fairly common noun-phrase type, although, obviously, other sequences where
nouns are followed by the infinitive marker will also be covered by this POS-gram,
such as I left the meeting to spend the evening by myself, where the infinitive clause
must be analysed as an independent adverbial. ‘CJC’ in the final slot (line 4 of Table 2) will capture noun phrases headed by co-ordinate nouns, whereas ‘CJT’ will
include a large number of relative clauses, and also appositional that clauses.
Constructions with postmodifying -ing or past-participle verbs are not numerous enough to be included in Table 2. Table 3 on the next page, however, setting
out the frequencies of 2-POS-grams with any noun + past participle or -ing verbs,
shows that those combinations are both quite numerous when the preceding slot
is not specified, and suggests that past-participle clauses are somewhat more numerous than -ing clauses as postmodifiers of nouns.Table 2 and Table 3 confirm
that in addition to prepositional phrases various types of clausal modifiers account for a substantial proportion of English noun phrases. On the whole the POSgrams from the BNC tally well with the results reported by Quirk et al. (1985) and
Biber et al. (1999), with the possible qualification that the proportion of postmodifying infinitive clauses in Biber et al. may seem to be surprisingly low compared
with our own POS-gram findings. It should be borne in mind that these results are
not directly comparable, since the POS-grams do not represent the various nounphrase structures directly (and are not divided into text categories); also, Quirk et
al. include noun phrases headed by both pronouns and proper names, while the
POS-grams set out in Table 2 and Table 3 only include cases with common nouns
as heads.
OSLa volume 6(1), 2014
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table 3: 2-POS-grams in the BNC with any noun + past participle / -ing form of
verb. In order of decreasing frequencies of tokens.
2-POS-grams
NN1 VVN
NN2 VVN
NN0 VVN
NN1 VBN
NN1 VDN
NN2 VBN
.............
NN1 VVG
NN2 VVG
NN1 VBG
NN2 VBG
NN0 VVG
NP0 VVG
NN1 VHG
NN2 VHG
NN1 VDG
NP0 VBG
NN2 VDG

Types
9,290
6,546
454
88
53
24
..........
6,790
4,248
924
538
410
185
171
101
57
44
25

Tokens
68,602
48,121
3,878
716
1,168
233
........
45,402
28,831
7,815
4,209
5,302
833
947
541
379
181
186

[3] d e g r e e s o f e x p l i c i t n e s s , r e s e a r c h q u e s t i o n s

As discussed by Quirk et al. (1985, 1243), noun-phrase postmodifiers differ in terms
of explicitness. Generally, full finite relative (or appositional) clauses represent a
high degree of explicitness, non-finite clauses, often with subjects and/or other
clause elements omitted, represent a lower degree, while prepositional phrases
and adjective phrases can be said to represent the lowest degree on such a scale.
This may be exemplified by (3), where each pair of brackets adds a degree of explicitness:
(3)

the girl ({who was} standing) in the corner

The difference between the various versions of this noun phrase is not merely a
question of the same information being expressed in different ways. The shorter
versions are open to more alternative readings than the full version. Thus the
girl standing in the corner, with no finite verb, can correspond to different temporal expressions: the girl who was / is / will be standing in the corner. It may also be
seen as open in terms of aspect: the girl who stood or was standing etc. If even the
-ing verb is omitted, the remaining noun phrase, the girl in the corner, can also corOSLa volume 6(1), 2014
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respond to more explicit constructions with different lexical verbs: the girl who
stood/sat/lay/waited in the corner etc. Hence the various versions of (3) differ not
only as more or less explicit expressions of the same semantic content, but also
in their specification of that content. Steiner (2005) and others (see e.g. Dirdal
(This volume)) employ the term explicitation to refer to the process of making
language more explicit, for example in translation, in which case this may imply
that elements of meaning which are only implicit in the original are expressed
more explicitly in the translation.5 The full, most explicit, version of example
(3) above cannot be seen as an explicitation of the shorter versions in this sense,
since there are clear differences in the semantic content of the various versions:
Information is added rather than simply made more explicit.
Since Norwegian finite-clause modifiers are held often to be used where English would have non-finite clauses, either -ing of past-participle clauses, one may
ask if Norwegian noun phrases are characterised by a higher degree of explicitness than English ones. This is a question which will be pursued in the remainder
of this article. The choices available in each language can be seen in the light of
Doherty’s (2004, 2) sap principle: the strategy of attributive parsimony. Her
claim is that the lowest possible category of attribute or modifier will generally
be preferred on a scale consisting of adjective phrase > noun phrase > prepositional phrase > verb phrase > (finite) clause. Doherty applies this principle
to a comparison of English and German but it may be equally relevant to a comparison of English and Norwegian. In this article the focus is on the high end of
the explicitness scale: finite and non-finite clauses. It remains true that variation
options are more limited in Norwegian as compared with English noun phrases as
far as clausal modifiers are concerned. An interesting question is therefore what
Norwegian does in those cases where the English noun phrase does not have any
direct Norwegian equivalent.
The questions put above can thus be specified as the following research questions:
(Ai) To what extent is the same pattern used when the pattern is available in
both languages?
(Aii) What correspondences occur if the pattern of the other language is not
available?
An important subsidiary research question is:
(B) Is there any difference in this respect between original texts, in either English or Norwegian, and texts translated from the other language?
[5]

Fabricius-Hansen (1998) is among those who discuss the relationship between original and translated
texts from a similar point of view.
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It might be hypothesised that transfer from the source language would lead
to a higher degree of noun-phrase explicitness in English texts translated from
Norwegian than in original English texts, and conversely to a lower degree of explicitness in Norwegian texts translated from English than in original Norwegian
texts.
The relationship between noun phrases in original vs. translated texts may
further be seen in the light of claims that there are certain general characteristics
which can be associated with translated texts, more particularly that they are
sometimes more explicit than original language (see e.g. Johansson (2007, esp. p.
307). In the case of noun-phrase modification, such general differences between
original and translated texts would push English and Norwegian translated texts
higher up the explicitness scale compared with original texts in each language.
[4] m at e r i a l i n v e s t i gat e d

We shall base our study of some of the most central clausal modifier types occurring in English and Norwegian on the Oslo Multilingual Corpus (OMC), mostly the
section called the English-Norwegian Parallel Corpus (ENPC).6 As translations can
be expected to vary a great deal depending on the individual translator, we shall
also consider the recently added Multiple-translation Corpus. This corpus consists of ten different Norwegian translations of each of two original English texts
and will give an impression of the kind and extent of variation that can occur in
the translation of noun-phrase modifiers from English to Norwegian.7
The ENPC is made up of an equal number of English and Norwegian original
texts – 30 texts representing Fiction, 20 representing Non-fiction in each case –
plus their translations into the other language. Table 4 on the facing page illustrates the composition of this corpus, and also gives the number of words making
up each of the four sections.8
The tagging of this corpus proved to be of limited value in the linguistic analysis for this investigation, one problem being that there is no uniform tag used
for relative pronouns, for example. A more general problem is that the tagging is
intended to describe items at the level of the individual word, while my focus is
on units at the phrase level and above. I therefore concluded that I would have to
analyse the actual texts, without the help of the tagging, which in any case does
not as yet take in all the sections of the ENPC.
[6]
[7]

[8]
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I should like to acknowledge my indebtedness to the people who produced the ENPC, especially our late
colleague Stig Johansson.
Johansson (2007) notes some considerable variation among these translations in his Chapters 11 (‘Why
change the subject?’) and 12 (‘Sentence openings in English and Norwegian’) and comments further on
this on p. 307.
From the ENPC manual by Stig Johansson, Jarle Ebeling and Signe Oksefjell, available at this address:
http://www.hf.uio.no/ilos/english/services/omc/enpc/ENPCmanual.pdf.
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table 4: Composition of the English-Norwegian Parallel Corpus.

Fiction
Non-fiction
Total texts
Total number of words

Original texts
English Norwegian
30
30
20
20
50
50
671,700 629,900

Translated texts
English Norwegian
30
30
20
20
50
50
699,400 661,500

A further complication was that the otherwise very useful search engine of
the ENPC, making it possible to search for matching items – or missing items – in
the other language, is based on the s-unit (roughly, sentence). Hence searches for
cases where, for instance, Norwegian som (the prevalent Norwegian relative pronoun but also with other common functions) is matched by English which returned
a great many irrelevant hits, since many of those occurrences of which would belong to other noun phrases than the one at the focus of my attention. My analysis
was therefore based on a word-for-word reading of a random sample consisting
of 3 consecutive s-units from each of the 100 texts making up the ENPC (Fiction
and Non-fiction, English and Norwegian Originals), with their correspondences
in the other language. In putting this sample together I made a point of not including the initial sentence of any text, as it was assumed that they might deviate
from non-initial sentences, because of the absence of any preceding context for
anaphoric reference.
The ENPC, including my random sample, has the great advantage that a substantial number of different translators are represented, thus reducing the potential impact of individual translator styles. The variation that may occur between
different translators will be further addressed in Section [7] below, where the
Multiple-translation Corpus will be analysed.
[5] m o d i f i e r t y p e s a n a l y s e d i n t h e e n p c

Noun phrases containing clausal modifiers, in one language or both languages,
were subjected to further scrutiny. The analysis included all modifiers with finite or non-finite verbs in them. The random sample was found to contain 104
noun phrases of the kind specified, i.e. noun phrases where a clausal modifier
was identifiable in one or both languages.
These turned out to be very unevenly distributed depending on the direction
of the translation: As many as 70 were recorded in texts originating in English,
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only 34 in texts originating in Norwegian.9 The frequencies recorded of the various noun-phrase structures are set out in Figure 1 and Figure 2.

figure 1: English modifiers in random sample from the ENPC: Fiction and Nonfiction, Original and Translated texts.

figure 2: Norwegian modifiers in random sample from the ENPC: Fiction and Nonfiction, Original and Translated texts.
It will be seen that some of the structures distinguished are different for the
two languages, for the simple reason that the noun-phrase types recorded were
very dissimilar in some cases. What forms the recorded NPs took in the two languages will be illustrated by the examples to be presented below.
[9]
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The strong overall tendency for clausal modifiers to be more frequent in texts
originating in English can be seen to hold in both languages for all the most numerous noun-phrase structures distinguished, where results are the most reliable. In the case of the most common modifier type, restrictive relative clauses,
the English figures are exactly twice as high for Original Fiction as for Translated
Fiction, while for Non-fiction the ratio is as high as 11 to 1. This is reflected on the
Norwegian side by restrictive relative clauses, again the most common modifier
type, being much more frequent in texts translated from English than in Original
Norwegian texts, in both Fiction and Non-fiction.
A more predictable result is that there is a wider spread of modifier types in
the English material. Relative clauses predominate even more in the Norwegian
texts: Of the 104 modifiers recorded, restrictive relative clauses account for 33
cases in the English texts (Original and Translated), as many as 52 in the Norwegian correspondences. If the much smaller numbers of non-restrictive relative
clauses are added, relative clauses combined make up 58 of the 104 Norwegian
modifiers (56 per cent), as against a more modest 37 (36 per cent) in the English
material.10 As expected, the English texts instead contain a larger proportion of
non-finite clauses, most notably -ing clauses and past-participle clauses. Most of
the Norwegian constructions appearing as non-finite clauses in Figure 2 are infinitive clauses, but there are also a few past-participle clauses, as will be shown
below.
It may also be noted that the proportion of clausal modifiers counted in Nonfictional texts is higher than what an even distribution between Fiction and Nonfiction would lead one to expect: The number of Fictional texts in the ENPC is
50 per cent higher than that of Non-fiction (30 vs. 20 texts in each Original language; see above, Table 4), but the distribution of modifiers is much more even:
38 against 32 for English Original texts, 16 against 18 for Norwegian Original texts.
This indicates that in the ENPC noun phrases displaying this type of complexity
are more common in Non-fiction than in Fiction, which may be seen as a reflection
of a more formal style in many of the Non-fictional texts.11
We shall take a closer look at correspondences between English and Norwegian modifiers below, but first we shall consider some of the noun phrases with
clausal modifiers which were recorded. We start with a few examples from Fictional texts where the English version is the Original. The Original version will in-

[10]
[11]

According to the Chi-square test this difference is statistically significant at the 1 per cent level (χ2 =
7.7503).
This may further be connected with the fact that fictional texts typically contain a large proportion
of direct speech. Biber et al. (1999, esp. p. 578) found that noun phrases with complex modification
structures are particularly frequent in their News and Academic prose categories, and the least frequent
in Conversation.
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variably be given first, followed by the Translation.12 The focused noun phrases,
or part of them, will appear in bold.13
(4)

They think I’m lucky to have a friend like Oliver. Oliver impresses people.
He talks well, he’s travelled to distant lands, he speaks foreign languages,
he’s conversant with the arts — more than conversant — and he dresses
in clothes which don’t fit the contours of his body and are therefore declared to be fashionable by people in the know. All of which isn’t like me.
[JB1/English Original Fiction]
De synes jeg er heldig som har en venn som Oliver. Oliver gjør inntrykk
på folk. Han kan uttrykke seg, han har reist til fjerne land, han snakker
fremmede språk, han er bevandret i kunstens verden — mer enn bevandret — og han kler seg i plagg som ikke passer til kroppens konturer, og
blir derfor ansett for å være moderne av folk som har greie på det [‘people who have knowledge of it’].14 Selv er jeg helt annerledes. [JB1T]

In (4) we can see that the noun phrase in the English Original text takes a postmodifying prepositional phrase, in the know, which must be considered a set phrase.
No corresponding prepositional expression seems to exist in Norwegian, and the
Norwegian Translation instead has the predominant modifier type, the (restrictive) relative clause som har greie på det [‘who have knowledge of it’].
Another instance where a Norwegian relative clause is used to translate a postmodifying prepositional phrase in English is seen in (5):
(5)

The only eyes that stared at him were in the plaster mannequins. They
looked out, day and night, as if they dreamed the street, and all the passersby were figments in the glass. Who can resist the privacy of crowds?
[JC1/English Original Fiction]
De eneste øynene som stirret på ham befant seg på utstillingsdukkene. De
sto og så ut, dag og natt, som om de drømte at gata og alle forbipasserende
var fantasifostre i glasset. Hvem kan motstå den privatlivets fred man
kan nyte i en menneskemengde [‘that private life’s peace one can enjoy
in a human-crowd’]? [JC1T]

This example confirms the impression we have already gained of English noun
phrases tending to have a more compact information structure than Norwegian
[12]
[13]

[14]
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ones. Even with the zero relative pronoun the Norwegian postmodifier consists of
six words, man kan nyte i en menneskemengde [‘one can enjoy in a human-crowd’],
corresponding to the two words of the English postmodifier, and yet the information load seems to be much the same in the two languages: The translator cannot
really be said to have added any significant information which cannot also be read
out of the English text, but then the wider context contributes to that reading in
addition to the noun phrase itself, especially the fact that the noun phrase we are
focusing upon occurs as the object of the verb resist, which can be said to invite a
reading with nyte [‘enjoy’] in the object noun phrase – one resists (or otherwise)
something that can be enjoyed. Thus this can be seen as a pretty clear instance of
explicitation (cf. our reference to Steiner (2005) in Section [3] above).
The next example, again from the section of English Original Fiction, contains
several noun phrases with clausal modifiers:
(6)

The Senator was the person to begin with, for he was Francis Chegwidden Cornish’s grandfather, and the origin of the wealth that supported
Francis’s life until he gained a mysterious fortune of his own.
[RDA1/English Original Fiction]
Senatoren er den rette person å begynne med [‘the right person to begin
with’], for han var Francis Chegwidden Cornish’ bestefar, og kilden til den
rikdom som gav Francis det han trengte [‘the wealth which gave Francis
that (which) he needed’] til han på en så mystisk måte skaffet seg sin egen
formue. [RDA1T]

We first notice that the infinitive clause acting as a postmodifier in the first line
of the English Original text, to begin with, is translated by a closely similar construction in the Norwegian text, å begynne med. There is a noteworthy difference,
however, in that the Norwegian noun phrase also has a premodifying adjective,
rette [‘right’], which is closely linked to the postmodifying infinitive clause: It is
right to begin with the senator, one should begin with the senator (with should
appearing in its obligation sense). There can thus be said to be a modal overtone
to the meaning of this noun phrase.15
The next noun phrase counted in example (6) is the wealth that supported …,
a straightforward restrictive relative clause with the relative that, translated by
an equally straightforward relative clause with som in Norwegian, den rikdom som
gav …. The Norwegian text then has a short relative clause with the zero relative
pronoun, det [zero] han trengte … [‘that (which) he needed’]. This is a translation
which is part of a slight re-writing of the English Original text, gav Francis det han
trengte [‘gave Francis what he needed’], corresponding to supported Francis’ life in
[15]

Perhaps especially in informal (often colloquial) style even Norwegian may express this kind of meaning
without any premodifying adjective: Han er mannen å snakke med [‘He’s the man to talk to’].
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the Original. Again this can be seen as a case of English using a more compact
information structure than Norwegian, or as another instance of explicitation,
i.e. the same information is being expressed.
In example (7) the English Original text has a typical past-participle clause
acting as the postmodifier of organization:
(7)

It was her job; she was the representative of an international human rights
organization sent to monitor political detentions and trials, and to assist people like my father and their families.
[NG1/English Original Fiction]
Det var jobben hennes; hun representerte en internasjonal menneskerettsorganisasjon som skulle overvåke politiske arrestasjoner og rettssaker
og støtte slike mennesker som min far og deres familier [‘human rights
organisation which was to supervise political arrests and court cases and
support such people as my father and their families’]. [NG1T]

It can be seen that this past-participle clause contains two infinitive clauses, each
with an adverbial function, within itself. In the Norwegian Translation this complex structure is again rendered by a finite relative clause, in this case with two
co-ordinated predicates.
The next example is from the Non-fictional section of the ENPC, again with
English as the Original language:
(8)

This was the environment in which Henry Miller grew up, and which left
its mark on practically every page of writing he ever produced. It was a
threateningly unstable world; but for a boy with a curious and receptive mind
it was also a rich, exciting and even mysterious place in which to grow
up. [RF1/English Original Non-fiction]
Det var dette miljøet Henry Miller vokste opp i [‘It was this environment
Henry Miller grew up in’], og som satte sitt preg på [‘which left its mark
om’] så å si hver eneste side han noen gang skrev [‘every single page he
ever wrote’]. Det var en skremmende ustabil verden; men for en gutt med
et vitelystent og mottagelig sinn var det også et rikt, spennende og til og med
hemmelighetsfullt sted å vokse opp [‘place to grow up’]. [RF1T]

In (8) the first three clausal modifiers are straightforward relative clauses in the
English Original, and rendered as such even in the Norwegian Translation. We
may note that the first of these relative clauses begins with a prepositional phrase
with the relative pronoun acting as prepositional complement: in which Henry
Miller grew up. This is a fairly common construction in English, and by no means
as stylistically marked as the same construction would be in Norwegian: i hvilken
Henry Miller vokste opp is a possible construction, but very formal in present-day
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Norwegian. Instead the translator opts for the standard variant in present-day
Norwegian, splitting the prepositional phrase so that the preposition ends up in
final position in the relative clause, while the relative pronoun can only come in
initial position, although in this case the zero relative pronoun is selected. Moreover, the third relative clause – he ever produced / han noen gang skrev – has the
zero relative pronoun in both languages.
The prepositional phrase acting as a postmodifier in the italicised noun phrase
in (8) – a boy with a curious and receptive mind / en gutt med et vitelystent og
mottagelig sinn – may be noted as a non-verbal modifier which could easily be
replaced by a straightforward finite relative clause in either language: who had a
curious and receptive mind / som hadde et vitelystent og mottagelig sinn. These prepositional phrases could be seen as clear clausal equivalents but were not included
in my counts, which only comprised constructions appearing as clausal modifiers
in at least one of the two languages.
The final modifier in example (8) is also noteworthy, as this is an example of
the rather special infinitive relative clause type which occurs in English with the
relative pronoun acting as prepositional complement (and no possibility of splitting up the prepositional phrase) (cf. Table 1, second row from the bottom). This
pattern does not exist in Norwegian, and the translator instead uses a straightforward infinitive clause as postmodifier, although it may be noted that the preposition is omitted. If inserted, it would take the form of på: et sted å vokse opp på [‘a
place to grow up at’].
Example (9) is from Fiction, this time with Norwegian as the Original language:
(9)

Det er ikke akkurat Hermans livrett. Han spekulerer alltid på hvor restene
egentlig kommer fra, for han kan ikke huske å ha spist noe som ligner
på [‘anything which resembles’] restene hverken lørdagen eller søndagen,
og Herman har en guffen mistanke om at det er ålen til faren som er
smuglet [‘a nasty suspicion about that it is the eels of the Father that are
smuggled …’] inn i den mystiske gratengen.
[LSC1/Norwegian Original Fiction]
It’s not exactly Herman’s favorite dish. He always speculates on where the
leftovers actually come from because he can’t remember having eaten anything resembling the leftovers either Saturday or Sunday, and Herman
has a nasty suspicion that Father’s eels are smuggled into the mysterious soufflé. [LSC1T]

Two points are illustrated by example (9). For one thing, it has what is a pretty
common correspondence pair in my material: a regular relative clause in Norwegian, rendered by a postmodifying -ing clause in English. The fact that the antecedent is an indefinite pronoun, anything, rather than a noun may serve to make
the relative-clause option less likely in English (but certainly not impossible: anyOSLa volume 6(1), 2014
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thing that/which resembles is fully acceptable). One of the reasons for that may be
that an indefinite pronoun is a particularly light antecedent, which sits well with
a modifying -ing clause, a lighter construction than a finite relative clause.
Secondly, example (9) has what must be taken as a straightforward apposition, with the second element being a (finite) that clause, in the English version: a
nasty suspicion that Father’s eels are … . The corresponding construction in the Norwegian Original text begins with a preposition which takes as its prepositional
complement a similar nominal clause: en guffen mistanke om at det er ålen til faren
som er smuglet … [‘a nasty suspicion about that it is the eels of the Father that are
smuggled …’], although the Norwegian at clause has a cleft construction inside
itself. This difference between the two languages is connected with the fact that
English that clauses cannot function as prepositional complements, while there
is no such constraint on similar clauses in Norwegian. The semantic structures
of the two noun phrases are nevertheless closely similar: In both languages the
that/at clause expresses the object of the verb underlying the nominalisation suspicion/mistanke.
Example (10) has a parallel postmodifying infinitive clause in both the Norwegian Original text and in its English Translation. Another noteworthy feature
of this example is that the Norwegian text (in nynorsk) has a prepositional phase
with a compound noun, på gutungevis, which is translated by an English noun with
a postmodifying relative clause, the way a young boy does.16
(10)

Han spring over Spirele, opp tømmervegen, til myra nedanom Ganskebekk. Han spring i rykk og napp, på gutungevis [‘in boy’s-way’]. Det er
så mange forunderlege ting å stoppa for [‘things to stop for’]. Over han
steilar kvite hestar av godversskyer mot middagssola.
[KFL1/Norwegian Original Fiction]
He runs across Spirele, up the logging path, to the bogs down near Ganske
Creek. He runs in fits and starts, the way a young boy does. There are
so many wonderful things to stop for. Above him, white horses of fairweather clouds rear toward the midday sun. [KFL1T]

We have seen that past-participle clauses acting as postmodifiers in noun phrases
are more frequent in English than in Norwegian. (11) is a reminder that they occur in both languages, even, as in this case, in a sentence originating in Norwegian. The fact that not only the focused noun phrase but the whole sentence is
short and simple may help to make this type of construction less objectionable in
Norwegian.
[16]
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”Jeg har gitt ham vann kokt på urter [‘water boilt on herbs’].” ”Er han
skadet?” [SH1/Norwegian Original Fiction]
”I have given him water boiled with herbs.” ”Is he hurt?” [SH1T]

[6] e n g l i s h - n o r w e g i a n c o r r e s p o n d e n c e s i n t h e e n p c

We need to take a closer look at correspondences between the English and the
Norwegian modifiers recorded in our random sample from the ENPC. Table 5 sets
out the results for constructions originating in English, Table 6 those for constructions originating in Norwegian. Fiction and Non-fiction are merged in these
tables, as are some of the less frequent modifier types.
table 5: Correspondences between English Original and Norwegian Translated
texts in random sample from the ENPC. Fiction and Non-fiction combined. Sums as percentages of total.
hhh
hhh norw. tr
eng. or hhhhhh
Relative clause
Infinitive clause
-ing clause
Past pcl. clause
Prep. phrase
Other
Sums

Relative cl.

Non-finite cl.

Prep. phrase

Other

Sums

20
0
3
6
5
7
41 (58.6%)

0
2
0
3
0
0
5 (7.1%)

1
1
0
1
0
2
5 (7.1%)

6
0
1
1
1
10
19 (27.1%)

27 (38.6%)
3 (4.3%)
4 (5.7%)
11 (15.7%)
6 (8.6%)
19 (27.1%)
70 (100%)

table 6: Correspondences between Norwegian Original and English Translated
texts in random sample from the ENPC. Fiction and Non-fiction combined. Sums as percentages of total.
hhhh
hh norw. or
eng. tr hhhhhh
Relative clause
Infinitive clause
-ing clause
Past pcl. clause
Prep. phrase
Other
Sums

Relative cl.

Non-finite cl.

Prep. phrase

Other

Sums

9
0
3
1
1
3
17 (50.0%)

0
1
0
2
0
1
4 (11.8%)

0
0
0
1
0
1
2 (5.9%)

1
0
1
1
0
9
11 (32.4%)

10 (29.4%)
1 (2.9%)
4 (11.8%)
5 (14.7%)
1 (2.9%)
13 (38.2%)
34 (100 %)

Individual frequencies are low in most cases, and the recorded distributions
should be read with appropriate caution. It can be seen that the most striking
difference remains that between the sums total for each direction of translation,
already noted: Slightly more than twice as many clause-modified noun phrases,
in one language or both languages, were recorded in translations from English
into Norwegian as in translations from Norwegian into English. Hence individual
frequencies can also be expected to be lower for the latter than for the former
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direction of translation, which they are in most cases. If one focuses on the relative distributions, expressed as percentages for the sums appearing in Table 5 and
Table 6, there is indeed a remarkable similarity between the two tables: In both
English and Norwegian the distribution between the various modifier types distinguished is largely the same whether noun phrases were recorded from Original
or from Translated texts. It is true that the percentages vary quite a bit between
Table 5 and Table 6, but not by much more than can be expected because of the
low raw frequencies.17 There is no clear tendency in this (admittedly limited)
material for translated constructions to be longer or more explicit than those in
original texts, as has sometimes been found in other investigations.18
One noteworthy, and consistent, difference is that between English and Norwegian as regards the proportion of relative clauses: We have already seen that
this modifier type is distinctly more frequent in Norwegian than in English, and
that this is true of both Original and Translated texts for both languages, a difference which is statistically significant.
Another noteworthy result emerging from Table 5 and Table 6 is that concerning the two typically English modifier types: -ing clauses and past-participle
clauses. It might have been expected that these modifier types would be more
frequent in English Original texts than in Translated ones, but those expectations
are not borne out by our results. Indeed, in relative terms -ing clauses are more
frequent in Translated texts (11.8 as against 5.7 per cent), but then the raw frequencies are very low. Three of the four -ing clauses correspond with Norwegian
relative clauses in each case.
As for past-participle clauses, their proportions of all the English modifier
types distinguished are very close: 15.7 per cent for English Original texts, 14.7
per cent for English Translations.
If we look for the big picture, the tendency is confirmed for English noun
phrases to be characterised by a more compact information structure than Norwegian ones. Constructions where the meaning expressed by a noun-phrase modifier in one language is expressed outside that noun phrase in the other language
can often be seen as the extreme case of explicitation. If such cases are added
to the explicitness scale suggested in Section [3] above, this scale would look like
this, from high to low:
modification expressed outside same noun phrase > finite clause
as modifier > non-finite clause as modifier > verbless clause as
modifier > non-clausal modifier19
[17]
[18]
[19]
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The fact that clausal modifiers combined have been found to be distinctly less
frequent in texts with a Norwegian origin is noteworthy also from the point of
view of explicitness. On the assumption that on the whole writers in the two
languages will tend to express the same kinds of meanings, this result can mean
(i) that Norwegian more often expresses similar meanings by less explicit, nonverbal modifiers, such as adjective phrases and prepositional phrases; and/or (ii)
that Norwegian more often expresses similar meanings outside the same noun
phrase, representing a contrary tendency towards a higher level of explicitness.
The results set out in Table 5 and Table 6 do not reveal any clear tendency of
type (i), but then it should be borne in mind that noun phrases with non-clausal
modifiers in both languages were not included in my counts, and in this particular
respect there seems to be a great deal of transfer from source to target language,
since the figures for both English and Norwegian do vary considerably between
Original and Translated texts.
On the other hand, some of the examples already considered, most notably
(5) and (7), do illustrate the latter tendency distinguished above, type (ii), the
meaning of the English clausal modifier being expressed outside the same noun
phrase in the Norwegian correspondence. We shall look for further evidence in
some more examples from our random sample from the ENPC.
Like quite a few of the other examples we have considered, (12) contains a
correspondence pair which definitely places Norwegian higher up the explicitness scale than the English expression: English has a simple adjective, lovable,
where the Norwegian translation has an indefinite pronoun, noe, followed by a
relative clause, som må elskes [‘something which must be loved’]. The same is true
of the focused noun phrase in (13), with a postmodifying prepositional phrase in
English. In the Norwegian translation this prepositional phrase has the function
of an adverbial, separate from the subject noun phrase: En mann kom på ski … [‘A
man came on skis … ‘].
(12)

It is edible, lovable, or lethal. Life as an object of scientific inquiry requiring precise definition is much more difficult. Even scientists, who
are notorious for their indecent curiosity, shy away from defining life.
[JL1/English Original Non-fiction]
Det er noe dødelig, spiselig eller noe som må elskes [‘something which
must be loved’]. Det er langt mer vanskelig når livet blir objekt for en
vitenskapelig undersøkelse som forutsetter en presis definisjon. Selv vitenskapsmennene, som er beryktet for sin uanstendige nysgjerrighet, viker
unna for å definere livet. [JL1T]

(13)

A man on skis appeared from the direction of the Mairie and, with marvellous inevitability, collided with the only other owner of assisted transport, a man on an ancient sled. [PM1/English Original Non-fiction]
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En mann kom på ski fra rådhuset [‘A man came on skis from the Mairie‘],
og greide utrolig nok å støte sammen med den eneste som også benyttet
et transportmiddel, en mann på en gammeldags kjelke. [PM1T]
Example (14) likewise has a correspondence pair where the Norwegian version
places itself higher up the explicitness scale, with a postmodifying adjective phrase
(which could alternatively be analysed as a past participle) in the English Original
translated into a Norwegian relative clause:
(14)

On some of the billions of planets in the Milky Way Galaxy, life may never
arise. On others, it may arise and die out, or never evolve beyond its simplest forms. And on some small fraction of worlds there may develop
intelligences and civilizations more advanced than our own.
[CSA1/English Original Non-fiction]
På noen av de mange milliarder planeter i Melkeveisystemet vil det muligens aldri oppstå liv. På andre kan liv oppstå og dø ut igjen — eller kanskje
livet aldri utvikler seg lenger enn til de aller enkleste former. Og på en
ørliten del av alle disse verdenene kan det utvikle seg intelligenser og
sivilisasjoner som er mer avanserte enn vår egen [‘intelligences and
civilisations which are more advanced than our own’]. [CSA1T]

This difference is also demonstrated very clearly by example (15) , with a relative
clause in the Norwegian Original followed by another sentence, corresponding to
a past-participle clause and a relative whose clause in the English Translation:
(15)

Men også de mange helleristningene gir oss innsikt i perioden. Tegningene på bergflatene viser folk som deltar i religiøse handlinger. Disse
ritualene skulle øke fruktbarheten på åkeren, blant dyra og hos menneskene [‘… people who participate in religious acts. These rituals should
increase the fertility of the field, among the animals and with the human
beings’]. [ILOS1/Norwegian Original Non-fiction]
Valuable information about the Bronze Age is provided by the mighty
burial mounds erected at the time, and by the many rock carvings. These
drawings on flat rock surfaces depict people engaged in religious rituals whose purpose was to make fields, animals and humans more
fruitful. The Iron Age (500 B.C.-A.D. 800) [ILOS1T]

(15) illustrates what was taken as the high point of our explicitness scale, part
of the meaning of the modifying structure of the English noun phrase being expressed in a sentence separate from that noun phrase in the Norwegian Original
text.
In the final example we shall consider there are two cases of Norwegian placing itself higher up the explicitness scale than its English correspondence: NorOSLa volume 6(1), 2014
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wegian first has a relative clause modifying the head noun, utgravningene som er
foretatt …, where English has a postmodifying prepositional phrase, excavations of
… (where the following prepositional complement expresses the object of the verb
underlying the nominalisation excavations) ; then Norwegian has a past-participle
clause, gjort med moderne metoder …, which in part corresponds with a premodifying adjective, modern, in the English Translation:
(16)

De arkeologiske utgravningene som er foretatt i den eldste bykjernen i de siste tiår [‘the excavations which are (=have been) carried out
in the oldest city nucleus in the past decades’], taler ikke mot sagaens datering, heller tvertimot: Dateringer gjort med moderne metoder [‘Datings done with modern methods’] (radiokarbondateringer, dendrokronologi) tyder på at noe avgjørende skjedde her omkring eller kort før år
1000. [JS1/Norwegian Original Non-fiction]
The archaeological excavations of the oldest part of the city centre in
the past decades do not contradict the dates of the sagas. In fact, modern methods of dating (radiocarbon, dendrochronology) indicate that
something important happened here just before or around the year 1000.
[JS1T]

We have seen, both from the tables and from the examples presented above, that
our random sample from ENPC contains a considerable number of noun phrases
where the Norwegian version places itself higher up what we are calling the explicitness scale than its English correspondence. The corpus also contains cases
of the opposite distribution, but higher explicitness in Norwegian is definitely the
prevailing tendency.
[7] t h e m u l t i p l e - t r a n s l at i o n c o r p u s

We have noted that translation involves a great deal of variation. As an illustration we shall turn to the Multiple-translation Corpus, which is an addition to the
ENPC. It consists of two Original English texts, each translated into Norwegian
by ten professional translators (different ones for the two texts). One text is Fictional: the short story ‘A Lamia in the Cevennes’ by A. S. Byatt. The other text
is Non-fictional: the scientific article ‘Communication and cooperation in early
infancy: a description of primary intersubjectivity’ by Colwyn Trevarthen.
This corpus offers an excellent opportunity to study alternative translation
strategies employed by professional translators.20 We shall consider one sentence from each of the two English texts and their alternative translations into
Norwegian. (17) is from the scientific article by Trevarthen. The English Original
sentence is given first, followed by the ten translations:
[20]

See e.g. the contributions by Behrens (This volume) and Dirdal (This volume).
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They react as agents who are subordinate to acts of babies.
[Multiple-translation Corpus/Trevarthen]
a. De reagerer som opphav som er underordnet spedbarnets handlinger.
‘They react as/like parents who are subordinated (to) the baby’s acts.’
b. De reagerer som om de er underlagt babyens handlinger.
‘They react as if they are subordinated (to) the baby’s acts.’
c. De reagerer som om de underordner seg det barna gjør.
‘They react as if they subordinate themselves (to) what the children do.’
d. De reagerer som representanter som er underordnet babyenes handlinger.
‘They react as/like representatives who are subordinated (to) the babys’
acts.’
e. De reagerer som agenter som er underlagt handlingene til den lille.
‘They react as/like agents who are subordinated (to) the acts of the little
(one).’
f. De reagerer som agenter som er underordnet det babyen foretar seg.
‘They react as/like agents who are subordinated (to) what the baby does.’
g. De reagerer som formidlere som er underordnet spedbarns handlinger.
‘They react as/like mediators who are subordinated (to) babys’ acts.’
h. Hun reagerer som en mellommann underordnet barnets handlinger.
‘She reacts as/like an intermediary subordinated (to) the child’s acts.’
i. Hun reagerer som en aktør som underordner seg spedbarnets handlinger.
‘She reacts as/like a participant who subordinates herself (to) the baby’s
acts.’
j. De reagerer som representanter som er underordnet babyenes handlinger.
‘They react as/like representatives who are subordinated (to) the babies’
acts.’

(17) is a sentence with a straightforward finite relative clause acting as a postmodifier of agents, with the relative who expressing animate reference. In this
case the same construction is available in the Norwegian target language, with
relative som, and one might think that this would be the obvious translation. And
yet it can be seen that as many as three of the ten translators – those suggesting
(17b), (17c) and (17h) – chose a different solution.
A reason for that may be that the as preceding agents in the English sentence
is naturally translated as Norwegian som, and in fact all the ten translators have
reagerer som. It might be considered stylistically clumsy to have two occurrences
of som within the space of a few words in the translated sentence. No obvious
alternative to the Norwegian relative pronoun som seems to be possible here, the
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zero relative pronoun being unavailable in subject function. A wish to avoid such
stylistic clumsiness may have motivated the three translators who chose a different solution, avoiding the relative clause in their Norwegian renderings. One of
them, (17h), instead used a postmodifier which is much less common in Norwegian, a past-participle clause. (17b) and (17c), on the other hand, preferred translations [literally, ‘react as if’] which also steered clear of another problem in this
sentence, the rendering of English agents. The most direct Norwegian equivalent,
the cognate noun agenter, does not seem like a very good choice in this context;
even more than its English equivalent, the Norwegian noun conjures up images
of the secret agents of the intelligence world, and only two translators, (17e) and
(17f), have that. A number of alternatives are used by the others: opphav, representanter, formidlere, mellommann og aktør, confirming that this is a small translation
challenge in itself. It may also serve as a useful reminder that lexical and stylistic
considerations may have an impact on the syntactic patterns chosen in translations.
In terms of explicitness, even the English sentence represents a high level in
this case, with a finite relative clause. All but one of the Norwegian translations
similarly employ finite clauses, although not all of them relative. The exception
is (17h), which has a past-participle clause.
The other sentence we shall look at from the Multiple-translation Corpus is
from the short story by Byatt:
(18)

It was not a boring rectangular pool, but an irregular oval triangle, hugging the contour of the terrace on which it lay.
[Multiple-translation Corpus/Byatt]
a. Det var ikke et kjedelig, firkantet basseng, men et uregelmessig, ovalt
triangel som motsvarte formen på terrassen som det lå på.
‘It was not a boring, rectangular pool, but an irregular, oval triangle which
corresponded (to) the shape of the terrace which it lay on.’
b. Det var ikke noe kjedelig firkantet basseng, det var en ujevn, nærmest
trekantet oval som fulgte terrassens form.
‘It was not any boring rectangular pool, it was an uneven, almost triangular oval which hugged the terrace’s form.’
c. Bassenget var ikke kjedelig og rektangulært, det var en uregelmessig
trekant som fulgte terrassens konturer.
‘The pool was not boring and rectangular, it was an irregular triangle
which hugged the terrace’s contours.’
d. Det var ikke et kjedelig firkantet basseng, men en uregelmessig oval
trekant som fulgte omkretsen av terrassen det lå på. [With the zero relative pronoun]
‘It was not a boring rectangular pool, but an irregular oval triangle which
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hugged the rim of the terrace it lay on.’
e. Det var ikke noe kjedelig, firkantet basseng, men et uregelmessig, ovalt
triangel som favnet hele terrassens omkrets.
‘It was not any boring, rectangular pool, but an irregular, oval triangle
which embraced the whole terrace’s rim.’
f. Det var ikke noe kjedelig, rektangulært basseng, men en uregelmessig,
oval triangel som fulgte konturene av avsatsen det lå på. [With the zero
relative pronoun]
‘It was not any boring, rectangular pool, but an irregular, oval triangle
which hugged the contours of the terrace it lay on.’
g. Det var ikke noe vanlig svømmebasseng, kjedelig og firkantet, men et
slags uregelmessig ovalt triangel som fulgte konturene av terrassen … .
‘It was not any ordinary pool, boring and rectangular, but a kind (of) irregular oval triangle which hugged the contours of the terrace.’
h. Det var ikke et kjedelig, rektangulært basseng, men et uregelmessig
ovalt triangel, som fulgte konturene av terrassen det lå på. [With the
zero relative pronoun]
‘It was not a boring, rectangular pool, but an irregular oval triangle, which
hugged the contours of the terrace it lay on.’
i. Det var ikke et kjedelig rektangulært svømmebasseng, men en uregelmessig oval trekant som smøg seg langs konturen av terrassen bassenget lå på. [With the zero relative pronoun]
‘It was not a boring rectangular pool, but an irregular oval triangle which
wound itself along the contours of the terrace the pool lay on.’
j. Det var ikke et kjedelig, firkantet basseng, men en uregelmessig, oval
trekant som fulgte konturen av terrassen det var anlagt på. [With the
zero relative pronoun]
‘It was not a boring, rectangular pool, but an irregular, oval triangle which
hugged the contours of the terrace it was placed on.’
(18) presents the translator with a couple of obvious translation problems: It has a
postmodifying -ing clause, with hugging, and it has a relative clause where the relative pronoun acts as a prepositional complement and is immediately preceded by
the preposition, on which. As has been noted, -ing clauses have no real equivalent
in Norwegian, and in Norwegian relative clauses with the relative pronoun functioning as a prepositional complement the prepositional phrase is usually split up,
since neither som nor the zero relative pronoun can occur after the preposition.21
It is of great interest to see how various translators handle these problems.
[21]
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As regards the sequence of preposition plus relative pronoun in the English
Original sentence (on which), it can be seen that as many as six of the ten translators – (18a), (18d), (18f), (18h), (18i) and (18j) – solve the problem by splitting
up the prepositional phrase, all but one of them selecting the zero relative pronoun. (18a) instead uses som. The others – (18b), (18c), (18e) and (18g) – seem
to regard the relative clause on which it lay as semantically redundant and simply
leave it out, being content to translate only the contour of the terrace, one – (18g)
– choosing a prepositional phrase with the preposition av, the closest Norwegian
equivalent of of, the others using an -s genitive.
As for the translation of the English -ing clause, there is much less variation
than might have been expected. In fact all ten translators render this construction by means of a straightforward Norwegian relative clause with the relative
pronoun som, the only possible relative pronoun in this subject function. This
can be seen as another instance of the Norwegian version being more explicit
than its English correspondence. It should be noted, however, that in this case
four of the ten translations also display the opposite relationship in leaving the
relative clause on which it lay untranslated.
The two sentences we have considered from the Multiple-translation Corpus
demonstrate some of the great variation that occurs even in translations carried
out by professional translators. We have seen that a number of factors – not only
syntactic but also stylistic and lexical ones – may be at play in determining the
syntactic pattern emerging from the translation process.
[8] c o n c l u s i o n

We have seen that the modification of noun phrases is open to a great deal of variation, in both English and Norwegian. In the Norwegian case this was confirmed
by our examination of two English sentences from the Multiple-translation Corpus and their translations into Norwegian by ten different professional translators.
Our analysis of a random sample from the English-Norwegian Parallel Corpus
(ENPC), also part of the Oslo Multilingual Corpus, confirmed that finite clauses acting as modifiers in noun phrases, most of them relative clauses, make up a larger
proportion of clausal modifiers in Norwegian, while various types of non-finite
modifiers are more common in English. A substantial proportion of Norwegian
relative clauses are matched by -ing clauses and past-participle clauses in the corresponding English noun phrases. That is true of both directions of translation
and is seen as an indication of a higher level of explicitness in the reference expressed by Norwegian noun phrases, in contradistinction to the more compact
information structure of English noun phrases. In many cases the same information seems to be expressed, i.e. the relationship between the Original and the
Translation can be seen as an instance of explicitation, as this term is used by
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Steiner (2005) and others. In other cases the more explicit version adds semantic
content.
As regards our research question (Ai), ‘To what extent is the same pattern
used when the pattern is available in both languages?’, we have seen (cf. Table 5
and Table 6) that to a large extent the translated text sticks to the same modifier
type, but in some cases it does not, and in those cases there is a clear tendency
for Norwegian to use a more explicit structure than English, as shown by some of
the constructions we have considered.
This impression is confirmed and reinforced when we turn to research question (Aii), ‘What correspondences occur if the pattern of the other language is not
available?’. In these cases it is typically Norwegian that is the language where patterns are not available, since that language lacks any straightforward equivalent
of the English -ing clause in particular; in addition it has been confirmed that pastparticiple clauses at least are much less common in Norwegian. We have found
that, as expected, full finite relative clauses are the prevailing modifier type in
the Norwegian correspondences of both these English modifier types, which again
means that Norwegian uses a more explicit construction.
As regards our subsidiary research question, (B) ‘Is there any difference in this
respect between original texts, in either English or Norwegian, and texts translated from the other language?’, we have not been able to confirm any clear general tendency of this kind, in our admittedly limited material.
A striking result of our study is, however, the very lopsided overall distribution of recorded noun phrases with clausal modifiers, in one or both languages:
Of the total of 104 such noun phrases counted in our random sample from the
ENPC, as many as 70 were from texts originating in English, only 34 from texts
with their origin in Norwegian. This difference was found to be statistically significant at the 1 per cent level. As the proportion of these constructions which
take clausal modifiers in Original vs. Translated texts is largely the same, this does
reveal a tendency towards transfer from the source to the target language, i.e. a
difference depending on the direction of the translation.
Presumably, Norwegian writers will want to express largely the same meanings as English writers do, but according to our results they are more apt to find
other means of doing so than through the use of noun phrases with clausal modifiers. Scrutiny of several of the examples recorded from the ENPC suggested a
clear tendency for the meanings of clausal modifiers in English to be expressed
outside the same noun phrase in Norwegian, in line with the general tendency
towards a higher degree of explicitness in the latter language.
An explicitness scale was suggested for the modification of nouns, ranging
from explicit to compact reference as follows:
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1 Modification expressed outside same noun phrase
2 Finite clause as modifier
3 Non-finite clause as modifier
4 Verbless clause as modifier
5 Non-clausal modifier (adjective phrases, prepositional phrases)
On the whole, Norwegian noun phrases seem to place themselves higher up
this scale than English noun phrases do. To reach anything approaching full answers to some of the questions posed, a more rigid quantitative investigation is
called for, with a broader data base.
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individual variation between
translators in the use of clause
building and clause reduction
HILDEGUNN DIRDAL
University of Oslo

abstract
Recent years have seen an increasing interest in translators’ voices as manifested in their writing style. The present study is an investigation of differences in the use of clause building and clause reduction, which has not
so far been investigated in any depth with regard to individual variation.
The findings show that translators have distinct styles both with respect to
how closely they follow the source text and in the structures they prefer
when they introduce changes. The study also demonstrates the importance
of analysing changes in context, as translators may be forced to perform syntactic changes that are in principle optional because they have made certain
choices in other places of the text. Finally, the study emphasizes the advantage of corpora comprising multiple translations of the same source text.
[1] i n t r o d u c t i o n

Translators often engage in clause building and reduction, moving between different levels, such as phrases and clauses, for a variety of reasons. Sometimes
they are forced to make changes, for example when translating an English -ing
clause into Norwegian, which does not have this type of clause. However, even in
these cases translators usually have a choice when it comes to how to solve the
problem. In this study, I was interested in looking at how variable the practise
of clause building and reduction is and whether it is part of what might be called
a translator’s individual voice. This question may be divided into a quantitative
and a more qualitative part: 1) do some translators engage in clause building and
reduction more often than others, and 2) do they prefer different kinds of clause
building/reduction?
Section [2] gives an introduction to the notions of voice and style in translation studies and explains how this investigation will add to previous research in
the area. Section [3] defines the notions of clause building and clause reduction,
and section [4] introduces the corpus used in the study, a corpus created specifically with the aim of studying individual variation between translators. The find-
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ings from the study are presented and discussed in section [5], with first a predominantly quantitative part focussing on overall numbers, before I take a closer
look at clause building from coordinate clauses and from prepositional phrases.
[2]

t h e vo i c e a n d t h e s t y l e o f a t r a n s l at o r

Recent years have seen an increased interest in VOICE in translation, the term
being used about a variety of voices, from the physical voices of interpreters,
dubbing actors/singers and actors/singers of translated songs and plays, to the
metaphorical voices of authors, translators and interpreters, as well as narrators
and characters in works of fiction (Alvstad 2013). This article will be concerned
with an aspect of the translator’s voice.
Translators often report listening to the voice of the author of an original
and endeavouring to reproduce this voice in translation (Munday 2008, 17), and
readers are usually meant to forget that they are reading a translation (Hermans
1996, 25ff.). Hermans talks about an “illusion of transparency and coincidence” –
we think we hear the author’s voice when in fact it always comes to us through
the translator’s voice. The illusion may be broken in instances when the translator openly draws attention to the fact that the text is a translation, for example
through the use of notes and brackets, or when the original contains linguistic
self-referentiality that causes incongruities or contradictions in the translation,
but most of the time the translator’s voice remains hidden (Hermans 1996, 27ff.).
That is, it is hidden from the reader approaching only the translated text. However, it can be brought into the light if the translation is compared to the original
or to translations by other translators, as the translator’s presence must manifest
itself in the linguistic choices made in the creation of the text. I will follow Munday (2008) in considering style as the linguistic manifestation of the translator’s
voice:
Whereas we shall use voice to refer to the abstract concept of authorial, narratorial, or translatorial presence, we consider style to be the
linguistic manifestation of that presence in the text. Since the text is
the only immediately visible part of the narrative, it is only by studying the language of the text that the style of the author or translator
might really be identified and hence the voice(s) present in the discourse be determined. Voice is therefore to be approached through
style. (Munday 2008, 19)
Style is a matter of pattern and choice: writers choose between different options allowed by a language, and their choices come together in patterns of individual preferences (see e.g. Baker (2000, 245), Baker (2004, 29), Marco (2004,
74) and Munday (2008, 35)). Baker (2000, 246) and Munday (2008, 34ff.) argue
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that style needs to include patterns of both conscious and unconscious choices.
Although a study of style can also encompass a study of the effect on the reader
and the reasons for the writer’s selections ((Malmkjær 2003, 38f.)1 , see also BoaseBeier (2006)), this article will be text-oriented, focussing mainly on whether it is
possible to detect patterns in different translators’ choices within one specific
linguistic domain, namely that of clause building.
Several different linguistic items/structures have been studied in connection
with individual translators’ style, e.g., reporting structures (Baker 2000), sexist
language and repetition of lexical phrases (Baker 2004), various modal expressions (Baker 2004; Bosseaux 2004; Winters 2009), deixis (Bosseaux 2004), transitivity patterns (Bosseaux 2004; Marco 2004), religious terminology (Malmkjær
2003), calquing (Marco 2004), contractions (Olohan 2003), split infinitives (Saldanha 2004), loan words and code-switches (Winters 2004), subject selection and
sentence openings (Johansson 2007), and type/token ratios and average sentence
length (Baker 2000; Johansson 2011). Munday’s 2008 book-length study of Latin
American writing covers many aspects, such as lexical richness, the use of slang
and idiomatic phrases, noun phrase structure, calquing and more.
Studies of clause building, however, have tended to focus on what is common to translators as well as on cross-linguistic differences (e.g. Cosme (2006),
Doherty (2004a,b), Fabricius-Hansen et al. (2005), Nordrum (2007), Solfjeld (1996,
2008)). Although they sometimes note that there is variation between translators,
this is not something that is explored further. As far as I know, clause building
has not been looked at in connection with individual translator style, apart from
briefly in Johansson (2011), where ten translators are compared along a number
of parameters: lexical variation, sentence division, clause building and reduction,
subject selection and sentence opening. The paper focuses on overall statistics,
however, and on giving some examples of the variation that is found. To take the
parameter most relevant for the present study, namely clause building and reduction, Johansson gives the number of instances of clause building and reduction for
each translator, offers a few examples to illustrate types of clause building, and
discusses the ten different translations of one sentence from the corpus to show
how widely the solutions may differ. He ends the section saying that clause building “deserves a much fuller treatment”, but that this is beyond the scope of his
paper (Johansson 2011, 10). In the present study, I will work towards a slightly
fuller treatment, although it will be far from exhaustive.

[1]

Malmkjær (2003, 38) uses the term stylistics for the study of the effect or creation of meaning in the reader
and reserves the term style for patterns of linguistic choice as such.
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c l a u s e b u i l d i n g a n d c l a u s e r e d u c t i o n : o p e r at i o n a l i z at i o n
for the study

In this article, I adopt a broad definition of clause building. An independent main
clause with all its obligatory constituents overtly spelled out is seen as the highest level on the scale of clause building. All changes moving towards this level
are seen as clause building. I thus include not only the creation of clauses from
words and phrases, but also the creation of finite clauses from non-finite ones,
cases where elided subjects and verbs are made overt and cases where coordinated clauses are made independent. The translation of one clause into two (or
more) clauses is obviously also seen as clause building. The opposite strategy is
referred to as clause reduction. Figure 1 shows the changes considered as clause
building, while examples (1) and (2) show instances of clause building and reduction, both taken from the same translator (T1). Example (1) shows an instance of
clause building of the “phrase ⇒ clause” type, more specifically from a prepositional phrase to an adverbial clause, and (2) showns an instance of clause reduction where two clauses (a main clause including an -ing clause) have been merged
into one simple clause.
Word/phrase ⇒ clause
Non-finite clause ⇒ finite clause
Coordinated predicate ⇒ coordinated clause (with subject)
Providing overt subjects or verbs in clauses with elision
Coordinated clause ⇒ independent clause
One clause ⇒ two or more clauses (clause splitting)
figure 1: Clause building.

(1)

She smiled a little, over her milk ...
T1: Hun smilte litt da hun drakk melken sin ...
Lit.: She smiled a-little when she drank the-milk her ...

(2)

Raymond made rather a noise coming downstairs.
T1: Raymond kom ikke direkte stille ned trappen.
Lit.: Raymond came not directly quietly down the-staircase.

The scale I use is reminiscent of Lehmann’s 1988 scale of sententiality and nominality with non-finite structures in the middle, where we find the progressive loss
of a number of different features, for example modality and tense, when moving
from a sentential structure to a nominal one. Solfjeld (1996) has used Lehmann’s
model to look at translation between Norwegian and German, finding that the
Norwegian translations were more sentential than the German originals.
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As for the placement of coordinated predicates and coordinated full clauses
as different levels on my scale, other researchers have also noted that coordinated predicates are closer to subordinate clauses. Engen (2002) argues that they
resemble each other in sharing subjects with the first coordinated clause (in the
case of coordinated predicates) or the matrix clause (in the case of subordinate
clauses), and Cosme (2006) shows that the distinction affects the likelihood of a
coordinated clause being rendered as a subordinated one in translation between
English and French. Although two clauses bound together by coordination are
technically both coordinate clauses, I will be referring to the second clause as the
coordinate clause. It is the second clause that is seen as less independent and
that commonly lacks a subject. The first clause will be seen as equal to an independent clause and classified as such. Further, it is the presence of a coordinating
conjunction that is taken as a sign of coordination, not punctuation. A sentence
starting with a coordinating conjunction after a full stop will thus be classified as
a coordinate clause, whereas two full clauses separated only by a comma will both
be classified as independent clauses.
There are many interesting clause reorganizations which are not covered by
the definition above, and of which there are also many in the corpus. These include changes from one type of non-finite clause to another (for example from an
-ing clause to an infinitive clause) or one type of finite structure to another (for
example from an SV(A) sentence to an existential).
The introduction of catenatives in translation, as in example (3), might look
like translation of one clause into two, a finite clause and a subordinate non-finite
one. However, since the catenative verb (begynte ’beganʼ) has auxiliary-like properties, such translation is regarded as a change within the verb phrase only, and
not as clause building. The same can be said for pseudo-coordination, as in example (4), which has a function similar to catenatives (Quirk et al. 1985, 978), and
of regular coordination of verbs or verb phrases (i.e. without other clause constituents).
(3)

It would clear, the young men assured him, once the filtration was working
again.
T1: De unge mennene forsikret ham at det ville klarne når filtreringen
begynte å fungere igjen. [Lit.: started to work]

(4)

It made vigorous thrusts with its hind legs, and vanished into the skimmer,
from the mouth of which it peered out at Bernard.
T7: Den sparket kraftig fra med bakbena og forsvant inn i skumfilteret der
den satt og tittet ut på Bernard. [Lit.: sat and peered]
T1: Frosken sparket kraftig fra med bakbena og forsvant inn bak overløpsristen, hvor den ble sittende og titte ut på Bernard. [Lit.: remained sitting
and peered]
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corpus and method

When studying translators’ individual styles, we need to compare different translators. Previous studies have used both text collections of various sizes that have
been searched manually and electronically searchable corpora of different kinds.
Electronic corpora may contain only translated texts in a certain language (and be
used in comparison with a comparable corpus of texts in the same language that
are not translations), they may also contain the source texts for the translations,
and they may in addition have comparable texts translated in the opposite direction. In all cases, the corpora contain texts by different translators, but these are
usually translations of different source texts. Thus, if the individual translators
are compared, it is difficult to say whether differences are due to the translators’ preferences or to the nature of the texts. Retranslations of the same work
have also been studied, but there is usually considerable time between different
translations of the same source text, which means that both language usage and
translation ideals may have changed, in addition to the complication of a later
translation possibly building on or reacting to a previous one. Ideally, we would
want to keep all other variables constant, and compare different translations of
the same texts created at the same time and under as similar conditions as possible. Only then can we be certain that the differences found are due to the translators’ individual styles. It has sometimes happened that the same work has indeed
been translated by different translators simultaneously, (although in some cases
previous translations exist, and it is not known to what degree the translators
have used them). Winters (2004, 2009) was able to compare two different German
translations of Fitzgerald’s The Beautiful and the Damned, both published in 1998;
Bosseaux’s 2004 corpus contains two French translations of Woolf’s To the Lighthouse published within just three years of each other; and May’s 1994 collection
of English translations of Russian fiction contains four separate translations of
Solzhenitsyn’s Odin den’ Ivana Denisovicha [One Day in the Life of Ivan Denisovich],
all from 1963.
Seeing the need for a more controlled study of individual differences in the
context of English–Norwegian translation, Stig Johansson and Linn Øverås created a unique corpus, consisting of one fictional and one non-fictional text and
ten different translations of each (the English–Norwegian Multiple-Translation
Corpus). The fictional text amounts to about 6,000 words. The non-fictional text
is longer, but for the sake of comparability, the translators were only asked to
translate the first 6,000 words. They were remunerated according to existing
rates. All the translators were experienced; the ones asked to translate the fictional text had received prestigious prizes for their work. As Johansson remarks,
“The great advantage of the multiple-translation material ... is that the translations have been produced independently by professional translators working under conditions which were as similar as possible, including the time of the task”
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(Johansson 2011, 17). The texts chosen were fairly recent and none of them had
been translated before.
There are few studies that have used this corpus to look at individual variation. Two notable exceptions, however, are Johansson (2007), which treats subject selection and sentence openers in detail, and Johansson (2011), described
above (section [2]). (See also the contributions by Behrens (this volume) and Elsness (this volume).)
For this study, I used only the fictional text, which is the short story “A Lamia
in the Cevennes” by Byatt (1996).2 I compared the original and the translations
manually to identify cases of clause building and reduction and coded these for
type – what kind of entity they originated from and what sort of entity resulted.
The instances were sorted with the help of the concordancer AntConc (version
3.2.4w, Anthony 2011). Some of the changes were then investigated in more detail
to look for qualitative differences.
[5]

d i f f e r e n c e s b e t w e e n t h e t r a n s l at o r s

Table 1 shows the overall number of instances of clause building and reduction
found in the ten translations in the corpus. Just like Johansson (2011), I will use T1,
T2, etc. to refer to the different translators. Johansson used a narrower definition
of clause building and reduction than me, and our numbers can therefore not be
directly compared, but the trends are the same.
table 1: Instances of clause building and reduction for each translator.
Clause building
Clause reduction

T1
126
57

T2
76
30

T3
74
38

T4
113
37

T5
86
35

T6
158
84

T7
90
32

T8
125
48

T9
93
34

T10
83
45

We see quite substantial quantitative differences between the translators, with
instances of clause building ranging from 74 (T3) to 158 (T6) and instances of
clause reduction from 30 (T2) to 84 (T6). T2 and T3 have the lowest numbers
of clause building (76 and 74 respectively) and are also at the lower end of the
spectrum when it comes to clause reduction (30 and 38), whereas T6 seems to be
particularly fond of both processes (158 and 84).
We can also note that there is more building than reduction. This might be
part of the general trend of explicitation that has been noted in translation, since
going from a non-finite to a finite clause, providing subjects, etc. means that more
information is spelled out. However, turning coordinate clauses into independent
[2]

The short story contains ten lines from a poem by Keats. These lines and their renderings in the translations have been kept out of the analysis for two main reasons: firstly, different considerations come into
play in the translation of poetry, and, secondly, not all the translators have translated these lines into
Norwegian.
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ones might be said to be the opposite of explicitation (i.e. implicitation), since it
involves the loss of a coordinator and therefore might also involve a loss of an
explicit marker of the relationship between two clauses (unless this relationship
is marked in some other way, by e.g. an adverbial). And indeed the trend is for
more insertion than omission of coordinating conjunctions overall, although not
for all the translators.
There are different attempts at accounting for the tendency for translations
to have more explicitation than implicitation. The explicitation hypothesis, first
formulated by Blum-Kulka (1986) says that there is an increase in explicitness
from a source text to a target text independent of the linguistic systems involved
and attributable to the process of translation itself (see also Klaudy (2001)). Becher
(2011, 27f.) argues that the explicitation hypothesis as it stands is unmotivated,
unparsimonious and vaguely formulated, and that the asymmetry hypothesis is
to be preferred. Klaudy (2009) intends the asymmetry hypothesis as a further development of the explicitation hypothesis. It says that there will always be more
explicitation going from language X to language Y than there will be implicitations in translation from language Y to language X. This is because translators
prefer to explicitate if they have a choice, whereas they often do not implicitate
even if it is possible (i.e. the hypothesis pertains to optional operations). Such an
asymmetry can be explained by general pragmatic and psychological processes
– translators wish to ensure understanding across cultures (Klaudy 2009) and to
avoid the risk of getting complaints from target readers and losing clients (Becher
2011).
Unfortunately, a proper discussion of these hypotheses is outside the scope
of this article. First of all, it would necessitate a further analysis of the data to
ascertain whether other elements express the meaning that was carried by the
omitted elements, and also whether there are meaning elements that have been
left out in other places when we have clause building. We would also have to
count in how many cases clause building or reduction is actually possible, and in
what portion of these instances the translators have availed themselves of these
opportunities. Secondly, we cannot find out whether the differences between
building and reduction in the Norwegian data is due to translation-specific processes or differences between Norwegian and English unless we compare with
a set of translations going in the other direction (Norwegian–English). A corpus
with Norwegian–English translations comparable to the ones analysed here is unfortunately not available at present.
What we can say, however, is that the use of clause building and reduction
varies a great deal from translator to translator, and thus may be said to be a part
of their individual style. Not only do they use both processes to varying degrees,
the ratio between building and reduction varies too, from 1.8 cases of clause buildOSLa volume 6(1), 2014
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ing for each case of clause reduction for T10 to 3.1 cases of clause building for each
case of clause reduction for T4.
However, comparing numbers can be deceptive with as broad a definition of
clause building and reduction as the one outlined above. For example, a reduction of two sentences to a phrase can hardly be compared to a reduction of an
independent main clause to a coordinate clause. It is thus important to look more
closely at the types of changes found for each translator. We can begin by looking
at the starting points for the clause building, indicated in Table 2:
table 2: Starting points for clause building.
Main clause
Adverbial clause
Relative clause
That clause
Infinitive clause
-ing clause
Past participle clause
Verbless clause
Adverb phrase
Adverb phrase with infinitive clause
Adjective phrase
Noun phrase
Prepositional phrase
Prep. phrase with -ing clause
Prep. phrase with relative clause
Adjective
Adverb
Noun
Determiner
Interjection
Clause splitting/ reorganization
Ø
Other
TOTAL

T1
12
1
5
17
33
5
2
1
4
11
11
1
2

T2
5
2
2
5
29
3

T3
4

T4
14

1
6
30
2

7
1
10
37
2
4

T7
7
1
2

T8
20
1
2

T9
5

T10
9

10
30
5
1

10
35
3

8
30
3
4

10
33
3
3
1

6
35
6
3

11
33
2
2
1

3
7
10
1

2
9
12
1

2
5
8

1
7
8
1

2
7
8
1

1
11
24
3

2
1

1
1

3

3

2

1
1

1

3

1

1
9
18
1
1
1
2
3

13
1

16

10
1

26
8

11
2

1
14
1

74

113

86

158

90

125

1

126

T6
22
7
3

3
9
3
1

3

14
4

T5
4
1
2

8
1
1
76

1
1
1
10
1
93

8
2

1
1
1
2
8
2
83

We find a wide range of starting points from main clauses to nothing (Ø), with
different types of finite clauses, non-finite clauses, phrases and words in between.
At first glance, it might look as if there are no obvious qualitative differences,
but that the translators all build from a variety of sources, some just more often
than others. And with some types it is difficult to draw conclusions because the
numbers are low.
However, if we look closely, it is possible to detect some more qualitative differences. In the following, I have chosen to focus on clause building starting with
main clauses and prepositional phrases. These are represented by a fair number
of instances, and main clauses and prepositional phrases are categories that are
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present in both Norwegian and English. Thus the translators are not in theory
forced to make changes, as they are with -ing clauses.

[5.1] Clause building from main clauses
Clause building from main clauses involves the upgrading of coordinate clauses
to independent ones, as well as insertion of overt subject and verbs in coordinate
or independent clauses. Table 3 shows how often the different translators made
use of these types of clause building.
table 3: Clause building starting from main clauses.
Coordinate to independent
Supplying elided constit. in indep. clauses
Supplying subjects in coordinate clauses
Supplying elided verbs in coordinate clauses
Supplying both subjects and other
elided constituents in coordinate clauses
TOTAL

T1
4
1
5

T2
2
1
2

T3
1
1
2

T4
7
1
5
1

2
12

5

4

14

T5
1

T7
2
1
1

T8
10
2
6

T9

2

T6
16
2
3

T10
5

1
2

3

1
4

1
22

3
7

2
20

2
5

1
9

When it comes to changing a coordinate clause into an independent one, this
basically amounts to omitting a coordinating conjunction. (See section [3] on operationalization above.) Some translators in particular do not seem to like to start
a sentence with a coordinating conjunction. In the original story, there are nine
sentences starting with And after a full stop. T6 has decided to omit six of these
coordinators, T3 and T9 keep them all, whereas the rest omit one or two each. It is
especially when several sentences in a row start with coordinators that a number
of translators have elected to omit one of them. This is illustrated in example (5).
Note that both of the clauses in the example are classified as coordinated clauses,
since they start with coordinators. The first clause is coordinated to the previous
sentence, not shown in the example.
(5)
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And against the green hump the blue sky was one blue, and against the bald
stone another ...
T1: Og mot den grønne haugen hadde den blå himmelen én blåfarve, og
mot den nakne steinen en annen…
T2: Mot den grønne kulen hadde himmelen én blåtone, og mot den nakne
steinen en annen… [first coordinator omitted]
T3: Og sett mot den grønne pukkelen var den blå himmelen av én slags blåfarge, mot den nakne steinen av en annen… [second coordinator omitted]
T4: Mot den grønne pukkelen hadde den blå himmelen én blåfarge, og mot
den nakne steinen en annen… [first coordinator omitted]
T5: Mot den grønne kollen var den blå himmelen én slags blå, og mot det
nakne berget en annen… [first coordinator omitted]
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T6: Mot den grønne pukkelen hadde den blå himmelen én blåfarve, mot
den nakne steinen en annen… [both coordinators omitted]
T7: Og mot den grønne pukkelen hadde den blå himmelen én blå farge, og
mot den nakne steinen hadde den en annen...
T8: Mot den grønne såten antok himmelen en blåfarge, og mot den nakne
steinen en annen… [first coordinator omitted]
T9: Og mot den grønne kollen hadde den blå himmelen én blåtone, og mot
den nakne steinen en annen...
T10: Og mot den grønne åsen var den blå himmelen en type blått, og mot
de nakne klippene en annen...
But, on the other hand, is usually rendered as Men. There are nine sentences starting with But, and only in two cases have translators chosen a rendering without a
coordinator. These are shown in examples (6) and (7).
(6)

But the surface could be a reflective plane, with the trees hanging in it,
with two white diagonals where the aluminium steps entered.
T2: Overflaten kunne også være et speil med trærne på hodet, to hvite
diagonaler der aluminiumstrappen gikk ned.
Lit.: The-surface could also be a mirror with the-trees on the-head, two
white diagonals where the-aluminium-staircase went down.

(7)

But you must have faith in me.
T6: Du må bare ha tiltro til meg.
Lit.: You must only have faith to me.

In both cases we see that other words keep some of the linking or adversative
function of But, namely også (‘also’) and bare (‘only’). Nome (2013, 111f.) also
found that adversative connectors were less frequently omitted in translation between French and Norwegian (in both directions). She suggests this is because it
is comparatively more difficult for a reader to reach the correct interpretation of
the relationship between the clauses if adversative connectives are not present
(Nome 2013, 229ff.; 241).
Coordinate conjunctions following a comma are also sometimes omitted. This
is seen as a change into an independent clause, no matter whether the comma is
kept or changed to a full stop. If the clause has no overt subject, it will have to be
supplied. The translators who make most of these changes are also among those
who had more omissions when the conjunction was at the beginning of a sentence.
T4, T6 and T8 have five, nine and seven respectively. (T8 has also changed a coordinated clause starting with while into an independent clause). All of these had
two or more omissions of And after a full stop. Again, we also see the tendency of
omission being used more often when there are several coordinate conjunctions
following each other in the original, as in example (8), or when there would be
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several in the translation because of other changes, such as an infinitive clause
being translated into a coordinated clause, illustrated in example (9).
(8)

Finally he slept, and in the morning his world was awash with river-water,
and the heart-beat machine was still howling on the river-bank, boumboum, boum-boum.
T4: Omsider la han seg til å sove. Om morgenen var hele hans verden overskylt av elvevann, mens hjerteslagmaskinen fortsatt hylte nede ved elvebredden, bom-bom, bom-bom.
Lit.: Eventually laid he himself to to sleep. In the-morning was whole
his world awash by river-water, while the-heart-beat-machine still howled
down by the-river-bank, bom-bom, bom-bom.
T6: Omsider sovnet han, og da morgenen kom, var hele hans verden oversvømmet. Hjerteslagsmaskinen dunket fremdeles sine bom-bom, bom-bom langs
elvebredden, ...
Lit.: Eventually fell-asleep he, and when the-morning came, was whole his
world awash. The-heart-beat-machine beat still its bom-bom, bom-bom
along the-river-bank, …

(9)

They went to bed, and Bernard woke once in the night to realise he had not
shut his bedroom window as he usually did; a shutter was banging.
T6: De gikk og la seg. Utpå natten våknet Bernard av en skodde som sto og
slo, og skjønte han måtte ha glemt å lukke vinduet på soveværelset.
Lit.: They went and laid themselves. Into the-night woke Bernard of a shutter which stood and hit, and understood he must have forgotten to close
the-window on the-bedroom.
T8: De gikk til sengs. Bernard våknet en gang i løpet av natten og oppdaget
at han ikke hadde lukket soveromsvinduet, hvilket han alltid gjorde; en
vinduslem stod og slo.
Lit.: They went to bed. Bernard woke one time in the-course of the-night
and discovered that he not had closed the-bedroom-window, which he always did; a shutter stood and hit.

There is an old prescriptive rule saying that you should not start a sentence with
a coordinating conjunction (see e.g. Vinje (1998, 101), who condemns the rule).
Perhaps some translators are more influenced by this rule than others, to the extent that they deviate from the use of conjunctions in the original even when the
original violates a similar prescriptive rule in the source language. A special effect is often created by the violation of such rules, in this case of a certain overuse
of simple conjunctions. Omitting them would mean that the effect is not retained
to the same degree.
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So far, we have seen that T4, T6 and T8 are the translators who omit conjunctions the most. T10 also omits the coordinating conjunction a number of times:
once when it appears after a full stop in the original and four times after a comma.
However, many of these do not seem to be simple omissions. Two of them are
linked to more substantial changes (see examples (10) and (11)), and in one case
the interpretation of the clause in question is not straightforward, which leads to
quite different solutions by the individual translators (12).
(10)

Bernard spread his arms and legs and floated.
T10: Bernard fløt urørlig med armer og bein bredt ut fra kroppen.
Lit.: Bernard floated motionless with arms and legs spread out from thebody.

(11)

’And we’ll be off after breakfast and leave you to your painting,ʼ said Raymond.
T10: ’Vel, vi stikker nå etter frokost. Vi skal ikke ta opp mer av din dyrebare tid,ʼ sa Raymond.
Lit.: ‘Well, we go now after breakfast. We shall not take up more of your
precious time,’ said Raymond.

(12)

It was a lovely colour, a natural colour, a colour that harmonised with the
hills, and it was not the problem Bernard was preoccupied with.
T1: … og det var ikke det problemet som bekymret Bernard.
Lit.: … and it was not the/that problem which worried Bernard.
T2: … så den var ikke problemet som opptok Bernard.
Lit.: … so it was not the-problem which occupied Bernard.
T3: … og det var ikke problemet som Bernard var opptatt av.
Lit.: … and it was not the-problem which Bernard was occupied of.
T4: … og opptok ham ikke som noe problem.
Lit.: … and occupied him not as any problem.
T5: … og ikke det problemet som opptok Bernard.
Lit.: … and not the problem which occupied Bernard.
T6: … og ikke var noen del av det problemet Bernard var opptatt av.
Lit.: … and not was any part of the problem Bernard was occupied of.
T7: … og det var ikke det problemet som opptok Bernard.
Lit.: … and it was not the/that problem which occupied Bernard.
T8: … men det var ikke det problemet Bernard var opptatt av.
Lit.: … but it was not the/that problem Bernard was occupied of.
T9: … men dét var ikke problemet som opptok Bernard.
Lit.: … but that was not the-problem which occupied Bernard.
T10: … det var ikke det problemet som opptok Bernard.
Lit.: … it was not the/that problem which occupied Bernard.
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When it comes to spelling out elided constituents in independent clauses, the
numbers are very low, and all the instances come from the three sentences in
(13), (14) and (15). Example (13) has a type of elision that does not exist in Norwegian (of main verb + object). The translators are therefore forced to make changes.
Some fill in the elided constituents, but others try to find other possible replies
that would perhaps be just as idiomatic or likely in Norwegian.
(13)

‘I don’t,’ said Bernard.
T1: ‘Nei om jeg gjør,’ sa Bernard. [Lit.: No if I do]
T2: ‘Det gjør jeg ikke,’ sa Bernard. [Lit.: That/it do I not]
T3: ‘Det burde jeg ikke,’ sa Bernard. [Lit.: That/it should I not]
T4: ‘Det gjør jeg aldeles ikke,’ sa Bernard. [Lit.: That/it do I certainly not]
T5: ‘Nei,’ sa Bernard. [Lit.: No]
T6: ‘Ikke jeg, nei,’ sa Bernard. [Lit.: Not I, no]
T7: ‘Nei da,’ sa Bernard. [Lit.: No then]
T8: ‘Det gjør jeg ikke,’ sa Bernard. [Lit.: That/it do I not]
T9: ‘Det gjør jeg ikke,’ sa Bernard. [Lit.: That/it do I not]
T10: ‘På ingen måte,’ sa Bernard. [Lit.: In no way]3

In the other two cases, the same type of elision is possible in Norwegian, and has
indeed been used by most of the translators. It is perhaps significant that two of
the four translators who have supplied elided constituents are also among those
who changed coordinated clauses into independent clauses most often.
(14)

Brought my own provisions.
T1: Jeg har med litt niste. [Lit.: I have with some provisions.]
T2: Tok med mine egne forsyninger. [Lit.: Took with my own supplies.]
T3: Tok med meg litt proviant. [Lit.: Took with me some provisions.]
T4: Tok like godt med meg noe proviant. [Lit.: Took as well with me some
provisions.]
T5: Har med egne forsyninger. [Lit.: Have with own supplies.]
T6: Jeg holder råvarene. [Lit.: I hold (=supply) the-raw-materials.]
T7: Jeg tok med egne forsyninger. [Lit.: I took with own supplies.]
T8: Jeg har med meg egne forsyninger. [Lit.: I have with me own supplies.]
T9: Tok med egen proviant. [Lit.: Took with own provisions.]
T10: Tok med noen forsyninger. [Took with some supplies.]

(15)

‘You don’t want river-water,ʼ said Raymond Potter. ’What about liverflukes and things, and bilharzia?ʼ
T6: ’Du må da ikke ta vann fra elven,ʼ sa Raymond Potter. ’Har du ikke hørt
om leverikter og den slags, og bilharziose?ʼ

[3]
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Lit.: ‘You must then not take water from the-river,’ said Raymond Potter.
’Have you not heard about liver-flukes and that sort, and bilharzia?ʼ
Compared to elision in independent clauses, the original contains more cases
of coordinated clauses without subjects (or coordinated predicates). Again, the
translators supply subjects to varying degrees. However, it is not always simply
a question of adding a subject. There seem to be four distinct categories: Firstly,
there are a few cases where some of the translators have chosen så (‘so’) instead of
og (‘and’) as a coordinating conjunction.4 This forces them to use an overt subject.
Secondly, there are cases where the coordinated clause contains an adverbial in
initial position, and if the adverbial is to be kept there, the Norwegian clause also
needs the subject to be spelt out. Thirdly, a subject might be added in the coordinated clause because the previous clause has been changed so that the subjects of
the two clauses no longer refer to the same entity. It is thus only a subset of the
cases that are simple and optional additions of a subject.
With regard to the first category, it is impossible to see any clear patterns,
partly because there are only two sentences from the original that only a few
translators have rendered using så instead of og. An example from T3 is shown in
(16). T4 and T8 have chosen similar solutions. In the other sentence, it is T1 and
T2 that have chosen renderings with så.
(16)

He did not know how he would take to solitude, and laid in a large quantity of red wine …
T3: Han var ikke sikker på hvordan han ville holde ut ensomheten, så han
kjøpte inn store mengder rødvin …
Lit.: He was not sure on how he would hold out the-loneliness, so he
bought in large amounts red-wine …

The second category is found in the translations of four different sentences from
the original that have coordinated clauses with initial adverbials and without subjects, one of them shown in example (17). The translators use a variety of solutions, sometimes keeping the adverbial in initial position and adding a subject,
[4]

Norsk referansegrammatikk (Faarlund et al. 1997, 1116; 1139ff.) lists så as a coordinating conjunction and
classifies it as a causal one together with for. The clause with så expresses a consequence of what is
expressed in the clause before it. They note that main clauses with så are close to subordinate clauses
with så, which express a purpose. The word order differs in the two types of clauses. Quirk et al. (1985,
927f.) call English so a conjunct. They set up a scale with central coordinators (and and or) at the top and
subordinators (if and because) at the bottom and show that conjucts belong in the middle, sharing some
featurs with both. However, they note that but is closer to the conjucts than the central coordinators
are, and that yet, so, neither and nor are more coordinator-like than the typical conjuncts such as however.
Since they have some of the typical features of coordinators, Quirk et al. suggest that they may be called
semi-coordinators. It would probably be possible to set up a gradient scale for Norwegian co- and subordinators too. One of the features that distinguishes så from the most central coordinators (og and eller)
is the impossibility of subject elision in the clause it introduces (Faarlund et al. 1997, 1143).
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sometimes changing the position of the adverbial and sometimes omitting the
adverbial. The coordinated clause is also occasionally rendered as a subordinate
or independent clause. Although most translators have a variety of solutions, T1
stands out as the one who most clearly favours the solution of keeping the initial
adverbial and adding a subject (3 out of 4 times), whereas T3, T5 and T7 tend to
change the position of the adverbial (3 out of 4 times).
(17)

One day he got up as usual and as usual flung himself naked into the water
to watch the dawn in the sky and the blue come out of the black and grey
in the water.
T1: En dag sto han opp som vanlig, og som vanlig kastet han seg naken i vannet for å se solen stige opp på himmelen og blåfarven tre frem fra det grå
og sorte i vannet.
Lit.: One day stood he up as usual, and as usual threw he himself naked in
the-water for to see the-sun rise up on the-sky and the-blue-colour tread
forwards from the grey and black in the-water.
T3: En dag sto han opp som vanlig og hev seg som vanlig naken ut i vannet for å observere demringen på himmelen og det blå oppstå av vannets
svarte og grå.
Lit.: One day stood he up as usual and threw himself as usual naked out
in the-water for to observe the-dawn on the-sky and the blue rise of thewater’s black and grey.

T6 is the translator who has the greatest range of solutions and the most substantial changes, once changing the position of the adverbial, once turning the coordinated clause into an adverbial clause, once into an infinitive clause and once
into an independent clause.
table 4: Different solutions in the rendering of seven coordinate clauses without
subjects.
Optional addition of subject
Addition of subject because the subject
of the previous clause is changed
Coordinate clause changed to finite
subordinate clause
Coordinate clause changed to
independent clause
Clause combination
No changes to coordination or subject

T1

T2

1

1

1

T3

T4
4

1

T5

T6
1

T7

T8
1

1

1

1

2

1

1
1

1
4

6

6

3

5

4

T9
1

T10
2

1

1
6

2

5

5

The third and fourth categories of changes are found in the translation of
seven different sentences from the original. As we can see from Table 4, T4 stands
out as the only translator who simply adds a subject in the coordinated clause
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more than half the time (4 times). T2, T3 and T7 are the most conservative, and
T1, T6 and T8 have the most variety in their changes.
So far, we have seen that T2, T3, T5 and T7 are the most conservative translators when it comes to the changes investigated. They seldom change a coordinated clause to an independent one, they never add an optional subject, and only
once each have they added a subject in a coordinated clause because they have
changed the previous clause. T4, T6 and T8 are the translators who make more
changes. They often change a coordinated clause into an independent one. However, T4 is more prone to adding optional subjects, whereas T6 and T8 have more
variety in their changes. T1 and T10 seem to be in an intermediate position so far.
This is clearest from the number of coordinated clauses turned into independent
ones. However, these cases are usually more complex for T10, where they seem
to be linked to more comprehensive changes.

[5.2] Clause building from prepositional phrases
Looking at the clause building from prepositional phrases, we also see a few qualitative differences in addition to the quantitative ones. As Table 5 shows, only four
translators (T1, T4, T6 and T8) sometimes turn prepositional phrases into independent or coordinated main clauses (two, one, five and four times respectively).
T6 and T8 are the translators who most often build from prepositional phrases
(27 and 20 times respectively), and also the ones with the widest range of endpoints for the process. The two of them seem similar in many respects, except for
T6 making changes into relative clauses more often than adverbial clauses, and
T8 the opposite. T2 and T10 are the most conservative, with hardly any clause
building from prepositional phrases.
table 5: Clause building from prepositional phrases.
Independent clause
Coordinate clause
Adverbial clause
Relative clause
That clause
Infinitive clause
Past participle clause
Other5
TOTAL

T1
2

T2

4
4

2

1

1

1
12

1
4

T3

T4

T5

2
4

1
3
3

1
1
8

1
1
9

T7

2
3

T6
4
1
5
7

1
1
2
9

2
2
6
27

1
1
1
11

3
5

T8
3
1
7
4
1
1
1
2
20

T9

T10

2
9

1

1
1
1
13

2

There are no instances where all the translators have made the same change.
In only one case could a prepositional phrase definitely not be used in Norwegian,
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and even then the translators have chosen different solutions, some rendering it
as a genitive noun, some as a relative clause and one as an adverb phrase.
I decided to look more closely at the two translators who most rarely build
clauses from prepositional phrases and the two who most frequently do so, to
see how similar or different they are. To do this, I extracted all the prepositional
phrases that have lead to clause building by at least one translator and looked at
what these four have done in each case. There were 45 such prepositional phrases
in all.
Comparing T2 and T10, I found that they have each made structural changes
10 times out of 45. In five cases, only T2 has made structural changes, in five other
cases, only T10, and in the remaining five cases, both of them. Structural changes
such as using a noun phrase, a noun or an adjective instead of the prepositional
phrase are more frequent than clause building. However, T2 usually keeps closer
to the original word for word, even when both of them keep the prepositional
phrase structure. Some examples are shown in (18).
(18)

...with a French acceptance of Bernardʼs desperation.
T2: ...med fransk aksept av Bernards desperasjon.
Lit.: ...with French acceptance of Bernard’s desperation
T10: ...med fransk intuitiv forståelse for Bernards desperasjon.
Lit.: ...with French intuitive understanding for Bernard’s desperation.

(19)

...he had never gone along with Keats about all that stuff.
T2: ...hadde han aldri vært enig med Keats i alt det der.
Lit.: ...had he never been agreeing with Keats in all that there.
T10: ...hadde han aldri kunnet følge Keats helt ut i disse betraktningene.
Lit.: ...had he never could follow Keats completely out in these reflections.

(20)

She smiled a little, over her milk
T2: Hun smilte litt over melken sin
Lit.: She smiled a-little over the-milk her
T10: Hun smilte litt, over melkeglasset
Lit.: She smiled a-little, over the-milk-glass

The differences between T2 and T10 thus seem to be greater on the lexical than
the syntactic level. This is supported by the findings in Johansson (2011). T2 has
the lowest number of both word tokens and types of all the translators, and also
the lowest number of translator-unique types, whereas T10 is somewhere in the
middle when it comes to word tokens, has the third highest number of word types
and the highest number of translator-unique types.
Now let us turn to the translators that most often build clauses out of prepositional phrases. T6 has made structural changes (including clause building) to 29
out of the 45 prepositional phrases, and T8 to 18 of them. Only in 11 cases have
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they both made changes, and only 4 of them were of the same type. We can thus
conclude that there is much individual variation between the two, but beyond
that, clear patterns are difficult to detect, apart from the fact already noted that
T8 seems to have a slight preference for adverbial clauses. T6, on the other hand,
seems to use main clauses slightly more often than T8, since we find that the three
independent main clauses produced by T8 come from the same string of prepositional phrases (see example (21)), whereas the four produced by T6 appear in
different sentences.

(21)

Swimming was a strenuous battle with immense problems, of geometry, of
chemistry, of apprehension, of style, of other colours.
T6: Å svømme var anstrengende – en kamp med enorme problemer; det
dreide seg om geometri, om kjemi, om erkjennelse, om stil, om andre farver.
Lit.: To swim was strenuous – a fight with enormous problems; it revolved
itself about geometry, about chemistry, about realization, about style, about other
colours.
T8: Svømmeturene bød på et utmattende basketak med umåtelig store
oppgaver som måtte løses; det gjaldt geometri, det gjaldt kjemi, det gjaldt indre forståelse, stil, andre farger.
Lit.: The-swimming-trips offered on an exhausting scrimmage with extremely large tasks that must be-solved; it concerned geometry, it concerned
chemistry, it concerned inner understanding, style, other colours.

In Section [5.1], T4, T6 and T8 were found to be similar in that they engage in
clause building from main clauses more often than the rest. T4, however, is the
only one who often just inserts an optional subject in a coordinated clause, whereas
T6 and T8 show a greater variety of changes. In this section, we have seen that T4
is different from the other two also in having fewer instances of clause building
from prepositional phrases. T6 and T8 are the translators who engage most often
in this type of clause building, but there are differences even between these two.
T8 might have a slight preference for using adverbial clauses, whereas T6 has an
even larger number of clauses built from prepositional phrases than T8 and builds
main clauses more often.
With respect to building from main clauses, T10 did not necessarily seem to
be among the most conservative. However, he/she is the translator who most
seldom builds clauses from prepositional phrases. When comparing with T2, who
has also got very few clauses built from prepositional phrases, we see that the
main difference between them is lexical rather than structural.
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[6] c o n c l u s i o n

On the basis of overall numbers of clause building and reduction shown in tables
1 and 2, it might be tempting to conclude that the individual variation between
translators is due to a weaker or stronger tendency to keep close to the source
text, i.e. that they vary with respect to how free their translation is. T2 and T6
seem to be extremes in this regard, T2 following the original very closely and
T6 translating rather freely. However, although different preferences for a close
or free rendering of the text may be part of a translator’s style, it cannot be the
whole story. This is shown clearly in the comparison of two of the translators
with the fewest instances of clause building, namely T2 and T10. Although both
of them retain prepositional phrases to the same degree, they are very different
with respect to lexis. Thus, although none of them might be said to be very free
when it comes to syntactic structure, they are on opposite ends of the scale when
it comes to lexical creativity. A comparison of some of the translators that are
freer with respect to clause building also reveals differences, showing that even
if translators are quite similar with respect to the number of changes they introduce, they may differ in the types of structures they prefer. We may therefore
conclude that translators’ styles include both the degree to which they introduce
syntactic changes and the types of structures they prefer.
The findings also raise questions about the classification of certain syntactic
changes as optional or obligatory. The changes we have looked at are in principle optional, in the sense that coordination and prepositional phrases exist in
both English and Norwegian, and do not force a translator to render them using
other syntactic means. However, when looking more closely at the changes, we
see that many of them are motivated by lexical choices, diverging interpretations
or changes in other places in the text, for example the choice of så ‘so’ instead of og
(‘and’) or the choice to keep an adverbial in initial position forcing the translator
to insert a subject in a coordinate clause. This illustrates the interconnectedness
of lexical and syntactic choices. It also shows that not only a freer rendering in
one place, but also keeping close to the source text (by for example keeping adverbial position) may force the translator to make changes in other places. Statistics
gleaned from corpus searches therefore need to be interpreted in the light of close
investigations of context.
Finally, I hope that the investigation has shown the advantage of a corpus
specifically designed to investigate individual differences between translators.
When as many variables as possible are kept constant we can be more confident
that the differences detected are indeed results of translators’ individual styles
and manifestations of their own voices in the translation. The corpus investigated also has drawbacks, however, most importantly the size (only 6,000 words
from each translator) and the lack of a comparable set of translations in the opposite direction (Norwegian–English). I therefore want to end my article with a
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call for the compilation of more multiple-translation corpora of a similar type as
a complement to existing translation corpora.

corpus
The Multiple-Translation Corpus (1997–1999), Dept. of British and American Studies, University of Oslo (http://www.hf.uio.no/ilos/tjenester/kunnskap/
sprak/omc/enpc/multtrans.html). Compiled by Linn Øverås and Stig Johansson in connection with the English–Norwegian Parallel Corpus.
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abstract
A case study of highly comparable scientific texts in English and Norwegian
demonstrates important differences in use of a number of textual features.
Of particular interest is the use of event-nominalizations, English showing a
markedly higher frequency of use than Norwegian. A Multitranslation corpus of Norwegian professional translators demonstrates leanings towards
the English text conventions in their translations, deviating from text conventions used by Norwegian professionals in the same scientific field. The
present article takes the degree of complexity in nominalizations in the comparable texts into account and discusses the variability of the translations in
view of Norwegian conventions established on the basis of quantitative measures. The study indicates that translators follow different linguistic strategies of scientific text production than professional scientists in the field.
[1] i n t r o d u c t i o n

Nominalizations enable a writer to classify events as abstract things and predicate
over them. This very useful conceptual and linguistic operation is not least made
extensive use of in all scientific texts.
When the same nominalization structures are available in two languages, such
as (for my purpose here) English and Norwegian, would there be any reason for
not mapping a nominalization in a source text into a parallel nominalization in a
translation?
Students of translation tend to answer the question negatively, and the translation teacher tends to suggest the opposite (personal experience). The translator
is advised to look for formulations that follow the text conventions of the target
language, to make the target text read as fluently as possible1 . This piece of advice relates to non-fictional prose in particular. In order to make the advice to the
[1]

The debate over fluency in literary translation, particularly Lawrence Venuti’s perspectives on style in
translated literature (Venuti 2004), is irrelevant for the claim made here.
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translation student more precise, then, possible linguistic constraints on forming
nominalizations in the language pair need to be spelled out, but beyond that we
need to establish the text conventions in the two language cultures, and by that
I mean here the writing conventions of the people working in the same field or
domain and using the same register.
In this paper I report on a case study of the language used in highly comparable scientific texts in English and Norwegian, with a particular focus on the use of
nominalized structures. The English text appears with 10 Norwegian translations
in the Multitranslation sub-corpus of OMC (Oslo Multilingual Corpus). Beyond Johansson (2004), the non-fictional part of this corpus has not been studied in any
detail before in any given publication that I know of. The addition of Norwegian
source texts of the kind I supply here is needed to make good use of the corpus
data for translation research. I will argue for this view in section [3]. Two Norwegian texts have been selected for comparison with the English source text, both in
the same field and of the same register. Features of these texts are then compared
with the translations in the corpus. The corpus is admittedly small, my pilot study
is even smaller, but I hold that a descriptive case study of this sort should indicate
a trend that is worth pursuing.
The texts in the corpus deal with research done in the social science domain,
more specifically they aim to make some empirically based claims about infant
communication from a psychological perspective. They are written by highly
qualified researchers in the same field of psychology, and the Norwegian texts
both make references to the writer of the English text. This makes my small corpus highly comparable for the contrastive study of text conventions, and a useful corpus for comparing the language of Norwegian translation (from English)
against Norwegian source text conventions.
The paper is structured as follows:
In section [2] I report briefly on a contrastive corpus study of nominalization
in English and Norwegian popular science texts, to present some major trends
found in translation. In section [3] I present the types of nominalization found in
a small excerpt of the scientific text in the Multitranslation Corpus of the OMC,
and report on my quantitative findings. I then extend the data and my analysis
of the textual features of the English and the two Norwegian original texts for
comparison (section [4]). The textual features of the Norwegian texts are subsequently used as my basis for a discussion of the variability in the translations of
the English source (section [5]).
[2] a c o n t r a s t i v e s t u d y o f n o m i n a l i z at i o n i n e n g l i s h a n d n o r -

wegian
Nordrum’s PhD work on lexical nominalization in English, Swedish and Norwegian (Nordrum 2007) is a very interesting study of constraints on nominalization
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in the three languages, based on manually retrieved examples from the English
non-fiction subcorpus of ENPC and ESPC2 . Nordrum (2007, 6) comments that manual retrieval had to be chosen for the very reason that nominalizations come in
so many shapes and forms that deciding on all the correct search items would
be difficult. Her data consist of 589 lexical nominalizations in a set of seven nonfictional English texts, a total of 76000 words3 . The data set, then, is one-directional:
contrasting English sources and Norwegian translations4 .
Nordrum’s study demonstrates that English and Norwegian generally have
the same structural possibilities to form nominalizations. A quantitative comparison, however, shows that Norwegian translations follow the same structure
as the English source in only 65-70% of the cases. There are basically two main
trends to be noted:
Complex nominalizations after prepositions, such as in (1), (Nordrum 2007,
ch. 4 (9)), are generally translated as clauses in Norwegian:
(1)

for the team’s use of the farm’s machinery
for at gruppen hadde fått benytte brukets maskinpark
for-that-the group-had-got-use-the farm’s-machinery

English does not allow clauses after prepositions; Norwegian allows nominal thatclauses as well as infinitive clauses after prepositions. A clause-structure after the
preposition, as in (1) is quite common in Norwegian, although a nominalization
in this linguistic environment is not syntactically precluded. Thus the phrase in
(1) would not be syntactically ill-formed as a nominalization in Norwegian, viz.:
(2)

for gruppens bruk av gårdens maskinpark
for-the team’s-use-of-the farm’s-machinery

The question is whether a clause form after prepositions is also the preferred form
in our Norwegian scientific texts.
The other trend taken up by Nordrum is that complex nominalizations in
theme-positions in English show up as clauses in Norwegian translations, such
as in (3), (Nordrum 2007, (ch. 4 (8)):
(3)

[2]
[3]

[4]

Mikhail Gorbachev’s endorsement, when in power, of the individual farmer’s
right to supplement his income from selling his privately grown fruit and
vegetables harks back to his own childhood memories of how vital this tiny
ENPC: The English-Norwegian Parallel Corpus, a major subcorpus of OMC: The Oslo Multilingual Corpus.
ESPC is the English-Swedish Parallel Corpus, designed and collected on the basis of the ENPC design.
By lexical nominalization the author means deverbal nominals to the exclusion of more clausal forms
like gerunds, infinitives and finite nominal clauses. I use the more general term nominalization in this
sense.
The Swedish translations in Nordrum’s thesis are disregarded in my paper, for reasons of relevance.
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extra stipend could be to a rural family. (ENPC/ESPC MAW1)
Noe av det første Mikhail Gorbatsjov gjorde da han kom til makten var å
understreke bøndenes rett til å spe på inntekten ved å selge den frukten
og de grønnsakene de hadde dyrket selv. (ENPC MAW1T)
“One of the first [things] MG did when he came into power was to endorse
the farmers’ right to supplement the income by selling the fruit and the
vegetables they had cultivated themselves.”
The Norwegian translation has split the English source sentence into two, only
the translation of the theme part of the source is shown in the example.
This brief synopsis of major findings in Nordrum’s thesis does not reflect her
rich and detailed contrastive study of nominalizations in the three languages. For
my purposes here, however, it reports on two major trends in English-Norwegian
translation of non-fictional text.
A derivational aspect of nominalization in the two languages should also be
taken into account in a contrastive study: Nominalizations vary in their degree
of lexicalization. The less derivable the meaning of the deverbal noun is from
the meaning of the verb it stems from, the more lexicalized it is (Andersen 2007).
Less lexicalized nominalizations denote actions only, and are thus closest to the
verbal meaning, but as they lexicalize, they become more polysemous, taking on
result meanings and then possibly also product meanings. -ing nominalization is
the most productive derivation of verbs to nouns in present day English and Norwegian. Consequently, -ing nominalized items are also expected to be less lexicalized. But an item may have gone through stages of lexicalization in one language
only, which means that translation into the same form may prove infelicitous if
it is less lexicalized in the target language.
In the following presentation of my data I will make a simple classification
of the nominalizations in my corpus, based on their underlying complexity, but
also on their nominal form. This means that my classification is not totally in
accordance with the classical classification of Grimshaw (1990), which is more
elaborate, yet also controversial, and not needed for the present account5 .
[3] a p i l o t s t u d y o f t h e m u l t i t r a n s l at i o n c o r p u s i n o m c

The Multitranslation Corpus in OMC consists of two English source texts, one literary text and one social science text, each of about 6000 words, with translations
from ten professional translators. The corpus includes a first draft translation as
well as the end products, both of which are electronically available in OMC. My
quantitative study of the science text is based on manual counts, for the same rea[5]
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sons as mentioned by Nordrum (see above). To make the study manageable for a
pilot, I have selected five translations randomly.
Social science expository texts differ from narratives in their linguistic features. Expository texts are generally characterized by being formal in style, the
present tense is the ‘norm’, the sentences are often quite nominal-based rather
than verb-based, and the texts have a high level of complex sentence structure
(Schleppegrell 2006). Nominalizations in expositories are therefore expected to
show up in high numbers compared to narratives.
The English source text is written by Professor Colwyn Trevarthen. The author has agreed to have the text translated and used in this corpus. The following
is a small excerpt of 70 words from the text, nominalizations are set in italic:
(4)

Infants adapt to expressions of the mother. Young infants respond adaptively
to a wide range of human signals and these responses demonstrate their
elaborate perception of persons. Infants mimic expressions of adults. Maratos
(1973) has shown that infants under one month of age may imitate pitch
and duration of sounds, tongue protrusion and mouth opening, but she did
not obtain imitation of head rotation, babbling or leg displacement at this age.

The nominalizations in this excerpt are all syntactic objects in the sentences.
They differ in their syntactic build-up in the following way:
(i) Simple nominalizations6 , such as responses (from the verb respond) and babbling (from the verb babble)
(ii) Compound nominalizations, such as tongue protrusion (from protrude the tongue),
mouth opening (from open the mouth), similarly head rotation and leg displacement.
(iii) Complex nominalizations reflecting larger syntactic structures, such as
(a) their elaborate perception of persons (They perceive persons ?elaborately)
(Subj-V-Obj)
(b) expression of adults (Adults express X) (Subj-V)
(c) imitation of head rotation (X imitate head rotation) (V-Obj (Obj-V))
The English 250 word excerpt used for a first-hand analysis includes the excerpt
in (3) above. It contains a total amount of 26 nominalizations, only two of which
[6]

My terms ‘simple’ and ‘complex’ deviate from Grimshaw’s definition of these terms. Grimshaw’s ‘simple’
event nominals do not require an expression of their arguments, while ‘complex’ nominalizations do.
My classification is based on the form in which the relevant nominals appear, ie they are simple if they
appear without expression of any participants. See also McNally & Espinal (2011) for a similar deviation
from the Grimshaw classification.
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form the subject of a clause: one simple nominalization, the response, and one
complex, the search for a desired pattern of movement.
Generally, translations vary with respect to the norms they follow, along a
scale from target orientation to source-orientation (Toury (1995); Teich (2000);
House (2001)), but little has been done to spell out the textual norms of different
genres on an empirical basis in a Norwegian-English perspective. Teich, in her
work on variability in text conventions in English and German, demonstrated a
very interesting approach to linguistically oriented translation studies, the basic
idea of which I follow in the present study: In order to make empirically based
claims about translation, we need first to establish the linguistic features of comparable texts in the two languages, and only then measure the norms of existing
translations. The same view is advocated in Blum-Kulka’s paper on coherence in
translation, who claims that
... [it] is necessary to first carry out large scale contrastive stylistic
study (in a given register) to establish cohesive patterns in SL (the
source language) and TL (the target language), and then to examine
translations to and from both languages to investigate shifts in cohesive levels that occur in translation. (Blum-Kulka 1986, 33)
My study is not large scale in Blum-Kulka’s sense, but a beginning in her vein. I
have looked into two scientific articles about infant communication produced by
two Norwegian professors in the field. The articles deal with very similar topics,
and both make reference to the works of the author of the source text. One article
(Norw1) is published in a scientific journal (Smith), the other one, (Norw2), as a
chapter in a book (Braathen 2004). A preliminary investigation of a comparable
size of 250 words of each text has revealed a number of features that diverge from
the features of the English excerpt, as shown in table 1 on the facing page.
The text patterns in the English text and the two comparable Norwegian texts
differ in ways that may be significant for different conventions of text construal
in the two languages (given this domain and register). Whereas the English text
excerpt has 19 clauses in this span, the Norwegian texts both have almost twice
as many clauses, and the number of nominalizations is almost three times as high
in the English text compared with the comparable Norwegian texts. Not unexpectedly, the Norwegian texts are not identical, some notable differences being
the infinitival complements to preposition used in Norw1 (prep-comp infinitive)
and the somewhat higher number of subordinate clauses in Norw1 compared to
Norw2. But the two are very similar in their use of nominalizations and their total number of clauses. The results of this small scale case study already indicate
that the text conventions in Norwegian and English differ: English places more
propositional information in condensed, nominal form than Norwegian.
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table 1: Characteristic features of the English and Norwegian comparable text excerpts
Total no of clauses
Main clauses
Adverbial clauses
Nominal clauses
Relative clauses
Coordinated clauses
Comparative clauses
Prep-comp infinitive
Other non-fin clauses
Nominalizations

English
19
12
3
2

Norw 1
30
9
6
6
3
2

Norw 2
27
11
3
5
3
4
1

4
2
26

9

10

In comparison, the translators’ use of nominalizations in the five (randomly
chosen) translations (T1-T5) of the English excerpt distribute as in table 2:
table 2: The use of nominalizations in five (randomly chosen) translations of the
250 word excerpt of Trevarthen’s text
T1
T2
T3
T4
T5

Translation 1st version
14
11
25
23
17

Translation final version
14
11
24
23
15

The table 2 shows that the translators vary considerably in their translation
choices. Furthermore, they do not make many changes in their revisions; only
two translators have reduced the number of nominalizations in favor of other
structures. Disregarding the two translators who have almost the same number
of nominalizations in their texts as the source text, the average number of nominalizations in this small excerpt of translations makes up just 50 per cent of the
nominalizations of the source text. This is lower than the results from Nordrum’s
much larger study, which indicated between 65-70% match, yet somewhat higher
than the results in table 1. One might be curious as to the quality of each of the
five translations: Are the translations with fewer nominalizations better translations? We do not have clear, objective measures of translation quality, but a
closer study of the translations relative to the conventions of comparable texts
may give us an indication. This is taken up in section [5].
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In order to make the study more representative, a quantitative analysis of a
larger size text of 2500 words is presented in the next section.
[4] e x p a n d i n g t h e data

In order to check whether the results of the pilot study is just a coincidence, I
have made a quantitative study of the textual features of larger excerpts of 2500
words each of the English original and the two texts by the same Norwegian authors. Norw1 is the same text as analyzed above; Norw2 is another text also on the
same topic, (Braaten 1996)7 . Nominalizations are quantified according to type: a
distinction is made between simple, compound and complex nominalizations, as
exemplified on the basis of example (3) in section [3] above.
The English text excerpt consists of 224 clauses. The number of clauses in the
Norwegian texts is higher, amounting to 263 and 255 clauses in Norw1 and Norw2
respectively. Does this difference reflect the use of nominalizations in the three
texts? The clause types and their frequencies in the texts are listed in table 3 below. The relative number of main clauses is similar, so the difference lies in the
relative use of subordinate clauses. On the assumption that complex nominalizations are used with more ‘ease’ in English than in Norwegian to refer to given actions and events, as suggested by Nordrum’s study, this kind of information must
find other expressions, such as subordinate clauses, in Norwegian. This would be
expected on the assumption that subordinate clauses ’compete’ with nominalizations in being expressions for given actions and events.
The distribution of clauses in the three texts shows very clearly that clauses
introduced by prepositions, which do not appear in English, are frequent in the
Norwegian texts. Furthermore, nominal clauses figuring as arguments appear in
both texts, as might be expected, but infinitive clauses used as arguments appear
in the Norwegian texts only, although such structures are not precluded in English. Finally, there is a notable difference in the use of relative clauses, which appear more often in the Norwegian texts. We may hypothesize that prepositional
phrases with infinitives, infinitival arguments and relative clauses are Norwegian
alternatives to complex nominalizations in English.
We can now move on to nominalizations in the three texts.

[4.1] Nominalizations in the expanded data set
The English text has a total of 116 nominalizations, disregarding the repetition
of the most frequent simple nominalizations, such as movement (31 tokens), expression (30), cooing (7), smiling (5) and opening (5). Among the nominalizations we
find
[7]
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table 3: Characteristic clausal features of the English and Norwegian comparable
text excerpts, each of 2500 words
Total no of clauses
Main clauses
Coordinated clauses
Relative clauses
Postmodifying participles
Nominal finite clauses(arguments)
Nominal infinitives
Adverb clauses, finite
Adverb clauses, participial
Adv clauses, infinitive
Prep-that-clause-adv
Prep- infinitive-postmod.
Prep-that-clause postmod.
Other clauses

English
224
116
13
25
1
23
0
14
12
9

12

Norw 1
263
96
15
43
8
24
10
19
17
7
11
9
4

Norw 2
255
117
21
38
12
14
17
10 (Prep-intro)
3
15
8

• 25 occurrences of compound nominalizations, e.g. intersubjectivity mirroring, lip tightening, mouth configurations;
• 30 occurrences of of -nominalizations reflecting either V-Obj structures, e.g.
the study of these patterns or V-Subj structures e.g. the expression of adults, including examples with possessive determiners, e.g. their elaborate perception
of persons (totaling 5), and compound nominal heads, e.g. the mouth movements of infants;
• finally, 10 occurrences of more complex structures, viz. some examples of
gradual complexity:
(5)

the search for a desired pattern of movement

(6)

the formulation of a new focus for visual attention

(7)

the development of deliberate well-aimed visual orientation to the mother’s
eyes

(8)

the association of lip pursing or tongue-protrusion with index-finger pointing or index-thumb closing

Comparing the English text with the two Norwegian text excerpts of the same
size, we obtain the results shown in table 4. The percentages in the table reflect
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table 4: The distribution of compound and complex nominalizations in the three
text excerpts of 2500 words each
Compound
Poss. Det.
More complex
Sum

English
25
5
40
70

Norw 1
5
7
29
41

Norw 2
10
13
19
42

%
20/40
>100
72/47
58/60

the percentage of nominalizations in each of the Norwegian texts as compared
with the English text. One difference observed is that the possessive determiners in the English text are all pronominal, while the Norwegian possessive determiners are all full noun phrases. English examples are: their expression, their first
appearance. Norwegian examples are: mødrenes ytringer, barnets adferd (the mothers’ expressions, the child’s behavior). Moreover, compounds and more complex
nominalizations appear with much higher frequency in English. The sum results
of non-simple nominalizations in the texts show a lower frequency of use in Norwegian relative to English (average 59%) than Nordrum’s translation corpus study
indicated (65-70%). It is unclear, however, whether this difference is significant,
not least in view of the different size of data, but it may be an indication that
the Norwegian texts in Nordrum’s study, which are translations, are colored by a
certain amount of structural transfer from English, making the texts stylistically
marked. In the following discussion of the findings, I will consider the syntactic
function of the nominalizations.
One important difference in the texts is the level of complexity found in the
nominalizations relative to their syntactic position in the sentence. For lack of
space I will only consider subject positions here. Nordrum’s observation that long,
complex nominals in subject position in English appear as clauses in Norwegian
translations, correlates with the findings in this comparative study: The most
complex nominalizations in subject position in the Norwegian texts are nominalizations modified by prepositional phrases with clausal, not nominal, complements, such as (9):
(9)

Barnets tilbøyelighet til å se opp mot den voksne og deretter tilbake på objektet
viser at ...
The child’s-tendency-to-to-look-up-towards-the-adult-and-then-back-on-the object-shows-that ...

Of -phrase modifications (subject or object) in Norwegian nominalizations (i.e. avphrases) appearing in subject positions are few. The first text I looked at (Braaten
2004) had one in a text excerpt of 3000 words:
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Avdekking av et slikt samspillmønster med protodialog...
Uncovering-of-a-such-interaction pattern-with-protodialogue...

The other text by Bråten (Norw2) also had one only, in this case appearing after
the finite verb, and not as the sentence opening:
(11)

Uten det ville for eksempel Kuguimutzakis (1993, 1994) funn av tidlig lydmessig etterligning og endog imitering av voksnes ansiktsgester hos 15 minutter gamle
spedbarn kunne blitt møtt med vantro og avvisning.
Without-it-would-for-example- Kuguimutzaki’s (1993, 1994) finding-of-earlysoundwise-emulation-and-even-imitation-of-adults’-facial gestures-in-15 min-oldinfants-could-be-met-with-disbelief-and-renunciation.

The other complex subject phrases containing a nominalization in this text (4 in
all) are nominalizations modified by other prepositional phrases, and would not
translate into Subject-Verb structures or Verb-Object structures.
Norw 1, the other Norwegian text, is somewhat more ‘liberal’ in allowing Norwegian equivalents to of -nominalizations reflecting a Verb-Object structure, or
even a Subj-Verb-Object, in Subject position: A total of five examples appear in
the text8 :
(12)

Utviklingen av koordinert oppmerksomhet er av utviklingsmessig betydning.
The development-of-coordinated-attention-is-of-developmental-importance.

(13)

Anvendelse av atferdsritualer...
Use-of-behaviour rituals...

(14)

Prediksjon av reseptiv språkutvikling...
Prediction of receptive language development...

His next example appears as the subject of an extraposed that-clause subject of the
sentence: again indicating that the language resists or at least disprefers complex
nominalizations in sentence initial theme position:
(15)

Det er sannsynlig at koordineringen av oppmerksomhet hjelper barnet til ...
It-is-reasonable-that-the coordination-of-attention-helps-the child-to ...

The final example shows a complex nominalization forming the subject of a Norwegian that-clause functioning as the complement of a preposition (om: Eng about).
[8]

For lack of space I have not taken up questions relating to the (non-)determination of the nominalizations, although this is an interesting issue since lack of or type of determiner also is an indication of the
stage of lexicalization (Andersen 2007).
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The preposition phrase itself (om at + clause, i.e. about-that + clause) functions as
a complement to the subject noun phrase of the sentence9 .
(16)

En tilsvarende hypotese om at barns initiering av felles oppmerksomhet er
unikt relatert til utviklingen av talespråk ble også bekreftet
A-similar-hypothesis-about-that-children’s-initiating-of-mutual-attentionis-uniquely-related-to-the development-of-oral-language-was-alsoconfirmed.

In comparison, there are 25 complex nominalizations in subject position in the
English text, 20 of which are subjects of main clauses, the rest are subjects of thatclauses.
In sum, then, we have observed notable differences in the complexity of nominalizations in the two languages as they are used in this domain and register.
Complex nominalizations do appear, although sparingly, in subject position in
Norwegian texts, yet the texts indicate a constraint that the head nominalization
be followed – at least preferably – by at most one post-modifying prepositional
phrase reflecting the Object of the verb underlying the nominalization. There is
not a single example in the Norwegian texts of an of -nominalization reflecting a
Verb-Subject structure, as opposed to what we observed in the English text.
[5] n o m i n a l i z at i o n s i n t h e n o r w e g i a n t r a n s l at i o n s o f t h e

english source text
We shall now take a closer look at the short translation extracts of the English
source text that I presented in section [3], and consider the nominalization structures chosen, in view of the general findings based on the comparable texts analyzed above.
We have seen that a general reduction of nominalizations will be expected to
be a good solution, compensated for not least by infinitival structures in different
syntactic constellations. But we have also seen that the internal complexity of
the nominalizations relative to their syntactic position in the sentence is of major
importance for a felicitous Norwegian translation of this kind.
The five translators of the English text formed two groups, one with almost the
same number of nominalizations as the source text (T3, T4), the other three (T1,
T2, T5) with a 50 per cent reduction. How do their choices relate to the general
findings for Norwegian originals?
In the small English extract of 250 words, two complex nominalizations, both
with an underlying Verb-Object structure, appear as Subjects of the sentence:
[9]
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(17)

The search for a desired pattern of movement must be regulated by a process
of matching.

(18)

..., (but) some kind of adjustment of the ’image’ to be made to that of a movement seen must be taking place in the brain.

Both examples are solved by the use of parallel nominalizations by all the translators. The direct mapping of the simpler one, (17), is felicitous in parallel translation. The second one, on the other hand, has obviously troubled the translators: It
appears as the subject of a coordinated clause, and is internally a complex embedding of nominalizations: the modifying of -phrase contains a comparison of two
abstract entities (‘image’ and movement) which are themselves modified by nonfinite clauses (to be made/ seen). T3 has direct mappings with two av-phrases and
miss out on the postmodifying non-finite clauses, which is hardly a felicitous rendering. T4 has chosen different prepositions, which makes the relations clearer,
and has furthermore divided the sentence into two. In this translation operation
the information in one of the postmodifying clauses has been lost.
T1 and T2 follow the same pattern as T3 and T4.
T5 is the only translator who has managed to retain the information in the
postmodifying non-finite clauses, in the form of relative clauses. This correlates
with our general quantitative study of the Norwegian texts above: relative clauses
are used with a notably higher frequency in the Norwegian texts than in the English text. Yet, T5 has retained the nominalization with the two av-phrases, which
goes against the general findings in the Norwegian comparable texts.
The quantitative study made here, correlates with the trends reported from
Nordrum’s study and suggests that the translators should consider clausal solutions and possibly sentence division in cases of complex embeddings of nominalizations in English. In this case repetitions of the concept expressed in the English
nominalization ’adjustment’ might be a solution that allows a structure more in
line with our general findings for this Norwegian genre, cf. a suggested alternative in (19):
(19)

... men en slags mental justering må finne sted: “bildet” av en bevegelse
som skal utføres må justeres til et bilde av en allerede utført/erfart bevegelse.
... but some kind of mental adjustment must take place: the ‘image’ of a
movement which shall/is to be made, must be adjusted to an image of an
already experienced movement.

Of -nominalizations with a simple head and an underlying Verb-Subject structure
are successfully translated by nominalizations with a possessive Noun Phrase determiner, such as morens uttrykk, voksnes uttrykk (the mother’s/adults’ expression) for
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expressions of the mother/adults’. A Subject-Verb-Object structure such as in (20),
on the other hand, shows divergent solutions by the translators:
(20)

...and these responses demonstrate their elaborate perception of persons.

T1 and T5 have successfully opted for a that-clause with the possessive determiner
of the source as its subject (the different adjectives chosen by the two translators
are more or less synonymous):
(21)

og denne responsen viser at de har en nøyaktig og detaljert/nyansert oppfatning av mennesker.
and-this-response-shows-that-they-have-a-consise-and-detailed/elaborateperception-of-persons.

When a nominalization has been chosen (T2, T4), the subject (possessive determiner) has been dropped in T2, but retained in T4. Our general analysis of Norwegian originals has not demonstrated a preference for one or the other.
Compounds were found to be notably less frequent in Norwegian compared to
English in the comparable texts, irrespective of syntactic position in the sentence.
The English text excerpt considered here is interesting for the very reason that it
appears with a number of compounds with an underlying Object- Verb structure,
such as leg displacement, head rotation, hand opening, mouth opening, tongue protrusion, jaw drop, all typically lexicalized reifications of the actions observed in the
infants studied, and particular for the topic of the texts. The Norwegian comparable texts also refer to these actions, not in terms of specifications of the type of
movements, such as ‘openings’, ‘displacements’ , or ‘protrusions’, but by a more
general, lexicalized nominalization: bevegelser (movements). No action nominalization of a more specified type-of-movement verb occurs. Non-lexicalized nominalizations are potential forms, but they would be neologisms, and would not
reasonably occur in compounds, since compounds name established concepts (at
least within the specialized field of science). A verbalization of the source nominalization, therefore, might be a more felicitous alternative. Let us look at the
translators’ solutions of the following example:
(22)

... but she [the researcher] did not obtain imitation of head rotation, babbling or leg displacement at this age. (Relating to video observations)

T1 retains the first two nominalizations, but changes the last one into an infinitive. This change in a list of coordinated set of actions seems to break with a
principle of keeping coordinated elements of the same form. As this principle has
not been considered for the Norwegian comparable texts, it is at this point impossible to judge the translator’s solution on the basis of the general findings. I
do not consider it a felicitous solution.
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T2 verbalizes the nominalizations, which is in accordance with the general
findings of the comparable texts.
T3 generalizes the last compound, which is also in accordance with the observations made in the study above.
T4 and T5 retain the compound head rotation as a compound (lexicalized in
Norwegian), but change the last compound to a complex nominalization.
The translations also differ in their choice of expression for the head of the
nominalization. This is where the question of lexicalization becomes even more
relevant: Does the lexicalized deverbal nominal ‘imitation’ in English denote an
action or a result? It appears without a determiner and is followed by the preposition of, which might indicate an action reading; on the other hand, the context
suggests a result which the researcher did not obtain.
T3 and T4, which show the highest frequency of nominalizations among the
five texts, seem to have interpreted the nominalization without consideration of
the previous cotext: they lean on the form of the complex nominalizations and
map it into a non-lexicalized -ing nominalization, in spite of the fact that Norwegian also has the result nominal imitasjon. Only T5 has come up with this choice,
and has also found a more general lexicalized compound nominalization for ‘leg
displacement’, which seems the most felicitous solution of the three:
(23)

T3: ... men hos barn i denne alderen fikk hun ikke etterlikning av hodevridning, skravling eller fotbevegelser.
but-with-children-at-this-age-got-she-not-imitating-of-head rotationbabbling-or-foot movements.

(24)

T4: Men hun avdekket ikke imitering av hoderotasjon, babling eller flytting av ben i denne alderen.
But-she-uncovered-not-imitating-of-head rotation-,-babbling-or-movingof-feet-at-this-age.

(25)

T5: Hun fant ikke imitasjon av hoderotasjon, babling eller forandring i
benstilling i denne alderen.
She-found-not-imitation-of-headrotation-babbling-or-changes-in-leg position-at-this-age

[6] c o n c l u s i o n

My detailed study has indicated that the text conventions in English and Norwegian differ in this field and register, with more sentential expressions for given
actions and events in Norwegian compared to English. The analysis of the small
excerpts from the five translations also indicates that the translators do not have
a fully internalized model of the source text conventions of this text domain. My
analysis suggests that the translators would benefit from considering clausal soOSLa volume 6(1), 2014
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lutions and possibly sentence division in cases of complex embeddings of nominalizations in English, and would be advised to verbalize complex nominalizations in sentence openings. My quantitative results on nominalization in original
non-fictional text in Norwegian also suggest that Nordrum’s contrastive study is
somewhat biased by the fact that it is based on translation corpora. On the other
hand, my corpus is small, so analysis of larger quantities of text is needed to make
firmer claims.
Finally, I would like to reflect more generally on the translation products: The
translator is always under a multitude of constraints, linguistic as well as social.
Such constraints affect the translated products. Social facts, such as the kinds of
text that are selected for translation in a country, the existence and availability
of comparable texts in the target language, the time allowed for producing the
translation and the money offered for the task, as well as the type of professionalism held by the translators, all affect the end product. But linguistic factors
are all pervasive, and the model of language or text that translators map their
translations into has as yet been highly under-investigated. My case study here
is a beginning. Comparable texts are manifestations of a model of the language
used, and an awareness of their properties can be very useful not only for more
objective assessment of translations, but also, I would claim, for the translator to
activate the text conventions of the field and register in the target language.
The translators T1 to T5 have made their translations under uncontrolled conditions, so we are in no position to relate the results found in the present paper
to conditions for their production. To test the effect of comparable text awareness to translation, an ideal follow-up study ought to be more controlled, with
one group working directly with the translation without comparable texts, the
other with such texts presented to them before they start translating. It would be
expected that the two groups, given that they have the same professional background, would come out differently with respect to the textual features of their
end products.
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abstract
This paper reports on a contrastive study of semantic prosody in English
and Norwegian. Semantic prosody refers to the communicative function of
extended units of meaning (Sinclair 1996; Stubbs 2013), i.e. “the semantic
prosody of an item is the reason why it is chosen, over and above the semantic preferences that also characterise it” (Sinclair 1998, 20), where an
item is equated with the sequence of words constituting an extended unit of
meaning.
The paper presents three case studies of English units with an established
negative prosody containing the core items commit, signs of and utterly. The
Norwegian correspondences of these items are identified on the basis of a
bidirectional translation corpus, viz. the English-Norwegian Parallel Corpus. These correspondences serve as the starting point for an investigation
of cross-linguistic prosodies. It is shown that while units with commit and
signs of have good Norwegian matches in terms of semantic prosody, units
with utterly are less stable across the two languages, underlining the importance of carrying out studies of this kind in order to improve the crosslinguistic understanding of extended units of meaning. This in turn has implications for how teachers, translators and lexicographers choose to present
words in isolation or as part of larger, extended units.
[1] i n t r o d u c t i o n

As pointed out by Stubbs (1995, 25) “it is becoming increasingly well documented
that words may habitually collocate with other words from a definable semantic
set”. Such collocations have in turn been shown to contribute towards a certain
communicative purpose of a unit of meaning, i.e. its semantic prosody. This phenomenon has received some attention in English corpus linguistics over the past
two decades, and several scholars have identified such prosodies for a number of
items. One example is the phrasal verb set in, which primarily is seen to co-occur
with subjects referring to unpleasant states of affairs, including rot, decay, and despair (Sinclair 1991, 70ff.), giving rise to a negative semantic prosody. Through a
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process of co-selection, items such as set in are said to form multi-word units that
constitute a single choice (Sinclair 1991, 111; Tognini-Bonelli 2002, 91).
In a previous cross-linguistic study of an English unit with an established negative prosody – a unit including cause – and its Norwegian correspondences, it
was revealed that the favoured Norwegian translation of the verb cause: få (x til
å) shows a tendency towards a neutral prosody, rather than a negative prosody
corresponding to that of cause (Ebeling 2013). In this paper I will use the extended
fiction part of the English-Norwegian Parallel Corpus (ENPC+, henceforth)1 to further explore semantic prosodies in a contrastive perspective, taking three English
items as my starting point, which all have been said to take on negative prosodies:
commit, signs of, and utterly. By studying their Norwegian correspondences I hope
to gain more insight into how units with a specific semantic prosody in one language manifest themselves in another language. Do they tend to diverge as in the
case of cause and its main translation correspondence in Norwegian or are they
found to be more stable in the sense that they are imbued with similar prosodies?2
Although I will focus mainly on correspondences found in Norwegian translations, reference will also be made to Norwegian sources that give rise to commit,
signs of, and utterly.
[2] b a c k g r o u n d

[2.1] Semantic prosody
In Sinclair’s (e.g. Sinclair 1991, 1996) model of meaning (also known as his model
of extended units of meaning) it is postulated that words that habitually co-occur
constitute a single choice with a certain communicative purpose. As noted above
such a communicative purpose, or semantic prosody, has been identified for a
number of units in English, including the items under study here, viz. commit,
signs of, and utterly, all of which have been said to be the core of units with a negative, or unfavourable, semantic prosody.
Louw (1993, 157) defines semantic prosody as “a consistent aura of meaning
with which a form is imbued by its collocates”, while Partington (1998, 68) says
that semantic prosody refers to the spreading of connotational colouring beyond
single word boundaries. For instance, in the case of commit, Partington (1998, 67)
claims that “the unfavourable connotation can be seen to reside not simply in the
word commit but over a unit consisting of commit and its collocate (offences, serious
crime, foul etc.)” as illustrated in the concordance lines in figure 1 on the facing
page.
In other words it is the cotext of a core that determines the semantic prosody
of a unit of meaning, and following Stubbs (2013, 25), underlying the choice of
[1]
[2]
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figure 1: Partington (1998, 67)
cotext is the speaker’s motivation for uttering something; “semantic prosody has
to do with why it is expressed” (ibid.).
In recent years, linguists have discussed, and indeed questioned, the validity
of the whole concept of semantic prosody; see for instance Whitsitt (2005); Hunston (2007); Morley & Partington (2009); Stewart (2010). Some of this criticism
may be unwarranted; as pointed out by Stubbs (2013, 25):
Stewart (2010), in his book on Semantic Prosody, is very sceptical
of the concept, but, I think, makes the error of discussing semantic
prosody independently of the model [of extended units of meaning]
of which it is only one parameter.
In the present paper it will be assumed, with e.g. Sinclair (1987, 1991, 1996) and
Stubbs (1995, 2009), that the concept of semantic prosody is valid and that it is
one of the obligatory elements of an extended unit of meaning. Taking this as our
underlying assumption, we also infer that semantic prosody plays a crucial role
in discourse, as it is said to represent the communicative, or discourse, function
of a linguistic choice (Sinclair 1991; Stubbs 2013).
According to the extended-unit-of-meaning model, as outlined by Sinclair (e.g.
Sinclair 1996) and further developed by Stubbs (e.g. Stubbs 2013), in addition to
an obligatory core, it operates with four structural categories:
• Collocation (words)
• Colligation (grammar)
• Semantic preference (topic)
• Semantic prosody (speech act / communicative purpose)
In the case of commit, this can be visualised in the way shown in Table 1 on the
next page.
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table 1: Extended unit of meaning with commit as core
Collocation
Colligation
Semantic preference
Semantic prosody

(Core: commit)
commit (the/a/an/Ø) murder/suicide, etc.
commit NP
word or phrase to do with an unpleasant event
bad/negative

By collocation is meant the actual words that are found in the vicinity of the
core, while colligation describes the grammatical category that is found in the
immediate co-text of the core; the grammatical category is determined on the
basis of the most frequent collocations; the typical colligation of commit is thus an
NP. Similarly, the semantic preference of the unit is decided on the basis of shared
semantic content of the collocations/colligations, i.e. “a definable semantic set”
(Stubbs 1995, 25), i.e. “semantic preference has to do with what is expressed (the
topic)” (Stubbs 2013, 25). In the example above, the nouns and noun phrases in
the co-text of commit commonly depict an unpleasant event, e.g. murder, suicide,
deception, crime. Finally, all of the above elements form part of an extended unit of
meaning with a decidedly negative semantic prosody. “[T]he semantic prosody of
an item is the reason why it is chosen, over and above the semantic preferences
that also characterise it” (Sinclair 1998, 20), where an item is equated with the
sequence of words constituting an extended unit of meaning. In this context it
should be pointed out that
this bottom-up approach to phraseological analysis is actually the opposite of what happens in a real-life language-producing situation. In
a real life setting, the (choice of) semantic prosody is primary, in so
far as a person, at a specific point in a narrative, will seek to express
that something, i.e. whatever is being talked about or discussed, is
difficult. (Ebeling & Ebeling 2013, 58)
An analysis, as outlined above, of the four structural categories accompanying
the core in an extended unit of meaning will be performed on the cross-linguistic
data identified for the case studies (see further Section [3] on the method applied).

[2.2] Previous cross-linguistic research
Although a few cross-linguistic studies of semantic prosody have emerged over
the last few years, comparing a range of languages mainly on the basis of comparable data,3 this section will focus only on findings from a previous study of En[3]
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glish and Norwegian (Ebeling 2013), using a parallel corpus, including both translational and comparable data (see Section [3] for a description of the corpus).
Taking another English core of an extended unit of meaning with an established negative semantic prosody as its starting point (see Stubbs 1995; Ebeling
2013) explored the noun and verb uses of cause in a contrastive perspective. All
instances of cause in the English-Norwegian Parallel Corpus were analysed in order to determine its semantic prosody and lexicogrammatical patterns. In each
case the Norwegian translations were recorded, serving as translational mirrors
in a similar analysis going from the Norwegian source texts into English translations. In this way it was possible to establish to what extent the most commonly
used Norwegian correspondences (translations and sources) share the negative
semantic prosody of cause.
The investigation revealed that there is no Norwegian correspondence that
matches cause in terms of negative semantic prosody. For instance, the most commonly used verb translation of få (x til å) (‘get (x to)’) is typically used in neutral
contexts in original texts, as in example (1). Although the third-most common
verb correspondence føre til ‘lead to’ has a preference for negative contexts (see
example (2)), it is not used in such environments to the same extent as cause.
Furthermore, føre til is most commonly translated into lead to and not cause, suggesting that føre til and cause have different semantic prosodies.
(1)

En lyd fra lønnetreet fikk henne til å se opp. (THA1)
A sound from the maple tree made her look up.

(2)

Det var ilden og blåsingen som førte til at de så så stygge ut. (KAL1)
It was the fire and all the glassblowing that made them look so ugly.

With regard to the Norwegian correspondences of the noun use of cause, it was
concluded that “[t]he closest Norwegian equivalent of cause in terms of semantic
prosody is årsak ‘cause’; årsak is also the most commonly used correspondence in
the translations” (Ebeling 2013, Section 4.2), as shown in example (3).
(3)

In the top right-hand corner was the legend “Opposite Hotel Wolcott”,
whose bar was the cause of so much of the trouble. (RF1)
Øverst i høyre hjørne sto det “Vis à vis Hotel Wolcott”, der den baren lå
som var årsak til så mange vanskeligheter.

Moreover, grunn ‘reason’, which was the second-most used translational correspondence of the noun cause, was shown to be predominantly neutral, but was
also found in negative contexts. Worth noticing is that “in 31 of the 87 instances
with a negative bias, grunn has been translated into reason (i.e. 36%) and only 3
times into cause. The same tendency is seen for årsak (most commonly translated
into reason)” (ibid.).
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As to potential cross-linguistic implications, some observations were made,
suggesting that even if the same degree of negative prosody is not present in the
main correspondences of cause, data from the Norwegian original texts show that
negative environments are not unnatural for e.g. føre til or årsak. Thus, it can
be argued that the prosody is naturally preserved in translation. However, “it is
important that translators are made aware of the more neutral use of e.g. få (x til
å) and grunn as compared to cause (x to) and cause” (ibid.). This follows from what
Dam-Jensen & Zethsen (2006, 1620) note for Danish medføre ‘lead to’ where the
negative implications “are not as devastating as are those of forårsage”, or indeed
as those of cause.
Choosing a word or expression with a mismatched prosody in translation may
also have further implications, as pointed out by Berber Sardinha (2000, 96):
[...] the shift in semantic prosody quality may be unintentional. When
this happens in translation, it gives rise to a different connotation to
that intended by the writer or speaker of the source language text.
This should be avoided in translation because it may create misunderstandings with respect to tone or content of the original message.
[3] m at e r i a l a n d m e t h o d

The main source of data for the case studies is the ENPC+. The ENPC+ is a balanced corpus and contains around 1.3 million words of English original (source)
texts with translations into Norwegian and around 1.3 million words of Norwegian original (source) texts with translations into English. Like the original ENPC
it is bidirectional in structure, including comparable and translated texts in two
languages (Johansson 2007, 11-12).
The objects of study are, as pointed out earlier, three items that have been
found to function as cores of extended units of meaning with a negative prosody;
Partington (1998) and Berber Sardinha (2000) in the case of commit, Stubbs (2001)
in the case of signs of, and Louw (1993) in the case of utterly. The distribution of
the three items under study in the English original texts is as follows: the lemma
commit (53), signs of (38), and utterly (23).
The method applied in the contrastive analysis of semantic prosody can be
briefly outlined as follows:4 The first step is to establish the Norwegian (translational) correspondences of the English items on the basis of the ENPC+. In some
cases, and where relevant, reference will also be made to their Norwegian sources,
i.e. the Norwegian items that give rise to commit, signs of, or utterly in the English
translations. Exploiting the bidirectional structure of the corpus, I will proceed to
analyse the most frequently used Norwegian correspondences in the Norwegian
original texts. By studying these in their natural environment (i.e. as they are
[4]
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used in source texts), I will be better equipped to determine how their semantic
prosody relates to that of their English correspondences.
“Correspondence” is used rather than “equivalence” as the latter is a more
loaded term that may suggest that items are equivalent at all levels of analysis.
Correspondence, on the other hand, merely refers to observed correspondences
in a corpus. As pointed out by Johansson:

What we observe in the corpus are correspondences, and we use these
as evidence of cross-linguistic similarity or difference or as evidence
of features conditioned by the translation process. Analysing the correspondences we may eventually arrive at a clearer notion of what
counts as equivalent across languages (Johansson 2007, 5).
[4] c a s e s t u d i e s

[4.1]

Commit

As mentioned in Section [2.1], Partington (1998, 66-67) uses commit as an example
of a core of an extended unit of meaning with a predominantly negative semantic
prosody, showing how it collocates with “items of an unpleasant nature”. Moreover, Berber Sardinha’s (2000, 98) cross-linguistic study of commit and its Portuguese counterpart cometer, based on comparable data, suggests similar prosodies
for the units across the two languages. This tendency is confirmed also in the bidirectional translation data drawn from the ENPC+ where monotransitive commit
with the meaning of “carry out” is exclusively found in the vicinity of negatively
loaded events such as murder, crime, suicide, as illustrated in the concordance lines
from the ENPC+ in figure 2 on the following page.5 (excluding reflexive commit
oneself (to) and commit (to) ‘pledge’ or ‘bind’).
The lemma commit occurs 53 times in the English original texts in the ENPC+.
40 of these have been translated by a form of begå, while the remaining 13 include
four zero (Ø) correspondences, three instances of the verb utføre ‘carry out’ / ‘perform’, two of the verb ta ‘take’ and four translations with one occurrence each, as
shown in Table 2 on the next page.

[5]

Commit seems to have an overwhelming bias for unpleasant collocates; however, a Google search for
“commit a good deed” returned more than 30,000 hits. On the other hand, the 400-million-word Corpus
of Contemporary American English returned no hits for this, suggesting that the hits on the web may
reflect non-native use or “experimental” use...?
OSLa volume 6(1), 2014
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figure 2: commit in the ENPC+
table 2: Norwegian (translational) correspondences of commit in the ENPC+
Norwegian translation
begå ‘commit’
utføre ‘carry out’ / ‘perform’
ta ‘take’
Ø
other6
Total

No. of occurrences
40
3
2
4
4
53

In order to investigate whether the prosody of extended units of meaning with
begå matches that of commit, the lemma begå in Norwegian original texts in the
ENPC+ were analysed, of which there were 33 occurrences. The results clearly
point to a similar tendency in terms of semantic prosody for units with begå, as
evidenced by the negatively loaded collocations in all but one of the occurrences.
In this case, begå is also monotransitive but has the meaning of write, as in be[6]
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The four instances in the ‘other’ category occur once each and include translations such as skje ‘happen’
and gjøre ‘do’, as in (i) and (ii):
(i)

There was no crime committed. (MiWa1E)
Det skjedde ikke noe kriminelt.

(ii)

... they ’d tried to express their hopeless resistance by committing sabotage, the night they’d got
caught ... (ABR1)
... de forsøkte å gi uttrykk for den håpløse motstanden sin ved å gjøre sabotasje, den natten de
ble fakket ...
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gikk en roman ‘wrote a novel’ (lit. ‘committed a novel’).7 The concordance lines
from the ENPC+ in figure 3 serve to illustrate the unfavourable environment begå
typically operates in.

figure 3: begå in the ENPC+
table 3: Noun collocations of commit in the English original texts. (Neg stands for
“Contributing to a negative prosody”.)
Nouns
murder
crime
suicide
offence
sin
rotten act
theft
outrage
faux pas
rape
indignity
sabotage
Total

Neg
16
14
12
4
3
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
53

In comparison, the second-most frequent translation of commit – utføre – does
not demonstrate an invariably negative prosody similar to that of commit or begå.
Although it is found in combination with some of the same unpleasant collocates,
the more varied semantic environment attested for utføre allows for a more mod[7]

This expression is in fact established in Norwegian, as evidenced by entries in dictionaries (Bokmålsordboka). The question is whether the expression has come about as the result of a “violation of prosody” in
order to create irony? (see further Louw (1993)).
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erate view on what grounds units may be available as translations of each other.
As suggested by Tognini-Bonelli (2001 and 2002), only begå would constitute a unit
on a par with commit, while utføre – with a more mixed, or neutral, prosody overall
– would not be considered as part of a comparable unit. This view on what constitutes a sound translational choice seems to be too strict in this case, as utføre
clearly has the potential of entering environments that are more typical of commit
(e.g. concordance line 4 below: uftøre drapene ‘commit the murders’). The more
varied cotext of utføre is shown in the concordance lines in figure 4.

figure 4: utføre in the ENPC+

As regards the question of equivalence in the strictest sense, it seems as if
begå is closer to commit than utføre is, as begå and commit are seen to share not
only collocational but also communicative properties. Moreover, the opposite
direction of translation lends evidence to this conclusion, as begå is found to be
the source of commit in 21 out of the 33 instances attested in the ENPC+, thus
reaching a mutual correspondence of around 70%. Mutual correspondence, as
defined by Altenberg (1999), is a way of measuring the degree of correspondence
between items or structures in a bidirectional corpus. It is the number of times
the compared items are translated by each other divided by the total number of
occurrences of the compared items in the corpus source texts, multiplied by 100.
While 100% would suggest that the items are always used as translations of each
other, 0% means that they are never used. Thus, 70% suggests a relatively strong
mutual correspondence.
In terms of colligational patterns and semantic preference, both commit and
begå seem to select a noun describing a decidedly bad act, as illustrated in Tables 3
and 4, where the nouns that co-occur with commit and begå are listed according
to their frequency in the ENPC+.
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table 4: Noun collocations of begå in the Norwegian original texts. (Neg stands for
“Contributing to a negative prosody”, and Neut stands for “Contributing
to a neutral prosody”.)
Nouns
drap ’manslaughter’
feil ’error’
forbrytelse ’crime’
mord ’murder’
underslag ’fraud’
synd ’sin’
selvmord ’suicide’
Other8
(begå en) bok ’(write a) book’
Subtotal
Total

Neg
7
5
4
3
2
2
2
7 (1 each)
32
33

Neut

1
1

[4.2] Signs of
In an article discussing how pragmatic meaning is encoded in phraseological units,
Stubbs (2001) gives examples of various units with marked prosodies, including
signs of. After establishing that the extended phrase show signs of “has a very negative discourse prosody” (ibid.: 458), he also makes a case for the core signs of being
“usually negative”. This observation is confirmed in the 38 occurrences of signs of
in the English original texts in the ENPC+. The following concordance lines bear
witness to this.

figure 5: signs of in the ENPC+
[8]

tabbe ‘mistake’, utilgivelig gjerning ‘unforgiveable act’, overgrep ‘offence’/‘harassment’, voldshandling ‘act
of violence’, straffbar handling ‘punishable offence’, dumhet ‘stupidity’, helligbrøde ‘sacrilege’.
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Although signs of followed by clearly negative collocations does not occur with
the overwhelming frequency that was noted for commit, it is still the predominant
environment for signs of, triggered also by collocations to the left of the core, as in
showing little or no signs of life in the last concordance line above. In this example,
based on the immediate right collocate life, we would draw the conclusion that
this is a positive environment; however, to the left of the core we find little or no,
giving it a negative prosody after all. Thus, in the material studied here, signs of
is associated with negativity in about 70-80% of the cases.
The Norwegian translations are practically devoid of variation in their rendering of signs of. All but three include a form of tegn ‘sign(s)’; 33 out of the 38
instances have tegn til (lit.: sign(s) to) or tegn(ene) på (lit.: (the) sign(s) on), while
three have a compound including tegn, e.g. sykdomstegn ‘signs of disease’ (lit.:
sickness-sign). Two of the occurrences that do not include tegn have spor av/etter
‘traces of’ instead, while one has been rewritten, as shown in the first concordance line (from AH1), where signs of death’s approach has been rendered as sto
overfor døden ’faced death’ (lit. stood opposite death).
If we focus on the congruent correspondences, namely the lemma tegn til/på,
when moving on to look at the Norwegian original texts, it can be concluded that
these also have a negative bias, as illustrated in the concordance lines in figure
6 (with collocates such as sammenbrudd ‘breakdown’, galskap ‘madness’, hastverk
‘haste’/‘hurry’, etc.) and as quantified in Table 5 on the next page.

figure 6: tegn på in the ENPC+
As shown in Table 5, 41 out of a total of 51 occurrences of tegn på/til in the
original texts in the ENPC+ have a negative bias. On the basis of these figures, it
can be concluded that signs of and tegn til/på are not only formally congruent; they
are also well matched cross-linguistically in terms of communicative function,
i.e. semantic prosody. Nevertheless, it should be mentioned that with regard to
colligations, signs of and tegn på/til differ slightly. While both may take nouns or
noun phrases as their right colligations, the Norwegian core also occurs regularly
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table 5: The negative bias of (variant forms of) the core tegn på/til in the Norwegian original texts
Norwegian core
tegn|tegnet|tegnene på
tegn|tegnet til*
Total
[*]

Number of instances with a negative bias
25 / 33
16 / 19
41 / 52 (78.9%)

excluding gjøre tegn til ‘signal’, as in gjorde tegn til kelneren ‘signalled to the waiter’

with a non-finite clause. This use is not noted for signs of in the ENPC+ material;
however, a look in the British National Corpus (BNC) shows a fair amount of nonfinite -ing clauses following signs of as well, e.g. Whenever these arguments showed
signs of running out of steam, ... (BNC: ABU 423). Stubbs (2001, 458) also suggests
that there is a wider pattern with show, i.e. show signs of, an observation which
will not be pursued further in the present study.

[4.3] Utterly
Louw (1993, 160) claims that “there are few ‘good’ collocates” of utterly in the
18 million word corpus at Cobuild. The overwhelmingly negative, or “bad” in
Louw’s terms, prosody of utterly is also confirmed in the ENPC+ data; 20 out of 24
instances in the English original texts are clearly associated with an unfavourable
right-collocate, as attested in the concordance lines in figure 7.

figure 7: utterly in the ENPC+
Although we have relatively little contrastive data to go by, the Norwegian
correspondences offer interesting insights. While the Norwegian translations
of the 20 instances with a negative prosody reveal a number of zero (Ø) correspondences (9) in addition to fullstendig ‘completely’ (5) and helt ‘completely’ (lit.:
wholly) (4), the Norwegian sources of utterly have aldeles ‘altogether’ in addition
to helt, fullstendig and Ø. The main observation to draw attention to with regard
to overt correspondences seems to be that there is a division of labour in NorweOSLa volume 6(1), 2014
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gian between fullstendig and helt (and to some extent aldeles) as correspondences
of utterly. This is clearly different from the case of both commit and signs of where
there was one main Norwegian correspondence with a fairly high mutual correspondence and a similarly negative prosody.
As the scenario for utterly and its correspondences is different at the outset,
we will investigate to what extent any of the three main correspondences has a
prosody that matches that of units with utterly.
Fullstendig and aldeles are quite straightforward in terms of function and word
class, i.e. they are adverbs of the type that Quirk et al. (1985, 590) call amplifiers/maximizers and occur 86 and 39 times, respectively, in the Norwegian original texts. Helt, on the other hand, is more versatile and is found as a noun, an
adverb and an adjective. Thus, for the purpose of this study only the premodifying adverb uses of the 1,023 occurrences of helt in the ENPC+ are explored.
In the material studied, fullstendig seems to match utterly fairly well in terms
of semantic environment and prosody, while aldeles and helt do not. Although the
main impression of aldeles is that it is often associated with undesirable states,
such as hjelpeløs ’helpless’, teit ’stupid’ and unødvendig ’unnecessary’, the concordances show a more mixed scenario, with aldeles being used in positive contexts
(see concordances AnHo2N, OEL1 and EG2) in figure 8.

figure 8: aldeles in the ENPC+
The picture that emerges for helt is that, of the three main overt Norwegian
correspondences of utterly, this is the item that is least tied to a particular semantic prosody. It can be said to be a more general adverb than the other two in that
it is not strongly associated with any particular discourse function (cf. Sinclair’s
“open choice” in Sinclair 1991). Particularly when compared to utterly and fullstendig, we can observe that helt has a different collocational distribution, ranging
from negative (feil ’wrong’), through neutral (greit ’ok’) to positive (klart ’clear’).
[9]
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In connection with the cross-linguistic instability of the prosody of utterly and
its Norwegian correspondences that has emerged it is important to note that a
search in the 100 million word monolingual BNC tends to give a less stable picture of the claimed negative prosody of utterly. Nevertheless, its association with
mainly negative states is quite obvious also in the BNC, albeit perhaps not to the
same extent as for commit and signs of. This may be a contributing factor to the
cross-linguistic result that utterly has several and not clearly delimited correspondences in terms of prosody, including quite a few zero correspondences. The last
observation also suggests that since there is not one “perfect” and relatively stable counterpart of utterly in Norwegian, translators may more easily choose the
strategy of leaving it out rather than using a more or less close overt match.
[5] c o n c l u d i n g r e m a r k s

The case studies offer some new insights into the nature of semantic prosody
across languages. In the case of units with commit and signs of there are Norwegian
correspondences that may be said to be equivalent at most levels of discourse, i.e.
the units of meaning in both languages seem to be functionally complete along the
same dimensions (cf. Tognini-Bonelli 2002). Utterly, on the other hand, resembles
cause in many ways, in that it does not seem to have a clear Norwegian correspondence that matches the prosody of units with utterly. One of the research questions this paper set out to answer can now be rephrased in the following manner:
Does the divergence in prosody noted for cause and now also for utterly and their
correspondences in Norwegian have wider cross-linguistic implications?
On the basis of the present findings, the answer to this would be “possibly”, at
least if we want to be absolutely sure to avoid misunderstandings “with respect
to tone or content of the original message” (Berber Sardinha 2000, 96). Moreover,
as pointed out by Gries:
[...] it [semantic prosody] also has implications for [...] foreign language teaching since, for example, if a foreign language learner uses a
word w without being aware of w’s semantic prosody, this may result
in comical situations or, more seriously, communicating unwanted
implications. (Gries 2009, 16)
However, even if the Norwegian correspondences are not always seen to match
the negative prosody of their English counterparts, data from Norwegian original
texts show that it is not an unnatural environment for e.g. helt (utterly) or utføre
(commit). In these cases it can be argued that the prosody is naturally preserved
in translation, although the units themselves may not be said to be completely
equivalent. Thus, Tognini-Bonelli’s claim that “only when units are functionally complete [i.e. they constitute a single choice including a certain semantic
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prosody] do they become available as translation equivalents or as comparable
units of meaning between two languages” (Tognini-Bonelli 2002, 91-92) seems to
be too categorical.
Moreover, translators, lexicographers and teachers alike should be aware not
only of the clear-cut cases of differing prosodies across languages, but also the
more subtle ones.
The present study has but focused on three items functioning as cores of extended units of meaning, all of which had been assigned a negative prosody in previous studies. Future research would benefit from more studies of this kind and
should also explore other dimensions where, for example, potential cores that are
negative in nature, may possibly be seen to have positive semantic prosodies, e.g.
awfully.
The present study has shown that the contribution of bidirectional translation
corpora in the discussion of semantic prosody is not a trivial one. Although it in
some cases may reach the same conclusions as other previous studies of crosslinguistic prosodies, it also offers a less biased approach to the actual correspondences across languages.
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studying word order differences in a
historical parallel corpus. an example
from old spanish and old portuguese
KRISTINE GUNN EIDE
University of Oslo

abstract
In this article, I use a parallel corpus from the 13th and 14th century to tease
out some of the structural differences that existed between Old Spanish and
Old Portuguese. While these two related languages were relatively similar
in many respects, and the parallel corpus reflects these similarities, differences in syntax and information structure are also apparent. By comparing
the syntactic and information structural properties of the sentences that
display different word orders, it is possible to pinpoint more exactly what
these differences were. The parallel sentences show that information structural properties of the left periphery, where Spanish allows for new information where Portuguese does not, account for differences in both object
and subject placement.
[1] i n t r o d u c t i o n

Spanish and Portuguese are languages with a relatively free word order, which
is regulated by a combination of syntactic restrictions, prosody and information
structure (e.g Zubizarreta (1998) for Modern Spanish, Costa (2004) for Modern
Portuguese). There are also certain syntactic and information structural differences between the two languages, in particular with regard to subject placement.
Portuguese has a strong tendency for preverbal subjects, even when the sentence
is introduced by an adverb, as in the two possible translations in (2) of the Old
Portuguese sentence (OP) in (1). The post verbal subject in (2a) is only allowed in
contexts where the subject contains new information. In sentences introduced by
an adverb, Modern Spanish (MSp) either prefers a post verbal subject (4a), similar
to Old Spanish (Osp) (3) or has a pause between the adverb and the preverbal subject, indicated by a comma in (4b). The word order in (4a) would be infelicitous in
Modern Portuguese (MEP) when los romanos is old information.
(1)

E entom sayo do boosco hũa molher nua (OP) (Orto do Esposo 4.70, 155r)
And then came-out from-the woods a woman naked
‘And then a naked woman emerged from the woods’
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(2)

a. E então saiu do bosque uma mulher nua (MEP)
b. E então uma mulher nua saiu do bosque (MEP)

(3)

Entonces tomaron los romanos la dicha cibdad (Osp)
Then took the Romans the already-mentioned city
‘Then the Romans took the above mentioned city’

(4)

a. Entonces tomaron los romanos dicha ciudad (MSp)
b. Entonces, los romanos tomaron dicha ciudad (MSp)

In older stages of these languages, on the one hand, Old Portuguese and Old Spanish word orders are also very similar and seemingly structured according to some
of the same principles, and are often (mistakenly) taken for more similar than
they were. On the other hand, there are certain syntactic and information structural phenomena that have been described for only one of the languages, and not
for the other. Among them are,
(i) Old Spanish has been classified as a VSO language, a claim which has not
been proposed for Old Portuguese; and
(ii) the sentence final position in Old Portuguese has been strongly associated
with new information while studies on the new information in Old Spanish
is less restricted to this one position.
To my knowledge, no systematic comparison has been made between the information structure in these two languages. In this paper, I compare a parallel text
from the 13th and the 14th century and show that the difference in subject placement that we find between Modern Spanish and Modern Portuguese, was already
systematically present in the old languages and driven by a combination of syntax
and information structure. The differences in information structure also affected
the objects in a regular way, even though modern traces of this difference are not
found.
In section [2], I will outline briefly the syntax and information structure of
these languages, in section [3], I will discuss advantages and disadvantages of using a parallel corpus in the study of older texts, in section [4], I present the results
of the searches, concluding in section [5].
[2] o u t l i n e o f o l d s p a n i s h a n d o l d p o r t u g u e s e wo r d o r d e r

Both Old Spanish and Old Portuguese have been classified as V2 languages by some
authors, such as Salvi (2004) for old Romance in general, Fontana (1993) for Old
Spanish and Ribeiro (1995) for Old Portuguese. They argue that these languages
share a relatively frequent XPVS structure where the verb moves to C and the preverbal positions in CP are reserved for specific information structural categories,
such as topic and (contrastive) focus. Others refute this claim (Kaiser (2002) for
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Old Romance in General, Rinke (2007) for Old Portuguese, Sitaridou (2012) for Old
Spanish) mainly due to the large number of V1 and V3 sentences also found in
these languages. This discussion around the V2 structures of old Romance languages has been going on for more than a decade. I will not go further into it here,
but concentrate on the similarities and differences between Old Spanish and Old
Portuguese.
The similarities are many, and the two languages tend to group together in
cross linguistic studies, such as Sitaridou (2012), in that they both have frequent
verb-subject inversions, that topics and contrastive foci are in the left periphery,
and that information focus can be sentence final. Both Old Spanish and Old Portuguese have all possible combinations of subject, object and verb, even though
there is a certain variation with regard to text types. Unlike Portuguese however,
Spanish has also been classified as a VSO-language or a language with a mixed
SVO/VSO order (Neumann-Holzschuh 1998), while no one has claimed this for
Old Portuguese. Old Portuguese is generally known to display a basic SVO order
(Martins 2002, 2011).

[2.1] Information structure
Information structure is a common term for several related linguistic and textual phenomena. It includes, among others, relational information structure and
referential information structure. Referential information structure refers to the
information value of the referents in a context, i.e. whether a referent is being
introduced in a text for the first time or whether it has been mentioned before. In
(5), A mermaid is new information, whereas in the continuation of the story (6) she
is old, or given, since this pronoun refers to the aforementioned mermaid who
is being ‘picked up again’. As for Neptune in (6), this has a status somewhere in
between given and new. While Neptune is being introduced for the first time in
this text, and hence qualifies as new information, it is also a well-known Roman
god, which in some circles at least is part of a general, shared knowledge of the
world.1
(5)

Suddenly, a mermaid emerged from the seaweed.

(6)

She was looking for Neptune.

Relational information structure refers to the internal structure of a sentence,
where referents are marked, syntactically or otherwise, according to pragmatic
notions such as topic, focus and background. There is a universal tendency for
topics, generally understood as ‘what the sentence is about’ to be old informa[1]

There are several intermediate stages between the core categories ‘given’ and ‘new’, which will not be
dealt with here. For an overview of the information structural categories used in the ISWOC and PROIEL
projects, see Haug et al. (2014) and PROIEL.
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tion. The term focus is used in a variety of meanings, roughly corresponding to either ‘information focus’ or ‘contrastive focus’. Similar to the correlation between
topics and old information, there is a general correspondence between information focus and new information. The notion of contrast, which will be mentioned
as relevant for some of the examples in this article, is more complex. It cannot
be reduced to the old-new dichotomy, and has particular phonological traits as
well as syntactic reflexes that distinguish it from both information focus and topics. In modern languages, information structural categories are often teased out
through question-answer pairs. This is illustrated in (7), (8) and (9) where in (7)
the entire VP is new information and in focus, in (8) the object is in focus, whereas
in (9) there is no information focus, but a contrastive focus which picks Peter out
of a set of two candidates, Peter and Sebastian.
(7)

What did Peter do?
Peter [hit John]F

(8)

Whom did Peter hit?
Peter hit [John]F

(9)

Did Sebastian or Peter hit John?
PETER hit John.

In English, relational information structure is primarily marked by intonation and
sentence stress whereas in Romance languages, relational information structure
is primarily marked by word order in combination with stress and intonation. As a
general rule (although not without exceptions) in English, the word order is kept
and the stress patterns moves, while in Romance languages, the stress pattern remains the same and the words move to accommodate the discourse patterns. This
is illustrated in the question-answer pairs below, where the Portuguese examples
(10) and (11) the object placement changes when the object is given and thus ‘escapes’ sentence final focus stress, whereas in the English examples (12) and (13),
the stress pattern changes and the word order remains the same regardless of
information structure.
(10)

O que é que o Paulo fala bem? (MEP)
O Paulo fala bem francês

(11)

Como é que o Paulo fala francês? (MEP)
O Paulo fala francês bem (Costa 2004)

(12)

What does John speak well?
John speaks FRENCH well.

(13)

How is John’s French?
John speaks French WELL.
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We do not have direct access to prosodic features in historical corpora, nor do we
have the possibility to ask for native speakers’ judgement on construed questionanswer pairs. One way of working around this problem is to map referential information structure on to syntactic structures, given the universal correlation
between syntax, referential and relational information structure, and try to ‘reconstruct’ the relational information structure through the other two.
The left periphery, in particular, has been subject to scrutiny, since this part
of the sentence is where we find and array of positions carrying different information structural values. Schematically, the syntax of the left periphery of Old
Spanish and Old Portuguese has been outlined as follows:
• Spanish:
ForceP > TopP > ContrastiveFocusP > FinP > InfoFocusP > TP > vP
(Sitaridou 2011, 178)
• Portuguese:
Comp > topic > focus > clitic > scrambled/interpolated XPs > verb
(Martins 2011)
The differences in the left periphery can be summed up in the following:
• Old Spanish allows for preverbal information focus (FocusPinfo), but Old
Portuguese does not.
• In Old Portuguese, non-focused elements scramble to a non-focused place
before the verb (or the non-focused place after the verb).
This type of scrambling to a preverbal position is not found in the Old Spanish
scheme. In Old Portuguese the evidence for a non-focused preverbal scrambling
position are examples such as (14) where elements are placed between the clitic
(me) and the verb (disse). According to Martins (2011) this position is reserved for
elements which need to avoid a sentence final focus stress, normally associated
with information focus.
(14)

depois que me o sancto bispo Nono estas cousas disse2 (OP)
(Vidas dos Santos, Vida de Santa Pelágia, 177v)
after that me.CL the holy bishop Nono these things said
‘After the holy Bishop Nono had said these things to me...’

Needless to say, the clitic is not always present, and in most cases we therefore
have no diagnostic for determining the exact syntactic position of a preverbal element, ie whether it is in this ‘non-focus’ position or if it is a topic or a contrastive
[2]

In the short parallel text at hand, no examples with a clitic and an interpolated object were found. This
example is from Vidas de Santos de um Manuscrito Alcobacense, Vida de Sta. Pelágia.
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focus. We can only rely on information structural criteria and, as I shall argue
in section [4], on the information structural and syntactic exponence of parallel
texts. As for Old Spanish, even though interpolated elements occur, it is far less
frequent and much more restricted as to what types of elements that can occur
here (Castillo Lluch 1998).
In addition to the preverbal ‘avoidfocus’ position in Old Portuguese, arguments can also scramble to a lower position, just above VP (Martins 2011). This
‘avoidfocus’ strategy is the same as the one used in the Modern Portuguese example (11). Schematically, the two languages seem to have the following information structural properties, where contrastive focus also incorporates anaphoric,
or discourse-linked elements3 :
• Spanish:
Topic # Focuscontrast Focusinfo verb non-focus/ Focusinfo ?
• Portuguese:
Topic # Focuscontrast non-focus verb non-focus VP Focusinfo
While the information structural properties of the sentence final position(s) are
relatively clear for Old Portuguese, they have not been properly described for Old
Spanish and are therefore left with a question mark.
In this paper I will look at the three differences which we should be able to
find evidence for in a parallel corpus:
• Spanish has preverbal information focus (Sitaridou 2011), in addition to,
possibly, sentence final information focus. In other words, referents that
are introduced as new, can be either pre or post verbal. Preverbal information focus has not been proposed for Portuguese, and given the fact that it
has been classified as an SVO language, we would only expect to find preverbal subjects that contain new information, never preverbal objects.
• While both Spanish and Portuguese seem to accept sentence final information focus, and move objects that contain old information away from the
sentence final focus position, Portuguese has two ‘avoidfocus’ positions, one
preverbal, one below the verb. Spanish has only the one position below the
verb.
• The ‘avoidfocus’ rule is very strong in Portuguese, and very much linked to
the prosodic structure of the language. Although the same sentence final
focus stress has been described for Modern Spanish (Zubizarreta 1998), it
[3]
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does not have a prominent place in the literature on Old Spanish, perhaps
not surprising since information focus occurs preverbally as well (Sitaridou
2011).
In the present study, I will check the parallel text for
• what happens to Spanish preverbal objects in the Portuguese translation,
in light of the fact that Portuguese has no preverbal information focus,
• given the fact that Portuguese has two ‘avoidfocus’ positions, what is the
distribution of non-focused elements in the translated text and
• whether the strong ‘avoidfocus’ rule in Portuguese affects the translation.
For instance, do more objects that contain old information move from a
sentence final focus position in the Portuguese translation?
[3] t h e data : c o r p u s a n d m e t h o d o l o g y

These texts are a continuation of the Bible, where we are told what happened to
the people who were driven from Babylon, in particular what happened to the
ones who ended up in Spain. In other words, we are dealing with a supposedly
original Spanish text Estoria de Espanna (12th century), chapters 1-12. The Portuguese version, Crónica Geral de Espanha (14th century), adds bits and pieces about
who went on to colonise Portugal and to found Portuguese cities4 .
Additionally, the Portuguese text is probably not a direct translation of the
Spanish one. It is therefore difficult to automatise the searches, and not all sentences are comparable. The criteria for selecting the sentences used for this study
was that they, in both texts, are the same type of clause (main clause/subordinate),
that they have the same arguments to the verb, and that they carry the same
meaning. Given these criteria, the corpus consists of 545 parallel sentences. Differences in word order, including adverbs, adjectives and quantifiers, were found
in 104 of the comparable sentences. Of these, only sentences with subjects and/or
objects (except clitics) were taken into consideration, leaving 40 sentences.

[3.1] Using parallel corpora in historical studies
Even though the texts are written, chances are we may not have the original
manuscript upon which the translation is based, unlike modern parallel corpora.
The manuscript tradition and translation history of these texts are complex. Although the Spanish text is older than the Portuguese one, it has been proposed
that the Spanish text was translated from a presumably lost Portuguese original
and that the Portuguese text known today, is an edited version of the first Portuguese original (Cintra 1951). In fact, we are not even sure if the translations
[4]

The annotated texts have been parallelised and annotated by the ISWOC project and are available at
http://foni.uio.no:3000/.
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were directly translated from a written source, or if the original text was read
out loud for someone to translate. Even though we know certain things about
medieval translations in general, we know very little about the individual translations. In the parallel text we are presented with here, the translator/editor feels
free to explain unclear passages in the original, or to even add something to satisfy the local audience, in this case the Portuguese, who wanted to know what
went on in Portugal.
Schematically, the differences between modern and older translations are as
indicated in Table 1.
table 1: Differences between modern and older translations
modern translation
Original manuscript available
Written transmission
Translator known
Clear principles of translation:
translate everything, no more, no
less

older ‘translations’
Original
manuscript
not
available/non-existing or uncertain
Written or oral transmission
Translator unknown
Unclear principles of translation:
translate most parts, explain what is
unclear, add if something is missing.

[3.2] Contamination
It is not improbable that the language in the translation has been influenced by
the original. In the case of word order, this is commonly known to be a factor.
Related to the uncertainties regarding the original manuscript upon which the
translation is based, is that the differences in word order, theoretically at least,
could be due to a translation from a different manuscript than the one we have
available. In this paper, I adopt the solution proposed by Petrova & Solf (2009)
among others, to only study sentences in which there is a difference in word order between the two texts. This is under the assumption that such sentences are
not subject to contamination, rather they reflect a choice made by the translator
to give the translated text a proper syntactic and information structural configuration in the target language.
[3.3] Advantages of studying information structure in parallel texts
While the problems regarding word order contamination in old parallel corpora
are obvious, there are some great advantages to using these texts, in particular when it comes to information structure. Information structure is contextdependent, and in parallel corpora, the context is presumably the same, and hence
the referential information status of the arguments is also the same. Parallel corpora thus give us a unique opportunity to compare sentence structures in context.
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[4] s y n ta c t i c s t r u c t u r e s i n t h e p a r a l l e l t e x t s o f o l d s p a n i s h

and old portuguese
Turning now to a description of the parallel text at hand, we find that of the 545
of the parallel sentences, more than 450 display the same word order. Typical
examples are found of the following parallel word orders: SVO, OVS, VSO as well
as VS with unaccusatives. They correspond to distinctive information structural
configurations. SVO is the preferred neutral word order in unmarked cases where
both subject and object contain new information.
(15)

SVO
a. Moysen escrivio um libro (OSp)
‘Moses wrote a book’
b. Moyses fez huu livro (OP)
‘Moses wrote a book’

The object is preposed when it is contrastive or when it serves as a discourse link,
which is when it refers back to something previously mentioned in the text. In
these cases the preferred position for the subject is post verbal.
(16)

OVS
a. Tod esto cuenta Moysen (OSp)
‘Moses recounts all this’
b. todas estas coisas e outras muytas cõta Moyses (OP)
‘Moses recounts all these things as well as many others’

We also find cases of VSO, when there is no such discourse link. For other languages such sentences have been classified as thetic sentences, i.e. sentences
without topic (for Old French and Old High German, (Petrova & Rinke 2014), for
Old Spanish Neumann-Holzschuh (1998)).
(17)

VSO
a. cuemo (...) aduxo dios el grand diluuio (OSp)
‘How God brought the great flood’
b. como (...) adusse Deus o grande deluvio (OP)
‘How God brought the great flood’

Additionally, both languages have SOV word orders, although no examples were
found which were both parallel and displayed the same word order. The information structural properties of these sentences will be discussed in section [4.2].
(18)

SOV
a. yo tal vida fago. (OSp)
I such life lead
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‘I lead such a life’
b. Quando Hercoles esto ouvyo (OP)
when Hercules this heard
‘When Hercules heard this’

With unaccusatives (19) and passives (20), both word orders VS and SV are possible. As for the information structure of the subjects, europa is old information, and
can be interpreted as contrastive in the sense that it picks out Europe from the
set Europe and Africa5 . The subject of the passive verb fue destroyda / foi destroida
is also somewhat complex: First of all, the Spanish and the Portuguese context
differ: In the Spanish text, Troy is old information, as shown by the context. In
the Portuguese text, this is the first time the city of Troy has been mentioned.
However, given the context, Troy could be inferred from Iliones (another word for
Trojans) in the previous sentence. As such it can be thought of as old, rather than
new (see also footnote 1).
(19)

VS – unaccusatives/passives
Context6 (translated from the Portuguese version): [‘Together with the
sons of Japheth, some of the sons of Shem inherited all of Europe, from
the great sea which encircles all the earth and which in Greek is called the
Ocean to the other sea which is called the Mediterranean because it lies in
the middle of the earth and is the division between Europe and Africa.’]
a. e acabasse europa en un cabo d’Espanha (OSp)
and end.3SG-REFL europe in one end of’Spain
‘and Europe ends in one corner of Spain’
b. e acabasse Europa encabo despanna (OP)
and end.3SG-REFL europe in-end of-Spain
‘and Europe ends in the corner of Spain’

(20)

SV – unaccusatives/passives
a. [‘From Ivan, son of Japheth came the Iliones who populated a part of
Greece and later Troy (...)’]
despues que troya fue destroyda (OSp)
‘after Troy was destroyed’
b. [‘And also from Ivan, who we have already mentioned, came the Iliones
who populated a part of Greece and Persia (...)’]
despois que Troya foy destroida (OP)
‘after Troy was destroyed’

[5]
[6]
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In the data set, no parallel examples were found which have OSV or VOS. For the
purposes of the present paper, we concentrate on the parallel sentences.

[4.1] Interpolation
Turning now to the differences between the two texts, as mentioned in section [2],
interpolation in Old Portuguese is far less restricted than in Spanish. Although
no examples of interpolated non-focused objects were found in the present corpus, several examples were found with subjects (21), negations (22) and adverbs
(23) and (24), where the Spanish and Portuguese text show a distinct pattern of
interpolation in Portuguese, yet none in Spanish. (The clitics are italicized, the
interpolated element and its Spanish equivalent is in bold.)
(21)

Subjects
a. y ella diogela por quel criasse aquel moço. atal pleyto que quando
fuesse grand que fiziesse del aquello que ella l mandasse (OSp)
and she gave it (the land) to him (Eurysthes) in order for him to raise that
boy on the condition that when he was grown, that he did to him that
which she-CL ordered.3SG
b. E esto com tal condiçom que, quando elle fosse grande, que fezesse
delle aquello que lhe ella mandasse (OP)
and this on the on the condition that when he (Hercules) grew up, he
would do with him that which CL she ordered.3SG

(22)

Negation
a. y rogol que no l fiziesse mal. (OSp)
and asked-him that not-CL do.3SG ill
b. e rogouho que lhe nom fezesse mal. (OP)
and asked-CL that CL not do.3SG ill
‘and asked him not to do him ill’

(23)

Adverbs
a. E cuenta lucan que desque la ouo alli poblada. que fue a caliz (OSp)
And tells lucan that after CL had.3SG there populated, that went to Caliz
b. Mas conta dom Luchas que, despois que a ally ouve poboada, que se
foy a Calez (OP)
But tells dom Luchas that after that CL there had.3SG populated, that CL
went to Caliz
‘But D.Lucas recounts that after he had populated/founded it (Ispalis, a
city), that he went to Caliz’

(24)

Adverbs
a. que lo que caçaua trayegelo alli. (OSp)
that CL which hunted.3SG brought.3SG-CL.DAT-CL.ACC there
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‘that what he hunted, he should bring it there to him.’
b. que, de quãto caçava, de todo lhe ally tragia. (OP)
that of all hunted3.SG. of all CL.DAT there brought.3SG
‘That all he hunted, he should bring all (of it) there to him.’
In the examples above we observe two things in particular: The Spanish post verbal adverbs in (22a) and (23a) appear preverbally in Portuguese. The subject in
(21a) and the negation in (22a) were both preverbal in the Spanish text. If Martins
(2011) is correct, that the position between the clitic and the verb is an ‘avoidfocus position’7 , adverbs such as alli, ‘there’, which can be argued to contain old
information since they refer to a place already mentioned in the text, should not
be sentence final in Portuguese. Spanish does not seem to have this restriction.
The subject in (21) is similarly interpreted as neutral with regard to information
focus in the Portuguese text. The context does give room for a contrastive interpretation of the subject, which would account for the Spanish word order.

[4.2] Subjects
In most sentences, there is no clitic to give a clear diagnostic for the exact position
of the preverbal subject in the Portuguese text. However, since VSO order has
been proposed for Spanish, and since there is a post verbal non-focus position in
Spanish, we would expect to find subjects that are neither topics nor foci in this
position, while in Old Portuguese we would also expect to find them preverbally,
given that it has been analysed as an SVO language.
Old Spanish: VSold
Old Portuguese: Sold V
Indeed, in the examples that do not display the same word order, this is by far the
most common difference, (25)-(28).
(25)

a. de cuemo crio dios el cielo ... (OSp)
of how created God the heaven...
b. como Deus criou o mundo ... (OP)
of how God created the world...

(26)

[Hercules is the protagonist of this story, hence old information]
a. quando esto oyo hercules (OSp)
when this heard Hercules
b. quando Hercoles esto ouvyo (OP)
When Hercules this heard.

(27)

a. lo uno por ques era ella muy fermosa (OSp)
the one because was she very beautiful

[7]
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b. a primeira, por que ella era muy boa e muy fremosa (OP)
the first because she was very good and very beautiful
(28)

[Rocas has travelled to Troy before the city’s first destruction and is talking to the people there.]
a. Quand esto oyeron los troyanos... (OSp)
When this heard the trojans
b. quando os Troyããos ouvyram o que dezia, ... (OP)
when the Trojans heard what he said

When the subject patterns in the opposite way, and Spanish SV is rendered VS
in the Portuguese text, the subject is either not a topic or it contains new information, i.e., it lacks one or more of the properties that are typical of subjects.
In two of these instances, (29) and (30), the subject may be interpreted as contrastive. (este contrasts with Hercules, yo may be interpreted as contrasting with
an unexpressed ‘tu’, referring to Tarcos.) Rinke (2007) has argued that postverbal
pronominal subjects receive a contrastive interpretation in Old Portuguese. The
following two examples seem to confirm to this hypothesis.
(29)

a. assi cuemo hercules se apoderaua de la tierra por fuerça assi este se
apoderaua della por amor. (OSp)
like Hercules REFL took of the land by force, thus this REFL took of-her by
love
‘just like Hercules conquered the land by force, this (man) conquered it
through love.’
b. bem assy como Hercolles se apoderara da terra per força, assi se poderou
este per afaagos e per ben fazer. (OP)
well thus as Hercules REFL took of the land by force, thus REFL took this
by caresses and by well do.INF
‘just like Hercules conquered the land by force, this (man) conquered it
by doing good deeds.’

(30)

[Rocas has been living in a cave with a dragon, when Tarcos/Tharcus finds
him: ‘And while they were talking, the dragon came, and Tarcos, when he
saw it, was frightened and wanted to flee. But Rocas told him not to, and
promised him that the dragon would do him no harm. And the dragon
threw half an ox before Rocas, since it had eaten the oher half. And he
asked Tarcos if he wanted to eat from it and Tarcos said no, that he would
rather eat with his companions. And Rotas said to him:’]
a. yo tal vida fago. (OSp)
I such life lead
‘I lead such a life’
b. Pois tal vida faço eu (OP)
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for such life lead I
‘For I lead such a life’

The following examples show that the information structure constraints which
are valid for objects also affect the subject positions when the correlation subject - topic - old information does not hold, for instance when the subject is new
information. This is the case with the following examples: the subject contains
new information, whether in transitive (31), unaccusative (32) or predicative (33)
structures, and the differences point to the strong sentence final information focus tendency found in Old Portuguese, while Old Spanish on the other hand, allows for sentence initial information focus.
(31)

a. assi cuemo las montannas e los mares la cercan. (OSp)
thus like the mountains and the seas it surrounds
‘like the mountains and the seas surround it’
b. assy como a cercã os mares e as serras. (OP)
thus like it surrounds the mountains and the hills
‘like the mountains and the hills surround it’

(32)

a. o el rey Leomedon estaua (OSp)
where the king Leomedon was
b. onde estava el rey Leomedon (OP)
where was the king Leomedon

(33)

a. quando oyo que Rey era e noble omne. ouo grand duelo del. (OSp)
when heard.3SG that king was.3SG and noble man had.3SG great pain ofhim
‘When he heard that he was a king and a noble man, he felt very sorry for
him.’
b. quando ouvyo como era rey e nobre homen, ouve delle grande doo (OP)
when heard.3SG how was.3SG king and noble man had.3SG of-him great
pain.

[4.3] Objects
Objects usually contain new information and are usually VO, even in Old Spanish.
(or VS if the verb is unaccusative ). However, if the word order differs, we would
expect Spanish to have OV (or SV with unaccusatives) since Old Spanish allows
for preverbal information focus.
Old Spanish: OV (or SVunacc )
Old Portuguese: VO (or Vunacc S)
Old Portuguese has a stronger tendency than Old Spanish for the sentence-final
position to contain new information (cf. (24)), and the sentence is more likely to
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be reorganised according to the following principle if the object is new information. (No examples were found of the opposite, where a Portuguese object containing old information scrambles and the Spanish does not.)
Old Spanish: V O PPold /Advold
Old Portuguese: V PPold /Advold O
Traces of these structural differences are also found in the texts. When the objects
display a different word order in the texts, the Spanish preverbal objects may
contain new information. The object in (34) otra tierra introduces a new referent8
and estorias in (35) is also new information9 .
In Portuguese these objects remain sentence final, and receive sentence final
focus stress10 .
(34)

[‘And there were other peoples there which were called Vandals and those
inhabited Andaluzia. And (this land) runs in width from the river called
Guadiana to the Mediterranean sea.’]
a. otra tierra y ouo que llamaron luzenna (OSp)
other land there was.3SG
b. ainda hi ha outra terra a que chamam Luçena (OP)
also there is.3SG other land

(35)

a. e deste fablaron todos los sabios que estorias fizieron (OSp)
who stories made.3PL
‘who wrote stories’
b. e deste fallarom todos os sabedores que composeron estorias (OP)
who wrote stories

The following examples show another one of the most common word order differences, where the Portuguese Adverb (assim, ally) or PP (com ella, per força) which
[8]

[9]

Although it can also be argued that it is contrastive. Additionally, the object state of this argument is
debatable. It could also be analysed as a subject. It would however, be subject to the same information
structural principles mentioned above for subjects.
Although the following example is puzzling:
(i)

[10]

a. este nombre ouo por trebeios que mando y fazer hercules (OSp)
this name had.3SG for work which ordered.3SG there make.INF Hercules
‘It got this name because of the work Hercules ordered done there’
b. ouve este nome por trebelhos que hy mandou fazer Hercolles (OP)
had.3SG this name for work which there ordered.3SG make.INF Hercules
‘it got this name because of the work Hercules ordered done there’

One reviewer pointed out that this could be explained by a syntactic preference for these word orders,
independently of discourse structures. While this analysis is not impossible, it does not explain why
these differences are only found in particular information structural contexts. However, the corpus is
too small to draw conclusions regarding this question.
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contains old information, precedes the object containing new information, (or in
the case of (36), more prominent information than the adverb) while the Spanish
sentences display the opposite pattern.
(36)

[‘And some say that the wise men of Greece knew (...) that there would be
born a man there who would have the name Hercules and that he would
do many and great and marvelous things throughout the world, more
than any other man.’]
a. e los dos hercules primeros cuydando que cada uno dellos serie aquel.
pusieron se nombre assi (OSp)
put.3PL REFL name thus
b. E por esta razom os dous Hercolles primeiros, cuydando cada hũũ seer
aquelle, poseronse assy nome (OP)
put.3PL-REFL thus name
‘And for this reason, the two first Hercules, each thinking that he was the
one, named themselves thus’

(37)

[Rocas went with Tarcos and married one of his daughters and had two
sons with her. Then he went back to the cave (where he had lived with
the dragon).]
a. e fizo una torre sobraquella cueua. e moro alli ya quanto. Depues que
el murio fincaron sos fijos alli (OSp)
remained.3PL his sons there
‘his sons remained there’
b. e fez hi hũa torre sobre aquella cova. E despois se foy andar pello
mundo como da prymeira. E ficaron ally aquelles dous seus filhos (OP)
remained there those two his sons
‘those two sons of his remained there’

(38)

[‘And this Juno, for this reason, got friendly with king Eurystheus who
was her neighbour’]
a. Auie contienda con ella (OSp)
had.3SG dispute with her
‘He had a dispute with her’
b. e avya com ella contenda (OP)
had.3SG with her dispute
‘and he had a dispute with her’

(39)

[‘and he buried his brother Priamus in Pádua (...) and after he had buried
him, he became very powerful’]
a. e gano una tierra per fuerça (OSp)
won.3SG a land by force
‘and won a land by force’
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b. e guaanhou per força hua terra (OP)
won.3SG by force a land
’and won a land by force’
[5] c o n c l u s i o n

The differences in information structure that can be derived from the different
descriptions of Old Spanish and Old Portuguese are reflected in the parallel corpus. They are captured by three main principles: (a) New information in Spanish
can, but need not be, preverbal, and this leads to a larger number of OV sentences.
(b) Old Portuguese has sentence final focus stress, thus post verbal Adverbs, PPs
and Objects ordered according to this principle and (c) Spanish has a non-focus
position below the verb reflected in the VSO order, while Portuguese has a nonfocus position preverbally which does not exist in Spanish. This leads to a relatively larger number of SV in Old Portuguese in cases where the subject is old
information.
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abstract
Both Old English and Old French are commonly described as V2 languages.
We investigate the position of the postverbal subject based on a corpus of
medieval texts with respect to syntax and information structure. Our main
findings are that information structure plays a more important role in Old
English than in Old French.
[1] i n t r o d u c t i o n

This paper investigates subjects in postverbal position in Old English (OE, 700 –
ca. 1100) and Old French (OF, 842 – ca. 1350) against the backdrop of the verbsecond (V2) phenomenon (for OE see among others Pintzuk (1993, 1999); Haeberli (2000, 2002); Pintzuk & Haeberli (2008); Walkden (2012, To appear)); for OF,
see among others Thurneysen (1892); Foulet (1930); Adams (1987, 1989); Roberts
(1993); Vance (1997); Labelle (2006). We show that postverbal pronominal subjects are adjacent to the finite verb in both languages. Furthermore, we argue
that postverbal DP subjects do not evacuate the expanded vP in either language.
As for information structure, both languages are sensitive to weight, but information value plays a more prominent role in OE than in OF.
Verb-second word order in OE and OF is illustrated in examples (1) and (2). In
(1), the adverbial prepositional phrase (PP) on þisum geare ‘in this year’ precedes
the finite verb heold ‘held’, which again is followed by the subject se cyng Henri
‘king Henry’. In the OF example in (2), the nominal adverb toute cele semeinne
et l’autre apres ‘all week, and the week after’ is in clause-initial position, and the
subject boorz ‘Bors’ follows the finite verb demora ‘stayed’.
(1)

[1]

On þisum geare heold se cyng Henri his hired
to Cristesmæssan æt
in this year held the king Henry his household at Christmas
at
Westmynstre
Westminster
‘In this year, at Christmas, king Henry held his household at Westminster’1
(ChronE 35)
In all examples, the finite verb appears in italics.
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(2)

toute cele semeinne et l’ autre apres demora boorz en l’ ostel
all this week
and the other after stayed Bors in the household
le roi artu entre
lui et sa compaignie
the king Arthur between him and his company
‘All week, and the week after, Bors stayed in the household of king Arthur
together with his men’
(MoA 93671)

The V2 constraint is found in all modern Germanic languages with the noteworthy
exception of Modern English. As we saw in (1) and (2), it implies that the finite
verb is found in second position of the clause, regardless of which element is in
first position. The verb may be preceded by the subject as in (3). If, however, an
XP other than the subject precedes the finite verb, as in (4), the subject occurs
postverbally.
(3)

(4)

Det er kaldt i dag
it is cold in day
‘It is cold today’

(Norwegian)

I dag er det kaldt
in day is it cold
‘Today it is cold’

(Norwegian)

However, both OE and OF also have numerous non-V2 sentences that apparently
contradict their status as V2 languages, as in (5) and (6), where the verb occurs
in third position. In addition, both present-day languages are SVO languages. In
this respect, English is unique among the Germanic languages and French unique
among the Romance languages.
(5)

(6)

Et quant il l’aperçoit, il est trop dolenz
and when he it-discovers he is too suffering
‘And when he discovers this, he becomes very sad’
þa deor hi hatað hranas
the deer they call reindeer
‘they call the deer reindeer’

(Tr 273)

(Or 15)

In Bech & Salvesen (2014), we analyzed clauses with a preverbal subject, and we
showed that despite the superficial similarities between OE and OF, the languages
are fundamentally different. First, declarative main clauses in OF have the finite
verb in a structurally high position, whereas OE main clauses may have the verb
in a high or a low position. This variation in OE makes the language difficult to
analyze, as it is supposed that the grammar is mixed (Lightfoot 1979, 1999), so that
some clauses are head-final, others head-initial. In many cases it is obvious that
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the finite verb sits in a very low position (e.g. verb-final) (7); in other cases it is
impossible to tell whether the verb sits high or low in the structure (8).
(7)

Monigre
geara
tida
ofer ealle Breotone ic flyma wæs
many.gen.pl year.gen.pl time.gen.pl over all Britain I fugitive was
‘For many a year I have been a fugitive throughout all Britain’ (ApT 128)

(8)

Forðam ic ðe lære þæt þu fleo and beorge þinum life.
therefore I you teach that you flee and save your life
‘Therefore I counsel you to flee, and save your life’

(ApT 12)

However, even disregarding the verb-late clauses in OE, we find that the grammars are very different. In our corpus of OF, we never find an argument moved
in front of the finite verb when the subject is preverbal. This is not the case in
OE. Based on this, we have claimed that only one element may move in front of
the finite verb in OF, whereas at least two elements may be moved there in OE.
We believe the restriction found in OF is the reflection of a syntactic constraint
that requires one and only one element to be moved across the finite verb. In OE
no such syntactic constraint exists, and elements are moved in front of the finite
verb in order to check information-structural features.
As we have previously examined clauses with preverbal subjects, we will now
look at clauses in which the subject occurs after the finite verb. Considering the
differences between the two languages in the clauses we have already analyzed,
we want to know if similar differences may be observed when the subject occurs
in postverbal position.
The outline of this paper is as follows: In section [2] we describe the method
used and the key data. In section [3] we take a closer look at the distribution of
the different kinds of subjects with respect to type (pronoun vs. DP), as well as
with respect to other elements in the clause. In section [4] we attempt to give a
syntactic account of the patterns we observe, and in section [5] we outline what
effects may potentially be ascribed to information structure. Finally, in section
[6] we pull the threads together and present the conclusion.
[2] m e t h o d a n d k e y data

The study is based on prose texts. In the case of OE, the data stem from five
different texts: Bede’s Ecclesiastical History of the English People (Bede, manuscripts
first half of 10th cent.), Orosius (Or, manuscripts early 10th cent. and 11th cent.),
Ælfric’s Lives of Saints (ÆLS, manuscript early 11th cent.), Apollonius of Tyre (ApT,
manuscript mid-11th cent.), and the Peterborough Chronicle (ChronE, manuscript
first half of 12th cent.). The total number of excerpted clauses is 1,496 declarative
main clauses, out of which 589 clauses have the subject in postverbal position.
The example references refer to the page number of the editions used.
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The Old French data are taken from two prose texts: Le roman de Tristan en
prose (Tr, c. 1230) and La Mort Artu (MoA, c. 1240). The total number of declarative
main clauses is 1,821, out of which 338 have the subject in postverbal position. The
example references refer to the paragraph (Tristan) and sentence ID in the ISWOC
corpus (La Mort Artu).
The distribution of word order with respect to the internal order of subject
and verb is presented in Table 1.
table 1: The distribution of pre- and postverbal subjects in Old English and Old
French

Preverbal subjects
Postverbal subjects
Null subjects
Total

Old English
no.
%
907
60.6
589
39.4
–
–
1,496 100.0

Old French
no.
%
932
51.2
338
18.6
551
30.3
1,821 100.1

We see that postverbal subjects are less frequent than preverbal or null subjects. In OE, they constitute around 40% of our selection; in OF only around 18%.
The reason for this difference may be that OF allows null subjects, and these occur
when an XP other than the subject precedes the finite verb (as initially observed
by Foulet (1930)). In other words, the language user had the choice between omitting the subject altogether or expressing it in a postverbal position when something other than the subject preceded the finite verb. Our data show that omitting
the pronominal subject was more common than expressing it. In (9) the subject
has been omitted, and in (10) it is expressed. Both clauses have the adverb mieuz
‘better’ in clause-initial position (the conjunction car ‘for’ is not part of the clause
structure). We will not consider null subjects in this paper.
(9)

(10)

Mieuz vodroient rendre le treü que lor peres avoit rendu.
better would give the tribute than their father had given
‘They would rather give [them] the tribute that their father had given’
(Tr 292)
car mieuz voudroit il estre toz jorz en servaige.
for better want he be all days in slavery
‘for he would prefer to remain a slave all his days’

(Tr 289)

When we consider the clauses with postverbal subject, we get the word order distribution shown in Table 2 on the facing page. ‘X’ stands for ‘any clause element
other than the subject and the finite verb’.
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table 2: The distribution of word order with postverbal subjects

VS
VSX
VXS
VXSX
Total

Old English
no.
%
98
16.6
393
66.7
66
11.2
32
5.4
589
99.9

Old French
no.
%
60
17.8
245
72.5
20
5.9
13
3.8
338 100.0

Table 2 shows that most of the sentences have material after the subject (VSX
and VXSX) – around 70% in both languages. We also see that in many cases, material may intervene between the finite verb and the subject (VXS and VXSX). What
interests us is to know what kind of material may occur in this intermediate position and also if there is a difference between pronominal and full DP subjects
(henceforth DP subjects).
[3] s u b j e c t s a n d o t h e r e l e m e n t s i n t h e c l a u s e

We know that postverbal subjects may occupy different positions also in Germanic
languages. In an overview, Haeberli (2000) shows how closely related languages,
such as German and West Flemish on the one hand or Norwegian and Danish on
the other, may behave differently with respect to the position of DP subjects.
Whereas German and Norwegian permit adverbials between the finite verb and
the postverbal DP subject – (11) and (13), West Flemish and Danish do not – (12)
and (14). All examples from Haeberli (2000); translations added by us.
(11)

(12)

(13)

(14)

Wahrscheinlich wird (später) Hans dieselbe Uhr kaufen
probably
will (later) Hans the-same watch buy
‘Hans will probably buy the same watch later’
Misschein goa (*loater) Jan tzelfste orloge kuopen
probably go (later) Hans the-same watch buy
‘Hans will probably buy the same watch later’
Denne klokka hadde (seinere) min gamle far
kjøpt
this watch had (later) my old father bought
‘My old father had later bought this watch’
Dette ur
vil (*senere) min far
købe.
this watch will (later) my father buy
‘My father will buy this watch later’

(German)

(West Flemish)

(Norwegian)

(Danish)
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Adverbs intervening between the verb and the subject are, however, only possible
with DP subjects. When the subject is pronominal, it must be adjacent to the finite
verb when it occurs in postverbal position.
(15)

(16)

Wahrscheinlich wird (*später) er dieselbe Uhr kaufen
probably
will (later) he the-same watch buy
‘He will probably buy the same watch later’
Denne klokka hadde (*seinere) han kjøpt
this watch had (later)
he bought
‘He had later bought this watch’

(German)

(Norwegian)

It is important to note that this difference is not the result of cliticization. In the
examples in (16), the pronouns are not clitics, even though it may be argued that
the pronoun in Norwegian is weak in the sense of Cardinaletti & Starke (1999).2
The difference between the two patterns may be explained by the subjects occupying two different positions in the structural hierarchy. In order to determine
what positions these are in the case of OE and OF, we will look at the distribution
of pronominal and DP subjects with respect to non-finite verbs, adverbials, and
other arguments. In doing so we will deviate from Haeberli (2000), who only considers adjuncts (adverbials in our terminology).

[3.1] Pronominal subjects and full DP subjects
In the analysis of our data, we distinguish between DP subjects, pronominal subjects and other. The group other comprises clausal subjects (only OE), and nonpersonal pronouns (such as demonstrative cil ‘that one’ in OF).3
When we look at Tables 3 and 4, which show how the different types of subjects are distributed with respect to the different word orders, we see that the
distribution in OE and OF is remarkably similar. In both languages, the pronominal subject must follow the finite verb immediately. We may thus conclude that
the pronominal subject may not be separated from the finite verb when it occurs
postverbally. The same observation was made by Vance (1997) for OF.
We also see that DPs are preferred if the subject is in clause-final position, and
that pronominal subjects occur in such a position less than 5% of the time. The
DP subject may be separated from the finite verb in both languages.
[2]

[3]
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in the terminology of Zwicky (1977). These are ’a ‘she’ and ’n ‘he’ and are as such distinguishable from
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table 3: Subject types with the different word orders
DP
VS
VSX
VXS
VXSX
Total

no.
76
227
46
27
376

%
20.2
60.4
12.2
7.2
100.0

Old English
pronoun
no.
%
8
4.7
159
93.0
0
0
4
2.3
171 100.0

other
no.
%
13
43.3
0
0.0
17
56.7
0
0.0
30 100.0

table 4: Subject types with the different word orders
DP
VS
VSX
VXS
VXSX
Total

no.
42
84
18
12
156

%
26.9
53.8
11.5
7.7
99.9

Old French
pronoun
no.
%
7
4.4
153
95.6
0
0.0
0
0.0
160 100.0

other
no.
%
11
50.0
8
36.4
2
9.1
1
4.5
22 100.0

pronominal subject adjacent to the finite verb
(17)

(18)

Enfant, mar fustes vos onques né et engendré!
child badly were you ever born and conceived
‘Child, cursed be your conception and birth’
þa wundrade he swiðe
then wondered he much
‘then he wondered much’

(Tr 288)

(Bede 114)

dp subject separated from the finite verb
(19)

(20)

Bien nos a fait Diex grant honor et grant misericorde
well us has done God big honour and big grace
‘God has shown us great honour and big grace’
þa becom hyre on hand þæs halgan apostoles lar
then came her on hand the holy apostle’s doctrine
‘then came into her hands the holy apostle’s doctrine’

(Tr 304)

(ÆLS 26)
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[3.2] Subjects and objects
The next point to consider is the position of postverbal non-pronominal subjects
with respect to objects in the text. As we have already established that pronominal subjects are almost always adjacent to the finite verb (see Table 3), we know
that they will precede the non-finite verb, and they are thus not included here.
In the case of OF, pronominal objects have been excluded as well, as these are always clitics on the verb. In OE, there are no pronominal clitics (Bech 2001), so
pronominal objects have been included in Table 5.
table 5: The distribution of DP objects and pronominal objects in relation to DP
subjects
DP subject – DP object
DP object – DP subject
DP subject – Pron. object
Pron. oSbject – DP subject

Old English
44
4
5
14

Old French
12
1
–
–

In OE, the DP subject almost always precedes the DP object (21).
(21)

7 berað þa Cwenas hyra scypu ofer land on ða meras
and carry the Kvens their ships over land into the lakes
‘and the Kvens carry their ships over land into the lakes’

(Or 15)

In our data, the DP object precedes the subject in four sentences. In these cases,
the subject is both heavy (i.e. modified) and new, hence the clause-late position.
Consider examples (22) and (23).
(22)

Swelce eac toætecte þisse
gedrefnisse storm Sæberhtes deað
so
also increased this.gen confusion.gen storm Sæberht’s dead
Eastseaxna
cyninges
Eastsaxons.gen king.gen
‘The death of Sæberht, king of the East Saxons, also increased the tempest
of this confusion’
(Bede 112)

(23)

Hæfde ærest þisses gemetes
rice Ælle Suðseaxna
cyning
had first this.gen measure.gen power Ælle Southsaxons.gen king
‘Ælle, king of the South Saxons, was the first who had power of this measure’
(Bede 108)

In (22), the subject, Sæberhtes deað Eastseaxna cyninges ‘the death of Sæberht, king
of the East Saxons’ is both new and heavy, hence it is placed after the object þisse
gedrefnisse storm ‘the tempest of this confusion’, which is also heavy, but conveys
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given information. The same is the case in (23), where þisses gemetes rice ’power of
this measure’ is given and heavy, whereas the subject Ælle Suðseaxna cyning ‘Ælle,
king of the South Saxons’ is new and heavy.
As regards the ordering of DP subjects in relation to DP objects and pronominal objects in OE, it is as expected that in most cases, pronominal objects precede
DP subjects, since OE word order is subject to information-structural pressure. If
the pronominal object follows the DP subject, it is either a deictic demonstrative,
such as þæt ‘that’ in (24), or the order pronominal object before DP subject might
cause confusion, as in (25), where there is no case marking on Eugenia, and the
form hi can be a nominative or accusative. Thus, if the order had been Ða nam hi
Eugenia on sundorspræce, hi might easily be construed as the subject and Eugenia as
the object, since subject-before-object is the most common order.
(24)

(25)

Þa geþafode se casere þæt ðam geræfan
then granted the emperor that to-the governor
‘Then the emperor granted that to the governor’

(ÆLS 40)

Ða nam Eugenia hi
on sundorspræce
then took Eugenia them in private-speech
‘Then Eugenia took them apart in conversation’

(ÆLS 28)

In OF the subject almost always precedes the DP object. Some of these objects are
modified, so that weight may come into play, but others are plain DPs, as in (26).
The only exception in our data is the example in (27), where the object Tristan
precedes the subject la longe maladie qu’il avoit eüe ‘the long illness that he had
suffered’. In this case the word order has most likely been dictated by weight.
(26)

(27)

Ensi
chastie Gorvenal son menistre
this-way warned Gorvenal his master
‘This way Gorvenal warned his master’

(Tr 254)

car mout avoit empirié Tristan la longe maladie qu’ il avoit eüe.
for much had worsened Tristan the long illness that he had had
‘For the long illness he had suffered had made Tristan much worse’ (Tr 317)

[3.3] Postverbal subjects and adverbs
The position of adverbs may provide us with information about the exact position
of the subject.
In OE, negation is clitizised on the verb, unlike in OF, where it may occur before
and after the subject. Therefore, in the case of OF, we have counted the negation
as an X-element in our tables. We have already shown that personal pronouns
are not separated from the finite verb, and this is also the case when the verb is
negated. This was first observed for OF by Vance (1997), and our data confirm this.
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The pronominal subject always precedes negation (28), whereas the DP subject
follows it (29).
(28)

(29)

Or nel feroie je pas!
now neg-it do I neg
‘Now I will not do it’
icele nuit n ala pas mes sire gauvains a cort
this night neg went neg my sir Gauvain to court
‘This night sir Gauvain did not go to court’

(Tr 279)

(MoA 93427)

In OE as well, the pronominal subject follows the finite verb immediately (see
Table 3), as in (30).
(30)

þa
he onweg adrifen wæs, cwom he to Cent
when he away driven was came he to Kent
‘when he was driven away, he came to Kent’

(Bede 118)

Because of this consistent behaviour of pronominal subjects, we have excluded
them from this section. Here, we will only look at DP subjects and their position
with respect to adverbs. What interests us it to examine which adverbs may precede the subject and which elements may follow it.
In OF, the adverbs that precede the DP subject are typically short adverbs. In
addition to the negation pas we find lors ‘then’, ja ‘already’, and tant ‘so much’.
(31)

et estoit ja
li tornoiemenz si pleniers qu[e] ...
and was already the tournament so full
that
‘and there were already so many people at the tournament that ...’
(MoA 93237)

There is also one instance of two adverbs (lors ‘then’ and the PP par devant ‘in front
of’) preceding the DP subject, but in that case the subject is very heavy, containing
a relative subclause.
(32)

Si passa lors par devant li uns nens qui mout savoit des choses
SI passed then for front the one dwarf that much knew of things
qui estoient a venir
that were
to come
‘Then, right in front of them, came the dwarf who knew a lot about the
things to come’
(Tr 259)

Adverbials that follow the subject are typically longer, such as DPs (33) and modified adverbs (34).
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En cele chambre fu Tristanz dis jorz entiers
in this room
was Tristan ten days whole
‘Tristan spent then full days in this room’

(Tr 314)

cele nuit dormi mes sire gauvains moult petit
this night slept my sir Gauvain much little
‘This night sir Gauvain slept very little’

(MoA 93540)

In OE there are several examples of longer adverbs between the finite verb and the
DP subject. As we saw for OF in (32), the adverbs may also cluster in this position
in OE, as in (35).
(35)

7 hym wæs ða twegen dagas on ðæt bæcbord þa igland þe in
and him was then two
days on the port
the islands that to
Denemearce hyrað
Denmark
belong
‘and then, for two days he had the islands that belong to Denmark on the
port side’
(Or 16)

We also find DP subjects following short adverbs, such as a ‘always’ in (36).
(36)

him wæs a
widsæ on þæt bæcbord
him was always widesea on the port
‘there was always a wide sea on the port side’

(Or 14)

According to Cinque (1999), adverbs are the specifiers of functional heads, and
their order is hierarchically organized cross-linguistically (38). This order is taken
to be a universal.
(37)

généralement ‘generally’, habituellement ‘normally’ > pas ‘not’ > déjà ‘already’, (pas) encore ‘(not) yet’ > plus ‘more’, encore ‘again’ > toujours ‘always’, jamais ‘never’ > complètement ‘completely’, partiellement ‘partially’
> tout ‘all’, rien ‘nothing’ > bien ‘well’, mal ‘badly’

Even though Cinque does not map the adverbial hierarchy onto the existing domains (CP, IP and VP), it is clear that an adverb such as bien ‘well’ sits very low in
the structure. In the literature, adverbs corresponding to well are taken to mark
the border between the IP-field and the vP-field. In other words, it would be a
clear indication that a DP subject has not evacuated the vP if it follows adverbs
such as bien ‘well’.
The adverbs we have discussed so far (such as OE a ‘always’, OF ja ‘already’)
belong to the IP-field of Cinque’s hierarchy. We do, however, find adverbs that
indicate that the DP subject has not moved into the IP-field. In (38), the DP subOSLa volume 6(1), 2014
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ject Tristanz follows the adverb bien, which belongs to the lowest position in the
adverbial hierarchy, according to Cinque.
(38)

et tot ce savoit bien Tristanz meïsme
and all that knew well Tristan himself
‘and Tristan himself knew that well’

(Tr 317)

Vance (1997) suggests that the postverbal subject in OF may occur either under
SpecTP or SpecVP4 , but our data do not indicate that the DP subject has moved
out of vP at all.
In OE, we saw in (36) that the adverb a ‘always’ precedes the subject. ‘Always’
is not one of the adverbs that are thought to mark the border between the IP and
the vP, as it sits in the middle of the hierarchy. As such we may not categorically
say that the postverbal subject has not moved out of the vP in OE, but we may say
that it has not moved to the upper part of the IP-field.

[3.4] Subjects and complex verb phrases
It is not only adverbs and objects that may separate the DP subject from the finite
verb. In complex verb phrases, the subject may also follow the non-finite verb.
The distribution of DP subjects in relation to non-finite verbs is presented in Table
6.5
table 6: The position of the DP subject in relation to the non-finite verb
NF = non-finite
V-S-NF
V-NF-S

Old English
DP subject
49
18

Old French
DP subject
12
15

Non-finite verbs and DP subjects in Old French
When we look at different verb types and constructions as presented in Table 7,
we see that the DP subject is most likely to occur after the non-finite verb with
most kinds of verbs and constructions. Note that it is possible to combine e.g. a
transitive verb with a modal auxiliary. In such cases, we list the verb under modal
rather than transitive.
[4]
[5]
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table 7: Type of verb with respect to postverbal DP subjects in OF. NF=non-finite
verb
type of construction
transitive
unaccusative
copula
passive
modal
factive
total

V-S-NF
2
1
1
2
2
4
12

V-NF-S
6
3
0
5
1
0
15

The only type of construction where the subject always precedes the nonfinite verb, is the factive, where an infinitive follows the factive verb faire ‘make’
(39).
(39)

A l’ endemain
aprés ore de prime fist li rois venir sa fille
on the following-day after hour of first made the king come his girl
devant li en une soe chambre
before him in one his chamber
‘The following day, after the first hour, the king summoned before him
the girl in one of his private chambers’
(Tr 382)

We see that the subject often follows the non-finite verb with unaccusatives, passives, and ordinary transitives. As we know that the subject is generated in object position in unaccusative and passive constructions (Perlmutter 1978; Helland
2001; Legendre & Sorace 2003), it is not unexpected that these subjects follow the
participle. This word order would simply reflect that the subject sits in its base
position (40). We note, however, that this is not an obligatory position for the
subject (41).
(40)

(41)

Si estoient la
venu li baron
de maint reaume
SI were there come the noblemen of many kingdoms
‘The noblemen from many kingdoms had come there’

(Tr 316)

et por ce qu il
ne pueent mie assembler a leur volente quant
and for that what they neg can
neg assemble at their will
when
vos i
estes, est Lancelos remes, qu il n ira pas au
you there are is Lancelot remained for he neg goes neg to-the
tornoiement de wincestre
tournament of Wincester
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‘And because they cannot get together when they want to when you are
there, Lancelot stayed behind as he is not going to the tournament of
Winchester’
(MoA 93025)
More surprisingly, we observe that also with transitive verbs, the subject normally follows the participle. This cannot be ascribed to weight only, as in (27). In
other cases, the subject may be fairly short (42).
(42)

et por la proesce de li l’ avoit retenu li Morholz en sa
and for the courage of him him had kept the Morholt in his
compaignie
company
‘and Morholt had kept him in his company because of his courage’
(Tr 287)

A final point to make is the behaviour of factives in OF (see example (26)). Unlike
the other constructions, the subject of the factive is not generated in the same vP
as the non-finite verb. In factive constructions, the subject of the factive verb is
not the subject of the non-finite verb. We take it that the subject and the infinitive have not been merged in the same projection, and that the factive infinitive
is more deeply embedded than the infinitive in modal constructions. This may
explain why subjects may not follow the infinitive.

Non-finite verbs and DP subjects in Old English
In our OE data, there is only one example of a complex verb phrase corresponding
to the modern English perfect aspect. The great majority of the constructions are
passive constructions and modal constructions. What we see is essentially the
same pattern as in OF: In passive constructions, the subject may precede or follow
the non-finite verb (43).
(43)

(44)

þær wearð Marsepia sio cwen ofslagen
there was Marsepia the queen killed
‘there Queen Marsepia was killed’
and wæran gegeorcode þa reðan wyta
and were prepared the cruel tortures
‘and the cruel tortures were prepared’

(Or 30)

(ÆLS 36)

There is only one example of a DP subject and a compound form with an unaccusative verb. In this case, the DP subject is postverbal (45).
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7 On þam fare
wurdon adr[u]ncene þæs cynges twegen sunan
and on that journey were drowned
the king’s two
sons
Willelm 7 Ricard
William and Richard
‘and on that journey the king’s two sons William and Richard drowned’
(ChronE 40)

Constructions in which the non-finite verb is an infinitive have the subject in front
of the non-finite verb (46) in the great majority of cases, but see (47) for an example in which the subject follows the infinitive. This is the same tendency we
observed for OF.
(46)

(47)

þa nolde
basilla . brydguman geceosan
then not-would Basilla . bridegroom choose
‘then Basilla would not choose a bridegroom’

(ÆLS 46)

7 sceall beon se læsta dæl nyhst þæm tune ðe se deada man on
and shall be the least part next to-the town the the dead man in
lið
lies
‘and the least part shall be next to the town in which the dead man lies’
(Or 17)

[3.5] Summing up
We see that in clauses with a postverbal subject, pronominal subjects follow the finite verb immediately in both OE and OF. As regards DP subjects, we have seen that
heaviness plays an important role in subject placement. If the subject is heavy,
for example if it is modified, it is most likely to appear in final clause position. If
we disregard the heavy subjects, we may observe the following
• the DP subject precedes the DP object
• the DP subject can both precede and follow the non-finite verb
• the DP subject follows certain adverbials and precedes others
In section [4] we will seek a model that can account for these data.
[4] s y n ta x

The position of subjects has been discussed for both OE and OF. A strong tradition for OE suggests that there are two subject positions in OE: A higher position
for pronouns and a lower for DPs (Pintzuk 1993, 1999; Pintzuk & Haeberli 2008).
Haeberli (2000, 2002) identifies the higher subject position as SpecAgrP,and the
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lower as SpecTP. In clauses that are not verb-final or verb-late, the finite verb will
normally move to Agro . This implies that a pronominal subject will be preverbal
unless the finite verb moves to the C-domain. A DP subject, on the other hand, will
be postverbal in clauses that contain a finite verb in a high position. Occurrences
of preverbal DP subjects are analyzed as instances of topicalization, in which the
DP subject occupies SpecCP, but the verb has not moved into the C-domain.6 According to the tradition following Pintzuk (1993), the finite verb only moves to Co
in wh-clauses, verb-initial clauses, and following certain adverbs, such as þa ‘then’
(48). SP means pronominal subject; SDP nominal subject.
(48)

[ CP topic [ Co [ AgrP SP [ Agro V f in [ TP SDP [ To Vf in ...]]]]]]

The derivation of OE is not straightforward, as it is common to presume that the
language has a right-branching VP (see inter alii Pintzuk (1993) and subsequent
literature). It is possible to use a Kaynian approach (Kayne 1994) and propose that
the cases of OV in OE are derived by different movement operations, and that the
whole language structure is left-branching. In either case, we must assume that
the subject is merged in vP and that it moves to its surface position.
For OF, Vance (1997) suggests that the postverbal pronominal subject cliticizes on the finite verb, which moves to Co . The postverbal DP subject may either
occupy SpecTP or SpecVP. Note that in Vance’s model, the finite verb only moves
to Co when an element other than the subject precedes it. Vance’s analysis for
postverbal pronominal subjects is presented in (49); and the analysis for postverbal DP subjects is presented in (50). Vance distinguishes between AgrP and TP
within the IP-field. If the subject is a DP, both are projected, and the DP subject
occupies the lower projection. With pronominal subjects, IP is not split, and the
subject sits under SpecIP. According to Vance, SpecAgrP is an A’ position and is
only available to subjects in preverbal position.
(49)

[ CP XP [ Co V f in + SP [ IP SP [ Io V f in [ VP SP [ Vo V f in ]]]]]]

(50)

[ CP XP [ Co V f in [ TP SDP [ To V f in [ VP SDP [ Vo V f in ]]]]]]

We see that the models have identical points. First, we can conclude that both OE
and OF pattern with languages such as Norwegian and German in that pronominal
subjects and DP subjects appear in different positions, cf (11). The pronoun sits
higher than the DP subject. In what follows, we will focus on the DP subject.

[6]
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The DP subject in the vP

The fact that a postverbal DP subject may occur after a non-finite verb is somewhat troublesome. Even if the subject has not moved out of vP, we expect the subject of a transitive or ergative verb in a left-branching structure, to be merged under SpecvP, thus preceding the participle (Kratzer 1996). The verb will be merged
in Vo and then move to vo . If the verb under vo is non-finite, an auxiliary will be
merged in some designated head in the IP-field (presumably Auxo ). If the verb is
finite, it will move from vo to its final landing site in the IP- or CP-field (depending on language-specific configurations). This gives us the outline of the vP as
presented in Figure 1.

figure 1: vP and VP
In the case of unaccusative verbs and passive constructions, the subject is
merged in object position, in other words in SpecVP. If we hypothesize that the
verb must always move to vo , we immediately see the reason for postverbal DP
subjects in unaccusative and passive structures (see also Radford (2004, 351)). The
structure is presented in Figure 2 on the following page.
In OE, there is no distinct syntactic pattern as regards the position of the DP
subject with respect to the participle in passive constructions. In the case of OF,
we see that with unaccusative verbs and passive constructions, the subject normally remains in the position in which it has been merged. We do, however, have
one example in which the subject of an unaccusative verb precedes the non-finite
verb. In addition, with six out of the eight transitive verbs, the participle precedes the DP subject. As we saw in Figure 1, this is not expected, as the subject is
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figure 2: vP and VP with unaccusative verbs and in passive constructions
merged to the left of vo . It follows from this that in both OE and OF, the passive
subject must have moved after it has been merged.
Our model is in other words not able to account for the data found in our
corpus. On the one hand, we have made the assumption that the DP subject has
not evacuated the vP. On the other hand, we see that the word order participle–DP
subject is not possible within a standard model of the vP.
In order to solve this problem, we will use insights from Poletto (2006, 2011)
who has investigated similar constructions in Old Italian. She proposes that in Old
Italian, there is a left periphery in the vP, which behaves much in the same way as
the higher left periphery. In other words: If there is obligatory verb movement to
the higher left periphery, then there is obligatory verb movement to the lower left
periphery. In addition, there are specifier positions in the lower left periphery
that may host different phrases. In (51), the object il passo ‘the step’ occurs in
front of the past participle pigliato ‘taken’, a position that indicates movement of
the object across the participle. Poletto suggests that il passo occupies a specifier
position to the left of vP, in what she describes as the left periphery of the vP. This
projection is consequently a part of the vP-phase and has not moved into the IPfield. In what follows we will refer to this as the lower left periphery or the expanded
vP.
(51)
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Similar constructions to the ones discussed by Poletto may be found in OF, as
pointed out by Salvesen (2011). In (52) the indirect object la royne ‘the queen’
occurs in front of the infinitive conter ‘tell’.
(52)

Uns més
le va tantost
la royne conter
a messenger it goes immediately the queen tell
‘A messenger will immediately tell it to the queen’

(Berthe, 3377)7

Consequently, if there is an additional left periphery in the vP, we must assume
at least one specifier position and one head to the left of vP, but not as high as
the IP-field. For lack of a better denomination, we will call this projection YP. The
structure is presented in Figure 3. Poletto’s analysis implies obligatory movement
of the verb to Yo , and then possible A’ movement to SpecYP. Everything within
the marked square belongs to the expanded vP-field.

figure 3: The left periphery of the vP
If we adopt Poletto’s analysis, we see how transitive constructions in OF may
have the DP subject after the non-finite verb: The non-finite verb has moved to
Yo , and the subject remains in SpecvP.8 Consequently, in the examples where the
[7]
[8]

Adenet le Roi: Berthe aus grans piés (written 1269–1285), retrieved from Corpus de la Littérature Médiévale.
The OI example has a compound verb tense, whereas the OF example is periphrastic with the verb aler
‘go’. They are, however, comparable, as they are both monoclausal structures with a non-finite verb. In
the OF example, the object clitic le ‘it’ is proclitic to the auxiliary. As clitics may not move across clause
boundaries, we may safely assume that the OF example is monoclausal.
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DP subject precedes the non-finite verb, the subject has moved by A’-movement to
SpecYP. We have already seen that this kind of A’-movement exists independently
in OF (see also Myking (2012)).
The same model works well for the OE data, especially for the cases where
a passive subject precedes the non-finite verb: We will assume that the subject
has moved past the participle to SpecYP (as SpecvP is an A-position, this is not a
possible landing site).
Poletto (2011) suggests that the lower left periphery has several A’ landing
sites, just like the exploded CP-field. She quotes several examples in which the
non-finite verb is preceded by two complements or adverbs. Interestingly, we
find a similar example in the OE data. In (53), both the subject seo ceaster ‘the
city’ and the predicative Antiochia precede the participle geciged ‘called’. We take
it that the subject and the predicative realize different specifier positions in the
lower left periphery. In other words, there is not only a YP, but presumably also
a ZP.
(53)

æfter þæs cyninges naman wæs seo ceaster Antiochia geciged
after the king’s name was the city
Antiochia called
‘after this king’s name the city was called Antioch’

(ApT 2)

To sum up: We make the claim that the postverbal DP subject never leaves the
vP in OF or OE. The implication of this analysis is that Case checking is done by
Agree, and not by Move.
[5] i n f o r m at i o n s t r u c t u r e

We have claimed that postverbal DP subjects in verbal complexes with non-finite
verbs do not leave the expanded vP, neither in OE nor in OF, and we have also seen
that there is variability with respect to the position of the DP subject: It can precede or follow the participle. In order to solve this problem, we propose that the
vP may contain a ‘low left periphery’ (see Section [4]). The question is what motivates the low left periphery projection(s), and the movement or lack of movement
of the subject. Myking (2012, 91) proposes that in OF, the scrambling position in
the vP-field attracts arguments, especially if they contain given information. Our
proposal is that information-structural factors, or weight factors, or both, come
into play, and that there is a difference between OE and OF in this respect. In OE,
both factors apply, whereas in OF, it is mostly weight that is relevant.
The general presupposition is that given and light elements resist final position, whereas new and heavy elements tend to occur in a low position (principle
of end focus and end weight, see e.g. Firbas (1992); Quirk et al. (1985)). So if the
subject is given, it has to move up to SpecYP to check information-structural feaOSLa volume 6(1), 2014
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tures there, in the same way that subjects move to SpecCP to check informationstructural features. If the subject is new or heavy, it stays in the lowest projection.
A comparison of OE and OF shows that this tendency is stronger for OE than
for OF. In OE, the lowest subject is quite consistently new, and also often heavy,
except in rare cases where other factors to do with sentence organization intervene. DP subjects that precede the participle usually convey given information.
In OF, a given or inferable subject can occur in the lowest position if it is heavy,
or if other considerations to do with sentence structure necessitate it. Let us consider some examples from OE first. In (54), the given subject seo ceaster ‘the city’
precedes the participle, whereas in (55), the new subject sum iung man ‘a young
man’ follows the participle. These clauses thus adhere to the common pattern.
(54)

(55)

æfter þæs cyninges naman wæs seo ceaster Antiochia geciged
after the king’s name was the city
Antiochia called
‘after this king’s name the city was called Antioch’

(ApT 2)

ða wæs Apollonius gehaten sum iung man
then was Apollonius called a
young man
‘then there was a young man called Apollonius’

(ApT 4)

Example (56) shows a subject in post-participle position that is strictly speaking
given, since the referents have been mentioned before in the text. However, they
are not mentioned in the immediately preceding context, and not in the same
noun phrase. In (56), the referents come together in the same noun phrase, which
consists of coordinated elements, and is therefore heavy.
(56)

þa wurdon gefullode . philippus . and claudia . and heora twegen suna
then were filled
. Philip
. and Clauda . and their two
sons
. mid soðum geleafan
. with true faith
‘then Philip, Claudia, and their two sons were filled with true faith’
(ÆLS 40)

In (57), a new subject, an wyrt ‘a herb’ precedes the participle, which is unexpected. However, here the verb phrase constitutes a ‘frame’ around the information provided by the two adverbials and the subject.
(57)

Ac Alexandre
wearð on ðære ilcan niht an swefne an wyrt oðewed
But Alexander.dat was in the same night in sleep a herb shown
‘But in the same night a herb was shown to Alexander in a dream’
(Or 73)
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Other configurations are less desirable, for example Alexandre wearð oðewed on
ðære ilcan niht an swefne an wyrt, which puts the subject at some distance from the
lexical verb, or Alexandre wearð on ðære ilcan niht oðewed an swefne an wyrt, which
separates the two related adverbial prepositional phrases. A possible constituent
order would be Alexandre wearð on ðære ilcan niht an swefne oðewed an wyrt, which
would place the new subject last, but it would also mean that the subject would
be placed outside the frame of the verb phrase, in which the author of the original version has safely ensconced it, together with the adverbials. There is thus a
cluster of non-verbal elements in the sentence brace.
In OF, the picture is somewhat less orderly than in OE, which is not unexpected, considering that OF seems to be less susceptible to the workings of information structure than OE is (Bech & Salvesen 2014). As regards DP subjects
that occur in front of the participle, they are invariably given or inferable. The
DP subjects that occur after the participle are often new, such as maint chevalier
‘many knights’ in (58), or new and heavy, as uns chevalier a qui ge voudroie resembler ‘a knight whom I would like to resemble’ in (59), but weight also seems to
play an independent role, as in (60), where the subject la marrastre de Tristan ‘the
stepmother of Tristan’ is given and heavy. In addition, a given subject may follow the participle if other factors to do with sentence structure dictate it. In (61),
for example, the given subject may have been placed after the participle because
that is the best position in relation to the adverbials, among others the adverbial
phrase hui en cest jour ‘this very day’.
(58)

car cel jor l’ orent veu maint chevalier a l’ assemblee
for that day him had seen many knights at the assembly
‘for that day many knights had seen him at the assembly’ (MoA 93348)

(59)

si l’ a veincu uns chevaliers a qui ge voudroie resembler
SI him has defeated a knight
to whom I would resemble
‘a knight whom I would like to resemble has defeated him’ (MoA 93434)

(60)

En tel maniere fu destorné
la marrastre de Tristan de morir
in such way
was turned-away the stepmother of Tristan of die
‘In this way Tristan’s stepmother was saved from death’
(Tr 256)

(61)

la soe grace par la proesce de Tristan est hui delivree en cest jor
the his grace by the virtue of Tristan is today freed in this day
Cornoaille de cuvertaige
Cornwall of vassalage
‘by His [God’s] grace by the virtue of Tristan, Cornwall was freed of vassalage’
(Tr 304)
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However, OF also has instances of seemingly free variation. Consider (62) and (63).
(62)

Et por la petitesce de li, et por ce que nens estoit, l’ avoit
and for the smallness of him and for that what dwarf was him had
ses peres chacié d’
entor li
his father chased from around him
‘Because of his small size and because he was a dwarf, his father had
chased him away’
(Tr 259)

(63)

et por la proesce de li l’ avoit retenu li Morholz en sa
and for the courage of him him had kept the Morholt in his
compaignie
company
‘and Morholt had kept him in his company because of his courage’
(Tr 287)

In (62), the given subject is ses peres ‘his father’, and it precedes the participle
chacié ‘chased’, whereas in (63), the given subject li Morholz follows the participle
retenu ‘kept’. These clauses are otherwise very similar in content and structure.
OE as well has instances of what seems like free variation. In the two very
similar sentences in (64) and (65), the subject precedes the verb in the former,
and follows the verb in the latter. The subject is given in both cases.9
(64)

On þisum geare se cyng Willelm heold his hired to Cristesmessan on
in this year the king William held his court to Christmas
at
Wæstmynstre
Westminster
‘In this year, king William held his court at Christmas at Westminster’
(ChronE 18)

(65)

On þison geare heold se cyng Henri his hyred to Natiuiteð on
in this year held the king Henri his court at Nativity at
Windlesoran
Windsor
‘In this year, King Henry held his court at Nativity at Windsor’
(ChronE 36)

It seems that in in cases like this, neither syntactic models nor information structure models are able to account for the constituent order. We may thus have to
accept that in the early stages of these languages, in which word order was freer
than it is today, such free variation will occasionally occur.
[9]

Note that these are instances of main clauses with simple verb phrases, and thus not of the kind discussed
above; they were included to show the variation that may occur in OE.
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[6] c o n c l u s i o n

Whereas our previous study of preverbal subjects showed that there are considerable syntactic differences between Old English and Old French, the syntax of
postverbal subjects seems to be similar in the two languages. We have seen that
in both languages, the pronominal subject is adjacent to the finite verb. As for
postverbal DP subjects, we have suggested that they do not move out of the vP
and that they check their case by Agree, not Move. We have proposed an identical model of the vP for both languages, in which there is a ‘lower left periphery’
to which elements may scramble in the vP.
As regards information structure, both languages are sensitive to weight. A
heavy subject will more easily sit low in the structure than a light one. However,
when it comes to the information value of OE and OF clause elements, a different
pattern arises: Whereas information value seems to play a limited role in OF, it
is an important factor in the word ordering of OE. In clauses with a complex verb
phrase, a DP subject that precedes a non-finite verb is either given or inferable,
whereas a DP subject that follows the non-finite verb is normally new or new in
combination with heavy. In OF, DP subjects that precede the non-finite verbs are
given, but a given subject may occur after the non-finite verb if it is also heavy,
or if other factors to do with sentence organization intervene. It should also be
noted that in both languages, instances of seemingly free word order variation
can be found.
There is, in other words, a fundamental difference between OE and OF when it
comes to the role of information structure in the ordering of elements. Although
we may argue that the underlying syntactic model is the same, OE exploits the
possibilities that lie in the structure if information structure dictates it. OF, on
the other hand, exploits the syntactic positions without being unduly restricted
by information structure. When we examined preverbal subjects in OE and OF,
we suggested that preverbal word order in OE is essentially driven by information structure, whereas it is driven by syntax in OF. We see that this fundamental
difference is reflected in the ordering of postverbal subjects as well.
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abstract
This article deals with the structure of present and past participles in French
and German, occurring in open (lacking an overt subject: ‘regardant les roubles’, ‘die Augen öffnend’) and closed (with a subject: ‘la distribution terminée’, ‘den Fuss erhoben’) adjuncts. The analysis is based on material from
the OMC-corpus. It will be shown that although the constructions in the two
languages differ wrt to some properties such as case assignment, the structural account proposed permits to identify and describe these differences
and to test some specific hypotheses with cross-linguistic implications.
[1] i n t r o d u c t i o n

In this paper, we will attempt to extend the structural analysis of past participles in open adjuncts presented for German and French in Helland & Pitz (2012,
chap. 3) to both present and past participles in the two languages. We will also
include occurrences of participles in closed adjuncts in the analysis. Even though
both German and French have similar constructions theoretically available, they
choose different options for expressing the same semantic content. Crucially, the
analysis we envisage will be based on the material in the OMC corpus1 , most often through translation data with German and French either as source language
or target language, but sometimes also through parallel data with both German
and French as target languages for Norwegian originals. This allows us on the
one hand to identify the idiosyncratic properties of the participle constructions
in German and French, and on the other hand to test specific hypotheses with
some interesting cross-linguistic implications concerning the structural properties of the various participial constructions.
We will start by introducing present participles and their properties in French
and German, contrasting them to past participles where this is relevant. We then
go on to study in more detail the structural build-up of the two types of constructions based on minimalist theoretical assumptions in a generative framework.
[1]

The Oslo Multilingual Corpus (OMC) is a collection of text corpora comprising original texts and translations from several languages. For detailed information on the OMC Corpus, see http://www.hf.uio.
no/ilos/english/services/omc/.
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[2] p r e s e n t p a r t i c i p l e s ( p 1 ) i n c o n t r a s t

Present participles (P1) are non-finite sentence-like constructions missing in the
general case an overt subject and phi-features (for tense, person, number) exhibiting however aspectual properties (Struckmeier 2007; Rapp & Lübbe 2011;
Embick 2003; Helland & Pitz 2012). The questions we will try to answer are: How
much structure do they project? How do we explain the differences between P1
and P2-constructions in French and German? In neither case can we talk about
full sentence structures, but there are clear differences between them. In what
sense are the verbal projections defective? We will see that the kind of evidence
in the two languages as to structural properties differs, but that the same (amount
of) structure for the constructions is potentially available in both languages. These
are strong indications for a unitary theoretical framework with a common structural core.
We will start by describing the complex properties of the P1 before presenting
the framework.

[2.1] P1 – open adjuncts
Examples (1)-(4) illustrate the type of construction we are interested in, including here examples from the languages we might want to investigate further, i.e.
English and Norwegian. In (1) we find unergative P1s both in the German and
French translations (of the Norwegian originals). In (2) and (3) we find transitive
P1s respectively in German and French originals. (4) illustrates an unaccusative
P1 (motion verb) both in the German and the French translation with obligatory
adverbial (here source)2 :
(1)

a. Dies und die Verwandlung, deren Zeuge er ist, die Auflösung des Mannes:
willenlos, wie ein kraftloser Greis schluchzend, läßt er sich ohne Widerstand
von den Männern abführen und in das wartende Auto setzen. (KF1TD)
b. De même que la métamorphose dont il est le témoin, la dissolution de
l’homme: privé de toute volonté, reniflant comme un vieillard amorphe, il
se laisse conduire dans la voiture qui attend. (KF1TF)
c. This, and the metamorphosis he is witnessing, the Man’s disintegration:
docile, sniffling like an unresisting graybeard, he lets the men convey him
into the waiting vehicle. (KF1TE)
d. Dette, og forvandlingen den er vitne til, Mannens oppløsning: Viljeløs,
snufsende som en motstandsløs olding lar han seg lede av mennene inn i
den ventende bilen. (KF1)

[2]

Actually Norwegian exhibits a participle construction only in (1d), the other examples revealing that the
German and French participle construction may correspond to a Norwegian subordinate clause (2b), a
main clause (3b) or a prepositional phrase (4d).
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(2)

a. Städte lassen sich an ihrem Gang erkennen wie Menschen. Die Augen
öffnend, würde er das gleiche an der Art bemerken, wie die Bewegung in
den Straßen schwingt , … (RM.1.1.s)
‘Towns can be recognized by their way of walking, like people. Opening his
eyes, he would notice the same in the way the movement swings in the
streets, …’
b. Byer kan kjennes på ganglaget akkurat som mennesker. Idet han åpnet øynene, ville han ha merket likheten i måten bevegelsen svingte på i
gatene … (RM1TN.1.1.s12 )
‘… While he opens his eyes, he would notice the similarity in the way the
movement swings in the streets, …’

(3)

a. Regardant les roubles d’un oeil sarcastique, le marmiton maugrée: …
(KM1F.9. s.159)
‘Looking at the roubles with a sarcastic eye, the servant … ’
b. Tjeneren betrakter rublene med sarkastisk blikk og roper: …
(KM1TN.9. s.181-182)
‘The servant looks at the roubles with a sarcastic look and shouts: …’

(4)

a. Ich stelle sie mir in Istanbul, dem Paradies der Diebe, vor, gerade dem
türkischen Bad entsteigend, … (KF1TD)
b. Je me l’imagine à Istanbul, le paradis des voleurs, sortant tout droit du
bain turc où la vieille habilleuse … (KF1TF)
c. I imagine her in Istanbul, the thieves’ paradise, just stepping out of the
Turkish bath, where … (KF1TE)
d. Jeg tenker meg henne i Istanbul, tyvenes paradis, rett ut fra tyrkerbadet,
hvor den halvgamle … (KF1)
‘I imagine her in Istanbul, the thieves’ paradise, right out of the Turkish
bath, where … ’

From a contrastive point of view, a difference in word order is readily observed.
In German, the participles follow the adverbial modifiers (1) and the complements (2)-(4) contrary to French (and Norwegian and English), thus reflecting the
OV – VO distinction between the languages. Not surprisingly, the word order in
German depends on the type of modification. In (1) where the modification is
not valency-bound it can actually be altered, i.e. the P1 preceding the modifier
(‘schluchzend wie ein kraftloser Greis’) while the P1 must follow the direct object
noun phrase ‘die Augen’ ‘the eyes’ in (2a) and the source complement required by
the verb ‘entsteigen’ ‘step out’ in (4a).
However, the main characteristic of these constructions observed in the examples is the lack of inflection, i.e. lack of phi-features (for tense, person and
number) on the verb form. As far as concerns their temporal interpretation,
it is dependent on the matrix verb and the syntactic surroundings (Fortmann
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2013). So in (1)-(4) the tense specification of the matrix carries over to the P1:
while he lets himself be abducted, he is sniffling like an unresisting graybeard),
cf. Fabricius-Hansen & Haug (2012, chap. 1, 4). The event time of the present
participle is included in the reference time of the matrix. Temporal inclusion
however, is not the only possibility: the reference time of the P1 may (partially or
completely) precede the reference time of the matrix (from Fortmann): ‘fröstelnd
betrat der Eremit das Fegefeuer’ – ‘shivering the eremit entered the purgatory’.
As pointed out by Fortmann (2013), this is the case especially when the P1 consists
of an individual level predicate. (See Rapp & Lübbe (2011) for examples showing
that P1 used can express any time reference: anteriority, posteriority and simultaneity. They treat attributive P1 only). We will have more to say about the discourse relations between the P1 and the matrix events in further works.
Replacing the P1 in (4) with the P2 illustrates a crucial contrast between the
participles: ‘dem Bad gerade entstiegen’– ‘sorti tout droit du bain turc’ - ‘stepped
out of the bath’. While the P1 expresses an ongoing event, the P2 refers to an
accomplished event. Struckmeier (2007) proposed to describe the contrast as an
aspectual one, i.e. imperfective vs. perfective, so do Rapp & Lübbe (2011) and
Weber (2000). A description in these terms seems to be largely on the right track
and we will take it as additional support for positing an aspectual head in the syntactic structure. However, the aspectual properties of the participles cannot be
captured by a simple +/- perfective, both the class of P2 (Helland & Pitz 2012) and
the P1 require finer distinctions. The imperfective aspect (or viewpoint aspect in
the Smith (1997) sense) being associated with an unbounded interval, it is clear
that P1 is not inherently imperfective:
(5)

Den Betrachter oben am Schüsselrand bemerkend, verstummten sie und
starrten mich an, reglos, auf dem Sprung. (PH1)
‘Noticing the observer above the edge of the plate, they turned silent and
stared at me, motionless, ready to jump.’

(6)

Relevant la tête, elle fixe Sâdiyé, avec toute la hauteur dont elle est capable.
(KM1F s.8)
‘Lifting her head, she fixed Sâdiyé with all the highness of which she was
capable.’

The events of noticing (5) or raising her head (6) are not open-ended, and they do
not (at least not in the strict logical sense) overlap with the matrix event of becoming silent or starting to look at Sâdiyé. So, the P1s in (5) and (6) are clearly not
inherently imperfective (nor perfective), but the intuition of an aspectual value
(“outer aspect”) assigned to the participle is still worthwhile pursuing.
As to the other phi-features and properties of the P1 construction, the subject
of the matrix is understood as the non-expressed subject of the P1 construction,
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a property shared by the P2 except closed adjuncts (see below). This means that
it is the subject of the matrix in (2) (‘er’) and (3) (‘le marmiton’) which control the
implicit subject of the non-finite construction. Note that here too there may be
exceptions – see Fortmann (2013) for an example where the condition seems to
be that the P1 be related to the participant with the highest role –, but this phenomenon can be readily be handled by control theory (see for instance Helland
(2013)).
A further common property for French and German concerns the verb itself.
There are no restrictions with respect to the verb type (or root – see below) on
the formation of the P1 (as opposed to P2 as we will show later). As we have seen
in (1)-(4), unergatives, transitives and unaccusatives may occur as P1. Interestingly, the P1 constructions must contain all the arguments the verb (or the root
form) projects. Arguments can and must be realized. In addition, when the verb
is transitive, accusative case is assigned to the direct object in German. Only the
external argument is not overtly expressed. This is a fundamental property of the
P1-construction that we will exploit in the following.
Example (7) illustrates yet another phenomenon. As in sentential constructions, there are binding relations, the reflexive sich must be bound by a subject.
See (7c) for the sentential equivalent, where the subject ‘er’ refers to the subject of
the matrix. Reflexive binding will thus be taken as an indication for the presence
in structural terms of a binder.
(7)

a. Er wandte sich ab, ein bißchen zu heftig, und ging, das Ende der Peitschenschnur hinter sich herschleifend, über den Domänenhof zu den Ställen hinüber, und Regine Ziemek brauchte nicht zu fragen, welch eine Zukunft für
sie herausgesprungen war, als er sich blicklos am Geflügelhof vorbeibewegte.
(SLE1)
‘He turned away, a little too curt and went over the yard to the stables,
dragging the end of the whip after himself, …’
b. … *(das Ende der Peitschenschnur) *(hinter sich) herschleifend
c. … indem/wobei/während er das Ende der Peitschenschnur hinter sich
herschleifte
‘… as/ while he dragged the end of the whip after himself’

Example (8) illustrates the same, ‘einander’ ‘each other’ being bound by the implicit subject argument of the participles which themselves are controlled by ‘eine
Gruppe von Idioten’ ‘a group of feebleminded people’ in the matrix.
(8)

Und doch habe ich einmal einen Zug in der Stadt gesehen: eine Gruppe von
Idioten, einander auf die Schultern schlagend, schubsend und im Schwitzkasten haltend, schwärmte da von Andenkenladen zu Andenkenladen; ihre
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gute Laune war Freude: Ausgang zu haben; in der Stadt zu sein. (PH1)3
‘And yet I once saw a procession in the city: a group of feebleminded people, slapping each other on the back, pushing and wrestling, swarmed from
souvenir shop to souvenir shop;’
This is exactly the same in French where we find reflexive clitics being bound by
the implicit subject argument of the (present) participle construction.
(9)

Se hissant sur la pointe des pieds, Selma a essayé d’apercevoir son cousin
préféré. (KM1F.3. s.138)
‘Rising to the tip of her toes, Selma tried to see her preferred cousin.’

Thus, both German and French exhibit binding facts that point to a rather elaborated sentence structure for P1-constructions (with an implicit subject binder).
Even more strikingly, in French, P1 combines with (sentential) negation through
“ne-pas” and this strongly suggests that the present participle construction is
sentential in nature.
(10)

On dit que les Norvégiens ne prennent pas de répit avant de n’avoir accompli toutes leurs multiples besognes. Ne trouvant plus d’autres tâches,
ils se créent des activités pour se faire souffrir: des promenades dans les
forêts … (GJ1TF.9. s.4 )
‘… Not finding other activities, they create activities to make themselves
suffer: walks in the forest …’

As is well known, the negation phrase in French projects above the (lower) verbal
domain. The present participle in (10) must therefore be raised to a higher head
position in the structure where it can be associated with the ne-clitic. Even more
than one clitic form (“ne” and “se”) can be combined (or head-adjoined) with the
raised verb form as in (11):
(11)

Elle m’apprit que, ne se limitant pas à quelques rares moments ” intimes ”,
l’érotisme est omniprésent entre les êtres. (KF1TF.2.1. s.36 )
‘She taught me that, not limiting herself to some strange intimate moments, …’

We will come back to how this can be implemented below, but before we do that
we will introduce an additional fact about the P1-construction that is particularly
revealing for our purposes.
[3]
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An Asp node is responsible for the Aktionsart: schlagen ‘to hit’ is punctual, so is schubsen ‘to push’; other
verbs: die Augen öffnend ‘opening the eyes’, se penchant ‘leaning’.
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P1 – closed adjuncts

Both in French, and to a lesser extent in German, P1s can enter into small clause
constructions, known from Fabricius-Hansen & Haug (2012) as “closed adjuncts”
or from traditional grammar as “absolute constructions” where the non-finite
verb form has an explicit subject.
(12)

a. Und starrte eingehend auf jeden einzelnen Kutscher, der hocherhobenen Hauptes auf dem Kutschbock saß, die Peitsche auf dem Knie ruhend.
(HW2TD)
b. Et dévisageait chaque cocher, assis bien haut, le fouet reposant sur un
genou. (HW2TF)
c. Og stirret inngående på hver enkelt kusk, som satt kneisende med
svøpen hvilende mot kneet. (HW2)
d. And stared intently at each coachman who sat straight and proud with
a whip resting against his knee. (HW2TE)

In written French, this is quite a common structure allowing all types of verbs:
unergatives in (12), unaccusatives in (13), direct and indirect transitives in (14)(15):
(13)

Les années passant, il supporte de plus en plus mal son rôle de prince consort. (KM1F.3. s.50)
‘The years passing, he endures …’

(14)

La nature faisant bien les choses, les femelles oublient les rejetons d’une
saison pour consacrer toute leur énergie … (CC1F.3. s.8)
‘Nature doing things well, …’

(15)

Elles sont en grande discussion, la sultane reprochant à sa cadette d’assister
aux réceptions données régulièrement par l’ambassade de France.
(KM1F.11. s.246)
‘They are engaged in a big discussion, the sultana reproaching her youngest
sister for assisting at the receptions given regularly by the French embassy.’

Yet again there is no doubt about the sentential nature of the construction. Closed
adjuncts in French combine easily with both clitics and ne-pas-negation:
(16)

La porte ne s’ouvrant pas assez vite à son gré, il la pousse, entre et se met
à encombrer le couloir de … (KF1TF.2.16. s.6)
‘The door not opening fast enough for him, he pushes it open, enters and
…’
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This constitutes a difference between French and German. Even though closed
adjuncts with P1 are also theoretically available in German, only a few instances
with nominative case are observed. (17) is a case in point:
(17)

Eine Birke stand weiß im Finstern, mit allein vom fallenden Schnee bewegten Hängeruten; ein einzelner Ast vibrierend im Leeren: da mußte gerade ein Vogel aufgeschwirrt sein. (PH1)
‘… a single branch vibrating in the emptiness: a bird must just have buzzed
off.’

‘vibirieren’ is an unergative verb and the noun phrase ‘ein einzelner Ast’ ‘a single
branch’ is clearly identifiable as a nominative. Nominative case can sometimes
be undistinguishable from accusative as for instance in (12) above, repeated here,
where ‘die Peitsche’ could be either case:
(18)

Und starrte eingehend auf jeden einzelnen Kutscher, der hocherhobenen
Hauptes auf dem Kutschbock saß, die Peitsche auf dem Knie ruhend.

However, ‘ruhen’ ‘to rest’ being an unergative verb, the DP must be interpreted
as the subject, hence as a nominative DP. At first sight, in the absence of phifeatures this could seem surprising. At the same time, ‘ruhen’ cannot be intended
as a transitive verb here. Not only would such an interpretation go counter to
the original version and the translation into English and French, the transitive
construction in (19b) seems also highly questionable:
(19)

a. Die Peitsche ruht auf dem Knie.
‘The whip rests on the knee’
b. ?? Er ruht die Peitsche auf dem Knie.
‘He rests the whip on the knee’

Since the syntactic structure for P1 has to be elaborate due to negation and clitic
placement in French, we may assume that nominative case in these constructions
can be taken as an indication that the syntactic structure for German is no less
elaborate. The sole argument of the unergative ‘ruhen’ ‘to rest’ in (18) and ‘vibrieren’ ‘to vibrate’ in (17) then has to move up to the C-T-domain to license nominative case. In fact, we find further arguments in favor of such an elaborated
P1-structure in other cases.
(20)
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a. Das waren Rakel und ihre Mutter. Die Mutter sterbend, vielleicht bereits
tot, Haut und Knochen, in Fetzen gekleidet, die Haut über den Schädel
gezogen … (JW1TD.1.1. s.45)
b. C’étaient Rakel et sa mère. La mère agonisante, à moins qu’elle ne
soit déjà morte, la peau sur les os, en haillons le cuir chevelu distendu …
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(LSC3TF.3.8. s.304)
c. Det var Rakel og moren hennes. Moren er døende, kanskje død allerede,
skinn og bein, kledd i filler , huden strukket over kraniet … (LSC3N.3.8.
s.288)
‘It was Rakel and her mother. The mother dying, perhaps already dead,
skin and bones, dressed in rags, the skin drawn over the skull …’
‘sterben’ ‘to die’ is without doubt an unaccusative verb that forces the sole argument to be marked for nominative case. There is no other alternative. If then the
C-T-domain is the locus for nominative case licensing, as is standardly assumed,
this means that the structure in (20a) must be a (defective) sentence structure.

[2.3] P1 – a structural account
We will use the evidence above – clitic placement and negation in French, argument realization through morphological and abstract case both in German and
French – to propose a rather sentence-like structure for open adjunct P1.
For a transitive P1 in French like ‘regardant les roubles’ ‘looking at the roubles’
we posit a lower verbal projection like in figure 1:
AspP1

!aa
a
!!

Asp’

PPP

P

Asp
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vP

!aa
a
!!
a
!

pro

v’

PP

P

P
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HH

H

les roubles

V
regard-

figure 1: Transitive P1 ‘regardant les roubles’
Following rather uncontroversial assumptions, we let the verbal root appear
under the V-node in the VP and putting the internal argument-DP (‘les roubles’)
in the specifier position of VP. VP is selected by a functional head v which comes
with specific case features. It can be marked either as +case or –case, that is it
can license accusative case to the object. A v +case will also by Burzios generalization (according to which a verb that does not have an agent argument in the
specifier position cannot check objective case, and conversely, see Burzio (1986)
assign a role to the external argument, in this case a null argument called (little)
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pro. At the left edge of the lower verbal domain, we have an Asp-phrase, tentatively called AspP1 (for present participle), which is responsible for the present
participle morphology, in German (-end) or in French (-ant). The motivation for
an Asp-phrase will be given below.
We will also say that the spec, AspP-position for P1 (and for transitive verbs
in the perfect tense in German – see below) is a potential landing site for the accusative object in German that is moved to the left of its verb (through the OVcondition).
For P1, however, as we have seen, we have to posit more structure above
the lower verbal domain (that is the AspP with its complements). This is so because the present participle may move above the negation phrase and the clitic
phrase in French. Uncontroversially, both the Neg-phrase and the Clitic-phrase
in French are situated above the AspP. We therefore suppose a C-T-domain for P1
to which the participle form must move and license a (pro-) subject in spec, TP.
For our example in French, this means the steps shown above the AspP1 in
figure 2.
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figure 2: C-T-domain for P1
For an equivalent example in German, the only difference in overt syntax
would be that the object DP would have to move to spec, AspP1 through the OVOSLa volume 6(1), 2014
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condition. In addition to this we would say that the pro-subject raises to spec, TP
due to a EPP-feature on the T-head.
Exactly the same system will be applied to P1 as closed adjuncts, but with a
very important addition. In this case, the spec, TP must be filled by a full DP.
There is a case feature on T which licenses the nominative DP. However the Thead is defective in the sense that there is no person feature on it which means
that there is no person ending on the verb.
For an example like (14) ‘La nature faisant (bien) les choses’ - ‘Nature doing
things (well)’, we would therefore have the steps in figure 3.
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figure 3: Structure for closed adjuncts
For the German example in (12)/(18), ‘die Peitsche (auf dem Knie) ruhend’ ‘the whip resting on the knee’, the treatment would be parallel with the subject
DP (‘die Peitsche’) moving up to the TP along with its participle (‘ruh-end’).
[3] p a s t p a r t i c i p l e s i n c o n t r a s t

[3.1] P2 – open adjuncts
So far we have given evidence for positing elaborate sentence like structures for
both open and closed P1-adjuncts. We now turn to past participles (P2). Contrary to the P1-construction which puts no restrictions on the verb classes entering into it, there are severe constraints on the P2-construction. P2s are formed
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from unaccusatives and passive predicates, hence the selecting verb cannot assign accusative case. Through Burzios generalization, the external argument is
then unavailable.
In (21)-(24) we find examples of the two types in both languages:
(21)

In die Wohnung zurückgekehrt, aß ich im Dunkeln einen Apfel. (AOH1TD)
‘(Having) returned to the flat, I ate an apple in the dark.’

(22)

Eine Weile standen sie so mitten auf dem Weg, scheu betrachtet von zwei
älteren Leuten, … (DW1D)
‘For a while they stood like this in the middle of the road, timidly observed
by two elderly people …’

(23)

Rentré de la ville joyeuse avec un porte-monnaie plus léger, il avait la tête
remplie de nouvelles impressions … (AOH1TF)
‘(Having) returned from the joyous city with a lighter purse, but with the
head full of new impressions, he … ’

(24)

Alerté par les eunuques, le vieux médecin du palais a rapidement examiné
le ”cadavre ” qu’il a trouvé en mauvais état. (KM1F.12. s.306)
‘Alarmed by the eunuchs, the old doctor of the palace rapidly examined
the body which he found in a bad state.’

P2-constructions formed from unergatives or active transitives are however completely out:
(25)

*Dansé toute la journée, il est retourné à la maison.
‘(Having) danced all day, he returned home.’

(26)

*Lu le livre, il s’est couché.
‘(Having) read the book, he went to bed.’

From this it follows that only verbs without external arguments (and hence no
possibility to assign accusative case) are possible in the P2-construction.
In the traditional literature, one usually establishes a binary distinction for
the interpretation of (full) passive structures like (27):
(27)

The door was closed.

This distinction is often labeled verbal vs. adjectival passives saying that the passive interpretation can either be eventive (for the verbal passive) meaning that
“the door was closed by someone at a particular time in the past” or stative (for
the adjectival passive) meaning that the door was in the state of being closed. In
Helland & Pitz (2012) we showed that this picture was too simplistic building on
Embick’s theory of resultative participles in English (Embick 2004). In our EmbickOSLa volume 6(1), 2014
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based system, passive participles may have either an eventive interpretation for
the dynamic passive as in (28):
(28)

Réveillée par cette avalanche, Tora entendit Henrik s’affaler en jurant.
(HW1TF)
‘Woken up by this avalanche, Tora heard Henrik …’
‘Tora woke up when the avalanche began. She heard that he fell down in
there and heard him swear.’

A resultative interpretation in which the eventive character of the past participle
has been changed into a state without losing its relation to the verbal source:
(29)

Peinte en gris-bleu, elle (= la maison) avait un soubassement blanc pourvu
de quatre fenêtres … (GS2TF)
… painted-F.SG. in grey-blue, it-F.SG. had …

And finally a (real) stative interpretation without the participle being related to
a (preceding) verbal content at all. Hence in (30), we could speak of a fully adjectivized past participle:
(30)

Déçue, Selma baisse la tête. (KM1F9 s.115)
‘Disappointed, Selma lowered her head.’

We extended the Embick-system both to open adjuncts formed from passive participles and to other verb classes, for instance unaccusatives in (31), but also to
reflexive (unaccusatives) and psych-verbs:
(31)

Oben angekommen, begriff ich dass sie sich verspätet hatte. (BHH1TD)
‘Arrived upstairs, I understood that she was late. ’

In (31), it is clear that understanding takes place in the resultant state of the preceding (unaccusative) event, thus there can be no question about an adjectivized
P2. The three-ways interpretation of the P2 was constructed through an Aspect
Phrase (AspP) that we, located, just like Embick, at the left edge of the verbal domain (vP). The root-form, whether verbal or adjectival, moved to the aspectual
head to pick up participial morphology. The three possibilities of interpreting
the P2s were then related to features on the aspectual head. In Helland & Pitz
(2012), we distinguished a dynamic (or eventive) asp-head (AspDYN ), cf. figure 4
on the following page, a resultative asp-head, figure 5 (AspR ), and a stative (adjectival) asp-head (AspS ) in figure 6. In this paper, we distinguish the AspP for P1
(AspP1) from the equivalent structure for P2 by calling the latter AspP2.
Figure 6 corresponds to the fully adjectival readings and is not of our concern
in this work at all. What is important for us here is that the asp-heads in figures
4 and 5 take verbal projections (vP) as complements and that this vP must be
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figure 4: Dynamic (eventive) Asp-head AspDYN
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figure 6: Stative Asp-head AspS
defective in the sense that the verbal head does not assign an external argument.
By locating the participial morphology in the aspectual head, the verb root raises
to this position and the (sole) internal argument of the root (= pro) passes through
the empty specifier position of vP on its way to its landing site in spec, AspP2, as
in figure 7 on the next page.
The -case feature on the verb means that the v-head is not able to license
accusative case. Therefore the spec, vP-position is empty and the (null) internal
argument of the root – located in spec, VP – can pass through spec, vP on its way
up to spec, AspP2 (= its landing site) for EPP-reasons.
Note that in French, both clitics and ne-pas-negation are completely ungrammatical in P2-constructions:
(32)

*Se penché vers le mur, il fumait sa cigarette.
‘Leaning against the wall, he smoked his cigarette.’

(33)

*Ne se penché pas vers le mur, il continuait à fumer.
‘Not leaning against the wall, he continued to smoke.’
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figure 7: Movement of v-root to Asp0 (for participle morphology)

There is thus no reason for positing a sentential structure above the left edge of
the vP (= AspP2) for French P2. We will adopt the same analysis for the German
P2s in (21)-(22) and (31).

[3.2]

P2 – closed adjuncts

Just like with P1, there exists a closed adjunct type that we find in both French
and German. We illustrate the type first with French data, because the closed P2
in French receives a rather straight forward treatment in our framework. The
German data are more complex and we come back to them below.
In both languages, however, we find the same restrictions on the verb types
like with open adjunct P2. That is, the construction is only possible for passives
(35)-(35) and unaccusatives (36):
(34)

Les yeux fixés sur Djahane, il cherche le sentiment qu’il éprouve à son
égard … (AM2F.5. s.14)
‘His eyes fixed on Djahane, he searches for the feeling he has towards her.’

(35)

La distribution terminée, les serviteurs ont commencé à démonter planches
et tréteaux lorsque Selma voit arriver un homme … (KM1F.9. s.150)
‘The distribution finished, the servants have started to disassemble the
wooden tables …’

(36)

La quarantaine passée, il se maria avec Armande Rosalie Dransart, de dixsept ans sa cadette. (CFFG1F.1.2. s.5)
‘The age of forty passed, he married Armande Rosalie Dransart, …’
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In all these cases, whether passive or unaccusative, it’s reasonably clear that the
events of the matrix are located in the resultant phase of the P2. In (34), it’s after
having his eyes fixed on Djahane that he is searching for the feeling he has for her.
In (35), the servants of course start disassembling the wooden table after the ceremony is finished, and in (36), the subject referent marries ARD after celebrating
his forty years. So, in the temporal sense of the AspP2, the Asp-head in (34)-(36)
must have the feature R(esultative).
What is more intriguing, is that the subject DP of the P2-construction must
have a case licenser. Since P2s do not project above the AspP2 (that is the left
edge of the lower verbal domain) and since the DPs in these cases are clearly not
an accusative marked DP – recall that the v-head bears a minus (accusative) case
feature –, the only way to license the case feature on the DP is to have it moved
to the spec, AspP2. We will say that (abstract) case marked DP subjects in French
P2-constructions bear a nominative case feature. This feature is licensed by the
Asp-head. We therefore have the structure in figure 8 for an example like (35) “la
distribution terminée”.
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`
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```
``
`
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`
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```
``

vP

XXXXX

X

la distribution

v’

XXXX
X
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!aa
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a

V
la distribution terminfigure 8: Structure for P2 in closed adjuncts
This is of course an entirely parallel way of treating open adjuncts of the
French P2-type besides the fact that for the closed type there is an explicit DP
subject being (nominative) case licensed by the Asp-head.

[3.3] German – closed P2
If our system is generally valid, it should be a way of handling the German facts by
using the same mechanisms. The difference is that German DPs are morphologically marked for case. And indeed there are examples from German where the DP
is case marked by the Asp-head for nominative:
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(37)

… der Körper gespannt wie ein Flitzbogen
(Fabricius-Hansen & Haug 2012, 63)
‘… the body stretched like a bow …’

(38)

a. Auf dem Weg in die Küche komme ich am Spiegel vorbei, wo ich das
deprimierende Bild eines Hundes in all seiner Jämmerlichkeit auffange.
Das Haar ungewaschen und ungepflegt, in langen Wellen zu beiden Seiten
eines Gesichts, das unnatürlich lang und schmal wirkt, wie das Gesicht
eines irischen Wolfshunds, mit spitzer, hängender Nase, rötlichem, ungestutztem Bart, tiefsinnigen, blutunterlaufenen Cockerspaniel-Augen. Der
Nacken geduckt, der Rücken gekrümmt, der Gang schleichend.
(KF1TD.2.14. s.159)
‘... The neck ducked, the back bent, the walk creeping …’
b. På vei til kjøkkenet går jeg forbi speilet hvor jeg får et deprimerende
glimt av hunden i all dens ynkelighet: Håret uvasket og uappetittelig i
lange bølger hengende ned på begge sider av et ansikt som virker unaturlig
langt og smalt, som ansiktet til en irsk ulvehund, med spiss, hengende
nese, rødlig, utrimmet skjeggvekst, tungsindige, blodskutte Cocker Spanieløyne. Nakken lut, ryggen krum, gangen luskende. (KF1N.2.14. s.155)

In (37) and (38), there are three DPs marked in the nominative (besides the DP
subject of the P1 schleichend , i.e. ‘der Gang’ which is also nominative, but in that
case marked from the T-head – see above): ‘der Körper (gespannt)’ – ‘der Nacken
(geduckt)’ – ‘der Rücken (gekrümmt)’. In all these cases, we can speak of inalienables, the body parts being inalienable (or no-separable) parts of the subject referent (‘der Hund’ ‘the dog’). The P2s (ge-spann-t – ge-duck-t – ge-krümm-t), which
all have underlying internal arguments, do have DP-subjects in the nominative.
The treatment of these cases would then be entirely parallel to the French cases
in (34)-(36), the DP subject being case marked by the Asp-head in the lower verbal
domain.
At the same time note that the P2s in (38) are both translated from (nondeverbal) adjectives in the Norwegian original. This could mean that these German P2s could also potentially be seen as elliptical copula constructions:
(39)

Der Körper (ist) gespannt – Der Nacken (ist) geduckt – Der Rücken (ist)
gekrümmt.
‘The body (is) stretched – The neck (is) ducked – The back (is) bent’

Whatever solution is chosen, this would not be a problem for our treatment because, in the latter case, the DP-subjects would be case licensed by the T-head
which carries a nominative case feature. So, in both ways, whether by the Asphead (in the P2-construction) or the T-head (in the (elliptical) copula construction), the nominative DP-subject will be licensed.
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With inalienables, there also exists a construction in German termed the absolute accusative which raises questions for the treatment of P2-adjuncts. This
construction is illustrated in (40)-(42):
(40)

a. Ein Wächter ist ein Mann, der finster und wild entschlossen blickt,
einen Fuß wie zum Tanz erhoben, und dabei eine Keule schwingend, die
aus einer Blume gemacht ist. (ROB1TD)
b. A guardian is a man with bulging brows and fierce will, foot raised as if
to dance, who lifts a club made of a flower. (ROB1)

(41)

a. Die Strafe selbst ignorierte er. Den Mund geschlossen, den Blick auf die
ferne Welt gerichtet, so überstand man alle Tage der Korrektur.
(SN1D.1.3. s.100)
‘… His mouth closed, his look directed towards the distant world …’
b. Selve straffen ignorerte han. Med lukket munn og blikket rettet mot
den fjerne verden utstod man alle forbedringsdager. (SN1TN.1.3. s.101)

(42)

a. Überall am mageren Körper treten die Knochen hervor. Den Schwanz
zwischen die Hinterläufe geklemmt. Es fehlt nicht viel, und ich jaule vor
Mißmut und Kummer beim Anblick der Reste meines Ichs.
(KF1TD.2.14. s.159)
‘ … His tail clamped between his hind legs.’
b. Knoklene stikkende ut overalt på den magre kroppen. Halen klemt inn
mellom bakbena. Det er såvidt jeg ikke gir fra meg et ul av mismot og pine
der jeg står og ser på restene av meg selv. (KF1N.2.14. s.155)

Just like in (37) and (38), we have instances in (40)-(42) of German inalienables
(‘einen Fuss’ ‘a foot’ – ‘den Mund’ ‘the mouth’ – ‘den Blick’ ‘the look’ – ‘den Schwanz’
‘the tail’), but this time the (body part) DPs are marked for the accusative case.
Apparently, this raises some problems for our treatment since we have stated that
unaccusative and passive P2s are not able to case mark DP objects for accusative.
Since the AspDYN -head and the AspR -head are minus (accusative) case, there is no
way that accusative case can be assigned in AspP2.
So far we have argued for the distinction between three types of Asp-heads
for the three types of P2 constructions we have identified: AspDYN – AspR – AspS .
These heads are the locus of past participial morphology just like the AspP1-head
is responsible for the present participle morphology. What seems to be lacking
is a head which provides the morphology for active past participles, i.e. for the
(active) past participle. In the normal active transitive case, the head selecting vP
to form the active past participle is an Asp-head – this AspP is then selected by a
vAux which again is selected by Tense to provide the required phi-features for a
present perfect structure. (In accounts not especially dealing with participles, as
OSLa volume 6(1), 2014
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for instance D’Alessandro & Roberts (2008), the participial morphology is a feature
of a v, selecting the VP.)
For participles like ge-schloss-en – ge-richt-et – ge-klemm-t, the auxiliary in question is haben: cf. ‘Er hat den Fuß erhoben’ ‘He has lifted the foot’ – ‘Er hat den
Mund geschlossen’ ‘He has closed his mouth’ – ‘Er hat den Blick auf die ferne Welt
gerichtet’ ‘He has directed his look towards the distant world’ – ‘Der Hund hat den
Schwanz zwischen die Hinterläufe geklemmt’ ‘He has clamped the tail between the
hind legs’.
Importantly, the vP selected by the AspP2 can be either +case or –case. Since
we want to explain the accusative assignment, we trace the structure for v+case.
The feature v+case means that we have a subject as well in Spec of vP. This is what
we find in active transitives. In the normal transitive present perfect, the subject
will consequently move to (the subject position of) Spec, vAux and to Spec,TP
for EPP-reasons, (nominative) case-, tense- and person-features as illustrated in
figure 9.
CP
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l
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figure 9: Structure for transitive present perfect
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But it is not sure that (40)-(42) are elliptical active constructions based on
figure 9. These really resemble S(mall) C(lause)-constructions in the traditional
sense (see Bowers (1993, 2001)) with an underlying haben (or avoir) as full verb(s).4
In all these cases, the DP (accusative) object must be licenced even if there is no
explicit verbal licencer in the context.
In order to achieve this, we crucially have to posit some special feature in the
active AspP2 keeping its spec-position available as a landing site for the accusative
object in German just as with accusative objects in P1-constructions (‘die Augen
öffnend’ - ‘opening the eyes’). Recall that the passive and unaccusative AspP2 does
not have an accusative feature, nor an external argument. In the latter case, v
-case means that the verb is unable to license accusative case. For passives and
unaccusatives, the specifier position of AspP2 is therefore a nominative case position to which the explicit internal argument (in the closed adjunct) can move and
get nominative case. For the German absolute accusative, we postulate instead
a (silent) haben-construction as an active, full verb which licences the accusative
case on the DP-object, cf. figure 10.
AspP2
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P
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a
!!
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vP
erhob-en !!!aaa
er
v’

PP

P

P

v + case
hat
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"b
"
b
"
b

einen Fuß

V
erheb-

figure 10: The German absolute accusative
The difference between German OV and French VO is consequently, in our account, handled through the spec, AspP-position both for active transitives in the
perfect tense, (active) small clause structures and (active) P1s. The external argument for these cases, when expressed, just moves past this position to a higher
[4]
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In addition to (40)-(42), we could have both verbal and non-verbal (small clause-) structures like: Die
Hände erhoben ‘the hands lifted’ / hoch ‘high’ / in der Tasche ‘in the pockets’ … in which the predicate part
is either a participle phrase, an adjectival phrase or a prepositional phrase. It’s of course possible to
give a uniform characterisation of these types of structures, for example through the predication phrase
framework of Bowers (1993, 2001). In this paper, however, we are interested in non-finite verbal adjuncts,
so we will stick to the vP-analysis.
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node, spec, for instance vAuxP and spec, TP which are, as we have seen, specific
subject positions.
[4] c o n c l u d i n g r e m a r k s

In this paper we have shown how to handle both open and closed P1- and P2constructions in German and French. The difference between the two types of
construction concerns the availability of an explicit (for the closed type) or an
implicit (for the open type) DP subject. We have extended our treatment from
Helland & Pitz (2012) using a DM-inspired system for P2 with an AspP2-phrase at
the left edge of the lower verbal domain. The verb root raises to the Asp-head
position in order to have past participial morphology. We have introduced a new
AspP1 for present participles. Crucially there is a case difference between the
properties of the v-head in P1 and P2. Only P1s can assign accusative case to the
internal argument and a role to the external argument. Comparative facts between German and French show that the vP of P1 is (far) less defective than that
of the P2.This entails that only P1s project above the lower verbal domain to the CT-domain accounting for case assignment in closed P1 for both languages, movement patterns, (lack of) constraints on the verb types, object positions in German
and French, cliticisation and negation patterns in French and so on. In contrast,
P2s do not project beyond the lower verbal domain. What is entirely new in our
treatment is that we have introduced specific Asp-phrases both for P1 and P2. The
Asp-phrases are overtly represented in syntax through non-finite verb morphology and display different properties dependent on homonymous Asp-heads. In
this way, we can account for idiosyncratic facts about German and French with
far reaching cross-linguistic implications.
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the semantics of the bcs and bulgarian
motion verbs ‘doći’ and ‘dojda’ – ‘to
come, arrive’: a contrastive
corpus-based study
Ljiljana Šarić & Ivelina Tchizmarova
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abstract
The verbs doći in Bosnian, Croatian, Serbian (= BCS) and dojda in Bulgarian (= Blg.) are among the most frequent motion verbs. They are used in
both concrete contexts (of human motion and motion of various objects)
and metaphorical contexts in which features of concrete motion are transferred into abstract domains. A semantic examination of such verbs may reveal tendencies related to universal and language-specific meaning extensions of motion verbs. Our contrastive semantic study is based on a small
parallel corpus of BCS literary texts and their Blg. translations. We examine contexts in which BCS doći relates to Bulgarian dojda, and those in
which BCS doći relates to other Bulgarian verbs or phrases (implying either
spatial notions such as ‘go out’, ‘go down’, ‘return’, ‘come nearer’, and ‘appear’, or some non-spatial notions such as ‘take a deep breath’, ‘come to
one’s senses’, etc.). Our questions are: What are the differences in the semantic networks of these two seemingly very similar verbs in very closely
related languages? In which situations with concrete and abstract motion
are doći and dojda “perfect matches,” and in which ones are they less perfect
matches? Which metaphorical extensions are common, and which are limited to one language only, and how can this be explained? What facts about
verbal (near-)synonymy does a parallel corpus study reveal?
[1] Introduction: Corpus and method

The aim of this analysis is to show the advantages of using parallel corpora in
studying the semantics of spatial expressions in closely related languages – in
our case, two South Slavic languages: BCS and Bulgarian. We focus on one of the
most frequent motion verbs in these languages, doći and dojda ‘to come/arrive’.1
[1]

This analysis is part of a larger project examining verbs prefixed with od-/ot- and do- in BCS and Blg.
These verbs construe motion events expressing a concrete or abstract source of motion (od-/ot-), or a
concrete or abstract goal of motion (do-).
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For the purposes of our analysis, the most useful material is original BCS texts
translated into Blg. or Blg. texts translated into BCS. A few parallel corpora available on the internet include texts in several Slavic languages (Intercorp, RuN,
ParaSol);2 however, in these corpora, we initially found only one source translated from BCS into Blg. and no source translated from Blg. into BCS. Fortunately,
we found some other electronically available BCS texts and their Blg. translations3 that we used to compile our small parallel corpus consisting of six BCS literary texts (all novels) translated into Blg. The corpus is presented in table 1.
table 1: The corpus used in this study
bcs originals
Andrić, Ivo (1954):
Prokleta avlija
Brlić-Mažuranić, Ivana (1913):
Čudnovate zgode šegrta Hlapića
Kapor, Momo (1975):
Foliranti
Kapor, Momo (1976):
Provincijalac
Krleža, Miroslav (1932):
Povratak Filipa Latinovicza
Pavić, Milorad (1984):
Hazarski rečnik

bulgarian translations
(Lilija Kackova, 1976):
Прокълнатият двор
(Hari Stojanov, 2011):
Чудните приключения на чирака Хлапич
(Hari Stojanov, 1983):
Фолиранти
(Hari Stojanov, 1984):
Провинциалист
(Sijka Račeva, 1966):
Завръщането на Филип Латинович
(Hristiana Vasileva, 1989):
Хазарски речник

abbr.

# words originals

PA

26,519

ŠH

25,618

Fol

62,830

Pro

69,109

PFL

66,073

Haz

88,318
total: 338,467

We extracted the examples with all the morphological forms of the BCS verb
doći (pf.) and dolaziti (impf.) and the parallel Blg. examples with dojda (pf.) and
idvam (impf.).4 We also extracted the Blg. examples with dojda and the corresponding BCS sentences that do not contain doći. The corpus sample in table 2 on
the facing page shows what our data look like – the leftmost column shows the
lemma searched for (doći in the Serbian original text, Haz in ParaSol) in its immediate context, the middle column shows its Blg. translation, and in the rightmost
column we have added our translation into English.
In the corpus sample in table 2, BCS and Blg. use doći and dojda, confirming what dictionary descriptions (e.g., (Stojanov 2011)) and random collections of
language data suggest: these verbs are perfect or near-perfect equivalents; they
share the same stem and seem to be used as translation equivalents in a large
[2]
[3]

[4]
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Available at: http://www.korpus.cz/intercorp/ (Intercorp); http://parasol.unibe.ch/ (A Parallel Corpus of
Slavic and Other Languages); http://www.hf.uio.no/ilos/english/research/projects/run/corpus/ (RuN).
We would like to express our gratitude to Harry Stojanov, who gave us permission to use his Bulgarian
translations of a few BCS literary texts and provided us with the files, and to Kjetil Rå Hauge, who helped
us compile our corpus.
According to (RBE 1984, 353–360), the imperfective form of dojda is doxoždam or doxaždam; however, because both imperfective forms are somewhat archaic, in our analysis we have treated idvam as the imperfective equivalent of dojda following contemporary Bulgarian usage norms and in line with more recent
sources such as (STRBE 1994), (Fetvadžieva 2001), (OR 2014), and others.
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table 2: Corpus sample
corpus: pavichazar
bcs
blg
218 Hazari su nezavisno
i moćno pleme, ratnički Хазарите били незавиi nomadski narod koji симо и силно племе,
je u neizvesna vremena войнствен номадски наdošao s Istoka, gonjen род, в неизвестни времеnekakvom vrelom tiši- на дошъл от Изток гонен
nom, i u razdoblju od от някаква пареща тиVII do X veka naseljavao шина, и в промеждутъка
kopno između dva mora от VI до X век населявал
сушата между две морета
814 Godine 1117 došli su
neki Hazari u Kijev knezu
Vladimiru Monomahu.

В 1117 година някакви
хазари дошли в Киев
при княз Владимир Мономах.

english translation
‘The Khazars were an
independent and strong
tribe, a warlike nomadic
people that came from
the East during an unknown period, chased
by some burning silence,
and who inhabited the
land between two seas
between the seventh and
tenth centuries.’
‘In 1117, some Khazars
came to Kyiv to Prince
Vladimir Monomakh.’

number of similar contexts. However, our study reveals a different situation. In
our corpus, there are considerably fewer correspondences in the use of doći and
dojda in BCS and Blg. than we expected. Table 3 presents our results in numbers,
showing that 44% of the BCS instances of doći in our corpus are not translated with
the Blg. verb dojda.
table 3: Results for doći (pf.)
source:
1. Čudnovate zgode šegrta Hlapića
2. Foliranti
3. Hazarski rečnik
4. Povratak Filipa Latinovicza
5. Prokleta avlija
6. Provincijalac
total

#examples
with doći
72
19
96
54
27
23
291

doći = dojda
36
16
54
29
12
17
164

doći = another
verb
36
3
42
25
15
6
127

doći = na-/pri/Ø-stigna
18
2
22
7
7
1
57

[2] analysis

[2.1] The semantics of doći = dojda
We outline the semantics of doći = dojda on the basis of the parallel examples in
which we found both verbs to be perfect equivalents. Doći and dojda are the protoOSLa volume 6(1), 2014
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typical examples of motion verbs prefixed by do- ‘(up) to’. These do-verbs in motion context illustrate the to schema, expressing motion in space towards a goal,
as shown in figure 1. The meaning of do-verbs involves a path and is presented as
a trajector (TR) moving towards a landmark (LM),5 often an LM-boundary.

figure 1: The prototypical meaning of do-, the to schema:
Motion in space towards a goal.
The to schema applies to motion up to a certain border, be it an entity’s selfpropelled motion or caused motion. The do-pattern is very productive in BCS
and Blg., especially with verbs indicating self-motion of animate entities (e.g.,
BCS/Blg. doletjeti/dolitam ‘fly up to’).
Doći and dojda are employed in spatial scenarios with concrete or abstract
moving objects (TRs); illustrated in (1)-(2) that move to and reach concrete or
abstract locations (landmarks). Whereas example (1) illustrates the concrete motion of animate entities in physical space towards a concrete spatial location (a
town), example (2) illustrates metaphorical motion of an abstract entity towards
a human LM. The fictive motion metaphorically represents a mental activity: the
metaphorical arrival of an idea, thought, or revelation.
(1)

a. Godine 1117 došli su neki Hazari u Kijev knezu Vladimiru Monomahu.
(Haz)6
b. В 1117 година някакви хазари дошли в Киев при княз Владимир Мономах.
‘In 1117 some Khazars came to Kyiv to Prince Vladimir Monomakh.’

(2)

a. Voleo je da kaže da mu je to prosvetljenje došlo u času kad mu se jedna
mušica udavila u oku . . . (Haz)
b. Обичал да казва, че това просветление му дошло , когато една мушица
се удавила в окото му . . .
‘He used to say that the epiphany came to him when a fly drowned in his
eye . . .’

[5]

We use the terms “trajector” (TR) and “landmark” (LM) following standard practice in cognitive linguistics; for example, (Langacker 2008, 70ff.). TR (or “figure”) is the focus element in a spatial relation, and
LM (or “ground”) is the background element. The location or motion of the TR is characterized in terms
of its relation to the LM.
Throughout the article, BCS original sentences are provided in (a) and Bulgarian translations in (b). The
lemmas are set in italics for easier reference. As a rule, the English translation follows the original text;
the differences between the original and the English translation are discussed whenever relevant.

[6]
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The parallel corpus examples revealed several interesting issues related to the
semantic relation of doći and dojda, which we discuss in the following sections.
The first issue is the semantic relation of BCS doći and Blg. stigna and its prefixed
forms.

[2.2]

BCS doći versus Blg. stigna, pristigna in concrete motion contexts and abstract
contexts (phrasal expressions)
In a considerable number of examples, doći is rendered by a verb with a different
stem. In 57 of 127 examples (45%) in which doći is not rendered by dojda, the
choice in Blg. is stigna ‘arrive, reach’ or prefixed verbs derived from stigna (e.g.,
pristigna ‘arrive’, nastigna ‘catch up with’). BCS has a verb with the identical stem,
stići/stignuti. In their primary meaning, ‘to arrive at a goal of motion’, stići/stignuti
and doći function as synonyms in BCS (see, e.g., (HJP 2014)). The same applies to
Blg. stigna and dojda. In its other meanings – ‘catch smb. up’, ‘manage, cope,
find time’, and ‘happen (to one)’ – BCS stići/stignuti cannot be replaced by doći.
In Blg., some of the non-spatial meanings of stigna can also be expressed with
dojda as in BCS (e.g., stignax/dojdox do izvoda ‘reach a conclusion’), whereas other
non-spatial meanings cannot be expressed with dojda (or with dojda alone), and
require idiomatic expressions instead – for example, nastigna go neštastie (literally,
‘a misfortune reached him’) or neštastie mu dojde na glavata’ (literally, ‘a misfortune
came to his head’), in which bad events are perceived as self-moving entities that
reach a person.
Examples (3)-(4) illustrate concrete spatial scenarios in which a frequent choice
for BCS doći is stigna, pristigna in Blg.
(3)

a. Tamo dakako ni Marko ni Hlapić ne bi nikad mogli doći. (ŠH)
b. Там, разбира се, нито Марко, нито Хлапич изобщо можеха да стигнат.
‘Of course, neither Marko nor Hlapić could ever go7 there.’

(4)

a. Iste godine vizantijskom caru Mihailu III stiglo je poslanstvo. (Haz)
b. Същата година при византийския цар Михаил III дошла мисия.
‘That same year, a mission came to Byzantine Emperor Michael III.’

In (3), BCS could also use stići (. . . ne bi nikad mogli stići). In Blg., it is also possible
to use dojda when the motion is towards the speaker’s or listener’s location. In
contrast, the use of stigna in (3) expresses a more general meaning of reaching a
destination. We have also found dojda in contexts in which BCS originals use stići,
as (4) shows. Although Blg. pristigam ‘reach’ (focusing on reaching the goal) and
otivam ‘go’ (highlighting moving away from source) would also be quite natural
in (4b), the translator makes a more marked choice by using dojda, thus adopting
[7]

The English translations in examples such as (3) and (5) sound better with go and got, respectively, but
the verb used in the original BCS texts is doći.
OSLa volume 6(1), 2014
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a first- or second-person perspective when talking about a third party in order to
focus on this third party and its potential importance in the following parts of the
narrative. This use of dojda signals movement towards an entity that is the focal
point of the sentence, and was identified as early as 1894 by the “grandfather of
Bulgarian lexicography,” Najden Gerov, who asserted that the orientation of dojda
is towards the place mentioned (doxoždam) or being talked about (dojda).8
It seems that BCS stići and doći, in one of their meanings in concrete motion
contexts, are intra-language synonyms (the same applies to stigna and dojda in
Blg.), and inter-language synonyms in the relation between BCS and Blg.
BCS doći in phrasal expressions is frequently translated into Blg. with stigna, as
in example (5). In BCS, stići would sound awkward in contexts such as (5), whereas
in Blg. dojda does not seem appropriate in this context with a human subject that
is also the doer of the action and that ended up having trouble with the law (compare the impersonal expression stigna se do sblâsâk sâs zakona ‘it came to a conflict with the law’, which does not explicitly mention who got in trouble with the
law). Thus, in Blg. it does not seem possible to present ‘a conflict with a law’ as a
metaphorical goal that someone reaches, an image that the BCS original suggests.
Another frequent correspondence of BCS doći and Blg. stigna occurs in abstract
contexts; for example, in phrasal expressions in which BCS doći means ‘happen’.
Thus, BCS frequently uses doći do X in impersonal constructions to express that X
happened, as in (6)–(7). BCS stići cannot be used in the meaning ‘happen’ as can
Bulgarian stigna. In Blg., the impersonal construction with the reflexive particle
se, the verb stigna, and the preposition do, describing the escalation of a situation
in (6), or a conflict or a fight between people in (7) and (13) below, can be replaced
with the similar but somewhat archaic impersonal construction dojde se do ‘it came
to.’9
(5)

a. младић је брзо упао у сумњиве послове и дрске подвиге свога друштва
и дошао у сукоб са законом. (PA)
b. младежът бързо се заплел в съмнителните сделки и дръзките подвизи
на своите другари и стигнал до конфликт със закона.
‘the young man quickly got involved into the dark deals and daring deeds
of his friends, and got in trouble with the law.’

[8]

We are grateful to one of our reviewers for making this observation and providing a great example from
the Bulgarian National Corpus: Kogato se otvori văzmožnost, nezabavno šte dojdem tam, kădeto njakoj iska da
čue našata muzika. ‘When there is a possibility, we’ll immediately go (literally, come) where someone
wants to hear our music.’ As example (4) indicates, this meaning can occur also when the verb is in the
third person, non-present tense, even when the reported (преизказен) aorist form of the verb is used to
convey someone else’s utterance; in this case, most likely an imaginary historian rendering a witness’
account of events in an imaginary emperor’s court (we owe this comment to the same reviewer and
Nadežda Kostova).
Even so, in informal spoken Bulgarian, the impersonal expression with stigna is more likely to occur than
the one with dojda; for example, Stigna se do goljama razpravija ‘This led to a big fight / a big fight occurred.’

[9]
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(6)

a. Došlo je do borbe (PA)
b. Стигнало се до борба.
‘It came to a fight.’

(7)

a. Prvi put od njegova povratka došlo je između njega i majke do vrlo žestoke
prepirke. (PFL)
b. За пръв път, откакто се беше върнал, между Филип и майка му се стигна до много ожесточена разправия.
‘For the first time since his return, he got into a very heated argument with
his mother.’

(8)

a. došao je na genijalnu ideju (Haz)
b. стигнал до гениалната идея
‘an ingenious idea came to his mind’

(9)

a. tekst rečnika do kojeg sam ja došao (Haz)
b. текстът на речника, до който стигнах аз
‘the dictionary text which I got hold of’

In a similar way, in (8) BCS uses doći whereas the Blg. translation uses stigna. It
is also possible to use dojda in Blg. (e.g., dojde mu genialna ideja ‘an ingenious idea
came to his mind’) based on the conventional metaphor that ideas travel (i.e., the
idea is the moving TR), but it is not as natural or frequent in Blg. to say toj dojde do
genialnata ideja ‘he came to an ingenious idea’ in which the person is the moving
TR and the idea is perceived as a LM, goal, or destination. BCS cannot use stići in
(8); however, stići is possible, although it would be less natural in BCS, in example
(9), whereas dojda is not a felicitous verb in Blg. in contexts referring to finding
or discovering something.
In idiomatic and phrasal expressions and collocations, BCS regularly uses doći
in contexts in which Blg. uses either stigna (e.g., BCS došao u sukob sa zakonom =
Blg. stignal do konflikt săs zakona ‘got in trouble with the law’ as in (5)), or another
verb (e.g., BCS dođe na san = Blg. javi se nasǎn). Sentences (10)–(13) present more
examples of the latter type. For example, in (10) the Blg. translation uses the
expression vlizam v spor ‘argue, start arguing’ with the verb vlizam ‘enter’ to render
inchoative nuances of meaning. Dojda cannot be used in this context; however,
the impersonal expression dojde se do can be used (see also (13)). BCS can also use
a verb equivalent to vlizam, ući (pf.) or ulaziti (impf.) instead of doći (see (10a))
without any significant meaning modification (. . . bi ušli u sukob).
(10)

a. One s kojima bi došli u sukob, gledali bi po svaku cenu da naniže i prokunu.
(Haz)
b. Гледали на всяка цена да наругаят и прокълнат онези, с които влизали в спор.
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‘They would try at all costs to downgrade and curse those with whom they
came10 into conflict.’
(11)

a. Između mene i nje došlo je do ozbiljnog razgovora. (PFL)
b. Между мен и нея имаше сериозен разговор.
‘There was a serious conversation between us.’

(12)

a. Filipu je došlo da uzme rubac i da mahne letećem stroju na pozdrav!
(PFL)
b. у Филип се събуди желание да вземе кърпичка, да я размаха, за да
поздрави летящата машина!
‘Filip wanted to take the handkerchief and wave good-bye to the flying
machine!’

(13)

a. . . . jer je u arapskom kalifatu došlo do sukoba dve dinastije - Omajida i
Abasida. (Haz)
b. . . . защото в арабския халифат се дошло до сблъсък между двете
династии - на Омаидите и Абасидите.
‘ . . . because in the Arab caliphate it came to a clash of two dynasties –
the Umayyads and the Abbasids.’

When BCS doći is used in idiomatic and phrasal expressions to refer to the occurrence of a communicative event such as a talk or an argument (e.g., došlo je do
razgovora ‘happen, start’ in (11)), Blg. cannot use dojda. By contrast, when BCS expressions with doći refer to wants and desires (e.g., došlo (mu je) da ‘he wanted to’
as in (12)), Blg. also has equivalents with dojda: the colloquial or emphatic expression dojde mu (želanie) da ‘he felt like (doing)’. However, the translator selected a
more stylistically neutral Blg. expression in example (12).
In Blg., an impersonal expression with dojda is also possible in examples such
as (13), which explains why we found occasional correspondences (e.g., došlo do
sukoba = се дошло до сблъсък in (13). The impersonal Blg. construction in (13)
with the reflexive particle se, the verb dojda, and the preposition do is similar to
the BCS construction with doći and, as stated earlier for sentences (6)–(7), can be
used for the emergence of conflicts, fights, arguments, and the like.
Our data exhibit systematic differences between BCS idiomatic and phrasal
expressions with doći such as doći u priliku ‘get a chance’, doći u kontakt ‘establish
contact, meet’, došlo je do razgovora ‘happen, start’ as in (11), and their Blg. equivalents that do not use dojda in similar contexts. In some cases, our corpus contained
BCS expressions like došlo (mu je) da ‘he wanted to’ (as in (12)), došlo je vrijeme ‘the
time has come’, and so on, in which Blg. has equivalent expressions with dojda;
for example, dojde mu (želanie) da ‘he felt like (doing)’, and dojde vreme za ‘the time
[10]
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has come for / it’s time to’. The Blg. equivalents, however, are either colloquial
or emphatic, and in similar corpus contexts the translators have selected more
stylistically neutral expressions.

[2.3] Different construals of motion events
Sometimes the verbs used in our parallel examples reveal different construals
of motion events. In a number of examples, one language provides more details
about the motion event than the other. BCS doći often functions as a generalized
motion verb. It can be used, for instance, for vehicles, and it can replace many
verbs of specific manners of motion. In our parallel corpus, BCS occasionally uses
doći whereas Blg. uses a semantically more specific verb, specifying motion in
more detail; for instance, motion into a container in (14), upward motion in (15),
and motion out of a container-like object in (16). The Blg. translation in (17b)
implies ‘settle down’, whereas the Blg. verb used in (18) meaning ‘get to’ implies
more effort than the phrase doći do in the original. In (19b), doći is also rendered
by a more specific motion verb meaning ‘return, come back’.
(14)

a. došao sam u svoje telo (Haz)
b. влязох у тялото си
‘I came into my body’

(15)

a. Kad su došli gore (ŠH)
b. Когато се качиха горе
‘When they came up(stairs)’

(16)

a. došao dolje na ulicu (ŠH)
b. излезе долу на улицата
‘he came down onto the street’

(17)

a. Где год дође са својим завежљајем (PA)
b. където и да се настани със своя вързоп.
‘Wherever he arrives with his bundle’

(18)

a. не заустављају се ни пред чим, само да би дошли до отрова (PA)
b. и не се спират пред нищо, за да се доберат до отровата
‘they stop at nothing just to get the poison’

(19)

a. Ocu da je ponestalo voska i da će doći odmah (PFL)
b. На бащата се свършил восъкът и той излязъл, като казал, че ще се
върне веднага.
‘The father ran out of wax and he went out saying he would be right back.’

Interestingly, there are some cases in which BCS original sentences use construals
without a motion verb, whereas the Blg. translation contains dojda. For example,
BCS dobili su gosta (PA) ‘they got a guest’ construes an event emphasizing the benOSLa volume 6(1), 2014
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eficiary with the verb dobiti ‘get’, whereas the Blg. translation, дойде им гост
(literally, ‘a guest came to them’) uses a construction with the dative pronoun
and the verb dojda in a dynamic construal involving motion. It must be pointed
out, however, that doći is also possible in BCS in a construction semantically similar to dobili su gosta, which is structurally very similar to the Blg. one (BCS došao
im je gost ‘a guest came to them’).

[2.4] BCS doći in abstract, metaphorical contexts versus another verb in Blg.
BCS doći occurs in some abstract, metaphorical contexts in which Blg. uses another verb. In these contexts, doći implies ‘seem’, ‘appear’; for instance, in (20b)
in which Blg. uses an explicit verb of metaphorical appearance meaning ‘appear,
show up’,11 whereas in (21b) the Blg. verb means ‘seem’. It is not possible to use
dojda in either context.
(20)

a. ona mu dođe preobražena sasvim (Haz)
b. Тя му се явила съвсем преобразена
‘she appeared to him completely transformed’

(21)

a. Фра-Петру, који је у свом веку видео много болесника сваке врсте,
дође одједном све то познато (PA)
b. През живота си фра Петър беше виждал страдащи от най-различни
болести и това лице изведнъж му се стори познато.
‘All that seemed familiar to Friar Petar, who had seen all kinds of patients
in his life.’

[2.5] Opposite construals of motion events
This situation implies that BCS doći is sometimes rendered by a Blg. verb expressing a seemingly antonymous relation, otida (pf.) / otivam (impf.)12 ‘go (away)’, as
in (22), or that BCS otići ‘leave’ is sometimes rendered by Blg. dojda, as in (23). As
examples (22)-(27) show, all of our sources contained single cases of opposite construals of motion events in which the goal-oriented verb doći/dojda ‘come, arrive’,
which emphasizes arrival at a destination, is rendered by the source-oriented
verb otići/otivam ‘leave’, which emphasizes leaving a spatial location.
Translating a verb meaning ‘come’ with a verb meaning ‘leave’ and vice versa
is possible because in a motion scenario arriving at a spatial goal implies leaving a
spatial location. Leaving and arriving seem to be a conceptual unity. In language
coding of motion events, we explicitly focus on certain parts of the motion path;
[11]

[12]
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however, other parts can be easily activated even though they are backgrounded.
Therefore, the choice of a given verb in each context simply represents one of
several possible points of view.13
(22)

a. došavši u tuđinu, osiromaši (Haz)
b. Като отиде у чужбина, обедня
‘Having arrived in a foreign country, he became impoverished’

(23)

a. ubio [ga] i otišao da večera (Haz)
b. Убил го и дойде на вечеря
‘he killed him and went for supper’

(24)

a. Došao neko veče u krčmu kod Siebenscheina i razbio Štijefu Brezovečkom
flašom glavu . . . (PFL)
b. Оная вечер отишъл в кръчмата при Зибенщайн и с бутилка счупил
главата на Шефо Брезовечки . . .
‘That night he came into Siebenschein’s tavern and broke Štijef Brezovečki’s
head with a bottle . . .’

(25)

a. Boba ne putuje, Boba otklanja novčanu uslugu, ona je spriječena da
dođe, ni u kavanu ne će doći . . . (PFL)
b. Боба няма да заминава, Боба отказва паричната услуга, тя е възпрепятствувана да дойде , в кафенето също няма да отиде . . .
‘Boba is not leaving; Boba is refusing the monetary favor; she won’t be
able to come; she is not coming to the café either . . .’

(26)

a. Gita dođe k Hlapiću. (ŠH)
b. Гита отиде при Хлапич.
‘Gita went over to Hlapić.’

(27)

a. Gde dođe, tu svađu i omrazu stvara (PA)
b. Където отиде , кавги и омраза всява.
‘Wherever s/he comes, s/he brings about quarrels and hatred.’

[13]

Further research into the semantics of Blg. and BCS verbs of coming and going is needed in order to
explain the choices made in our examples in relation to the notion of “deictic center” (the location of
the speaker or the addressee) in the meaning of these verbs, and deictic projection (a speaker’s ability to
imaginatively “project” to some remote location). Goddard (1997, 158–160) argues that the capacity of
English come to support a “deictic projection” – that is, to suggest a point of view of someone other than
the speaker himself or herself – relates to the fact that come in its lexical meaning refers to a subjective
point of view of an implied person, be it the speaker, addressee, or even a third person; that is, X came
to place A entails the component “someone in this place could think: X is in the same place as me” (Goddard 1997, 160). Some of our examples indicate that Blg. and BCS dojda/doći also entail the component
that Goddard (1997) postulates for the English verb come, but further research is needed for any definite
conclusions.
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[2.6] Dojda is used in Blg. translation, doći is not used in the original
Dojda is sometimes used in Blg. translation in situations in which doći is not used in
the original. In section [2.2] we examined the contexts in which Blg. stigna/pristigna
is used for BCS doći. Examples (28a)-(28b) illustrate the opposite case: dojda is used
as the translation equivalent of stići.
In addition to stići, in Haz for instance, dojda is used in contexts in which BCS
uses some other motion verbs with a more specific meaning (e.g., preći ‘transfer;
cross’, prići ‘come closer’, dojahati ‘ride to’, nastupiti ‘appear’, naići ‘come upon’).
As discussed in section [2.5], Blg. dojda is also used as the translation equivalent of
otići ‘leave’ (in Haz and in other sources). Furthermore, the Blg. translation uses
dojda (e.g., дошъл до заключението ‘reach a conclusion’, Haz) for the BCS verb of
mental activity zaključiti ‘conclude’ found in the original; however, BCS also has
an equivalent expression with doći; that is, doći do zaključka ‘reach a conclusion’.
Examples (29)–(33) illustrate some recurring situations. In (29), the original
does not explicitly use a motion verb, although motion is implied (prespava . . . do
te foringe; literally, ‘sleep until that cart’). The Blg. translation using dojda makes
the implied motion explicit. In (30), the construal of the motion event expressed
with dojda is opposite the one found in the original, odem ‘go away’ (see section
[2.5]). In (31), BCS uses a more specific motion verb (prijeći ‘transfer’) emphasizing
transition from a spatial point A to a spatial point B in the context of a person
moving to a new location and starting a new job.
(28)

a. Spas je stigao u zvižduku vaspitačeve pištaljke. (Pro)
b. Спасението дойде с писъка на възпитателската свирка.
‘the rescue came in (the form of) the piercing noise of the supervisor’s
whistle.’

(29)

a. Još je bila jedna mogućnost: da telegrafira u Kostanjevec po kola i da
prespava u kaptolskom hotelu do te foringe kostanjevečke. (PFL)
b. Имаше още една възможност: да телеграфира в Костаневец за каруца и да остане да спи в каптолския хотел, докато дойде тази каруца от
Костаневец.
‘There was another possibility: to send a telegraph to Kostanjevec ordering a cart and to stay in the Kaptol hotel until the cart from Kostanjevec
arrives.’

(30)

a. I onda me je poslala, da odem do vas i da vam kažem, da ona ostaje, i da
je njoj dobro sa mnom! (PFL)
b. И после ме изпрати да дойда до вас и да ви кажа, че тя остава и че й
е добре с мен.
‘Then he sent me to go to your place and tell you that she was going to
stay with me, and that she feels good when she is with me.’
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(31)

a. . . . debela Karolina, koja jo kao udovica prešla u njenu službu, masirala
ju je poslije jutarnje kupelji po čitavu uru. (PFL)
b. . . . а дебелата Каролина, която, вече вдовица, бе дошла да прислужва
при нея, по цял час й правеше масажи след утринното къпане.
‘. . . the fat Karolina who as a widow has come to work as her maid, and
gave her hour-long massages after the morning shower.’

(32)

a. sačekuje tursku konjicu da mu priđe sasvim blizu (Pro)
b. изчаква турската конница да му дойде съвсем наблизо
‘he was waiting for the Turkish cavalry to come really close’

(33)

a. No kad je taj čovjek došao blizu, pristupio je k meni i počeo razvezivati
konopac kojim sam bio svezan. (ŠH)
b. Но когато този човек се приближи , дойде до мен и започна да развързва въжето, с което бях вързан.
‘But when this man came closer, he came to me and started to disentangle
the rope with which I was tied up.’

(34)

a. Samo je Bundaš sjedio i gledao za vrtuljkom i čudio se što li je Hlapiću
palo na pamet da se toliko okreće? Bilo je već jako kasno. (ŠH)
b. Само Бундаш седеше и гледаше въртележката и се чудеше какво ли
му е дошло на ум на Хлапич, че толкова се върти?
‘Only Bundaš was standing there, looking at the merry-go-round and wondering what had gotten into Hlapić’s mind that made him spin so much.’

(35)

a. А они још дуго не могу да се приберу. (PA)
b. А те дълго не могат да дойдат на себе си.
‘And these could not collect themselves for a long time.’

In (32a), BCS uses the verb prići ‘come closer’, translated with Blg. dojde nablizo
(32b), whereas in (33) it is the other way around: BCS uses doći blizu ‘come closer’
whereas the Blg. translation uses približavam ‘come closer’, showing that these
expressions are often interchangeable in both BCS and Blg. In addition, (33a)
contains yet another example when another motion verb in BCS, pristupiti ‘come
closer/step forward’, is translated with dojda in Blg. (33b).
In (34)-(35), Blg. uses dojda in the translation of two BCS idiomatic expressions. In these cases too, BCS could have used equivalent expressions with doći:
doći na um ‘get into one’s mind’ in (34) and doći k sebi in (35). The construction doći
k sebi is synonymous with the verb pribrati se; both mean ‘come to, regain consciousness; collect oneself’. However, the expression da dojda na sebe si ‘come to,
regain consciousness’ and the verb seemingly very similar to the BCS pribrati se,
pribiram se ‘come home’ are not synonymous in Blg.
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[2.7]

Doći as part of phrasal expressions versus prefixed verbs in Blg.

BCS sometimes uses doći as part of some phrasal expressions, whereas the Blg.
translation uses semantically similar verbs with other prefixes, as examples (36)(37) show. BCS has a verb synonymous with the expression doći blizu / u blizinu,
približiti se, also prefixed with pri-, that could have been used in (36)–(37) without
any significant meaning changes. As discussed for examples (32)–(33), Blg. also
has phrasal expressions such as da dojda nablizo ‘come closer’, but this expression
is most appropriate in situations in which the moving entity is the speaker or
listener, or the moving entity if approaching either the listener or speaker.
(36)

a. No kad je taj čovjek došao blizu . . . ((ŠH)
b. Но когато този човек се приближи . . .
‘But when that man came closer . . .’

(37)

a. Već su kola došla u blizinu Hlapića i Gite. (ŠH)
b. Колата вече наближи до Хлапич и Гита.
‘The carriage came close to Hlapić and Gita.’

[3] imperfective forms of doći/dojda

The imperfective counterpart of BCS doći is dolaziti. The exact Bulgarian equivalent of BCS dolaziti and imperfective counterpart of dojda is doxoždam or doxaždam
(see footnote 4). However, this verb is used in only one example in our corpus
(see (38)). Doxoždam or doxaždam are archaic and are stylistically marked. Contemporary Bulgarian uses idvam in contexts in which the imperfective form of
dojda is required, and so we have followed more recent sources and treated idvam
as the imperfective counterpart of dojda. In fact, in our corpus, idvam is the most
frequent translation of dolaziti, as illustrated by (39).
In individual cases, BCS doći (pf.) is translated by the Blg. imperfective, as in
(40). In addition, doći is used in some contexts with the historical present tense in
which Blg. translations use idva, as in (41).
Although idvam is the most frequent choice, in some contexts Blg. chooses
another motion verb to render dolaziti. Relatively often, stigam, pristigam is used,
as in (42) (see section [2.2]). In (43), the BCS verb dolaziti (expressing concrete
and abstract motion) is rendered with the verb proizlizam ‘descend from’, which
is almost exclusively used for abstract motion (here, related to difficulties and
confusion).
(38)
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‘ . . . and he tried to get rid of everything “political” or everything that
came to him under that name.’
(39)

a. А сутрадан он је опет долазио , већ у рано јутро, као на исповест. (PA)
b. А на другия ден пак идваше рано рано, като на изповед.
‘And he would come again the next morning, as though to confession.’

(40)

a. Čudilo me, jer otkada si ti tu, to je prvi put da je on došao k tebi. (PFL)
b. Почудих се, защото, откакто си тук, той за пръв път идва при теб.
‘I was wondering because, since you’ve been here, he came to you for the
first time.’

(41)

a. И опет дође нека прича (PA)
b. И пак идва някой разказ.
‘And some story came again.’

(42)

a. Vraćale su se emocije i dolazile jedna za drugom . . . (PFL)
b. Емоциите се връщаха, пристигаха една след друга . . .
‘The emotions were back, coming one after another . . .’

(43)

a. Putnici beleže, opet, da su hazarska lica sva ista i da se nikad ne menjaju i da otuda dolazi do teškoće i zabuna. (Haz)
b. Пътешественици пък отбелязват, че всички хазарски лица са еднакви,
никога не се променят и оттам произлизат затрудненията и объркването.
‘Travelers note that all Khazar faces are the same, they never change and
that’s where the difficulties and confusion come from.’

(44)

a. A netko, tko ubije samo jednog čovjeka, dolazi na vješala (PFL)
b. А някой, който убие само един човек, отива на бесилката!
‘And someone that has killed just one person goes straight to the gallows.’

(45)

a. Najprije i ne dolazi čitava dva dana, a sada hoće da se konvencionalno
izvuče . . . (PFL)
b. първо не се обажда цели два дена, а сега иска конвенционално да се
измъкне след няколко минути.
‘First he doesn’t show up for a whole two days, and now he wants to get
away as usual after just a few minutes.’

(46)

a. I novine su dolazile, ali ih nije čitao (PFL).
b. Вестниците се получаваха , но той не ги четеше.
‘The newspapers kept coming, but he didn’t read them.’

(47)

a. I onog jutra, kada se je bio vraćao ovim stubama kao pokajnik, kao tat,
koji je ukrao stotinjarku (a dolazi od bludnih i prljavih pijanih žena) . . .
(PFL)
b. И онази сутрин, когато се връщаше по тези стълби като разкаял се
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грешник . . . (а се връщаше от блудни и мръсни, пияни жени) . . .
‘That morning when he was coming back up those stairs as a repentant
sinner . . . (and he was coming back from promiscuous, dirty and drunk
women) . . .’
(48)

a. Još u vrtu čuo je neke čudne, nerazgo-vetne zvukove, koji kao da su
dolazili iz grla davno izumrlih životinja pri parenju (Pr)
b. Още от градината дочу някакви странни, неясни звуци, които сякаш
излизаха от гърлата на праисторически животни при съешаване
‘Already in the garden he heard some strange, indistinct voices which
sounded as if they were coming out the throats of pre-historic animals
mating.’

(49)

a. U Čigrinim očima, Herceg pročita detinji strah i uplaši se da se isto tako
ne uplaši kada smrt bude njemu dolazila. (Pr)
b. В очите на Чигра Херцег прочете детински страх и се уплаши да не
би да се уплаши по същия начин, когато смъртта приближеше и към
него.
‘He saw the terror of a child in Čigra Herceg’s eyes and he feared he may
be terrified in the same way when death comes to him.’

(50)

a. To kontemplativno uništavanje svega što mu dolazi pod ruku (PFL)
b. Това съзерцателно разнищване на всичко, което попадне под ръката
‘This contemplating destruction of everything he comes across.’

(51)

a. Ali u snove mu ta ličnost dolazi redovno i kad Branković sanja, on sanja
nju. (Haz)
b. Но тя му се явява редовно насън и когато Бранкович сънува, той сънува нея.
‘That person regularly appeared in his dreams and, when Branković had
a dream, he dreamed about her.’

(52)

a. osim njega niko mi više i ne dolazi u snove. . . (Haz)
b. освен него никой вече не идва в сънищата ми . . .
‘Except him, no one else shows up in my dreams.’

In individual cases such as (44), antonyms are used (see also section [2.5]), and
sometimes the translation chooses a non-motion verb, as in (45)-(46).
Some examples show that BCS dolaziti functions as a generalized motion verb
in the original text, but its Blg. translations occasionally use more specific motion
verbs that specify manner of motion or provide more details about the motion
event; for example, vrǎštam se ‘come back’, izlizam ‘go out’, and približavam ‘come
nearer’ in examples (47)-(49) (see also section [2.3]), or an idiomatic expression
with a motion verb; for example, popadam pod rǎka ‘come across’ in (50).
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BCS uses dolaziti (u snove) to express ‘appear (in dreams)’. In Blg., this meaning
can be rendered with the verb javjavam se ‘show up, appear’, as in (51), where it is
used in conjunction with the dative pronoun mu ‘to him’ to express recipient (and,
by extension, location; i.e. this person’s dreams). Alternatively, as (52) shows,
dojda (imperfective idvam for repeated events) can be used because of its inherent
goal orientation and ability to refer to an entity or location that is in focus.
[4] conclusions

The main question we tried to address in this article the extent to which the cognate BCS and Blg. verbs doći and dojda align in meaning.14 In a large number of
our parallel examples, BCS doći is not translated with Blg. dojda. Although doći
and dojda are perfect equivalents in many examples referring to concrete spatial motion, the differences we analyzed suggest that Blg. dojda has developed a
narrower meaning specialization. Dojda is the prototypical deictic verb with the
meaning ‘come’, expressing movement towards a goal that usually coincides with
the speaker’s and/or listener’s location either at the time of speaking or at the
time of reference (past or future), or, by extension, with the speaker’s and/or
listener’s traditional location.15 In addition, dojda can express movement whose
orientation is not related to the speaker’s or hearer’s location; instead, the movement is towards an entity or a location that is the focal point of an utterance or
sentence. In contrast, BCS doći has developed the meaning of a generalized motion
verb, expressing movement to or towards a goal (e.g., going out, going down, returning, coming nearer, appearing, etc.), which far more often than its Blg. counterpart refers to a goal other than the speaker and/or listener. The metaphorical
extensions of doći and/or dojda (e.g., meaning ‘take a deep breath’, ‘come to one’s
senses, etc.) have followed similar patterns. However, when creating scenes in
which things are happening to someone, the Blg. verb dojda implies more often
than BCS doći that these things are happening to the speaker and/or listener.
Our corpus suggests that BCS doći exhibits a wider range of meanings than
does Blg. dojda; for example, doći means ‘come, arrive, reach, get to, happen, appear, show up, occur’ and so on. Nonetheless, because both BCS doći and Blg. dojda
[14]

[15]

We used BCS sources translated into Bulgarian only, and not Blg. sources translated into BCS, and so
our conclusions are preliminary and apply only to translations of doći/dolaziti into Blg. An analysis of
dojda/idvam and their translations into BCS has to be left for future research: it requires a different corpus
and could reveal different findings (e.g., an additional set of Bulgarian meanings not represented in BCS)
than our study did. More research is also needed on how the Blg. and BCS verbs dojda/doći relate to the
“deictic centre,” “deictic projection,” “subject of the narrative,” and what Goddard terms an “egocentric
interpretation of X’s final location by an ‘unidentified someone in this place’” that interprets X’s final
location as “X is in the same place as me” (Goddard 1997, 159). Goddard assumes a great relevance of this
“egocentric interpretation” for the semantics of the English verb come.
An example of traditional location is provided in (Fetvadžieva 2001): Včera dojdox u vas, no teb te njamaše. ‘I
went (literally, came) to your place yesterday, but you were not there’, in which the movement is towards
the place where the addressee is expected to be and/or is usually located.
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can refer to movement towards locations other than those of the listener and/or
speaker and to events happenings to entities other than the listener and/or speaker,
and BCS doći can, of course, refer to movement towards the listener and/or speaker,
there is a considerable meaning overlap. Figure 2 presents this schematically.

figure 2: Comparison of the meanings of BCS doći and Blg. dojda in our corpus
Figure 2 indicates that the set of entities arriving at a location, any location (in
the concrete, spatial sense), and the set of things happening in the world (in the
metaphorical sense), expressed by BCS doći, subsumes the set of entities usually
arriving at the speaker and/or listener’s location, or the location in focus, and
things most often happening to the speaker or listener, expressed by Blg. dojda.
Unlike dictionaries, which provide lists of meanings in isolation, parallel corpora
(even small ones such as the corpus used in this study) reveal the systematic differences between semantically similar units such as BCS doći and Blg. dojda in a
clear and straightforward way because context disambiguates relevant elements
in a scene.

Primary sources
BCS literary texts and their Bulgarian translations – see table 1 in section [1].
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‘ser’, ‘estar’, ‘ficar’, ‘haver’ e ‘ter’
contra ‘ha’, ‘bli’ e ‘være’: quem disse que
era fácil traduzir sentimentos e
sensações?
DIANA SANTOS
Universidade de Oslo

abstract
It is well known that some kinds of expressions with so-called “have” and
“be” verbs behave differently across languages, as is the case with Portuguese
and Norwegian tenho medo/pena (“have fright/sorrow”) or være redd/lei seg
(“be scared/sorry”). But to what extent is this difference important for the
translation of this class of verbs (given that there are a few that literally
correspond to English be and have, in the two languages)?
In this paper I discuss what a corpus of (student) translations between Portuguese and Norwegian (PoNTE) can tell us about eight very frequent verbs
(five Portuguese and three Norwegian), that range from auxiliaries to full
lexical verbs, and which stand out as some of the most challenging ones to
learn for foreign learners.
After presenting an overview of their occurrence, in original and translated
text, I go deeper into the functions of the Portuguese verbs by classifying
every case in the source texts according to fifteen categories, thereby providing an interesting bird’s eye view of their distribution.
I then narrow my study down to the cases where feelings or sensations or
moral judgements are expressed, and present their full range of translations
to illustrate the many issues involved. I end the paper on the subject of
translation complexities by presenting further interesting cases involving
(the translation of) these verbs.
[1] i n t r o d u ç ã o

O triplo ser, estar e ficar é fundamental em português, representando respetivamente uma propriedade essencial, acessória ou ocasional, e o resultado de uma
mudança, veja-se Santos (1996); Maia (1994). Estes três verbos são também usados como auxiliares da passiva, e como localizadores no tempo e no espaço.
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Haver é usado para expressões existenciais sem sujeito, e em português do
Brasil foi quase inteiramente substituído por ter.1
Ter, além de ser usado para possessão e descrição de partes não alienáveis, tal
como as línguas germânicas usam have (em inglês) e ha (em norueguês), é usado
em muitos contextos em que as línguas germânicas usam o verbo be (em inglês)
ou være (em norueguês), em particular na descrição de sentimentos ou sensações:
ter fome, medo, frio. Finalmente, ser (e apenas ser) é usado em construções de realce
e de identidade2 , sendo portanto o mais frequente destes verbos.
Em norueguês (veja-se por exemplo Ebeling (2000); Engh (1976); Faarlund et al.
(1997)), bli e være são também usados para a passiva, e a sua distinção é normalmente (ou parcialmente) descrita como o primeiro focando a ação e o segundo
o resultado. Outra forma de os distinguir é observando que være descreve uma
situação durativa enquanto bli marca o instante de mudança de estado. No que
se refere ao tempo, bli é usado para acontecimentos futuros, enquanto ambos os
verbos são usados no passado. Isto porque blir no presente apenas se refere ao futuro, enquanto er (forma do verbo være) pode referir-se – e geralmente refere-se
– ao presente. Relembro que o norueguês, como língua germânica, não tem um
tempo futuro, usando verbos modais para se referir ao futuro – ou o presente.
Quanto ao verbo ha, semelhante ao verbo inglês have, é bastante diferente do
verbo ter, pelo menos no que se refere aos seus contextos de uso.
Finalmente, a localização espacial, que é uma das funções inegáveis de estar, ser e ficar em português, raramente é descrita por estes verbos, visto que o
norueguês é particularmente rico em verbos de posição e de movimento.
Neste artigo, mostro que um corpo paralelo permite identificar muitos casos
interessantes, e apontar para dificuldades na prática da tradução e no próprio
ensino e compreensão das diferenças entre as línguas. Depois de uma visão global
do material e do que nos pode mostrar, dedicar-me-ei em especial ao tema dos
sentimentos e sensações.
[2] p o n t e

O corpo utilizado é o PoNTE, Portuguese Norwegian Translation Examples, que
tem vindo a ser criado desde 2011, correspondendo portanto a seis semestres.
Este corpo contém traduções dos meus alunos ou examinandos, de português para
norueguês e de norueguês para português, de um conjunto de textos curtos que eu
lhes forneço para os expor tanto à tradução como à diferença entre os géneros.3
[1]

[2]
[3]
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Existe, é bem sabido, outro uso de há e havia, como preposições temporais, que não sofreu o mesmo
destino, mas tende também a ser substituído no Brasil por faz ou fazia, formas do verbo fazer. Ambas
as substituições são indiscutivelmente motivadas por questões fonológicas visto que, em português do
Brasil, a, à e há se ouvem da mesma maneira.
Exemplos de cada caso são Foram os portugueses que descobriram o Brasil, e Do Brasil é donde veio o samba.
A lista dos textos pode ser consultada no sítio do projeto, http://www.linguateca.pt/PoNTE/.
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Os textos são alinhados automaticamente e depois o alinhamento é revisto.
No caso das traduções para português, os erros linguísticos são corrigidos, mas
não os erros de tradução ou mesmo de redação.4
tabela 1: Caracterização quantitativa dos textos em português, indicando o
número de traduções para norueguês, o tamanho em palavras (formas)
e em palavras distintas (tipos).
Texto
AMAZ
BP
BRI
CAMP
CAR
CIE
DDS
DIL
DSC
EDS
ELEI
EPA
EXA
JP
LOG
MEC
MIA
MRC
MUL
OC
PIB
SEM
SPG
TED
VAN

Trads
10
5
16
9
18
16
3
11
17
6
7
4
9
4
2
1
5
14
3
18
2
6
1
6
2

Formas
161
276
234
456
646
1234
687
958
795
305
734
1383
105
346
417
857
834
758
448
746
379
371
557
368
347

Tipos
113
162
142
233
299
454
272
436
400
156
322
525
70
196
202
306
403
326
264
346
190
212
270
209
156

Ser
6
4
4
2
13
38
23
25
16
17
1
27
8
8
12
50
23
25
10
17
1
6
7
16
9

Ter
0
1
0
0
3
15
1
5
8
6
0
9
2
2
1
16
3
4
5
5
0
4
5
1
0

Estar
0
1
2
0
1
7
15
2
2
0
0
8
0
0
0
2
4
1
2
1
0
1
3
0
0

Ficar
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
3
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
3
0
0

Haver
0
1
2
0
1
0
3
2
1
0
0
0
0
0
2
0
5
6
1
0
0
0
1
2
0

Há que chamar a atenção para o facto de que a maior parte dos alunos (cujas
traduções estão incluídas no PoNTE) têm o norueguês como língua materna, mas
não exclusivamente: até agora, três eram falantes nativos de português e um de
polaco, o que quer dizer que o próprio norueguês nas traduções do PoNTE pode
[4]

Ou seja, erros de ortografia, de preposições associadas a verbos ou adjetivos, de ordem de palavras, ou de
concordância. Conforme Belinda Maia observou, esta distinção entre erros de língua e de tradução pode
ser problemática, como constatámos em Santos et al. (2004), e como o exemplo (19) exemplificará.
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ser incorreto, e os exemplos que apresento podem não conter apenas erros de
tradução, mas também erros de língua. Ao contrário da tendência pedagógica
moderna para apenas aceitar traduções feitas para a língua materna dos alunos,
considero possível que em alguns casos a tradução da sua própria língua os torne
mais recetivos para diferenças finas de registo ou de intenção, como defendido
por Malmkjær (1996).5
Uma das grandes qualidades do PoNTE é conter múltiplas traduções (independentes) de um mesmo texto, o que pode mostrar ao professor o que é mais difícil
em geral e o que é fácil (ou que pelo menos não apresenta problemas), além de dar
uma ideia do leque de opções de tradução disponível. Outra capacidade, cuja futura implementação é discutida em Santos (2014b), é a de procurar nas anotações
críticas associadas a cada alinhamento, e ao conjunto de alinhamentos. Ou seja,
desde que essa anotação crítica tenha sido codificada, poder-se-á procurar casos
de “valores culturais distintos” ou “mudança de voz” ou “mudança de sentido”.
A arquitetura é pois diferente do CorTrad, Tagnin et al. (2009), em que as
múltiplas traduções correspondem a diferentes versões (melhorias) de uma mesma
tradução, não sendo portanto independentes.
tabela 2: Textos em norueguês traduzidos para o português.
Id
BEB
BRS
CLI
DN
KB
MOB
MUS
QUEI
SAU
VES

Trads
2
9
11
3
2
13
3
8
14
6

Formas
1314
523
192
362
370
480
389
1261
606
570

Tipos
501
262
130
222
222
258
224
450
324
282

Være
47
9
4
7
12
14
5
46
15
24

Ha
15
4
3
5
5
4
6
23
8
3

Bli
10
0
2
0
1
4
0
2
5
0

Nas tabelas 1 e 2 apresento uma descrição quantitativa dos textos originais do
PoNTE à data de dezembro de 2013, versão em que os estudos aqui apresentados
se baseiam.
Uma das razões para estudar o contraste entre os verbos em questão é que são
muito frequentes, e portanto poucos textos mesmo assim já nos fornecem muitos
resultados.
[5]
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Seja como for, conto numa fase seguinte tornar a informação da língua materna do tradutor disponível
para procura, de forma a que futuros utilizadores do PoNTE possam averiguar, ou mesmo filtrar, os exemplos com base nessa informação.
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figura 1: Distribuição dos três verbos portugueses pelos diferentes textos.
Não existe muito material contrastivo entre as duas línguas, embora o ENPC
(Oksefjell (1999)) – mais tarde OMC – tenha incluído a tradução portuguesa de
vários textos cujo original era o norueguês, e seja a minha intenção, num futuro
próximo, criar um corpo nas duas direções que inclua esses textos, e outros na
direção oposta.
Que eu saiba, este é o primeiro corpo que reúne o material criado por aprendizes de tradução neste par de línguas, embora existam estudos sobre traduções
publicadas, como o de Nilsson (2002). Para português e inglês, existe o material
de Oliveira (2012), que o precede, e que corresponde à produção de um número
muito maior de alunos (brasileiros aprendentes de inglês).
Para poder explorar convenientemente o material que constitui o PoNTE, além
de poder consultar separadamente cada texto e suas traduções, é possível interrogar o PoNTE distribuído e o PoNTE compacto. No primeiro, cada par de tradução
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conta uma vez (por isso se um texto foi traduzido dezasseis vezes cada frase se encontra dezasseis vezes no lado original); no segundo, cada texto original só existe
uma vez, mas alinhado com o número de traduções a que tiver sido sujeito.
[3] c o n t r a s t e e n t r e a s l í n g u a s

A minha posição teórica é clara: considero que as línguas são sistemas diferentes
de codificação do mundo e da cultura, e como tal a tradução é uma ponte entre
dois mundos, e não apenas uma paráfrase noutra língua.
Mesmo que o sistema biológico seja igual para todos os indivíduos, o que eles
aprendem, e o que eles recebem através do “leite linguístico” da mãe (a língua materna) é condicionante dos seus hábitos de pensamento e do seu comportamento
na vida. Como Allwood (1995) sugere, a língua é a codificação de uma memória
coletiva – e cada língua, sem o saber, conserva uma memória diferente. Mas como
não é só a memória mas sim a criatividade e a inovação que são ingredientes essenciais da vida humana, a todo o instante novas vivências, ideias, contatos e artefactos fazem com que a língua evolua, mas que algo também se perca. Existem
factos na língua que são muito antigos – o substrato da diferença entre ser e estar pode até ser celta, anterior ao latim, mas outros existem que começaram há
menos de 30 anos, como é o caso do renascimento do pronome vos (substituindo
lhes) em Portugal associado à terceira pessoa do plural (vocês), e não à segunda
(vós, de cerimónia), que já está praticamente morta.
Porque acredito que existem dados e factos mais do que suficientes para demonstrar a plausibilidade deste ponto de partida (a incomensurabilidade de sistemas linguísticos diferentes), a única solução metodológica é a de comparar as
línguas baseando-me na sua tradução, em vez de pressupor uma semelhança semântica para além da mera prática tradutória que os dicionários bilingues consagram.
Estou, aliás, convencida de que a própria prática da tradução é um dos grandes
motores da mudança semântica e da evolução das línguas, e muitos erros (causados por exemplo por sósias enganadores) passam a fazer parte, após algumas
gerações ou mesmo apenas anos, do leque de opções da língua. Tal aconteceu
com aceder ou com a expressão é suposto (da década de 90 para cá, veja-se Santos
(2007)), e está presentemente a acontecer com realizar e com partilhar, assim como
com a estrutura da frase. (Neste momento, a influência reinante no português é
a do inglês, mas antes já foi do francês, assim como será das línguas africanas nos
falares de Angola e de Moçambique.)
Embora o PoNTE tenha sido primariamente criado para dar oportunidade aos
alunos de refletir sobre a sua criatividade e competência linguísticas, também é
um excelente recurso para investigar as questões que põem mais dificuldades na
passagem entre as duas línguas, como este artigo pretenderá demonstrar.
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[4] a l g u n s p r e s s u p o s t o s da p r e s e n t e a n á l i s e

Um dos primeiros problemas com que deparamos na comparação destes verbos
frequentes é o seu estatuto: são auxiliares, semi-auxiliares, verbos suporte, verbos
plenos? Não querendo desprezar a complexa literatura sobre o assunto (veja-se
por exemplo Pontes (1973); Ranchhod (1990)), parece-me mais avisado começar
por estudar estes verbos na sua totalidade em vez de dividi-los logo em facetas
estanques, como também é proposto por (Vilela 1994, cap. 3 e 4).
Quando se pôe a questão da tradução, mais algumas decisões têm de ser tomadas:
Na minha opinião, não é uma questão de estritamente ter um verbo traduzido por
outro, mas sim uma questão de campos semânticos que usam diferentes verbos
(de suporte?). Onde acaba o significado do verbo e começa o da palavra que ele
apoia? Será que interessa delimitar, ou não será mais produtivo simplesmente
tomá-los como conjuntos que são traduzidos em conjunto? Concretizando, ter
fome - være sulten não significa que ter sozinho foi substituído por være, nem fome
por sulten, mas sim esses contextos, indissociáveis, são substituídos “em bloco”.6
Mas, embora isto até seja ensinado nas primeiras aulas de português como língua estrangeira, tem muito mais ramificações do que se poderia pensar, como o
seguinte exemplo do PoNTE mostra.7
(1)

Tenho certeza, senhoras e senhores, de que este será o século das mulheres.
[DIL]
Jeg er sikker, mine damer og herrer, på at dette vil bli kvinnenes århundre.
“estou certa de que (...)”

Por outro lado, a adição deste tipo de verbos na tradução, ou a sua eliminação,
são extremamente frequentes, vejam-se os exemplos (2) a (7). Em particular a
aparente necessidade de adicionar o verbo ha em muitos contextos em que não
há verbo em português:
(2)

Seu IDH, de 0,902, é semelhante ao da Itália [CAR]
Dens IDH, på 0,902, er lik den Italia har.
“(...) igual ao que a Itália tem.”

(3)

É raro encontrar no mundo uma cidade com tanta diversidade quanto o
Rio de Janeiro. [CAR]
Det er ikke mange byer i verden som har så stort mangfold som Rio de
Janeiro.
“(...) que tem tão grande diversidade como (...)”

[6]

Além disso, note-se que sult e faminto também existem, por isso esta correspondência nem pode ser
atribuída a uma questão de falhas lexicais (“lexical gaps”).
Para alargar a audiência do artigo a todos quantos lêem português mesmo que não saibam norueguês,
coloco entre aspas a tradução literal da parte relevante, a seguir ao norueguês.

[7]
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(4)

Saber dar pontapés na bola era considerado como suficiente garantia da
competência de árbitro. [EXA]
Å kunne sparke til en ball ble regnet som en tilstrekkelig garanti for at man
hadde kompetanse som dommer.
“(...) para que se tivesse competência como árbitro.”

Ou omiti-lo na tradução para português:
(5)

Denne ville jeg også gjerne ha som bilag til min søknad. [MUS]
“(...) ter como anexo (...)”
Precisava também desta, como anexo ao meu pedido de financiamento.

(6)

Hva vil du ha til middag?
“queres ter ao jantar”
O que queres para o jantar?

(7)

Jeg har ikke lyst til å ha noen spesialbehandling, [QUEI]
“(...) ter nenhum tratamento privilegiado”
Eu não quero tratamento especial,

Outro caso relevante para a compreensão das possíveis dificuldades de análise –
e de consequente tradução – é o facto de, mesmo numa língua só, a interação de
diversos fatores poder conduzir a casos inesperados. Por exemplo, como (Pontes
1973, págs. 73 e seguintes) aponta, a passiva funciona de forma diferente com
verbos como mandar ou modais como ter de:
(8)

O teatro de Sabará foi mandado restaurar por Israel.

(9)

A casa teve de ser comprada por mim.

que correspondem, respetivamente, à passiva de
(10)

Israel mandou restaurar o teatro de Sabará.

(11)

Eu tive de comprar a casa.

Existem, de qualquer maneira, muitos factores relevantes em relação à tradução,
que geralmente não são mencionados nos dicionários ou textos didáticos mas que
não deixam de se fazer sentir na prática:
• Diferentes tempos verbais aplicados a um mesmo item lexical podem ter
diferentes traduções (Santos (1998)), sobretudo no caso de línguas com riqueza
muito diferente em termos de tempos verbais, como é o caso do português
e do norueguês.
• Conversamente, e como amplamente demonstrado por Nilsson (2002), um
mesmo tempo em norueguês ( no caso, var + particípio passado) pode ter
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traduções em português em muitos tempos diferentes conforme a interpretação dada.
• Por outro lado, o norueguês é muito mais rico em modais e essa interação
também influencia frequentemente a escolha dos diversos verbos.
Apenas com a análise dos muitos casos que aparecem nos corpos somos capazes
de uma possível sistematização, interessante quer do ponto de vista pedagógico,
quer do ponto de vista do conhecimento das duas línguas. Por outras palavras, é
indesmentível que a tradução é uma janela para a compreensão da língua, como
defendido em Santos (1995).
Contudo, o facto de termos a possibilidade de usar corpos e obter um número
razoável de exemplos não significa que não precisemos de analisar esses mesmos
exemplos para produzir conclusões linguísticas, como defendo em Santos (2014a):
Uma panorâmica numérica é simplesmente o primeiro passo, que nos permite
separar o trigo do joio e escolher assuntos que pretendemos investigar, através
de uma atribuição de categorias e da inspeção da sua frequência relativa.
No caso presente, embora perfeitamente consciente da delicadeza de muitas
destas fronteiras, e da sua diferente realização gramatical nas duas línguas, decidi
separar as seguintes categorias semântico-gramaticais representadas na tabela 3
(note-se que a classificação não é mutuamente exclusiva).
A divisão foi fundada no meu conhecimento prévio das diferenças e na convicção de que não seria muito difícil distinguir na maioria dos casos, embora soubesse
de longa experiência que existem muitos casos de fronteira, muito especialmente
na passiva. Os seguintes exemplos permitem, espero, apreciar a dificuldade de
atribuir as categorias elencadas:
(12)

Mas o mundo muitas vezes insiste em caminhar na via do único, do igual,
exatamente onde a diversidade tem seu maior valor.
Atribuição de característica, ou valor moral?

(13)

Estou envergonhadíssimo.
Passiva ou sentimento?

(14)

Era muito extraordinário: o chapéu da Fräulein, por mais que ela o arranjasse e o pregasse, ficava sempre tão mal seguro que a mais pequena coisa
o fazia tombar para um lado.
Passiva ou lugar/posição?

(15)

E se os Portugueses foram ajudados por inúmera gente de muitos países e
tradições, não resta dúvida de que o esforço de aquisição foi seu, como sua
foi a consciência primeira do novo mundo e o desafio àquele que existia
Atribuição ou posse?
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tabela 3: Distribuição por sentido/função nos textos originais; os casos simples
de realce com é que não foram contados.
Função
Sensação/opinião/julgamento
Lugar+posição
Passiva
Tempo
Existência + não
Acontecimento + não
Posse (abstrata+ concreta)
Aspetualizador
Progressiva
Modal
Tempos compostos
Realce (complexo)
Exp. idiomáticas
Usos gramaticais
Equivalência + não
Atribuição
Total

Ser
11
3
73
3
24

Estar
10
11
7

Ter
13
0+1

Ficar
4
3+2
1

11
1

3+0

Haver

1
17+2
1+2

36+4
3
3

10
12
19
13
4
9
77 + 10
158
370

1
3

22

5

1

3
62

96

14

Total
38
20
81
4
54
4
39+4
3
13
13
22
13
32
9
87
161

27

De qualquer forma, a tabela 3 dá-nos ter uma primeira ideia da complexidade
dos sentidos associados a estes cinco verbos em português. A simples tentativa
de agrupar os casos tornou logo patente, também, que em português sensações,
opiniões, e julgamentos do foro moral são expressos (e portanto concetualizados?)
da mesma maneira – com ter, estar, ou ficar – enquanto a contrapartida natural em
inglês seria sempre o verbo be, e nos debruçaremos sobre o norueguês na secção
6.
[5] d i s t r i b u i ç ã o e n t r e t e x t o s t r a d u z i d o s e o r i g i n a i s

Antes disso, contudo, tentemos estabelecer uma panorâmica geral do uso destes
verbos. (Até agora, o estudo concentrou-se na análise dos textos originais em português, e escolhemos simplesmente algumas traduções mais interessantes para
mostrar a diferença entre as línguas.) A primeira coisa que salta à vista é a diferença entre as duas distribuições, tanto em norueguês como em português, no
que se refere ao uso relativo dos diferentes verbos, na figura 2 e na figura 3. A
“proporção” indicada nas figuras é a razão do número de ocorrências de, por exemplo, o verbo ser pelo número de palavras no texto. Embora o número de textos
do PoNTE não seja suficiente para poder generalizar o que acontece ao nível das
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duas línguas, a consistência entre os resultados parece indicar que estamos em
presença de diferenças que vale a pena investigar mais profundamente.

figura 2: Distribuição de ser vs. estar e ser vs. ficar em textos originais (bola preta)
e traduzidos (bola branca).
Ou seja, observando a figura 2 constata-se que os alunos noruegueses (ou serão
os textos noruegueses de que originam) usam ficar com uma frequência superior
à dos autores de língua materna portuguesa, e também, inesperadamente, usam
francamente mais estar do que ser.
A figura 3, correspondente aos verbos noruegueses være e bli, em originais
e traduções, em que mais uma vez os textos originais estão indicados a cheio,
mostra por outro lado que tanto bli como være são mais frequentes em textos
traduzidos do português. Isto pode dever-se a uma maior preocupação dos autores portugueses com questões de essência e permanência, ou refletir simplesmente a falta de verbos de posição e localização em português.
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figura 3: Distribuição de bli vs. være em textos originais e traduzidos.
A este respeito seria interessante comparar com os dados quantitativos relativos aos dois únicos estudos destes verbos que conhecemos, nomeadamente
Ebeling (2003) para bli e Ebeling (2000) para det er, para confirmar se os textos
usados no PoNTE concordam (em termos quantitativos) com os textos usados no
OMC/ENPC ou se são marcadamente diferentes, algo que infelizmente fica para
trabalho futuro.
[6] d i s t r i b u i ç ã o da s t r a d u ç õ e s

A outra questão, sobre a qual podemos ter mais dados e mais controlo, é a questão
da tradução/correspondência (a cada verbo, que outro verbo correspondeu).
Note-se que, como a maioria dos textos (traduções) são escritos por aprendentes, estes vão ser muito raramente radicais na tradução, e o número de alterações pecará por defeito e não por excesso... e por isso podemos confiar que as
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reescritas serão, na maior parte dos casos, consideradas necessárias e não artefactos de uma vontade de “domesticação” do texto.8
Uma panorâmica inicial grosseira, a partir da versão do PoNTE distribuído,
está na tabela 4, cujo estudo detalhado terá de ficar para outra ocasião. (Estes
valores ainda têm de ser revistos e melhorados, porque se referem às unidades
totais e não às correspondências diretas.)
tabela 4: Quantos casos de aparente correspondência ou não: o símbolo NÃO pretende identificar uma unidade de tradução sem nenhum elemento do
verbo que o segue.
Correspondência
ficar - være
ficar - NÃO være
ficar - bli
ficar - NÃO bli
estar - være
estar - NÃO være
estar - bli
estar - NÃO bli
ter - ha
ter - NÃO ha
bli - ficar
bli - ser
være - estar
være - ficar

Num
102
81
80
103
499
190
91
598
711
521
78
653
687
130

Correspondência
ser - være
ser - NÃO være
ser - bli
ser - NÃO bli
ser - ha
ser - NÃO ha
haver - være
haver - NÃO være
ha - ter
ha - NÃO ter
bli - NÃO ficar
bli - NÃO ser
være - NÃO estar
være - NÃO ficar

Num
3119
975
824
3270
869
3225
213
131
781
689
850
275
3658
4215

[7] a t r a d u ç ã o d o s c a s o s d e s e n t i m e n t o e s e n s a ç ã o

Os 38 casos identificados como exprimindo ou podendo exprimir sentimento ou
sensação em português, correspondentes a 250 pares de tradução, foram inspecionados um a um para identificar quais as traduções encontradas.
A lista encontra-se acessível de http://dinis.linguateca.pt/dispara/
ponte/SensTrad.html, e poderá também ser obtida através da procura
[lema="(ser|estar|ficar|ter|haver)(.*)*" & sema="SENS"]
no PoNTE compacto. A tabela 5 dá uma ideia de algumas correspondências
encontradas, assim como da diferente distribuição deste tipo de expressões nos
diversos textos. Se, por exemplo, ter razão é sempre traduzida da mesma maneira,
[8]

A leitores para quem não seja familiar a distinção de Venuti entre domesticar ou estrangeirar uma
tradução como princípio ideológico, aconselho a leitura de Venuti (1992).
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as traduções de ter admiração ou estar claro são muito variadas... De qualquer
maneira, estes cinco verbos em português não esgotam certamente as formas de
exprimir sensações, sentimentos ou julgamentos, visto que apenas 6% das suas
ocorrências (38 em 597 casos) foram assim interpretadas, e o léxico da emoção
em português contém muitos outros verbos.
tabela 5: Algumas traduções. TO significa texto original.
Expressão
estar claro

ter razão

ter admiração por
estar mal disposto
estar satisfeito

TO
DIL
DIL
DSC
EPA
MEC
MEC
EPA
MRC
SEM

Traduções
være tydelig (3), være klart, være en
selvfølge, være åpenlyst
være klart (5), være klarlagt (3), være tydelig (2)
selvfølgelig (11), sjølsagt, helt klart
ha rett (4)
ha rett
ha rett
beundre (2), ha beundring for, se opp til
være i dårlig humør (3), ikke ha det så bra
være tilfreds (2), være fornøyd (2)
være ferdig, ikke flere spørsmål

[8] d i s c u s s ã o d e m a i s a l g u n s e x e m p l o s

Terminamos o artigo olhando novamente para a questão das traduções em geral,
selecionando alguns casos raros, e como tal indicativos de situações provavelmente mais complicadas ou ainda desconhecidas contrastivamente.
(16)

Å bli godt kjent med noen innebærer å få vite hvordan de virkelig er. [BEB]
“Ser bem conhecido com alguém (...)”
Chegar a conhecer bem alguém inclui ficar a saber como realmente são.

Neste exemplo, devido ao perfil aspetual distinto dos verbos kjenne e conhecer, a
tradução portuguesa adicionou um aspetualizador que indica que é algo que não
é obra de um momento (por causa do bem). Note-se, por outro lado, que ficar é
o resultado da tradução de få, uma das razões por que ficar é significativamente
mais frequente em texto traduzido.
Note-se também que a impessoalidade/regra descrita nas duas línguas requer
a passiva no norueguês e a ativa no português, embora no exemplo (17) fique claro
que a passiva em português também é usada para “impessoalizar”. O exemplo
também ilustra o uso de være e de ser em construções que classifiquei como gramaticais, nomeadamente det er snakk om e seja.
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A cidade do Rio de Janeiro costuma ser caracterizada como um espaço de
contrastes polarizado, seja no plano geográfico, seja nos planos social e
econômico.
Byen Rio de Janeiro pleier å bli karakterisert som et sted med polariserte
kontraster, enten det er snakk om det geografiske planet eller det sosiale
og økonomiske planet.
“(...) ou é conversa sobre ou (...) ”

O próximo exemplo contém mais uma vez uma mudança de voz, da ativa para a
passiva, no primeiro caso exprimindo outra vez impessoalidade, mas no segundo
devido às propriedades lexicais dos verbos nascer e føde.9
(18)

Só quando a vida adopta a invenção, porque dela se pode servir, é que a
palavra do escritor sobrevive e abandona o ninho onde nasceu. [BRI]
Kun når livet adopterer denne oppfinnelsen, fordi den kan bli brukt, er
det at forfatterens ord overlever og forlater redet hvor den ble født.
“(...) porque pode ser usada (...) onde foi nascido”

Todavia, nem todos os casos complicados se referem à passiva: os dois seguintes
exemplificam traduções inesperadas. O primeiro traduz haver por ha10 , e não
mantém a repetição de era, que é na minha opinião uma característica estilística
do texto original, traduzindo a primeira ocorrência por ble e a segunda por var.
(19)

Mas isso era na mercearia do Sr. Mário, porque na outra que havia ao pé
de minha casa, a do Sr. Manel... era ainda um bocadinho pior [MRC]
Men det ble alltid butikken til Sr. Mário, fordi den andre vi hadde i gangavstand fra huset mitt, den til Sr. Manel... den var enda litt verre.
“(...) a outra que tínhamos a pouca distância (...)”

O segundo, por seu lado, é interessante porque traduz haver por finnes, o que é
bastante idiomático, mas não faz algo semelhante com está. E eu diria que o estar é importante no sentido da localização, e como tal um verbo de posição seria
teoricamente mais conforme com o estilo norueguês.
(20)

O mal, quando há, está naquilo que elas nomeiam. [BRI]
Når det finnes ondskap, er det i det som blir navngitt.
“Quando se encontra maldade, é no que é mencionado”

Finalmente, e para ilustrar uma consideração metodológica da maior importância, apresento um caso em que todos os tradutores desprezaram a marcação de
[9]
[10]

Em norueguês não existe um verbo que signifique nascer, mas sim um verbo que significa dar à luz, føde.
Pode considerar-se um erro de tradução porque ao pé de significa simplesmente próximo, mas também se
pode considerar uma domesticação do texto tornando-o mais concreto e mais norueguês, convertendo
para “a uma distância que se pode fazer a pé”...
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progressiva – o que, aliás, foi a regra em quase todos os casos de progressiva. Casos em que há uma concordância extrema indicam, com grande probabilidade,
áreas em que não existem outras opções de tradução ou de expressão de um dado
fenómeno ou ideia.
(21)

E fique muito contente de ter uma bolsa: como dizem nossos detratores,
você deveria ficar «muito feliz de estar sendo pago para estudar». [CIE]
Og blir veldig glad for å ha et stipend: som våre motstandere sier, du
burde bli «veldig glad for å bli betalt for å studere».
“(...) contente por ser pago para estudar”

[9] o b s e r va ç õ e s f i n a i s

Em jeito de conclusão, podemos afirmar que as duas línguas estão estruturadas
de maneiras diferentes, e isso vê-se na pouca correspondência que existe entre
verbos aparentemente “parecidos”. Além disso, é significativa a influência da voz,
do tempo e da modalidade nas escolhas de tradução.
Neste artigo olhámos para “palavrinhas” frequentes e essenciais que muitas
vezes são desprezadas na descrição contrastiva, por se encontrarem na charneira
entre os foros gramatical e lexical, mas cujo estudo, sobretudo contrastivo e baseado
em corpos, representa um passo importante na compreensão de ambas as línguas,
e na formação de tradutores. Ao recorrer tanto a métodos quantitativos como a
estudos detalhados, também tentei demonstrar que não são incompatíveis e que
ambos são úteis para observar a complexidade das línguas.
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